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adverti8p:ment.

The scientific publications of the National Museum consist of two

series—the BuUetin and the Proceedings.

The BuUetin^ publication of which was begun in 1875, is a series

of more or less extensive works intended to illustrate the collections

of the United States National Museum and, with the exception noted

below, is issued separately. These bulletins are monographic in scope

and are devoted principally to the discussion of large zoological and

botanical groups, faunas and floras, bibliographies of eminent natural-

ists, reports of expeditions, etc. They are usually of octavo size,

although a quarto form, known as the Special Bulletin, has been

adopted in a few instances in which a larger page was deemed

indispensable.

This work forms No. 68 of the Bulletin series.

Since 1902 the volumes of the series known as "Contributions from

the National Herbarium," and containing papers relating to the botan-

ical collections of the Museum, have been published as bulletins.

The Proceedings^ the first volume of which was issued in 1878, are

intended as a medium of publication of brief original papers based

on the collections of the National Museum, and setting forth newly

acquired facts in biolog}-, anthropology, and geology derived there-

from, or containing descriptions of new forms and revisions of lim-

ited groups. A volume is issued annually, or oftener, for distribution

to libraries and scientific establishments, and in view of the importance

of the more prompt dissemination of new facts a limited edition of

each paper is printed in pamphlet form in advance.

Richard Kathbun,
Assista7it Sec7'etary^ Smithsonian Institution^

In charge of the United States National Musexiin,

Washingtpn, U. S. a., November 10, 1909.
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A MONOGRAPH OF AVEST AMERICAN PYRAMIDELLID
MOLLUSKS.

By William Healey Dall and Paul Bartsch,

0/ the Division of Mollusks, U. S. National Museum.

INTRODUCTION.

The Pyramidellidse are a family of mollusks mostly of small size

and world-wide distribution. No record of unmistakable Pyrami-

dellidge has been found in the Cretaceous faunas, though such may
occur, but they are numerous in the Tertiaries and perhaps most
fully represented in the existing faunas.

Numerous names have been applied to them; sometimes a particu-

lar group has been supposed to have no pHcation on the pillar, a mis-

take which can be corrected by grinding down the whorls so as to

expose the interior more fully than may be done by inspecting the

natural aperture. The plication in such cases is present, but falls

short of reaching a point where it can be observed through the

aperture.

In all the species of which the soft parts are known the external

anatomy is very similar. In examining a large number of species, as

noted by Fischer, intermediate types occur, until it becomes a matter

of great difficulty to decide where, if anywhere, the generic lines can
be drawn. It is not surprising that some authors have resorted to

the expedient of regarding most of the species, notwithstanding the

contrasted extremes of the series, as belonging to a single genus.

When a group is composed of such a multitude of species, it seems

more convenient in practice and leads more efficiently to clear

thinking to take the other view, and subdivide the groups sufficiently

to make it reasonably clear where a given species belongs in the

series.

In the absence of anatomical characters it has been necessary to

fall back in large part on the form and sculpture of the shell the

presence or absence of an umbilicus, and the character of the plica-

tions on the pillar, as distinctive characters, although it must be

admitted that between the different sections some intermediate forms

may occur. So many names have been applied to members of the

1
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group that in most cases it has not been necessary to coin new
denominations. The synonymy, which is often much involved, is

treated of in the text which follows.

The classification adopted is essentially that proposed by us in our

synopsis of the family published in February, 1904. Some revision

and some additions as was expected have been found necessary.

Many of the specific names given in the past by different authors

have been repeatedly used for different species, rendering it neces-

sary in many cases to give new ones. In all cases the synonymy of

group names adopted has been based on researches which began

with the typical species of the original authors, which in the case of

some of the more anciently named forms has involved no little

labor.

When any doubt existed in regard to the internal characters the

specimens have been ground down until the pillar has been made
visible over a great part of its extent, and in all cases the characters

recorded are the result of microscopical examination. Only a few

of the many named forms have been inaccessible, as the collection of

the U. S. National Museum is remarkably rich in species of this

group, while the jvmior author, during a recent visit to England, has

been able to examine the original types of Carpenter and Adams in

the British Museum, and later visited Amherst, Massachusetts, to

confirm earlier notes on the types contained in the C. B. Adams
collection, the property of Amherst College. The Zoological Museum
of Berlin, Germany, submitted its entire collection for study, and the

authorities of the Zoological Museum of Copenhagen, of the Academy
of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and of Amherst College, of the

University of California, of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, of the

Field Museum of Chicago, of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York City, granted facilities for study, for photographing

type-specimens or at various times loaned material required for

study. The facilities of the National Museum have, of course, been

at the disposition of the writers, and most of the types of species form

part of its collection.

The amount of assistance rendered by private correspondents and

collectors has been very large. Many of the friends of the Museum
have sent in all their Pyramidellid material, and have allowed it to

remain for study, in some cases several years. Others have gener-

ously resigned the opportunity of working up themselves the material

they had collected and have donated to the Museum type-specimens

of rare and even unique forms. For this generous assistance we are

deeply indebted. Among those to whom we desire to make the most

cordial acknowledgment are Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd, Mr. Herbert

N. Lowe, and Mrs. Eshnaur, of Long Beach, California; Dr. Fred

Baker, Prof. F. W. Kelsey, Mrs. Kate Stephens, Mr. Henry Hemphill,
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Mr. C. W. Gripp, of San Diego; Mr. Fred L. Button, of Oakland; Mr.

S. S. Berry and Mr. J. H. Paine, of Stanford University; Rev. Dr.

G. W. Taylor, of Nanaimo, British Columbia; Hon. Delos Arnold and

Dr. Ralph Arnold, of Pasadena, CaUfornia; and Dr. R. E. C. Steams,

of Los Angeles, California; Mr. E. A. Smith, of the British Museum,
and Dr. G. W. Chaster, of Southport, England. Among those who
have contributed material bearing on the general subject though not

on the West American fauna in particular, we are especially indebted

to Rev. H. W. Winkley, of Danvers, Massachusetts. Material in

the collection of the U. S. National Museum, contributed without

special reference to this monograph, was received from Mr. Belding,

Mr. S. A. L. Brannan, Mr. Blood, Mr. J. G. Cooper, Mr. P. P. Carpenter,

Dr. W. H. Dall, Mr. G. H. Eldridge, I^Ir. \Y. J. Fisher, Mr. Hansen,

Dr. George Hewston, Mr. O. B. Johnston, Mr. E. Jewett, Mr. Trevor

Kincaid, Mr. C. B. Kennerley, Mr. A. Krause, Mrs. Merrihew, Dr. C. F.

Newcombe, Capt. H. Nichols, U. S. Navy, Mr. C. R. Orcutt, Dr. E.

Palmer, Mr. E. S. Roper, Mr. J. G. Swan, Mr. J. O. Snyder, Mr. Turrill,

Mr. F. Woodworth, and Mr. J. Xantus. We have had the advantage

of consulting specimens from the Eocene of the Paris Basin, named by
M. Maurice Cossmann, of Paris. Lastly, the Jeffreys collection with

its multitude of specimens, author's examples, types, and cotypes,

of British, abyssal Atlantic, north European, and Mediterranean

species, has been a means of reference without which we should have

been in numerous instances most seriously handicapped.

The senior author desires to say that with the exception of this

introduction and a certain amount of editorial supervision and
advisory assistance, the labor of microscopically studying the speci-

mens and preparing the manuscript of this paper is the work of the

junior author, to whom the credit should be given. This labor has

been very great and has been performed in the intervals of other work
officially more pressing. We hope, therefore, that friends who have
from time to time intrusted us with material which has often been

retained for a considerable time before being returned to its owners,

will make allowances for what has in no case been intentional delay

or neglect.

We may here repeat an explanation printed in 1904, that the

Museum Calonnianum is an anonymous pamphlet with no pub-

lisher's name attached to it, no diagnosis or figures, and which was not

prepared by George Humphrey, the dealer who distributed it. We
have therefore declined to regard the name Oheliscus, which is con-

tained in it, as having been regularly pubHshed, or as having preced-

ence over Pyramidella Lamarck.

A brief historical review of the progress of the study of the Pyra-

midellidae on the western shores of the two Americas may be in

place here.
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While it is probable that Hugh Cuming, in the first third of the

nineteenth century, during his researches on the coast of western

South America, may have collected some Pyramidellidfe, the system-

atists who described his novelties after his return to England were

long busy with the larger, more attractive, and more conspicuous

shells.

The first Pyramidellid described was named by Alcide D'Orbigny

in 1840, in the report of his voyage to South America, the Ohemnitzia

cora from Peru.

The next contribution was that of Prof. C. B. Adams, of Amherst

College, in his account of the shells of Panama, published in 1852, in

the Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York. It

included the following species: Pyramidella conica; Chemnitzia acu-

leus, acuminata, affinis, clathratula, communis, gracilior, major, mar-

ginata, panamensis, simiUs, striosa, turrita; Cingula inconspicua,

paupercula, terehellum, and turrita.

In the same year Dr. A. A. Gould described, in the Boston Journal

of Natural History, from Mexico and the Gulf of California, the fol-

lowing species: Odostomia gravida and achates; Chemnitzia torquata.

In 1854, Karl Theodor Menke, in the Malakozoologische Blatter,

i\esQ.v]he(\. Pyramidella hicoJor, from California. In the same yearArthur

Adams, editing the PyramidellidsB of Sowerby's Thesaurus Conchy-

liorum, named Obeliscus hastatus and clavulus.

The most numerous addition to the known species of the coast yet

made appeared in 1856 in the Mazatlan Catalogue of the Reigen col-

lection in the British Museum, by Dr. Philip P. Carpenter. This

comprised the following forty species: Odostomia suhlirulata, lamel-

lata, suhsulcata, vallata, mammillata, tenuis; Parthenia scalariformis,

quinguecincta, lacunata, armata, exarata, ziziphina; ChrysaUida ovata,

nodosa, rotundata, ohlonga, teJescopium, reigeni, effusa, fasciata, ovulum,

convexa, photis, indentata, clausiliformis; Chemnitzia c-h-adamsi, muri-

cata, prolongata gihhosa, gracillima, undata, jiavescens, terebralis, tenui-

lirata, unifasciata; Dunkeria paucilirata, subangulata, cancellata, inter-

media; and Eulimella ohsoleta. Camera drawings of these by Doctor

Carpenter are among the archives of the U. vS. National Museum.
Morch, in the Malakozoologische Blatter for 1859, describes Turho-

nilla craticulata, suhula, and cincteUa. Baird in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London, 1863, names Chemnitzia Vancouverensis.

In the report of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science for 1863, Dr. P. P. Carpenter names the following species:

Pyramidella adamsi; Obeliscus variegatus; Odostomia nucifannis, and

variety avellana, 0. satura and variety gouldii, 0. injiata, straminea,

tenuisculpta, cincta, and pumila; Dunkeria laminata; Chemnitzia tri-

dentata, cJiocolata varieties aurantia, subcuspidata, and stylina, C.

virgo; all these have a few words of diagnosis, but not enough to
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identify them. They were more fully described later. The same
author in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History for 1864,

pages 46-47, describes Oheliscus variegatus, Odostomia (Evalea) sequi-

sculpta and delicatula, and Chrysallida angusta. In the same publi-

cation for 1865 he describes Odostomia satura, gouldii, nuciformis,

ai^ellana, fenuisculpta, and injlata; Chemnitzia crehrijilata, variety sty-

lina, and virgo; Dunkeria laminata; and Chemnitzia codata.

In the Journal de Conchyliologie for April, 1865, Doctor Carpenter

names Odostomia straminea, Chemnitzia tridentata, and (var, ?) auran-

tia. The last contribution to the knowledge of this group made by
Doctor Carpenter was during the following year, when in the Pro-

ceedings of the California Academy of Sciences, page 219, he describes

Chrysallida pumila.

William M. Gabb, in the same publication (p. 186) a year earlier

had added Turhonilla gracillima (now T. gahbiana) to the California

fauna.

In a separate publication on the minute shells found on imported

pearl oysters, and entitled "Les Meleagrinicoles," in 1867 the Mar-

quis de Folin describes from the Pacific coast ( ?) Turhonillafestiva and
Chemnitzia rangii.

In 1870, in the American Journal of Conchology, page 66, Dr. J. G.

Cooper changes the preoccupied name Turhonilla gracillima Gabb
into T. gahbiana Cooper.

In the series entitled "Les Fonds de la Mer," vol. 2, 1872, the Mar-
quis de Folin describes the following species: Salassia carinata;

Noemia proxima, pulchra, angusta, with varieties contracta and ovata;

Odetta recta and elegans.

Among some Vancouver shells described in the Annals and Maga-
zine of Natural History for 1880, by Mr. E. A. Smith, we find Chem-

nitzia lordi.

In the report on the Gastropoda of the Blake expedition, 1889,

Dall describes Pyramidella auricoma: and in the Bulletin of the

Natural History Society of British Columbia, 1897, page 14, he

names Mumiola tenuis, subsequently found to be preoccupied, and
renamed Odostomia {Menestho) pharcida Dall and Bartsch.

In Zoe (vol. 4, 1894, p. 395), Hemphill named a shell Eulimella

occidentalis , but this has proved not to be a Pyramidellid.

In a monograph in the new edition of the Conchylien Cabinet of

Martini and Chemnitz, Clessin named Odostomia Jcrausei and pana-

mensis, in 1900.

In a memoir by Dr. Ralph Arnold on the Marine Pliocene and
Pleistocene of San Pedi-o, California, the portion relating to the

Pyramidellidae was prepared by the authors of the present paper,

March, 1903. Twenty-three species are treated of, the types of

which are in the National Museum, and of these the following are

2565—Bull. 68—09 2
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regarded as new: Turbonilla pentalopha, auricoma, latifundia, lowei

and variety pedroana, arnoldi, and adleri; Odostomia steamsii, die-

gensis, and grammatospira.

In 1904, the present authors prepared and published in the Pro-

ceedings of the Biological Society of Washington a Synopsis of the

Genera, Subgenera, and Sections of the Family Pyramidellidse. This

hardly admits of condensation, but contains numerous new divi-

sional names and the descriptions of the following new species serving

as types of groups named in the table: Pyramidella (Sulcorinella)

dodona, Turbonilla (Baldra) archeri, Odostomia ( Vilia) pilshryi, and
Odostomia (Evalina) americana, of which, however, only the last-

mentioned is a native of the Pacific coast.

In 1906, through the kind intervention of the late Prof. Eduard
von Martens, in charge of the conchological collection of the Berlin

Zoological Museum, w*e received for study their entire series of Pyra-

midellida?, including numerous author's types derived from many
sources, of which the most important were from the collections of

the late Henry and Arthur Adams, of Paetel, of Dunker, of Clessin

and of Hilgendorf. Numerous species inadequately described by
Arthur Adams were included, and were for the first time figured and
placed on a valid basis in the report on this collection.^ Among the

species discussed or described from the west coast of America in this

report were the following: Odostomia (Evalea) siikaensis Clessin, 0.

{Amaura) martensin. n., 0. (A.) Jcrausei Clessm, 0. {Heida) panamensis

Clessin; Pyramidella (Longchxus) hicolor Menke, P. (Pharcidella)

hastata A. Adams, and P. (P.) moffati, n. n.

In 1907,^ the present writers discussed the Pyramidellid mollusks

of the Oregonian faunal area. In that paper the following new
species, or names, appear for the first time: Turhonilla gilli (and

subspecies delmontensis) ; T. (Chemnitzia) montereyensis n. n. (= goh-

hiana J. G. Cooper), T. (C.) muricatoides; T. (Strioturhonilla) serrse;

T. (Pyrgolampros) taylori, T. (P.) herryi, T. (P.) lyalli, T. (P.) inc-

toriana, T. (P.) valdezi, T. (P.) newcomhei, T. (P.) oregonensis; T.

(Pyrgiscus) canjieldi, T. (P.) morcM, T. (P.) antestriata, T. (P.)

eucosmohasis, T. (P.) castanea (= castanella, Dall, later) ; T. ( Mor-

m^ula) eschscholtzi; Odostomia (Chrysallida) cooperi, 0. (C.) ostricta,

0. (C.) montereyensis, 0. (C.) oregonensis, 0. (Ividia) navisa (and sub-

species delmontensis) ; 0. (lolsea) amianta; 0. (Menestho) pharcida

n. Ti.,0. (M.) harfordensis , 0. (M.) exara; 0. {Evalea) tillamool-ensis,

0. (E.) angularis, 0. (E.) jewetti, 0. (E.) columhiana, 0. (E.) deliciosa,

0. (E.) tacomaensis, 0. (E.) valdezi, 0. (E.) pJianea; 0. (Amaura)

l^ennerleyi, and 0. (A.) montereyensis (preoccupied, later 0. canjieldi

Dall).

a Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, pp. 321 to 369, with ten plates,

ft Idem, vol. 33.
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Two of the species above mentioned having been inadvertently

given names which had ah'eady been used, W. II. Dall in the Nautilus

for March, 1908, proposed the new names Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus)

castanella and Odostomia {Amaura) cavfieldi, for T. castanea and 0.

montereyensis

.

In 1908,° Dall describes Odostomia (Evalea) atossa from San Pedro,

California.

It would have extended this review to inordinate length had we
attempted to refer to the instances where west American species are

merely alluded to in the literature.

The drawings with which the present paper is illustrated were

mostly made by Miss Evelyn G. Mitchell; some of them were the

work of our regretted collaborator, the late Dr. J. G. McConnell.

The temperatures of seawater cited in the text are in degrees of

the Fahrenheit scale.

CLASSIFICATION.

Family PYRAMIDELLID.^.*-

Gastropods with the radula absent or obsolete ; the operculum ovoid

paucispiral, with the apex anterior, a thread-like arcuate ridge on the

proximal side, the inner margin notched in harmony with the plaits

of the pillar when prominent; foot short, moderately pointed behind,

with a small operculigerous lobe above and sometimes a small tentac-

ular appendix on each side, in front feebly auriculate or undulate;

mantle feebly canaliferous on the right upper margin; a single

branchia; verge subcylindric, elongate; head with two flattened

subtriangular or elongate tentacles, connate, grooved or auriform

in the larger forms, the funicles with a ciliated area; eyes beliind or

between the bases of the tentacles ; below the tentacles an oral orifice

from which extends a long retractile subcylindric proboscis, but

there is no muzzle like that of Scala; below the oral orifice is an

organ named by Loven the mentum, which is usually more or less

medially grooved or fissured, and hence, at its anterior end, more

or less bilobate, and extensile or retractile before or behind the

front margin of the foot. The shell is turrited, with a plicate axis;

oProc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 34.

&In the preparation of the present diagnoses the following terminology is used:

"Axial sculpture," the markings which extend from the summit of the whorls

toward the umbilicus.

The axial sculpture may be

—

"Vertical," when the markings are in general parallelism with the axis of

Ihe shell.

"Protractive," when the markings slant forward from the preceding suture.

"Retractive," when the markings slant backward from the suture.

"Spiral sculpture," the markings following the directions of the coils of the

whorls.
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the outer lip frequently internally lirate; in the larger forms the

aperture is obscurely channeled in front; the larval shell is sinistral

the adult dextral, the former frequently set at an angle to the adult

axis, or more or less immersed in the adult apical whorls; it is usually

helicoid and smooth; the sculpture varies from nothing to ribbed,

spirally sulcate or reticulate; the coloration when present usually

reddish, brownish or yellow. The eggs are numerous and depos-

ited in a lenticular mass. The distribution is world-wide, but the

larger forms are mostly tropical.

SYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA, SUBGENERA, AND SECTIONS.

SYNOPSIS OP THE GENERA.

Genus PYRAMIDELLA Lamarck.

Shell elongate-conic, whorls usually inflated and regularly increasing; the pillar

with from one to three folds; the outer lip entire; the shell usually larger than in

Turbonilla.

Type.— Trochus dolabratus Linnseus.

Genus TURBONILLA Risso.

Shell cylindro-conic, many whorled, generally slender; columellar fold single,

varying in strength, outer lip entire; shell usually smaller than in Pyramidella and

larger than in Odostomia.

Type.— Turbonilla typica Dall and 'BaTtsch=^ Turbonilla plicatula Risso, not Turbo

plicatulus Scacchi.

Genus ODOSTOMIA Fleming.

Shell usually short, few whorled, subconic or ovate; columellar fold single, vary-

ing in strength, outer lip entire.

Type.— Turbo plicatus Montague.

Genus MURCHISONELLA Morch.

Shell minute, cylindro-conic; outer lip with an anal sinus behind the jjeriphery

of the whorl; pillar with the plait obsolete or internal, whorls numerous and inflated.

Type.—Murchisonella spectrum Morch.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF PYRAMIDELLA.

^

A* Columellar folds three.

Shell umbilicated.

Basal fasciole absent, surface polished, marked by extremely faint lines of

growth and microscopic spiral striations.

Subgenus Pyramidella Lamarck, s. s., 1799 (p. 19).

Type, Trochus dolabratus Linnaeus.

Basal fasciole present, surface less polished than in Pyramidella s. s., marked

by lines of growth and microscopic spiral striations.

Subgenus Milda Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (1).

Type, Obeliscus ventricosus Quoy.

o In order to keep the key in its present compact form we have placed all references

to citations and synonyms at the end of the key. The numbers in brackets (1-45)

following the names refer to the citations.
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A' Columellar folds three—Continued.

Shell not umbilicated.

Surface polished, marked only by fine lines of growth and microscopic spiral

striations.

Periphery sulcate.

Subgenus Longchaeus Morch, 1875 (p. 21).

Type, Pyramidella punctata Schubert and Wagner.

Periphery not sulcate.

Subgenus Voluspa Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (p. 19).

Type, Pyramidella auricoma Dall.

Surface sculptured.

Basal cords absent.

Periphery sulcate.

Shell marked by strong axial ribs which terminate at the pe-

riphery, and microscopic spiral striations.

Subgenus Pharcidella Dall, 1889 (p'. 25).

Type, Pharcidella folinii Dall.

Shell marked by strong spiral keels and weak axial riblets.

Subgenus Callolongchaeus Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (2).

Type, Pyramidella jamaicensis Dall.

Periphery not sulcate.

Shell marked by strong axial ribs, intercostal spaces strongly

spirally striated, aperture auricular.

Subgenus Otopleura Fischer, 1885 (3).

Type, Pyramidella auris-cati Chemnitz.

Basal cords present.

Shell marked by strong spiral ridges, moderately strong axial

ribs and two basal cords.

Subgenus Triptychus Morch, 1875 (4).

Type, Triptychus niveus Morch.

A- Columellar folds two.

Shell umbilicated.

Surface polished, marked by very fine lines of growth and microscopic spiral

striations.

Subgenus Tiberia Monterosato, 1875 (5).

Type, Pyramidella nitidula A. Adams.

Surface polished, marked by fine lines of growth and strong spiral striations.

Subgenus Ulfa Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (2).

Type, Pyramidella ( Ulfa) cossinanni Dall and Bartsch

z=Syrnola striata Cossmann.

Surface marked by strong axial ribs, intercostal spaces spirally pitted; early

post-nuclear whorls sculptured differently from the later ones.

Subgenus Tropaeas Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (2).

Type, Pyramidella subulata A. Adams.

Shell not umbilicated.

Surface polished, marked by very faint lines of growth and microscopic

spiral striations.

Basal fasciole present.

Subgenus Vagna Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (2).

Type, Pyramidella paumotensis Tryon.
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A^ Columellar folds two—Continued.
Shell not umbilicated—Continued.

Surface polished, marked by very faint lines of growth and microsropic

spiral striations—Continued.

Basal fasciole absent.

Subgenus Eulimella Forbes, 1846 (6).

Type, Eulimella crussula Forbes, ^E. scillx Scacrhi.

Aperture subquadrate.

Section Eulimella Forbes, s. s.

Aperture suboval.

Section Cossmannica Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (7).

Type, Pyramidella clandestina Deshayes.
A^ Columellar fold one.

Shell umbilicated.

Surface polished, or with fine lines of growth and microscopic spiral striations.

Peripheral sulcus absent.

Subgenus Orinella Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (8).

Type, Orina pinguicula A. Adams.

Peripheral sulcus present.

Subgenus Sulcorinella Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (8).

Type, Pyramidella (Sulcorinella) dodona, Dall and

Bartsch.

Shell not umbilicated.

Large, heavy, elongated shells.

Surface spirally lirate.

Subgenus Actaeopyramis Fischer, 1885 (9).

Type, Monopiygma striata Gray.

Slender, medium sized shells.

Surface polished, marked by fine lines of growth and microscopic spiral

striations.

Postnuclear whorls increasing slowly in size at first, then rapidly,

lending the shell a mucronate appearance.

Subgenus Styloptygma A. Adams, 1860 (10).

Type, Monoptygma stylina A. Adams.

Postnuclear whorls increasing regularly in size.

Subgenus Syrnola A. Adams, 1860 (11).

Type, Syrnola gracillima A. Adams.

Aperture suboval.

Section Syrnola A. Adams, s. s.

Aperture subquadrate.

Section Stylopsis A. Adams, 1860 (12).

Type, Stylopsis typica A. Adams.

Surface spirally striated.

Subgenus Iphiana Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (8).

Type, Syrnola densistriata Garrett.

Surface axially and spirally striated with a strong spiral keel at the sum-

mit of the whorls.

Subgenus Syrnolina Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (8).

Type, Syrnola rubra Pease.

The status of Agatha virgo A. Adams 1860, [Menestho, 1861, Myonia, 1861, Amathis

1861], is not known to us. From the meager description we are inclined to believe

that it is allied to Actaeopyramis Fischer.
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KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OP TURBONILLA.

Shells without basal keels.

B ' Varices absent.

Spiral sculpture absent, or if present consisting of microscopic striations

only.

Surface of the early post-nuclear whorls marked by feeble axial ribs,

later ones smooth.

Subgenus Ptycheulimella Sacco, 1892 (p. 59).

Type, Tomatella pyramidata Deshayes.

Surface marked by strong axial ribs which terminate at the periphery

of the whorls, intercostal spaces excavated between the sutures.

Nuclear whorls helicoid on planorboid.

Subgenus Chemnitzia Orbigny, 1839 (p. 33).

Type, Melania campanellse Philippi.

Nuclear whorl elongate pupoid.

Subgenus Nisiturris Dall and Bartsch, 1906.

Type, Chemnitzia crystallina Dunker.

Surface marked by strong axial ribs and intercostal spaces which extend

over the periphery to the umbilical region.

Subgenus Turbonilla Risso, 1826 (p. 29).

Type, TurboniUal^yr'' ^^ ^"^ Bartsch^

[plicala Kisso.

Spiral sculpture present, always stronger than microscopic striations.

C ' Axial sculpture consisting of well developed ribs.

Spiral markings consisting of many very fine spiral striations.

Aperture subquadrate.

Shell with peripheral sulcus.

Pselliogyra, new subgenus.

Type, Turbonilla monocycla A. Adams.
Shell without peripheral sulcus.

Subgenus Strioturbonilla Sacco, 1892 (p. 40).

Type, Strioturbonilla alpina Sacco.

Aperture suboval.

Subgenus Pyrgolampros Sacco, 1892 (p. 59).

Type, Pyrgolampros mioperplicatulus Sacco.

Spiral marking absent between the sutures, base strongly spirally

Urate.

Subgenus Sulcoturbonilla Sacco, 1892 (14).

Type, Tomatella turricula Eichwald.

Spiral markings consisting of strong striations.

Summits of the whorls strongly shouldered.

Subgenus Pyrgisculus Monterosato, 1884 (p. 126).

Type, Melania scalaris Philippi.

Summits of the whorls not strongly shouldered.

Subgenus Pyrgiscus Philippi, 1841 (p. 74).

Type, Melania rufa Philippi.

Spiral markings consisting of one or two strong punctate cords in

the intercostal spaces between the sutures; whorls slightly shoul-

dered.

Subgenus Pyrgolidium Monterosato, 1884 (15).

Type, Pyrgolidium, roseum Montagu.
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A' Shells without basal keels—Continued.

B' Varices absent—Continued.

Sphal sculpture present, always stronger than microscopic striations—Con.

C Axial sculpture consisting of well developed ribs—Continued.

Spiral markings consisting of one or two strong cords; whorls some-

what overhanging.

Subgenus Tragula Monterosato, 1884 (16).

Type, Odostoniia fenestrata Forbes.

Spiral markings consisting of three to six raised threads between the

sutures and lirations on the base; whorls strongly shouldered.

Subgenus Dunkeria Carpenter, 1857 (p. 120).

Type, Dunkeria subangulata Carpenter.

C - Axial sculpture consisting of faint riblets

Spiral markings consisting of strong raised threads.

Subgenus Cingulina A. Adams, 1860 (17).

Type, Cingulina cingulata Dunker.

Spiral sculpture consisting of depressed lirations, sculpture granulose.

Subgenus Saccoina, new name (18).

Type, Spica monterosatoi Sacco.

C^ Axial sculpture consisting of lines of growth only.

Spiral markings consisting of many subequally spaced striations;

sculpture finely reticulated.

Subgenus Careliopsis Morch, 1874 (19) (p. 130).

Type, Monoptygma (Careliopsis) styliformis Morch.

C* Axial sculpture absent.

Spiral markings consisting of a broad strong fold at the summit of

the whorls, separated from the rest of the whorl by a deep, broad,

rounded sulcus.

Subgenus Visma Dall and Bartsch (20).

Type, Eulimella tenuis Sowerby.

B ^ Varices present.

Surface marked by axial ribs and strong spiral striations.

Subgenus Mormula A. Adams, 1864 (p. 110).

Type, Mormula rissoina A. Adams.

Surface marked by axial ribs and strong spiral lirations, sculpture

granulose.

Subgenus Lancella Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (21).

Type, Turbonilla (Lancea) elongata Pease.

A^ Shells with basal keels.

Axial sculpture consisting of strong ribs.

Spiral sculpture absent.

Subgenus Asmunda Dall and Bartsch (p. 129).

Type, Chemnitzia turrita C. B. Adams.

Spiral sculpture present.

Spiral sculpture consisting of strong ridges.

Basal keels two.

Subgenus Peristichia Dall, 1889 (22).

Type, Peristichia toreta Dall.

Basal keels three.

Subgenus Babella Dall and Bartsch, 1906 (23).

Type, Turbonilla (Babella) cselatior Dall and Bartsch.
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A^ Shells with l^asal keels—Continued.

Axial sculpture consisting of strong ribs—Continued.

Spiral sculpture present—Continued.

Spiral sculpture consisting of two tumid ridges, one at the

periphery the other at the summit of the whorls, and many
fine striations in the intercostal spaces.

Subgenus Baldra (24).

Type, Turhonilla {Baldra) archeri Dall and Bartsch.

Axial sculpture consisting of lines of growth only.

Spiral sculpture consisting of faint lirations.

Subgenus Discobasis Cossmann, 1888 (25).

Type, Aciculina demissa Deshayes.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF ODOSTOMIA.

A' Postnuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout.

B ' Varices absent.

C ' Axial ribs present, rounded.

Spiral markings, when present, consisting of mere microscopic striations.

Shell inflated.

Summit of the whorls slightly shouldered.

Subgenus Elodiamea De Folin, 1884 (26).

Type, Odostomia {Elodiamea) gisna, new name =
Elodia elegans De Folin, not Odostomia {Evalea)

elegans A. Adams, 1860.

Shell not inflated.

Summit of the whorls not shouldered.

Subgenus Odostomiella Bucquoy, Dautzenberg and
Dollfus, 1883 (27).

Type, Rissoa doliolum Philippi.

Summit of the whorls tabulated.

Subgenus Salassia De Folin, 1885 (p. 134).

Type, Odostomia {Salassia) tropidita, new name =
Salassia carinata De Folin.

Spiral markings consisting of a strong, broad, raised cord at the summit
of the whorls, separated from the remaining part by a strongly impressed

spiral groove.

Subgenus Vilia Dall and Bartsch 1904 (28).

Type, Odostomia { Vilia) pilsbryi Dall and Bartsch.

Spiral markings consisting of two tumid ridges, one at the periphery and

one at the summit of the whorls; with many striations on the base.

Subgenus Folinella Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (28).

Type, Amoura anguliferens De Folin.

Spiral markings consisting of several to many raised threads in the inter-

costal spaces, always less strongly developed than the axial ribs.

Intercostal spaces crossed by equally spaced, raised spiral threads,

sculpture reticulated.

Subgenus Trabecula Monterosato 1884.

Type, Odostomia jejfreysiana Monterosato (29).

Intercostal spaces crossed by several raised spiral threads, base not

spirally marked.

Subgenus Parthenina Bucquoy, Dautzenberg.

and Dollfus, 1883 (30).

Type, Turbo interstinctus Montagu.
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A' Postnuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout—Continued.

B' Varices absent—Continued.

C Axial ribs present, rounded—Continued.

Spiral markings consisting of several to many raised threads in the inter-

costal spaces, always less strongly developed than the axial ribs—Con.

Intercostal spaces crossed by several spiral threads, base spirally

striated

.

Subgenus Besia Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (p. 135).

Type, Chrysallida convexa Carpenter.

Spiral markings consisting of strong, raised threads or cords, equal to

or even stronger than axial ribs.

Spiral cords equally spaced, and equally well developed between

the sutures and on the base; sculpture nodulose throughout.

Subgenus Mumiola A. Adams, 1864 (31).

Type, Monoptygma spirata A. Adams.

Spiral cords subequally spaced between the sutures, where the sculp-

ture is nodulose; base spirally lirate and axially striated.

Subgenus Chrysallida Carpenter, 1856 (p. 136).

Type, Chemnitzia communis C. B. Adams.

Spiral cords confined to the base.

Subgenus Egilina Dall and Bartsch, 1906.

Type, Parthenia mariella A. Adams (45).

Spiral markings consisting of impressed lines.

Spiral striations subequally spaced, present between the sutures and

on the base of the whorls.

Subgenus Pyrgulina A. Adams, 1864 (p. 169).

Type, Chrysallida casta A. Adams.

Spiral striations on the base only, periphery deeply sulcated, axial

ribs extending to the umbilical region.

Subgenus Egila Dall and Bartsch 1904 (p. 170).

Type, Parthenia lacunata Carpenter.

Spiral striations on the base only, axial ribs terminating at the pe-

riphery, which is not sulcated.

Subgenus Spiralinella Chaster, 1901 (32).

Type, Turbo spiralis Montagu.

C ^ Axial ribs present, lamellar.

Spiral markings lamellar.

Ribs and spiral lamellae moderately strong, subequally spaced be-

tween the sutures and on the base; sculpture cuspidate.

Subgenus Haldra Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (p. 171).

Type, Chrysallida photis Carpenter.

Ribs and spiral lamellae few, very strong.

Subgenus Ividella, new name (p. 172).

Type, Odostomia (Ividia) navisa, Dall and Bartsch.

C ^ Axial ribs present but very feeble, usually only indicated near the sum-

mit of the whorls.

Spiral markings consisting of several strong, broad, tumid cords, one or

more of the posterior cords crenulated.

Subgenus Miralda A. Adams, 1864 (p. 176).

Type, Parthenia diadema A. Adams.
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Postnuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout—Continued.

B' Varices absent—Continued.

C^ Axial ribs present but very feeble, usually only indicated near the sum-

mit of the whorls—Continued.

Spiral markings consisting of many subequally spaced lirations.

Whorls tabulated at the summit.

Subgenus Ivara Dall and Bartsch, 1903 (p. 179).

Type, Odostomia (Ivara) turricula Dall and Bartsch.

Whorls not tabulated.

Subgenus Evalina Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (p. 180).

Type, Odostomia{Evalina) americana Dall and Bartsch.

C-* Axial ribs usually reduced to mere lirations, frequently only present

between the spiral ridges.

Spiral markings consisting of moderately well-developed cords usually

equally spaced and present between the sutures and on the base;

axial ribs indicated by faint threads between the spiral sculpture.

Shell umbilicated.

Subgenus lolaea A. Adams, 1867 (p. 181).

Type, lole scitula A. Adams.

Shell not umbilicated.

Subgenus Menestho Moller, 1842 (p. 184).

Type, Turbo alhulus Fabricius.

C^ Axial ribs absent; axial sculpture represented by lines of growth only.

Spiral markings consisting of many, usually subequally and universally

distributed impressed lines.

Shell elongate-conic.

Subgenus Evalea A. Adams, 1860 (p. 192).

Type, Evalea elegans A. Adams.

Shell short, subglobose.

Subgenus Oda Monterosato, 1901 (33).

Type, Odostomia dolioli/ormis Jeffreys.

C® Axial sculpture absent, shell polished.

Spiral markings consisting of two tumid ridges, one at the periphery,

and the other at the summit of the whorls.

Subgenus Cyclodostomia Sacco, 1892 (34).

Type, Cyclodostomia mutinensis Sacco.

Spiral markings consisting of a more or less conspicuous tumid ridge

on the summit of the whorls.

Subgenus Doliella Monterosato, 1880 (35).

Type, Odostomia nitens Jeffreys.

Spiral markings consisting of a strong peripheral keel.

Subgenus Scalenostoma Deshayes, 1863 (p. 229).

Type, Scalenostoma carinata Deshayes.

Spiral markings consisting of a peripheral sulcus.

Subgenus Jordaniella Chaster, 1898 (36).

Type, Turbo nivosa Montagu.

Spiral sculpture absent or indicated only by extremely fine micro-

scopic lines of growth or stria?; surface polished.

Summits of the whorls with a strongly tabulated shoulder.

Subgenus Spiroclimax Morch, 1874 (37).

Type, Spiroclimax scalaris Morch.
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A' Postnuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout—Continued.

B' Varices absent—Continued.

C^ Axial sculpture absent, shell polished—Continued.

Summits of the whorls not tabulated.

Columellar fold present.

Peritreme discontinuous, aperture not rissoid.

Shell inflated, very large.

Subgenus Amaura Moller, 1842 (p. 218).

Type, Amaura Candida Moller.

Shell not inflated.

Subgenus Odostomia Fleming, 1817 (p. 231).

Shell of medium size.

Section Odostomia Fleming, s. s. (p. 231).

Type, Turbo plicatus Montagu.

Shell rather large.

Section Stomega Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (38).

Type, Odostomia conspicua Alder.

Shell small.

Section Brachystomia Monterosato, 1884 (39).

Type, Odostomia rissoidea Hanley.

Peritreme continuous, aperture rissoid.

Subgenus Heida Dall and Bartsch, 1904 (p. 231).

Type, Syrnola caloosaensis Dall.

Columellar fold obsolete.

Shell umbilicated.

Subgenus Myxa Hedley, 1903 (40).

Type, Myxa exesa Hedley.

Shell not umbilicated.

Peritreme continuous, aperture rissoid.

Subgenus Pseudorissoina Tate and May, 1900 (41).

Type, Stili/er tasmanica Tenison-Woods.

Peritreme not continuous, aperture not rissoid.

Subgenus Liostomia O. Sars., 1878 (42).

Type, Risscella? eburnea Stimpson.
B 2 Varices present.

Shell smooth, axial sculpture indicated by a few varices, spiral sculpture

wanting.
Subgenus Oceanida De Folin, 1870 (43).

Type, Oceanida gradata De Folin.

Shell with sublamellar axial ribs.

Salassiella new subgenus (p. 133).

Type, Odostomia (Salassiella) laxa new species.

A- Early postnuclear whorls sculptured differently from the later ones.

Early postnuclear whorls loosely coiled, plain; later ones closely coiled with a
spiral keel at the periphery and one at the summit of the whorls; base spirally

Urate.

Subgenus Lysacme Dall and Bartsch (p. 132).

Type, Chrysallida clausiliformis Carpenter.

Early postnuclear whorls axially ribbed, succeeded by one or two strongly spirally

and faintly axially Urate whorls; the rest of the whorls are marked by a reticu-

lated sculpture consisting of raised axial and spiral cords.

Subgenus Obtortio Hedley, 1899 (44).

Type, Rissoa pyrrhacme Melvill and Standen, 1899.
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R-iFERENCES TO CITATIONS AND SYNONOMY OF THE GENERA, SUBGENERA, AND SEC-

TIONS OF THE FAMILY PYR*MIDELLID^.

The page references after a name in the key refer to thie present paper, while the

numbers refer to the data cited below.

(1) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 4.

(2) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 5.

(3) Man. de Conch., 1885, p. 787.

(4) Malak. Blatt., vol. 22, 1875, p. 158.

(5) Tiberia Monterosato, Atti Acad. Palermo, 1875, pp. 5, Sl=Tiberia Jeffreys, Proc.

Zool. Soc, 1884, p. 3m=Tiberiola Cossmann, Rev. Crit. Pal., vol. 4, 1900,

p. 44. All have the same type.

(6) Eulimella Forbes, Ann ]\Iag. Nat. Hist., vol. 14, 1846, p. 4\2-\-Loxoptyxis Coss-

mann, Cat. Coq. Fos. Env. Paris, 1888, p. 103; type, Syrnola conulus

Cossinann;-\-Belonidiu7n Cossmann, Journ. de Conch., vol. 40, 1892, p. 350.

Type, Aciculina gracilis Cossmann.

(7) Cossmannica Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 6=Dip-
tychus Cossmann, Cat. Coq. Fos. Env. Paris, 1888, p. 95; type, Pyramidella

clandestina Deshayes, not Diptychiis Milne Edwards, 1880.

(8) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 6.

(9) Actseopyramis Fischer, Man. de Conch., 1885, p. 787= Monotygma Gray, Syn.

Brit. Mus., 1840; tyjiographical error for Monoptygma; type, Monotygma

striata Gray, not Monoptygma Lea, Tert. Form. Ala., Suppl., 1853, p. 203.

(10) Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 5, 1860, p. 406.

(11) Syrnola A. Adams, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 5, 1860, p. 405 i+Anisoq/cla

Monterosato, Bull. Soc. Mai. Ital., vol. 6, 1880, p. 72; type, Aclis nitidissima

Montagu+ i?flU(foma Bayan, Bull. Soc. Geol. Paris, 3d ser., vol. 1, 1873, p. 235;

type, Aciculina gracilis Deshayes, not Baudonia Mabille, 1868;=i?ap^m?n

Bayan, Etud. faites dans la Coll. de I'Ecole de Mines siu" des Foss., Nov.,

1873, p. 106; type, Aciculina gracilis Deshayes, not Raphium Meigen, 1864;=

Aciculina Deshayes, Des Anim. s. Vert. Basin Paris, 1864, pp. 530-531; type,

Aciculina gracilis Deshayes.

(12) Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 5, 1860, p. 406.

(13) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, 1906, p. 341.

(14) I. Moll, del Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 92.

(15) Conch. Medit., 1884, p. 89.

(16) Conch. Medit., 1884, p. 86.

(17) Cingulina A. Adams, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 6, 1860, p. 414;+Oscilla

A. Adams, Idem, 1860, p. 418; type, Oscilla lirata A. AdaTns;-\-Polyspirella

Carpenter, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 7, 1861, p. 407; type, Chemnitzia

trachealis Gould.

(18) Saccoina Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 8=Spica

Sacco, I. Moll, del Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 63; type, Spica monte-

rosatoi Sacco, not Spica Swinhoe, 1889.

(19) Malak. Blatt., vol. 22, 1875, p. 169.

(20) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 8.

(21) Lancella Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 8=Lancea
Pease, Am. Journ. Conch., vol. 3, 1867, p. 293; type, Turbonilla (Lancea)

elongata Pease, not Lancia W^alker, 1859.

(22) Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 1889, p. 339.

(23) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, 1906, p. 347.

(24) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 9.

(25) Cat. Coq. Fos. Env. Paris, 1888, p. 113.
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(26) Elodiamea De Folin, Zool. Record, vol. 22, 1885, p. M;=Elodia De Folin, Les

Meleagrinicoles, 1867, p. 66; type, Elodia elegans De Folin, not Elodia

Desvoidy, 1863 ^-{-Herviera Melvill and Standen, Journ. Conch., vol. 9, 1897,

p. 185; type, Pyrgulina gliriella Melvill and Standen.

(27) Moll. Roussillon, 1883, p. 167.

(28) Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 110.

(29) Notiz. Conch. Medit., 1872, p. 41.

(30) Moll. Roussillon, 1883, p. 168.

(31) Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond., vol. 7, 1864, p. 5.

(32) Spiralinella Chaster, Journ. Conch., vol. 10, 1901, p. 8; type, Turbo spiraUs

'Mont?igu=Spiralina Chaster, Proc. Royal Irish Acad., 3d ser., vol. 5, 18r;8

(p. 20 reprint). Same type, not Spiralina, Hartman, 1840.

(33) Journ. Conch., vol. 10, 1901, p. 8.

(34) I. Moll, del Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 46.

(35) Doliella Monterosato, Bull. Soc. Mai. Ital., vol. 6, 1880, p. 73; type, Odostomia

nitens Je^reys+Auriostomia Monterosato, II. Nat. Sicily, 1885, p. 20; type,

Odostomia erjaveciano Brusina.

(36) Jordaniella Chaster, Proc. Royal Irish Acad., 3d ser., vol. 5, 1898 (pp. 20-21

reprint); type. Turbo nivosa Montagu, Jordanula Chaster, Journ. Conch., vol.

10, 1901, p. 59, same type.

(37) Malak. Blatt., vol. 22, 1875, p. 168.

(38) Stomega Ball and Birtsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 13; type,

Odostomia conspicua Alder= Megastoma Monterosato, Conch. Medit., 1884, p.

94, same type.

(39) Conch. Medit., 1884, p. 94.

(40) Mem. Austr. Mus., vol. 4, 1903, p. 362.

(41) Proc. Royal Soc. Tasmania, 1877, p. 152.

(42) Moll. Reg. Arct. Norveg., 1878, p. 205.

(43) Fonds de la Mer., vol. 1, 1870, pp. 264-265.

(44) Mem. Austr. Mus., vol. 3, 1879, pp. 412-413.

(45) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, 1906, p. 354.

WEST AMERICAN PYRAMIDELLID^.

Genus PYRAMIDELLA Lamarck.

Pyramidella Lamarck, Prod, d'un Nouv. Class, des Coq., 1799, p. 76. = Obeliscus

ANONYMOUS, Museum Calonnianum, 1797, p. 24. ^ Pyramidellus Montfort,

Conch. Syst., vol. 2, 1810, p. 499.

Shell elongate-conic, increasing regularly in size with three folds on

the columella in the subgenera Pyramidella, Milda, Longchseus,

Voluspa, Pharcidella, CallolongcJixus, Otopleura, and Triptyclius: of

these the first two are umbilicated, the rest imperforate. The fol-

lowing subgenera have two columellar folds, umbilicated: Tiheria,

TJlfa, and Tropxas; imperforate: Vagna, Eulimella, and Cossmanica.

In the uniplicate members Orinella a,nd Sulcorinella are umbilicated

and Actxopyramis, Styloptygma, Syrnola, Stylopsis, IpMana, and

Syrnolina imperforate. The shell is usually strongly polished and

porcellanous in luster.

Type.— Troclius dolahratus Linnaeus.

This genus is represented on the west coast by the subgenera Pyra-

Tnidella, Longchseus, Voluspa, and Pharcidella.
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KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF PYRAMIDELLA.

Shell with axial ribs Pharddella, p. 25.

Shell without axial ribs.

Shell umbilicated f Pyramidella s. s., p. 19.

Shell not umbilicated.

Peripheral sulcus present Longchi.us, p. 21

.

Peripheral sulcus absent Voluspa, p. 19.

Subgenus PYRAMIDELLA Lamarck, s. s.

Pyramidella Lamarck, Prod, d'un Nouv. Class, des Coq., 1799, p. 76. = Obeliscus

ANONYMOUS, Museum Calonnianum, 1797, p. 24. ^= Pyramidellus Montport,

Conch. Syst., vol. 2, 1810, p. 499.

Shell of many whorls, tiirrited, umbilicated; columella with three

folds; outer lip usually reenforced within, at irregular intervals, by

spiral lamellar thickenings. The sculpture consists of mere lines of

growth and very fine spiral striations.

Type.— Trochus dolahratus Linnaeus.

PYRAMIDELLA (PYRAMIDELLA) BAIRDI, new species.

Plate 1, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell broadly conic, milk-white, with a narrow pale yellow band

at the periphery, deeply, broadly umbilicated. Nuclear wdiorls at

least two and one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis

is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which

it is about one-half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

faintly roundly shouldered at the summit. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded.

Entire surface of spire and base marked by exceedingly fine lines of

growth, and microscopic closely spaced spiral striations. Aperture

rather large; posterior angle acute; outer lip thick w^ithin, where it

is reenforced by six short spiral lirations, three of which fall anterior

and three posterior to the periphery; columella straight, slender,

provided with three folds, the posterior of one of which is strongly

lamellar and at some little distance anterior to the insertion; the

other two are less strongly developed and much more oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 73932, U.S.N.M.) has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 5.1 mm., diameter L7 mm. It comes from

the Gulf of California.

Named for W. Baird.

Subgenus VOLUSPA Dall and Bartsch.

Voluspa Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 4.

Shell of many whorls, turrited, smooth, devoid of all sculpture

other than mere lines of growth; not umbilicated; columella pro-

vided with three folds; outer lip frequently reenforced within at

irregular intervals by spiral lamellar thickenings.

Type.—Pyramidella auricoma Dall.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE SUBGENUS VOLUSPA.

Adult of 11 whorls, slender, length under 15 mm auricoma.

Adult of 11 whorls, stout, length over 25 mm cerrosana.

PYRAMIDELLA (VOLUSPA) AURICOMA DaU.

Plate 1, fig. 3.

Pyramidella auricoma Dall, Blake Report, Gastropoda, 1889, p. 332.

Shell regularly elongate-conic, yellowish-white, with fine golden

yellow spiral lines between the sutures and on the base. Nuclear

whorls small, deeply obliquely immersed in the first post-nuclear

turn. Post-nuclear turns well rounded, feebly shouldered at the

summit, scarcely at all contracted at the sutures. Sutures weakly

impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

smooth. Aperture irregularly oval; outer lip thin, reenforced deeply

within by five strong spiral cords, one of which is at the periphery,

two divide the space between this and the summit into three equal

parts, and two a little less strong are on the base; columella strong,

straight, posterior fold very strong and lamellar, oblique; anterior

two about one-fourth as high as the posterior, very oblique; parietal

wall glazed by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 32268, U.S.N.M) and two additional specimens

were collected by Dr. Edward Palmer in the Gulf of California.

The type has ten post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 10.6

mm., diameter 3.8 mm. Another specimen (Cat. no. 168681,

U.S.N.M.) comes from Mazatlan, Mexico.

PYRAMIDELLA (VOLUSPA) CERROSANA, new species.

Plate 1, fig. 1.

Shell very large, broadly conic. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, moderately shouldered

at the summit, and moderately contracted at the sutures. Sutures

well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded.

Aperture ?; outer lip reenforced within by seven spiral lirations,

one of which is at the periphery, three between this and the suture,

of which the one next to the periphery is the strongest of all seven,

while the two posterior to it are the weakest; the three anterior to

the periphery are equally spaced and grow successively weaker;

columella strong, straight; posterior fold very strong, lamellar;

anterior two about one-fourth as strong, very oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 6332, U.S.N.M.) comes from Cerros Island; Lower

California. It has lost the nucleus and early whorls; the ten remaining

measure: Length 25.5 mm., diameter 10.2 mm.
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Subgenus LONGCHiEUS Morch.

Longchv us UoRCH, Malak. Blatt., vol. 22, 1875, p. J5S.

Shell elongate-conic, not umbilicated, having three columellar

folds, a basal fasciole and peripheral sulcus. The entire surface is

marked by fine lines of growth and microscopic spiral striations.

Type.—PyramideUa punctata Schubert and Wagner.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS LONGCH^US.

Shell variegated udamsi, p. 21.

Shell not variegated.

Shell rose-pur])le anteriorly- bicnlnr, j). 22.

Shell brown.

Adult shell more than 18 mm. long mexicana, p. 23.

Adult shell less than 14 mm. long.

Sutures very strongly channeled conicu, p. 23.

Sutures moderately channeled mazatlanica, p. 24.

PYRAMIDELLA (LONGCH^US) ADAMSI Carpenter.

Plate 1, figs. 6, 6a.

PyramideUa adarnsi Carpenter, Rept. Moll. West Coast Amer. Brit. Ass. Adv.
Sci. (for 1863), 1864, pp. 546, 547. = Obeliscus conicus jun. Carpenter, Cat.

Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 409-10. = Obeliscus variegatus Carpenter, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 14, 1864, p. 46.

The type of this species is a very young individual of five post-

nuclear whorls which was taken from a species of Chama at Mazatlan,

Mexico. It is on tablet 1951 of the Liverpool collection in the

British Museum.
Shell elongate-conic, early whorls white, later ones diversely

variegated, frequently dark brown on the later turns. It is this

striking variegated color pattern which at once flistinguishes this

species from the other w^est American forms. The spaces between

the sutures are crossed by light areas, which are vertical in the

middle, bending suddenly forward at the periphery and the summit,

thus forming ") -shaped areas. The space immediately below the

peri])heral sulcus on the base has short light areas, corresponding to

those above the sulcus, but with retractive slant. The space between

these light areas, near the summit, forms a series of elongated dark

spots. The varices which are dis])osed at irregidar intervals are

chestnut brown, preceded usually by a })and of white. Posterior

half of the base light chestnut brown; anterior white. Nuclear

whorls small, two, forming a ])lanorboid spire whose axis is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about

one-half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened; moderately

shouldered at the summit, which is crenulated. Perij)hery with a

2565—Bull. 68—09 3
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strong sulcus. Base moderately long, well rounded. Entire surface

of spire and base marked by fine lines of growth and exceedingly

fine, microscopic spiral striations. Aperture oval; outer lip thin,

showing the following color marking within; a white zone at the

periphery, a narrow chestnut band immediately posterior to the

periphery and another at the summit, a broad band extending over

half the base immediately below the peripheral zone; deep within,

the lip is reenforced by five strong, spiral cords, one at the periphery,

two on the base, and two between the periphery and the summit;

columella strong, provided with a strong fasciole, posterior fold

very strong, lamellar, anterior two very oblique, slender.

The specimen figured (Cat. no. 11866, U.S.N.M.) comes from La

Paz, Mexico. It has lost the nucleus, the twelve remaining whorls

measure: Length 11.3 mm., diameter 3.8 mm.
The following specimens have been examined:

U. S. N. M.
cat. no.

56764
46469
109367
194465

105558

34171

11866
46468

No. of
speci- Localitv.

From whom
received.

Depth,
fath-

oms.

Temp,
deg.

San Diego, California
do ! Stearns coll.

do I H. Hemphill.
Station 2901, off

Santa Rosa Island,
California.

Seammon Lagoon

,

Lower California.

La Paz, Lower Cali-

fornia.

do
Gulf of California. .

.'.

U. S. Fish Com.

II. Hemphill.

L. Beldlng.

Steams coll.

Disposition of
material.

U.S.Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Cat. no. 206854, U.S.N.M., contains a young individual from

Monterey, California, which is much smaller and more slender than

the typical form, and may prove to be a new species when perfect

material shall come to hand.

PYRAMIDELLA (LONGCH.SUS) BICOLOR Menke.

Plate 1, fig. 2.

Pyramidella hicolor Menke, Malak. Blatt., voL 1, 1854, p. 28.

Shell elongate-conic, sliining. Early whorls white, the succeed-

ing ones gradually acquiring a pinkish tinge, which deepens and

finally tints the last whorl rose-purple. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls overhanging, flattened, slightly shouldered and

minutely crenuiated, and deeply sulcate at the periphery. Sutures

strongly impressed. Base short, moderately rounded, wath a weak

fasciole at the insertion of the columella. Aperture?; (outer Hp

badly fractured); columella conic, moderately strong, provided

with a strong lamellar fold at its insertion, a moderately strong

median one and a weaker anterior to it; the last two much more

oblique than the posterior.
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The specimen described and figured (Cat. no. 13522, U.S.N.M.)

comes from Guacamoyo, Mexico. It has eight post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 9.8 mm., diameter 3.5 mm.

PYRAMIDELLA (LONGCH^US) MEXICANA, new species.

Plate 1, fig. 12.

Shell, large, robust, broadly conic, dull brown. (Nuclear whorls

decollated.) All but the last post-nuclear whorl flattened, flatly

shouldered and crenulated at the summit; the last inflated and
well rounded. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a strong

sulcus. Sutures chamieled. Entire surface of spire and base

marked by lines of growth, which are quite prominent (m the last

turn. Base inflated, strongly rounded, with a slender fasciole at

the insertion of the columella. Aperture oval; posterior angle

acute; slightly channeled anteriorly; outer lip thin, mth a white

band at the periphery, the remainder brown with darker colored

lines, reenforced deeply witliin by five spiral cords, two of which

are posterior and three anterior to the periphery; columella stout,

conic, with a strong lamellar fold at its insertion and two much
more obhque ones anterior to it.

The type (Cat. no. 105558, U.S.N.M.) comes from Scammon La-

goon, Lower California. It has lost the nucleus and probably the

first post-nuclear turn; the tliirteen remaining measure: Length 19

mm., diameter 6.5 mm. Another specimen (Cat. no. 56764, U.S.N.M.)

was collected at San Diego, California.

PYRAMIDELLA (LONGCH.,EUS) CONICA C. B. Adams.

Plate 1, fig. 9.

PyramideUa conica C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., 1852, p. 424.

Shell very regularly elongate, conic. Early whorls flesh-colored;

later ones light brown with an occasional varix of flesh color. Nu-
clear whorls at least two and one-half, depressed hehcoid, having

their axis almost at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in

the first of wliich they are about half immersed. Post-nuclear

whorls decidedly flattened, sfightly shouldered and weakly crenu-

lated at the summit, marked with a strong peripheral sulcus which
is crossed by numerous axial threads. Periphery' of the last whorl

slightly angulated. Base short, well rounded, provided with a

strong fasciole at the insertion of the columella. Entire surface

of spire and base marked by numerous exceedingly fine lines of

growth only. Aperture? Posterior angle acute; outer hp fractured,

reenforced within by five slender lirations. Columella strong,

slightly revolute. Posterior lamella very strong; anterior two much
weaker and much more obhque. Parietal wall glazed with a faint

callus.
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Prof. C. B. Adams's type, at Amiierst College, was collected at

Panama Bay. It has tliirteen post-nuclear whorls, and measures:

Length 13 mm., diameter 4.3 mm.
The present species recalls P. (X.) mazatlanica, but differs in

being in every way much larger and having the sutures decidedly

more channeled.

PYRAMIDELLA (LONGCH^US) MAZATLANICA, new species.

Plate 1, fig. 7, 7a.

Shell very rcgidarly conic, horn color, with a little darker band

on the middle between the sutures, wliich is bordered at its anterior

margin by a faint hght Hne. Nuclear whorls two, forming a de-

pressed hehcoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the

succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about two-tliirds im-

mersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, scarcely at all ccmtracted

at the suture, with a narrow, very finely crenulated shoulder at the

summit. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl

strongly, sharply, and deeply sulcate. Base short, well rounded,

with a strong fasciole at the insertion of the columella. Entire sur-

face of spire and base marked only by hnes of growth. Aperture

irregularly oval; posterior angle acute, with a moderate channel

anteriorly; outer lip tliin, reenforced by four strong internal hrations,

two of wliich are above and two below the periphery; columella

slender, twisted and revolute, posterior fold lamellar, anterior two

slender and very oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 162714, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 3019, in 14 fathoms, temperature 66°,

on broken shell bottom, off Cape Tepoca, west coast of Mexico.

It has thirteen post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 11 mm.,

diameter 3.5 mm. Another specimen (Cat. no. 46468, U.S.N.M.)

comes from tlie Gulf of Cahfornia. Two tips (Cat. no. 46477,

U.S.N.M.) come from San Diego. A fragment (Cat. no. 206855,

U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station

3566 in 3 fathoms, off San Diego, California.

SPECIES OK UNCERTAIN STANDtNO OF THE SUBGENUS LONOCH^US.

GDOSTOMIA LAMELLATA Carpenter.

Odostoniia laniellala Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 411.

Tablet 1954, British Museum, contains Carpenter's cotypes. One

of these served for the description of the nucleus, and there is little

more to it. The other is a badly fractured specimen which has lost

the early whorls, the lip is broken so as to almost obliterate the

two weak basal folds of tlie columella.

It maybe a young specimen of Pyrarnidella (Longchseus) mazatlanica.
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ODOSTOMIA SUBSULCATA Carpenter.

Odostomia subsulcata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1857, p. 411.

The two cotypes on tablet 1 955 in the British Museum show one

strong and two weak basal folds on the columella. They are young

badly worn specimens of some species of Longchseus.

ODOSTOMIA VALLATA Carpenter.

Odostomia vallafa Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1857, pp. 411-412.

Tablet 1956 of the British Museum collection contains the three

cotypes which like the above must be placed under Longchfsvs for

the same reason.

Subgenus PHARCIDELLA Ball.

Pharddella Dall, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. 18, 1889, p. 233.

Shell of many whorls, turriculate, faintly spirally striate, not

umbihcate; wdth faintly vertically ribbed sulcate periphery, surface

of the whorls weakly ribbed ; columellar folds three ; outer lip usually

provided with internal lirations.

Type.—PharcideJla folimi Dall.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS PHARCIDELLA.

Shell broadly conic, stout, large hastata, p. 25.

Shell narrowly conic, slender, small panamensis, p. 26.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Aperture auricular moffati, p. 26.

Aperture not auricular achates, p. 27

.

PYRAMIDELLA (PHARCIDELLA) HASTATA A. Adams.

Plate 1, fig. 4.

Oheliscus hastatus A. Adams, Sowerby Thes. Conch., 1854, p. 811, pi. 171, fig. 24.

Shell broadly elongate, conic, pale yellowish to flesh-color, irreg-

ularly clouded with light brown, shining. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls flattened, decidedly crenulated at their

summits, with faint grooves extending from the base of the crenula-

tions down and across the whorls giving them the appearance of being

obsoletely ribbed. Sutures deep and channeled. Periphery of the

last whorl angular, deeply sulcate, sulcus more or less regularly

closely transversely ribbed. Base well rounded, axially striated, the

striae extending to the umbilical region and over the posterior colu-

mellar fold. Basal fasciole present. Entire surface covered with

microscopic spiral striations. Aperture suboval, subchanneled at the

junction of the outer lip and columella, posterior angle acute. Colu-

mella straight and strong, posterior fold very strong, lamellar slightly

oblique; anterior two of about equal size and much more oblique than

the posterior one. Inner surface of the outer lip provided at intervals

with five lirations, two posterior and three anterior to the peripheral

sulcus.
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Three specimens of this species, all with decollated apex, are in the

collection of the U. S. National Museum (Cat. no. 59321). They

were collected at Acapulco, Mexico. The one fio^ured is the largest

fragment. It has eight wdiorls, (if complete it would prohablj have

fourteen) and measures: Length 11.5 mm., diameter 4.6 mm. The

Dunker collection of the K. K. Zoological Museum of Berlin contains

two specimens of this species.

PYRAMIDELLA (PHARCIDELLA) PANAMENSIS, new species.

Plate 1, fig. 8, 8".

Shell slender, elongate-conic, horn-yellow, excepting the last whorl

which is suffused with, pale rose-purple. Nuclear whorls small, two

and one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at

rio-ht angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is a

little more than half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, flatly

shouldered at the summit, which is crenulated and decidedly chan-

neled at the periphery, marked on the posterior half )\y feeble riblets

which disappear before reaching the middle of the whorl. Sutures

strongly channeled. Periphery of the last whorl with a deep sulcus,

which is crossed by numerous very slender and closely spaced axial

riblets. Base well rounded, with a strong fasciole about the colu-

mella. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute, slightly channeled

anteriorly; outer lip thin; columella slender, revolute, provided with

a lamellar posterior fold at the insertion of the columella, and two

equally slender, very oblique ones anterior to it.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 122792, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2805, in 51 fathoms, mud
bottom, in Panama Bay. It has twelve post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 8.S mm., diameter 3 mm.

PYRAMIDELLA (PHARCIDELLA) MOFFATI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 1, fig. 11.

Obeliscus clavulus A. Adams, Sowerby Thes., 1854, p. 811, pi. 171, fig. 33, not

Obeliscus clavulus (Ferussac) Beck, Index Moll., 1838, p. 62.=PyramiMla

(Pharddella) moffati Dall and Bartsch, Proc. V. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30,

1906, p. 323.

Shell moderately large, strong, early part of the spire broadly conic,

later subcylindric, white, marked diversely with various shades of rust

brown. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls moder-

ately rounded, scarcely at all contracted at the periphery, narrowly

shouldered at the summit, which is finely crenulated, marked by many

lines of growth, some of which are a little stronger than the rest, the

stronger corresponding to the crenulations at the summit and lend

the surface the appearance of being obsoletely ribbed. Periphery of

the whorls marked by a slender well-impressed spiral channel, which is
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not apparent in the suture in the first four whorls, but from the

fifth on, the summit of the whorl drops more and more anterior to the

peripheral sulcus until, on the last whorl, it is about one-fifth of the

distance between the whorls posterior to the suture. Base of the last

whorl rather prolonged, marked by lines of growth, provided with a

strong basal fasciole. Aperture ear-shaped; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, marked in the following manner within : A white band
immediately below the summit, one-fourth of the width of the space

between the sutures, followed by an. interrupted band of dark rust

brown, succeeded by a broad area, clouded with various shades of

rust brown which connect the dark colored band with the white colu-

mellar area; columella moderately strong, provided with three

oblique folds, the posterior one of which is lamellar; parietal wall

covered with a thin callus.

The specimen described belongs to the Paetel collection, Berlin

Museum. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures : Length 11.5

mm., diameter 4 mm. It was labeled Oheliscus achates Gould, cf.

crocatus A. Adams, Japan. In the aperture of the shell a specimen

of Anachis diminuta C. B. Adams, was firmly wedged, which species

is at home on the west coast of Central America and Mexico. The
Pyramidella therefore very likely belongs to the same region. The
type of 0. clavulus A. Adams, comes from Acapulco, Mexico.

It is much narrower with much higher whorls, decidedly less chan-

neled periphery and narrower aperture than P. (Pharcidella) achates

Gould.

PYRAMIDELLA (PHARCIDELLA) ACHATES Gould.

Plate 1, fis. JO.

Odostomia achates Gould, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. fi, 1852, p. 385, pi.' 14,

fip:. 1.3.

Shell stout, shining, milk-white, with irregular, flammulated spots

of rust color, which are densest about one-third of the distance

between the sutures anterior to the summits, where they form an

almost continuous band. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear

whorls weakly rounded, slightly shouldered and faintly crenulated at

the summit, marked by lines of growth, which are somewhat variable

in strength, the strongest being on the side of the crenulations.

Sutures well impressed. Periphery marked by a moderately strong,

spiral sulcus. Base rather long, crossed by many lines of growth.

Aperture elongate-pyriform, rather compressed laterally; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin; columella short, heavy, bounded by a low,

strong basal fasciole, bearing three oblique folds, the posterior one of

which is lamellar and situated a little anterior to tlie insertion of the

columella; the other two folds are much less strongly developed and

more oblique; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.
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The type (Cat. no. 43, Orig. no. (228) A. 3111) is in the State

Museum at Albany, New York. It is said to have been collected at

Santa Barbara, California, which we consider doubtful. It seems

more likely that it came from the Gulf of California. It has ten post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 11.6 mm., diameter 4.4 mm.
The Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, has a specimen (Cat.

no. 57870), collected by Colonel Jewett, at Mazatlan, Mexico, which

has eight whorls and measures: Length 9.8 mm., diameter 4 mm.
It is this specimen which has served for our figure.

Genus TURBONILLA Risso.

Turbonilla Risso, Hist. Nat. Eui\ Mer., vol. 4, 1826, p. 224; Euturhonilla Semper,

Arch. Nat. Fr. Meek., 1861, pp. 3.54-361. No ty^e-\-Elusa A. Adams, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 6, 1861, p. 297. Type, Elusa teres A. Adams.

Shell with sinistral apex, cylindro-conic, many whorled, generally

slender; with a single columellar fold which varies in strength and

frequently is not visible in the aperture. The sculpture both axial

and spiral ranges from obsolete to strongly incised lines or raised

lamellae.

Type.— Turbonilla typica Dall and Bartsch.

Of the twenty-four subgenera now recognized belonging to this

genus, eleven occur on the west coast of America.

KEY TO THE SUBGEMERA OF TURBONILLA.

Shell with basal keel Asmunda, p. 129.

Shell without basal keel.

Varices present Mnrmuln, p. 1 10.

Varices absent.

Spiral sculpture absent, or if present, consisting of microscopic slriations only.

Axial ribs strong.

Axial ribs between the sutures and on the base. . . Turbonilla, p. 29.

Axial ribs between the sutures only Chemnitzia, p. 33.

Axial ribs feeble, usually only developed on the early whorls,

Ptycheulimella, p. 59.

Spiral sculpture present, always stronger than microscopic striations.

Axial sculpture consisting of well-developed ribs.

Spiral markings consisting of very fine striations.

Aperture subquadrate Strioturbonilla, p. 40.

Aperture suboval Pyrgolampros, p. 59.

Spiral markings consisting of strongly incised lines.

Summits of the whorls strongly shouldered.

Spiral sculpture consisting of very fine incised lines,

Pyrgisculus, p. 126.

Spiral sculpture consisting of incised grooves and cords of

about equal strength Dunkeria, p. 120.

Summits of the whorls not strongly shouldered . . Pyrgiscus, p. 74.

Axial sculpture reduced to mere raised threads Careliopsis, p. 130.
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Subgenus TURBONILLA Kisso, n. s.

Turhonilla Risso, Hist. Nat. Eur. JMer., V(j1. 4, i82(j, p. 224. Type, Turhonilla

plica/a Risso. -\-Euturbonilla Semper (part), Arch. Nat. Fr. Meek., 1861, pp.
354-361. No type. +ElusaA. Adams, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 6,

1861, p. 297. Type, Elusa teres A. Adams.

Turbonilltis without spinil sculpture, having prominent vertical

ribs which extend from the summits of the whorls to the umbilical

region; the same is true of the intercostal spaces. Usually both ribs

and intercostal spaces are less strongly defined on the base below

the periphery, than on the exposed portion of the whorls above it.

Columella straight or slightly twisted. All our west coast forms

belonging to this subgenus are small and slender, of semitranslucent

bluish-white to milk-white color.

Type.— Turhonilla tijjnca Dall and Bartsch= T. plicata Risso, 1826,

not Turbo plicatus Brocchi, LSI 4.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OI" THE SUBGENTTS TURBONFLLA.

Whorls with a low rounded cord at the periphery.

Whorls strongly contracted at the suture {/ifJi, p. 29.

\\'horls not strongly contracted at the sutures delmonfensis, p. 30.

Whorls without a cord at the periphery.

Summit of the whorls strongly tabulated cenlrola, p. 30.

Summit of the whorls not tabulated.

Intercostal spaces and ribs marked by fine crinkly axial sculpture, .ima, p. 31.

Intercostal spaces and ribs not marked by fine crinkly axial sculpture.

Whorls overhanging ,.

.

diegensis, p. 31.

WTiorls not overhanging.

Shell large (adult 10 mm.) acra, p. 32.

Shell small (adult 6 mm. or less).

Axial ribs of penultimate whorl 30 lurana, p. 32.

Axial ribs of penultimate whorl 22 jjroloiu/aln, p. 33.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) GILLI Dall and Bartsch.

••

Plate 2, fig. 8.

Turhonilla {Turhonilla) gilli Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, pp. 493, 494, pi. 14, fig. 5.

Shell small, rather stout, inflated, dirty white. Nuclear whorls

decollated, early post-nuclear whorls well rounded, later ones flat,

broader at the summit than at the suture ; sculpture of about fourteen

strong, almost vertical, scalariform axial ribs on the second, and six-

teen quite protractive ones on the succeeding whorls; on the penulti-

mate turn, however, they are less oblique than on those preceding it.

These ribs are very strongly developed at the summit of the whorls

and render the deeply channeled suture decidedly coronated. Inter-

costal spaces deep, of about double the wddth of the ribs, interrupted

suddenly at the decidedly angulated (almost keeled) periphery of the

last whorl beyond which they reappear. Base strongly contracted,

quite short, marked by the faint continuations of the axial ribs which
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extend to the uinbilical region. Outer lip fractured; aperture? col-

umella very strong, somewhat curved and revolute, provided with a

subobsolete oblique fold.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 163009, U.S.N.M.) were

collected by Mr. H. Hemphill at San Diego, California. The type has

eight post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 3.3 mm., diameter

1.1 mm.
Two other lots belonging t(^ the University of California have been

examined—one, a single specimen, comes from station 30 off Catalina

Island. The other three specimens were obtained at station 47, San

Diego, California.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) GILLI DELMONTENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 2, fig. 12.

Turhonilla (Turhonillu) gilU del.inontens's Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mils., vol. 33, 1907, p. 494, pi. 14, fig. 7.

Shell, similar to T. gilli, but much more stout and less turrited, with

the ribs less strongly developed and the peripheral thickening only

weakly represented. The type has lost the nuclear whorls, the eight

remaining measure: Length 3.4 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.
Tifpe.—Cat. no. 195921, U.S.N.M. was collected by Mr. S. S.

Berry in 12 fathoms off Del Monte, Monterey, California.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) CENTROTA, new name.

Plate 2, figs. (), iki.

^=Chemnitzia acuminata C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., 1853, p. 388.

=^Chrysallida acuminata C. B. Adams, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1863, p. 351. Not Turho-

nilla acuminata Goldfuss, = Turritella acuminata Goldfuss, 1852; nor Chem-

nitzia acuminata Keyserling 1846 (not a Turhonilla).

Shell very broadly conic, tabulatedly shouldered, milk-white.

Nuclear whorls two and one-half, forming a decidedly elevated spire,

the axis of which is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns,

in the first of which it is slightly immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

with decidedly tabulated summits, constricted at the sutures, well

rounded, ornamented by strong, narrow, protractive axial ribs. Of

these ribs 14 occur upon the first, 16 upon the second and third, 18

upon the fourth and fifth, and 20 upon the penultimate turn. Inter-

costal spaces a little more than twice as wide as the ribs, well im-

pressed, terminating at the periphery. Sutures very strongly marked.

Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by the

continuations of the axial ribs. Aperture oval
;
posterior angle acute

;

outer lip tliin, showing the external sculpture witliin; columella

slender, somewhat curved and slightly revolute.

The specimen described is C. B. Adams's type and is registered as

number 219 Amherst College. It is a mature specimen of seven

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
It was collected at Panama.
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TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA i IMA, new species.

Plate 2, fig. 1.

Shell laro;e, elono;ate-comc, yellowish-white. (Early whorls eroded.)

Those of the post-nuclear whorls remaining are very liigh between
the sutures, slightly rounded, feebly shouldered at the summit, and
somewhat contracted at the sutures, marked by low, rounded, some-
what sinuous, vertical axial ribs, of wliich there are 24 upon the

penultimate whorl and 20 upon the second above it. Intercostal

spaces about one and one-half times as wide as the ribs, shallow,

scarcely depressed below the general surface. The intercostal spaces

and ribs between the sutures are marked by rather strong Hnes of

growth, which gives them a decidedly crinkly appearance. Sutures

well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs. Aperture
large; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

markings witliin; columella slender, decidedly sinuous, not reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 123025 U.S.N.M.) has the last eight whorls wliich

measure : Length 9.4 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. It was dredged at U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 3392, in the Gulf of Panama, in 1270

fathoms on hard bottom, temperature 36.4°.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) DIEGENSIS, new species.

Plate 2, fig. 13, 13«.

Shell small, subdiaphanous to dingy white. Nuclear whorls two
and one-lialf, helicoid, loosely coiled, decidedly elevated, about one-

fifth immersed, having their axis at a right angle to that of the later

whorls. Post-nuclear whorls, moderately rounded, somewhat over-

hanging, the greatest convexity being on the lower tliird of the

exposed portion of the whorls, traversed by 14 broad, coarse and
strong, obhque, and somewhat flexuous axial ribs on the fourth

and seventh whorl and 18 on the eighth. These ribs extend over

the angulated periphery to the umbihcal region, appearing fainter

on the base ; the deep intercostal grooves terminate at the periphery,

i. e., do not appear on the base as gouged out spaces, as they do pos-

terior to the periphery, but simply as plain shallow grooves between
the ribs formed by the raising of these above the general surface of

the shell. The whorls slope rapidly toward the suture and are some-

what contracted and shouldered at the summit, thus marldng a

prominent subchanneled suture. Aperture large, broadly ovate,

showing the axial ribs witliin; outer lip thin, subpatulous, shortly

curved to meet the short, somewhat revolute, sHghtly twisted, colu-

mella.

The type figured has ten post-nuclear whorls, and measures:

Length 5.3 mm., diameter 1.7 mm. It comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia, and forms Cat. no. 130316, U.S.N.M. Cat. no. 10916, U.S.N.M.,

has two specimens from the same locahty, wliile Cat. no. 163217,
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U.S.N.M., covers seventeen individuals from San Pedro, Califor-

nia. About twenty from the same place were identified for Mrs.

Oldroyd. Cat. no. 195334, U.S.N.M., seven specimens from San
Dieg^o, California. Three individuals were dredo;ed by the University

of California, off San Diec^o, California.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) ACRA, new species.

Plate 2, %. 14.

Shell very lono; and slender, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls hic;h between the sutures, varyino; in

outline, the first to eleventh being flattened, almost cylindric, with

very strongly shouldered summits, the rest moderately well rounded,

with less strongly shouldered summits. Axial ribs very strong on

the first 11 whorls, less so and more rounded on the remaining.

There are about 14 upon each of the first eleven turns, 22 upon the

twelfth, 20 upon the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth, and about

30 much enfeebled and irregular ones upon the last turn, where they

pass over the well-rounded periphery and base to the umbilical

region. On the early turns the axial ribs terminate as strong, exserted

cusps at the summit; on the last turns they are merely rounded.

Early sutures strongly marked, later ones well impressed. Aperture

ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip tliin; columella slender,

almost straight, obliquely inserted.

The type (Cat. no. 206848 U.S.N.M.) has seventeen whorls, and

measures: Length 10 mm., diameter 1.8 mm. Tt was collected off

CataUna Island, (California.

TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) LUCANA, new species.

Plate 2, fig. 3.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly excurved at the summit,

weakly shouldered, marked by slender, sinuous, retractive axial ribs,

of wliich 20 occur upon the third, 22 upon the fourth and fifth, 26

upon the sixth and seventh, and 30 upon the penultimate whorh

Intercostal spaces a little narrower than the ribs, shallow, the de-

pressed portion terminating at the periphery. Sutures w^ell marked.

Base moderately long, marked by the slender continuations of the

axial ribs, which extend to the umbilical area. Aperture oval; pos-

terior angle acute; outer Up thin, showing the external markings

within; columella moderately strong, curved, reenforced by the

attenuated base for two-thirds of its length and provided with a weak
fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 4103, U.S.N.M.) was collected by J. Xantus at

Cape St. Lucas, Lower Cahfornia. It has nine post-nuclear whorls,

wliich measure: Length 6 mm., diameter 1.5 mm.
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TURBONILLA (TURBONILLA) PROLONGATA Carpenter.

Plate 2, fig. 18.

Chemnitzia prolongatn Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 185(1, p. 429.

Shell small, very slender, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls small,

two, formin«i; a moderately elevated, helicoid spire, whose axis is at

right angles to tliat of the succeeding tin-ns, in the hrst of which it

is one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls almost flat, rather high

between the sutures, slightly contracted at the suture, and weakly

shouldered at the summit, marked by well-rounded, slender, pro-

tractive axial ribs, of which 12 occur upon the first to fourth, 14

upon the fifth, 16 u{)on the sixth, 20 upon the seventh and eighth,

22 upon the ninth and the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces not

quite as wide as the ribs. Sutures well impressed, rendered slightly

wavy by tlte axial ribs. Periphery of the last whoil well rounded.

Base rather long, well rounded, marked by the continuation of the

axial ribs, which extend to the slight umbilical chink. Aperture

rather large, oval; somewhat expanded anteriorly; posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculptin-e within; col-

umella slender, somewhat revolute; parietal wall covered by a faint

callus.

The type is on tablet 1995, Liverpool collection, in the British

Museum, and comes fi-om Mazatlan, Mexico, It has eleven post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.37 mm., diameter 1.25 mm.

Subgenus CHEMNITZIA D'Orbigny.

Chemnitzia D'Orbigny, Hist. Nat. lies Canaries, 1839, p. 77; -(- Euturhonilla

Semper (part), Archiv. Nat. Fr. Meek., 1861, pp. 354-361; no type; +
Microheliscus Sandberger, Land u. Siissw. Conch, d. Vorwelt, 1874,

p. 690; type, TurboniUa (Microbeliscus) inaspectus Fuch^i.

Turbonillas without spiral sculptui'e, having prominent axial ribs

which fuse or terminate at the periphery. The intercostal spaces are

deep and sunken and terminate at or a little above the periphery,

extending upward to the summits of the whorls. Base smooth, devoid

of all sculptine. Columella straight. All our West American species

belonging to this group are small, slender forms of semitranslucent

bluish-white to milk-white color.

Type.— Melania campaneUsc Philippi.

key to the species of the subgenus chemnitzia.

Adult shell more than 7 mm. long.

Whorls well rounded Inniolispu, \). 34.

Whorls flattened gahhiana, p. 35.

Adult shell less than 7 mm. long.

Summit of the whorls tabulated.

Whorls strongly contracted at the suture u /ii/nuiu. p. 35.

Whorls only slightly contracted at the suture .

.

inxricatu. p. 36.
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Adult shell letss than 7 mm. long—Continued.

Summit of the whorls not tabulated.

Intercostal spaces terminating a little posterior to the suture.

WTiorlsslopingly shouldered, summit appressed santarosana, p. 36.

^^^lorl^ narrowly squarely shouldered, summit not appressed

paramoea, p. 37.

Intercostal spaces not terminating posterior to the suture.

Axial ribs strongly protractive houseri, p. 37.

Axial ribs not strongly protractive.

Shell very slender, acicular aculeiis, p. 38.

Shell conic.

Whorls narrowly equally shouldered at the summit.

Axial ribs vertical muricatoides, p. 38.

Axial ribs protractive, sinuous kelseyi, p. 39.

Whorls almost appressed at the summits raymondi, p. 39.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) HYPOUSPA, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell broadly conic, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls very small,

two and one-half, forming a rather elevated helicoid spire, the axis

of which is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the

first of which it is a little more than half immersed. Post-nuclear

whorls well rounded, slightl}" shouldered at summit, marked by very

strong, sublamellar, protractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon

the second and third, 16 upon the fourth to eighth, 18 upon the

ninth and tenth, 20 upon the eleventh, 24 upon the twelfth, and 25

upon the penultimate tin-n. On the early whorls these ribs are very

strong in the middle, bending suddenly toward the summit, which

gives them a decidedly angulated appearance a little below their

termination; on the last three whorls they are more closely crowded

and less strongly developed. Intercostal spaces about one and one-

half times as wide as the ribs on the early whorls; on the last three

they are about equal to them, w^ell impressed, terminating a little

above the sutures. Sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl

slightly angulated. Base short, well rounded. Aperture rhomboidal

;

columella slender, somewhat curved, and slightly reflected.

The two cotypes (Cat. no. 206851, U.S.N.M.) were dredged by

the University of California at station 43, off San Diego, California.

One of these is a young specimen with the nucleus; tlie other has the

last eleven whorls and measures : Length 8.1 mm., diameter 2 mm.
The University of California has another specimen from the same

lot (Cat. no. 206852, U.S.N.M.), one specimen from San Diego.

Cat. no. 205940, U.S.N.M., one specimen dredged by the University

of California, at station 32, off Catalina Island; also two specimens

dredged at stations 47 and 73, off San Diego.
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TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA?) GABBIANA Cooper.

Chemnitzia gabbiana Cooper, Am. Joiirn. Conch., vol. 6, 1870, p. 6Q= Turbonilla

graciUima Gabb, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1865, p. 186; not Chemnitzia gracillima

Carpenter, Cat. Maz. Shells, 1856, p. 431; + Turbonilla {Chemnitzia f) monterey-

ensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 494-5.

Mr. Gabb's description is as follows:

Shell small, very slender, long, white; vertex broken; whorls eleven or more, flat-

tened on the sides; sutures strongly impressed, ribs about 23, large, obtuse, running

from the suture to the margin of the base; base convexly truncated, smooth; aperture

subcircular; columella thick. Length 10 mm., diameter 3.3 mm.
Habitat, Monterey, California; Dr. J. G. Cooper, collector. This shell can be readily

distinguished by its extremely slender form and the strong, slightly oblique ribs.

The type, according to Mr. Gabb, is in the collection of the Cali-

fornia Geological Survey,'^ but appears to have been misplaced or

lost. From the description ^\^e are led to believe that it is a form
similar to T. torquata, but of considerably broader spire.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) .ffilPYNOTA, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell small, elongate-conic diaphanous. Nuclear whorls two and
one-half, small, helicoid, forming a moderately elevated spire, having

their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first

of which they are about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

high between the sutures, very strongly shouldered at the summits,

Somewhat contracted at the periphery, well rounded, marked by
strong, sublamellar axial ribs that render the summits strongly

crenulate. Sixteen of the axial ribs appear upon the first and

second, 18 upon the third, fourth, and fifth, and 20 upon the remain-

ing turns. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, deeply

sunk below the general surface, extending to the suture on all the

turns of the spire. Sutures strongly marked. Periphery of the last

whorl feebly angulated. Base short, well rounded, smooth. Aper-

ture rather large, subquadrate, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin,

bent abruptly anteriorly toward the columella, which it joins almost

at right angles; columella very slender and gently curved.

The type (Cat. no. 162443, U.S.N.M) has eight post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diameter 0.9 mm. It was collected

by Mr. F. W. Kelsey, in 30 fathoms, off San Martin Island, Lower
California. Three additional specimens (Cat. no. 163242, U.S.N.M.)

were collected by Mrs. Oldroyd, at San Pedro, California.

a Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1865, p. 183.
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TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) MURICATA Carpenter

Plate 2, fig. 9.

Chemnitzia murimta Cakpentek, Cat. Maz. Shell, 1856, p. 428.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls three, forming

an elevated helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the

succeeding turns, in the first of which it is almost half immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, somewhat contracted at

the suture, strongl}^ shouldered at the summit, marked by very

strong, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the

first to fourth ami 16 upon the remaining turns. These ribs extend

prondnently to the summit which they render muricated. Inter-

costal spaces as wide as the ribs, deeply impressed, terminating at

the periphery. wSutures very strongly marked. Periphery and base

of the last whorl well rounded, smooth. Aperture rhomboidal;

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella slender, slightly twisted and curved.

The type and four specimens were taken from Spondylus at Mazat-

lan, Mexico. The type and one other specimen are on tablet 1993,

Liverpool collection, British Museum. It has seven post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 2.3 mm., diameter 0.7 mm.
This shell, as far as the structure of the spire is concerned, stiangely

recalls Turhonilla {Afimunda) turrita of C. B. Adams. The base,

however, is entirely different.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) SANTAROSANA, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 7, 7a.

vShell small, delicate, subdiaphanous to milk-white. Nuclear

whorls two and one-half, forming a moderately elevated helicoid

spire, the axis of which is at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns, in the first of which it is very slightly immersed. Post-nuclear

whorls well rounded, slopingly shouldered near the summit, slightly

constricted at the suture, marked by broad, low, rounded, axial ribs,

which become somewhat flattened at the summit. Of these 16 occur

upon the first to fourth, 18 upon the fifth and sixth, while upon the

penultimate they are veiy much enfeebled and ill-defined. Inter-

costal spaces narrow, shallow, the depressed area terminating a

little posterior to the suture. Sutures constricted. Periphery and

base of the last whorl somewhat inflated. Aperture moderately

large, rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella very thin and strongly

curved.

The type and five specimens (Cat. no. 163239, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2902, in 53 fathoms,

temperature 45°, off Santa Rosa Island, California. The type has
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eight and one-half post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.5

mm., diameter 1.4 mm. vSix specimens (Cat. no. 1(33240, U.S.N.M),

were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2901 in 48 fathoms,

temperature 55°. 1, oft" Santa Rosa Island. Four specimens were

obtained by the University of California, at station 81, off wSan Diego,

and another individual at station 19, off Kewport, California.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) PARAMCEA, new name.

Plate 2, figs. 4, 4a.

Chemnitziu similis C. B. Adams, Ann. Lyo. of Nat. Hist. N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

pp. 392-393.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls strongly rounded, roundly shouldered at the

summit, marked by moderately strong, rounded, protractive axial

ribs, of which 16 occur upon the first, 18 upon the second and third,

20 u])on the fourth to seventh, 22 upon the eighth and the penulti-

mate whorl. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, terminat-

ing a little above the sutures. Sutures constricted. Periphery and

the short base of the last whorl well rounded. Aperture (defective);

columella stout, somewhat sinuous.

The above description is based upon Professor Adams's type, which

has lost the nucleus and early whorls. The ten remaining measure:

Length 5.9 mm.,-diameter 1.5 mm. It comes from Panama.
This species resembles Turhonilla {Strioturbonilla) pananiensis

C. B. Adams, ])ut differs in having the v/horls more rounded, fewer

and less strongly develoj^ed libs and more constricted sutures.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) HOUSERI, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 15, 15a.

Shell small, elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and

one-fourth, forming an elevated helicoid spire, the axis of which is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is

about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls strongly rounded,

slightl}" shouldered at the sunnnit, marked by strong, sublamellar,

decidedly protractive axial ribs, which are so arranged as to pj'acti-

cally form continuous oblique lines, from whorl to whorl. Of these

ribs 14 appear upon the first to third, 16 ui)on the fourth and fifth,

and 18 upon the remaining whorls. Intercostal spaces about as wide

as the ribs, deeply impressed. Sutures somewhat constricted.

Periphery of the last whorl and base well rounded. Aperture rhom-

boidal; outer lip thin, columella moderately strong, slightly curved

and slightly reflected.

The two cotypes (Cat. no. 206853, U.S.N.M.) were dredged at U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 2813, in 40 fathoms, bottom temperature

81°, on coral sand bottom, off Galapagos Islands. One of these is a

25G5—Bull. 68—09 4
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young individual from which our description of the nucleus and

early whorls was taken. The other has lost the nucleus, the nine

remaining whorls measure: Length 3.7 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
Named for Prof. G. L. liouser.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) ACULEUS C. B. Adams.

Plate 2, figs. 2, 2a.

Vhemnitzia acideus C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

p. 388.

Shell very slender, elongate-conic, subdiajihanous to milk-white.

Nuclear whorls small, two and one-half, forming a small elevated

helicoid sj)ire, the axis of which is at right angles to that of the suc-

ceeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, \veakly shouldered at the sum-

mit, marked by low, rounded, somewhat sinuous, protractive axial

ribs, of -which 14 occur upon the first to third, 16 upon the fourth

and fifth, 18 upon the sixth to eighth, 20 upon the ninth, 22 upon the

tenth, and 25 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about

as wide as the ribs, well im])ressed, terminating at the sutures.

Sutures well marked. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, smooth, excepting faint lines of growth. Aperture small,

rhomboidal; outer lip thin, showing the external markings within;

columella oblique, almost straight, strongly reenforced by the base.

The above description is based upon Professor Adams's types; one

a young specimen, of six and one-half whorls, has a little more per-

fect nucleus than the adult shell; the latter has twelve post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 4.4 mm., diameter 1 mm. They come
from Panama.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA; MURICATOIDES Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 2, figs. 11, Ua.

TurboniUa (Chemnitzia) muricatoides Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 495, pi. 14, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell small, slender, subdiaphanous to milk white; nuclear whorls

two and one-half, helicoid but slightly elevated, well rounded, having

their axis at right angles to the axis of the post-nuclear turn. Post-

nuclear whorls smooth, rather high between the sutures, moderately

rounded, marked by strong sublamellar axial ribs, wliich are about

half as wide as the spaces that separate them, and extend strongly to

the very summit of the whorl where they render the well-marked

sutures crenulate. There are 14 of these ribs upon the first, 18 upon

the fifth, and 20 upon the penultimate turn. The depressed inter-

costal spaces terminate abruptly at the periphery. Base of the last

whorl well rounded, smooth, without sculpture. Aperture: (outer

lij) fractured), columella slender, slightly twisted.
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The type has seven post-nuclear turns and measures : Length 3 mm.,

diameter 1 mm. It is Cat. no. 195942, U.S.N.M., and comes from

Monterey, California. Another specimen (Cat. no. 160488, U.S.X.M.)

was collected by Doctor Dall at the same place.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) KELSEYI, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 16, 16a.

Shell small, semitransparent. Nuclear whorls small, two and one-

fourth, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-

fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, orna-

mented by somewhat sinuous, slightly protractive, rounded axial

ribs, which are lower and somewhat expanded at the slightly shoul-

dered summits of the whorls; 14 of these appear upon the third, 16

upon the fourth, 18 upon the fifth, 20 upon the sixth and seventh,

22 upon the eighth, and 24 upon the penultimate post-nuclear whorl

of the type. Intercostal spaces only moderately impressed, about as

wide as the ribs. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last

whorl well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded. Aper-

ture suboval, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella short, stout, twisted, provided

with a weak fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 46506, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia. It has lost the nucleus and probably the first two ])ost-

nuclear turns, and measures: Length 4.7 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.
The nuclear whorls were describetl from a specimen of lot Cat. no.

56789, U.S.N.M.
'

The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
Cat. no.

56789
152197
152314
60916
162435
46503
106513
162432

No. Of
speci-

Depth,
fath-
oms.

3
22
2 10

2

I r::::
2

i

1
I

Locality

.

Santa Barbara, California

San Pedro, California
Ocean Beacli, San Diego, California.

San Diego, California

Pacific Beach, San Diego, California.

Todos Santos Bay, Lower California

Point Abreojos, Lower California

San Ignacio, Lower CaUfornia

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Named for Prof. F. W. Kelsey.

TURBONILLA (CHEMNITZIA) RAYMOND!, new species.

Plate 2, figs. 17, 17«.

Shell acicular, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, two and one-

half, forming a low, helicoid spire, the axis of which is almost at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which the nuclear

spire is about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,
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increasing very regularly in size, high between the sutures, almost

appressed at the summit and ornamented by well-developed, rounded,

axial ribs, of which there are 16 upon the second and third, 18 upon

the fourth, 20 upon the fifth to eighth, 22 upon the ninth and penulti-

mate whorls. Intercostal spaces deej), about one and one-half times

as wide as the ribs. Sutures strongly impressed, rendered slightly

wavy by the ribs. Periphery of the last whorl angulated. Base

short, well rounded. Aperture subquadrate. Columella short,

slightly curved and somewhat oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 206849, U.S.N.M.) was dredged off Catalina

Island. It has eleven postnuclear whorls and measures: Length

6.2 mm., diameter 1.6 mm. Another specimen from the same local-

ity is in the University of California, which also has a specimen

dredged off San Diego. Cat. no. 163252a, U.S.N.M., contains a speci-

men dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2901, off Santa Eosa

Island, in 48 fathoms. Cat. no. 206850, U.S.N.M., contains another

specimen from San Diego, California.

Named for Prof. William J. Raymond.

Subgenus STRIOTURBONILLA Sacco.

Strioturbonilla Sacco, I Moll, del Piemonte e (;k41a Liguria, 1892, p. 94.

Shell as in Turhonilla and Cliemnitzia but finely and closely spirally

striated on the spire and base.

Type.—Strioturbonilla alpina Sacco.

All our West American species, with the exception of T. (ijfinis and

T. smithsoni, are of blueish-white to milk-white color; the two excep-

tions being of a yellowish cast.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS STRIOTURBONILLA.

Spiral striations extending uniformly over the axial rib.s and intercostal spaces be-

tween the sutures.

Intercostal spaces terminating posterior to the periphery, having a plain, smooth

band in the suture.

Intercostal spaces pinched in to form a step immediately below the sum-

mit stephanogyra, p. 42.

Intercostal spaces not pinched in at the summit.

Axial ribs exceedingly protractive.

Axial ribs straight panamensis, p. 42.

Axial ribs sinuous huttoni, p. 43.

Axial ribs moderately protractive.

Whorls overhanging.

Axial ribs 10-18 vancouverensis, p. 44.

Axial ribs 14-22 asser, p. 45.
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Spiral Htriatioiis extending uniforn.ly over the axial ril.s an-l intercostal spaces be-

tween the sutin-es—C'ontinned.

Intercostal spaces terminating posterior to tlie periphery, having a plain, smooth

hand in the sntun—Continued.
Intercostal spaces n;)t pinched in at the summit—Continued.

Axial rilis moderately protract! v(—Continued.

Whorls not overhanging.

Intercostal spaces 4 times as wide as the rih^....mexicana, p. 45.

Intercostal spaces less than 3 times as wide as the ribs.

All post-nuclear whorls well rounded.

Axial ribs poorly developed attrita, p. 4().

Axial ribs well developed.

Spiral striations strong vichohi, p. 4(5.

Spiral striations microscopic.

Axial ribs 16-22 lorquata, p. 47.

Axial ribs 16-28 s/i//ma, p. 48.

Early post-nuclear whorls well rounded, later ones flat-

tened
* '•"^^'^^'' P- '^^•

Axial ribs vertical or nearly so.

Axial ribs much enfeebled on the last whorl car-penteri. p. 49.

Axial ribs strong upon all the whorls.

Axial ribs 16 simpsoni, p. 49.

Axial ribs 16-22 profimdkoJa, p. 50.

Intercostal spaces extending to the suture.

Shell very robust galinnoi, p. 51.

Shell not robust.

Shell broadly conic.

Shell large, length 6 mm humerosa, p. 52.

Shell small, length less than 4 mm c—h—adamsi, p. 52.

Shell slender.

Axial ribs extending over the base '<erra>, p. 53.

Axial ribs not extending over the base.

Axial ribs 14-21 "''esto, P- 54.

Axial ribs 14-16 pazana, p. 54.

Spiral striations confined to the intercostal spaces between the sutures.

Spiral striations only two between the sutures gaJapagemi,, p. 55.

Spiral striations more than two between the sutures.

Intercostal spaces uniformly spirally striated vndata, p. 55.

Intercostal spaces not uniformly spirally striated.

Intercostal spaces marked by a peripheral line of j^ts and numerous

striations.

Intercostal spaces less wide than the ribs ajfims, p. 56.

Intercostal spaces wider than the ribs.

Spiral striations between the sutures 16 phanea, p. 56.

Spiral striations between the sutures 24 impel ialis, p. 57.

Intercostal spaces marked by a peripheral and a submedian line of pits

and numerous fine striations.

Fine striations between median pits and summit 40. .smithsom, p. 57.

Fine striations between median pits and summit 20. .
.gracilior, p. 58.
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TURBONILLA cSTRIOTURBONILLA) STEPHANOGYRA, new species.

Plate 3, figs. 8, 8«.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls three, forming

a well-elevated spire, the axis of which is at right angles to that of

the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-fifth

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls decidedly flattened, w^ith strongly

beveled shoulders, marked by strong, almost cylindrical, narrow,

well rounded, vertical axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first to

third, 16 upon the fourth to sixth, and IS upon the remaining turns.

Intercostal spaces about twice as wide as the ribs, well impressed,

with a decidedly pinched-in area near the summit, which gives this

part of the shell a step-like aspect. Sutures well marked. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded. Entire surface of spire and

base marked by exceedingly, fine, closely spaced, spiral striations.

Aperture rhomboidal, rather long ; outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella slender, almost straight.

The type (Cat. no. 162440 U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2799, in 29| fathoms, in the bay of Panama. It

has ten ])ost-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter

1.3 mm.
TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) PANAMENSIS C. B. Adams.

Plate 3, figs. 12, 12a.

Chemnitzia panamensis C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

p. 392.

Shell with the sides of the spire forming a straight line, light yellow.

Nuclear whorls small, two and two-thirds, forming a quite elevated

spire, the axis of which is at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns, in the first of which they are about one-fourth immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls rather low between the sutures, decidedly flat-

tened and slightly shouldered at the summit, marked by strong,

rounded, very protractive axial ribs, which are of equal strength

from the summit to the periphery, of these 16 occur upon the first

seven whorls, 18 upon the eighth, 20 upon the ninth, 22 upon the

tenth, and 25 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about

as wide as the ribs, terminating a little above the sutures. Sutures

well impressed, rendered slightly sinuous by the ribs. Periphery of

the last whorl and the moderately long base, somewhat inflated and

well rounded. Entire surface of base and spire marked by very fine

closely spaced spiral striations. Aperture pear-shaped; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella strong, almost straight, decidedly revolute, reenforced for

half its length by the base.
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The Amherst collection contains a tube with six specimens; one

of these is a splendid individual which undoubtedly served Professor

Adams for his diagnosis. We have used it for our description and
figure. It has twelve post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length
5.5 mm., diameter 1.5 mm. They came from Panama.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) BUTTONI, new species.

Plate 3, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell irregularly elongate-conic, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls

two, very small, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are very slightly

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, ornamented by
very regular, rounded, somewhat sinuous, and decidedly protractive

axial ribs, which extend undiminished from the summit to the

periphery of the whorls and very feebly beyond this on the base.

There are 16 of these ribs upon the first to third, 18 upon the fourth

and fifth, 20 upon the sixth to ninth, and 22 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces well impressed, about as wide as the ribs.

Sutures well marked, rendered wavy by the strong ribs. Peripher}^

of the last whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded. Entire

surface of spire and base marked by numerous exceedingly fine

wavy spiral striations. Aperture subquadrate, posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin; columella short, moderately strong, slightly

twisted and reflected, provided with a weak oblique fold at its inser-

tion.

The type (Cat. no. 163241 U.S.N.M.) and nine specimens were

collected at San Pedro, California. It has eleven post-nuclear

whorls, and measures: Length 6.3 mm., diameter 1.5 mm.

The following additional specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M. cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) VANCOUVERENSIS Baird.

Plate 4, fi.sr. 9.

Chemnitzia vaacouverens is Baird, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1863, p. 67. Turbonilla {Strio-

turbonilla) vancouverensis (Baird), Dall, and Bartsch, Proc. U. S.Nat. Mus.,

vol. 30, 1907, pp. 495-496, pi. 44, %. 1.

Shell solid, rather broad and stout, siibdiaphanous, bluish to milk-

white. Nuclear whorls two, lar^je, heUcoid, partly obliquely im-

mersed in the first of the later turns. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, with the o;reatest convexity on the lower half of the exposed

portion; ornamented by about 10 very broad, strong, slightly pro-

tractive axial ribs on the second, 14 on the fifth, 16 on the eighth, and

18 on the penultimate whorl. These ribs terminate before they reach

the periphery of the whorl, leaving a plain band above the suture, as

in T. torquata Gould, but not as broad as in that species. Intercostal

spaces deep, narrower than the ribs. Sutures well marked by the

shouldering at the summit and the sudden sloping of the ribs just

above the periphery of the whorls. Aperture subovate; lip thin,

joining the short, somewhat revolute columella in an even curve.

Entire surface marked by faint, wavy, spiral striations. The speci-

men figured has 10 post-nuclear whorls, and measures : Length, 6 mm.

;

diameter, 1.8 mm.
Another specimen from the same locality, which has 12 post-

nuclear whorls but is minus the nucleus and probably the first of the

succeeding turns, measures: Length, 9.2 mm.; diameter, 2.5 mm.
This species resembles T. torquata Gould, but can easily be dis-

tinguished from it by its broader base, its large, partly immersed,

slanting nucleus, and the robust character of its whorls and ribs, the

latter being fewer and much broader; the intercostal spaces being

comparatively narrower. Baird's cotypes, three specimens, were

taken from the crop of a pintail duck shot in Esquimalt Harbor, Van-

couver Island, British Columbia; they are in the British Museum.

The following sjiecimens have been exaniined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

169489.

1G0490,

160993
126670

44938.
196184

196183

No. of
speci- Localitr.

Depth,
fath-
oms.

Collector.
Disposition of

material.

W. H. Dall U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.

Kadiak Island, Alaska
[

13

Lituya Bay, Alaska
j

8 do
I'ort'Etches, Alaska i do
Victoria, Vancouver Is-

j

C.F. Newcombe.
land, British Colombia. i

Puget Sound, Washmgton C. B. Kennerley .

Carter Bay, British Colum-
|

G. W. Taylor.

bia.

do do Taylor coll.

i'ort Smipson, British Co- do U.S. Nat. Mus.
lumbia.

i „ ,

.do do Taylor coll.

Do.

Do.
Do.

West of Rose Spit, Queen do.
Charlotte Island, British
Columbia.

Alert Bay, British Colum-
,

do.

bia.
Departure Bay, British do.
Columbia.

.. do do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

U. S. Xat. Mus.
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TURBONILLA <STRIOTURBONILLA) ASSHR, new species.

Plato :i, fii^s. I, \<i.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Xiiclear whorls small, two,

depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that of the

succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-third im-

mersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly overhanging,

ornamented by well developed, somewhat sinuous, rounded, pro-

tractive axial ribs, of which there are about 14 upon the third, 16

upon the fourth and fifth, 18 upon the sixth to eighth, 20 upon the

ninth to eleventh, and 22 upon the twelfth and penultimate turns.

Intercostal spaces almost equal to the ribs in width, shallow, ter-

minating some little distance posterior to the summit of the suc-

ceeding whorl, thus leaving a rather broad, plain band above the

suture in each turn. Sutures strongly' constricted. Peripher}^ of

the last whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded. Entire

surface of spire and base marked by very fine, closely spaced, spiral

striations. Aperture subquadrate. Posterior angle obtuse, outer lip

thin, showing the external markings within, columella slender, well

curved and slightly revolute.

The type and a young specimen (Cat. no. 205932, U.S.X.M.)

from which the nucleus has been described, come from off Redondo,
California. The type has lost the nucleus and first post-nuclear

whorl. The thirteen remaining whorls measure: Length, 8.3 mm.

;

diameter, 1.9 mm. Two additional specimens (Cat. no. 205933,

U.S.N.M.) come from San Pedro, California. Two more (Cat. no.

163244, U.S.N.M.) are also from the same locality.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA; MEXICANA, new species.

Plate 3, figs. 5, 5«.

Shell broadly conic, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls two and
one-half, forming a decidedly elevated helicoid spire, the axis of

which is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first

of which it is slightly immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

appressed at the summit, marked by slender protractive axial ribs,

of which 16 occur upon the first and second, 14 upon the third and
fourth, and 16 upon the remaining whorls. Intercostal spaces well

impressed, at least four times as wide as the ribs, terminating a little

distance posterior to the suture, marked by many very fine, closely

spaced spiral striations, which do not appear to extend over the

ribs. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl some-

what angulated. Base short, well rounded, marked only by exceed-

ingly fine, spiral striations. Aperture large, subquadrate, posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender, slightly curv(Ml and somewhat revolute.
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The type (Cat. no. 162515, U.S.N.M.) and three additional speci-

mens were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2830, in 66

fathoms, temperature 74°. 1, off Lower CaHfornia. The type is not

quite mature ; it has nine post-nuclear whorls, and measures ^ Length,

4.5 nun.; diameter, 1.3 mm.

The following specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first, 16 upon the second to sixth, 18

upon the seventh, 20 upon the eighth, 22 upon the ninth, and 25

upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces almost as wide as the

ribs, well impressed, terminating a little distance posterior to the

suture. Sutures strongly marked. Periphery and rather long base

of the last whorl w^ell rounded, marked by the feeble continuations

of the axial ribs. Entire surface of base and spire marked by numer-

ous, strongly incised spiral striations, of which those on the spire

somewdiat exceed the ones on the base in strength. A])erture large,

oval; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; colu-

mella slender, sigmoid, slightlj reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 160210, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Lieutenant

Nichols in the Gulf of California. It has lost the nucleus. The
twelve remaining wdiorls measure: Length 8.8 mm., diameter 2.4 mm.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) TORQUATA Gould.

Plate 4, fio-s. 15, 15r;.

Chemnitzia torquata Gould, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. 4, 1852, p. 384, pi. 14,

fig. 16; not Turhonilla {Striolurhonilla) torqiuita (Gouhv) Dall and Bartsch,

Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, pp. 271, 272, pi. 2, figs. 4, 4a, which may
take the name Turhonilla (Strioturbonilla) ralphi Dall and Bartsch.

Shell robust, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls small, two, depressed,

helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns, in the first of which they are about one-fifth immersed. Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, ornamented by strongly elevated,

slightl}^ protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon all of the

whorls except the penultimate, wdiich has 22. Intercostal spaces

about twace as wide as the ribs, terminating a little above the summit
of the preceding whorl, thus leaving a narrow, plain band in the

suture. wSutures strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl

well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded. Entire surface

of spire and base crossed by numerous very fine, closely spaced, wavy,

spiral striations. Aperture suboval, outer lip thin, showing the exter-

nal sculpture wdthin. Columella slender, decidedly curved, and

somewhat reflected.

The specimen described and figured (Cat. no. 2059.34, U.S.N.M.)

has lost the nucleus. The eleven remaining wdiorls ::;easure: Length

6.5 mm., diameter 2.1 mm., and comes from off Point Firmin, Cali-

fornia. Another s})ecimen (Cat. no. 60916, U.S.N.M.) comes from

San Diego, California. Still another (Cat. no. 205935, U.S.N.M.) was
dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 4322, in 110 to 197

fathoms, off La Jolla, California. Two additional specimens in the

University of California collection were obtained at their stations 22

and 28 off San Diego. ^Ir. Berry's collection contains two specimens

dredged in 40 fathoms off Catalina Island, California.
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TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) STYLINA Carpenter.

Plate 8, figg. 7, 7«.

Chemnitzia {/tonjuata var.) stylina Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser.,

voL 15, 1865, p. 396. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) torquata stylina Dall and

Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 272, in part. Turbonilla

{Strioturbonilla) stylina Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, p. 497, pi. 44, figs. 11, 11a.

Shell slender, subdiaphanous to milk-white. Nuclear whorls two,

smooth, depressed, helicoid, scarcely extending beyond the outline of

the spire and having their axis at right angles to the axis of the

succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, separated by
strongly constricted sutures, rather high, ornamented by rather low,

broad, rounded, sinuous, protractive axial ribs, of which there are 16

upon the first, 20 upon the fifth, and 2S upon the penultimate turn.

Intercostal spaces moderately depressed, about as wide as the ribs, ter-

minating a short distance above the sutures, thus leaving a narrow,

smooth band between tlie termination of the ribs and the suture as in

T. (Strioturhonilla) torquata Gould, but not quite as wide as in that

species. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base rather

short, well rounded. Entire surface marked by very fine, wavy spiral

striations. Aperture subovate, outer lip thin; columella slender,

moderately long, slightly twisted, almost vertical. The specimen

described and figured (Cat. no. 56429, U.S.N.M.) was collected by
Doctor Dall in 8 or 10 fathoms at Monterey, California. It has 11

post-nuclear whorls and measures : Length 6.5 mm., diameter 1.7 mm.
(not 8 and 1.9 mm., as erroneously stated in the last-cited reference).

Another specimen was dredged in 12 fathoms off Del Monte, Monterey,

by Mr. S. S. Berry (Cat. no. 165199, U.S.N.M.). Two specimens (Cat.

no. 163249, U.S.N.M.), both immature, dredged b^^ the Bureau of

Fisheries steamer Albatross at station 2932 in 50 fathoms off Coro-

nado Island, are provisionally referred to this form.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) CALVINI, new species.

Plate 4, figs. J, \it.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and three-

fourths, forming a decidedly elevated helicoid spire, the axis of which

is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which

they are about one-fourth immersed. Early post-nuclear whorls

strongly rounded, decidedly shouldered at the summit, and con-

stricted at the sutures. Later ones flattened in the middle, less

shouldered and less contracted. Axial ribs strong, sublamellar,

shouldered a little below the summit; 14 upon the first to ninth, 16

upon the tenth, and IS upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces

about two and one-half times as wide as the ribs, well impressed, a
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little more so on the shoulder than on the summit, which gives them
a contractetl appearance at this place, terminating a little above the

suture. Sutures well impressed. Entire surface of base and si)ire

marked by fine, wavy, spiral striations. Periphery and the moderately

long base of the last whorl well rounded. Aperture rhoinboidal;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculj)ture within: columella mod-
erately strong, slightly curved.

The two cotypes and four additional s})ecimens (Cat. no. 162442,

U.S.N.M.) were dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, at station

2823, in 26^ fathoms off La Paz, Lower California. One of the

cotypes has the nucleus and nine post-nuclear whorls, and measures:

Length 3.1 mm., diameter 0.9 mm. The other cotype consists of the

last seven post-nuclear whorls; if perfect, it would probably have
had twelve. This measures: Length 3.6 mm., diameter L2 mm.
Named for Prof. Samuel Calvin.

TURBONILLA ( STRIOTURBONILLA) CARPENTERI, new species.

Plate 3, fig.s. 9, 9a.

Shell long, slender, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls small, two and
one-half depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-fifth

immersed . Post-nuclear whorls exceedingly high })etween the sutures,

evenly rounded, marked by almost vertical axial ribs, which become

slightly expanded and flattened at the summits. There are 18 of

these ribs upon the first to third, 20 upon the fourth to sixth, 22 upon
the seventh, 24 upon the eighth and ninth, and 26 upon the tenth.

Upon the penultimate turn they become tlecidedly irregular and en-

feebletl. Intercostal spaces about one-half as wide as the ribs, but

little depressed below the general surface of the shell. Sutures some-

what constricted. ' Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base

short and somewhat inflated, marked by feeble extensions of the axial

ribs. Entire surface of spii-e and base crossed by numerous fine,

wavy, s})iral striations. Aperture sulK|uadrate, rather elongated,

posterior angle obtuse, outer li}) thin; columella rather long, slender,

slightly sinuous.

The type (Cat. no. 160065, U.S.N.M.) has twelve post-nuclear

whorls, and measures: Length 7.9 mm., diameter 1.7 mm., and w:js

collected at San Pedro, California. Two specimens from the same

locality were identified for Mrs. Oldroyd.

Named for Doctor P. P. (\iipenter.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) SIMPSONI, new species.

Plate ;^, figt*. (), ()(/.

Shell elongate-conic, rather slender, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls

two and three-fourths, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are
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about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well roundetl,

marked b}'" very strong, well raised, almost vertical axial ribs, of which

16 occur upon all the whorls of the type. These ribs are strongest

in the middle and slightly lower at the summit and peripheiy.

Intercostal spaces deeply impressed, equaling the ribs in width, ter-

iuinating a very little ])osterior to the suture. Sutures somewhat
constricted. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base rather

short, well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked by

fine, wav^% spiral striations. Aperture subquadrate, posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; col-

umella short, slender, and oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 152750, U.S.N.M.) has lost the nucleus and

probably the first one and one-half post-nuclear turns; the 12 remain-

ing measure: Length 6.7 mm., diameter 1.6 mm. It and another

specimen, listed under the same number, were collected in 10 fathoms

off San Pedro, California.

The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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band. Sutures strongly constricted. Peripheiy of the last whorl

well rounded. Base short, well rounded. Entire surface of spire and
base marked by numerous microscopic, closely crowded, ^vslyj, spiral

striations. Aperture subquadrate, very broad at base, posterior angle

obtuse ; outer lip thin, bent very strongly at its basal angle ; columella

slender, slightly oblique, almost straight, weakly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206856, U.S.N.M.)has ten post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 6.3 mm., diameter 1.9 mm. It was dredged

by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries at station 4322, off La Joila, Cali-

fornia, in 110 to 197 fathoms. Another specimen was dredged by
the University of California off Catalina Island.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) GALIANOI, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 12, 12a.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white, shining. Nuclear whorls very

small, two and one-half, forming a rather elevated spire, having their

axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of

which they are about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

well rounded, very strongly tabulately shouldered at the summit,

ornamented with well-develop?d, rounded, slightly protractively

curved axial ribs. Of these ribs, 16 occur upon the first, second, and
third, 18 upon the fourth and fifth, 20 upon the sixth, 22 upon the

seventh, 24 upon the eighth, 26 upon the ninth, and 28 upon the

penultimate turn. These ribs extend equally strong from the sum-
mit to the periphery of the whorls. Intercostal spaces not quite as

wide as the ribs, well impressed, extending anteriorly to the suture.

Sutures strongly constricted. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base rather long, well rounded. Entire surface of spire

and base marked by exceedingly fine spiral striations. Aperture

subquadrate, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella almost straight, slightly revolute.

The specimen described and another individual (Cat. no. 4104,

U.S.N.M.) were collected by J. Xantus at Cape St. Lucas, Lower Cali-

fornia. It lacks the nucleus; the ten remaining whorls measure:

Length 6.1 mm., diameter 1.8 mm.
Three additional specimens (Cat. no. 162437, U.S.N.M.) come from

Pacific Beach, San Diego, California. Cat. no. 162438, U.S.N.M.,

three specimens from San Hipolite Point, Lower California. Cat.

no. 162441, U.S.N.M., another specimen from the same locality.

Cat. no. 162439, U.S.N.M., two specimens from Point Abreojos,

Lower California. The Delos Arnold collection contains two indi-

viduals from San Hipolite Pointy Lower California.

Named for Galiano, the Spanish explorer of California.
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TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) HUMEROSA, new species.

Plate 3, i\g». 10. 10«.

Shell elongate-c-onic, milk-white. Nuclear \\lioils very small,

two and one-half, tlepressed, helicoid, having their axis at right

angles to that of the succeetling turns, in the hrst of which they are

about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very strongly

rounded, moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by many
strong lamellar, protractivo axial ribs, which slope suddenh^' from a

point about one-third of the distance between the sutures, anterior

to the summit, giving the whorls a shouldered appearance at this

place. Of these ribs, 14 occur upon the second to fourth, 16 upon

the fifth to ninth, IS upon the tenth, and 20 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces deeply impressed, double the width of the

ribs. Sutures strongly marked. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base short, well rounded. Entire surface of spire and

base marked by many fine, wavy, spiral striations. Aperture sub-

quadrate, posterior angle obtuse. Outer lip rather thick and some-

what revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206857, U.S.N.M.) was collected off Catalina

Island, California. It has twelv > post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 6 mm., diameter 1.7 mm. Two additional specimens (Cat.

no. 205937) were collected at San Diego, California.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) C-B-ADAMSI Carpenter.

Plate 3, tig. 3.

Chemnitziu C-B-Achniisi Carpenter, Cat. Maz. Shells. 1856. p. 427.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear w^horls two and one-

half, forming a moderately elevated helicoid spire, whose axis is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in tlie first of whicli it is

about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded,

slightly contracted at the suture, somewhat shouldered at the sum-

mit, marked b}' well-developed, rounded, somewhat protractive axial

ribs, of which 12 occur upon the first and second, 14 upon the third

to sixth, 16 upon the seventh, and 18 upon the penultimate whorl.

Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, terminating at the

periphery, marked by very distinct, equally spaced, equal spiral stria-

tions. Sutures well marked, rendered wavy by the ribs. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded. Aperture rhomboidal;

outer lip thin; columella moderately curved.

The type and twelve specimens were collected ofi" Cha/na and

Spondylus at Mazatlan, Mexico. The type is on tablet 1990, Liver-

pool collection, British Museum. It has nine post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 3.75 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.
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TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) SERR-E Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 4, fist^. 8, 3«.

Turbonilla {Strioturbonilla) serrsc Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pi. 44, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell slender, very elongate-conic, subdiaphanous to milk-white.

Nuclear whorls two and one-half, depressed, helicoid, having their

axis at right angles to that of its succeeding turns, in the first of which

they are about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very high

between the sutures, moderately rounded, slightly contracted at the

periphery and somewhat shouldered at the summit, rendering the

sutures subchannelled. The whorls are marked by subequal and sub-

equally spaced, rather broad, rounded, almost vertical axial ribs,

which are a little wider than the intercostal spaces, the depressed por-

tion of the latter terminating a little above the suture. In the type,

which has lost the nucleus and probably the first two post-nuclear

turns, there are 16 ribs on the third of the remaining whorls, 20 on the

eighth, 22 upon the eleventh, and 34 upon the next, the penultimate

turn. On this whorl the axial ribs are less regular and less strongly

developed, showing senile degeneration. Periphery of the last wdiorl

well rounded. Base short, well rounded, marked by slender con-

tinuations of the axial ribs, which extend feebly to the insertion of

the columella. Entire surface of spire and base crossed by numerous
closely placed spiral striations. Aperture subquadrate, posterior

angle obtuse, outer lip tliin, columella rather strong, somewhat
oblique, and slightly revolute, without apparent fold in the aperture.

The type has thirteen whorls and measures: Length 7.7 mm., diameter

1.4 mm.
The type and seven specimens were collected by Mr. S. S. Berry in

12 fathoms off Del Monte, Monterey, California; five of these are in

Mr. Berry's collection. Tlie type and one other, form Cat. no. 196198.

Cat. no. 196200, U.S.N.M., contains a specimen from 40 fathoms

off Pacific Grove, Monterey, California, dredged by Mr. Berry. An-
other specimen in Mr. Berry's collection was dredged in shelly sand iit

Monterey, CaHfornia, at a depth of 29 fathoms.

This species is nearest related to StrioturhonUla stylina Carpenter,

but can readily be distinguished from it by its less rounded whorls,

straighter and much stronger ribs, and by having the ribs continuing

over the base, and scarcely an}- space showing between the termination

of the intercostal spaces and the suture.

It is named in Iionor of Father Junipero Serra, the early Spanish

missionary to California.

2565—Bull. 08—09 5
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TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) ARESTA, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell very slender, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, two and

one-half, forming a moderately elevated, hehcoid spire, which has

its axis at right angles to that of the succeeding whorls, and is not

at all immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, marked

by sublamellar, protractive axial ribs, which extend undiminished to

the summit of the whorls, rendering this crenulated. There are 14

of these upon the first three whorls, 16 upon the fourth to eighth,

18 upon the ninth, 20 upon the tenth and eleventh, and 21 upon the

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about one and one-half times

as wide on all but the last three whorls ; on the latter they are about as

wide as the ribs and terminate a little posterior to the suture. Sutures

strongly marked. Periphery of the last whorl faintly angulated.

Base short, well rounded. Aperture moderately large, subquadrate,

posterior angle obtuse. Outer lip thin, bent almost at right angles

to the anterior lateral angle. Columella slender, slightly curved and

slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206858, U.S.N.M.) has thirteen post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 6.4 mm., diameter 1.2 mm. It was

dredged off Catalina Island, together with nine additional specimens,

by the University of California. Five additional specimens were

dredged by the same institution off San Diego. Another specimen

(Cat. no. 163252, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

station 2901 , off Santa Rosa Island, in 4S fathoms. Another specimen

(Cat. no. 206863, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) PAZANA, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 13, 13rt.

Shell very slender, elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls

two and three-fourths, forming a decidedly elevated spire, the axis

of w^hich is at a right angle to that of the succeeding turns, in the

first of which it is scarcely at all immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately rounded, with very feebly shouldered summits, orna-

mented with well-developed narrow protractive axial ribs, 14 occur

upon the first to tenth, and 16 upon the remaining turns. Inter-

costal spaces about two and one-half times as wide as the ribs,

well impressed, marked by exceedingly fine, closely spaced, spiral

striations. Sutures well impressed, rendered somewhat sinuous by

the ribs. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat angulated. Base

short, well rounded, marked by fine spiral striations. Aperture

rather long, rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin,

showing the external sculpture within; columella moderately strong,

curved, and slightly revolute.
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The type (C'at. no. 162430, U.S.N.M.) and 35 specimens were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, in 26^ fathoms, off

La Paz, Lower Cahfornia. The type has fourteen post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Ijength 5.7 mm., diameter 0.8 mm. C^at. no. 163250,

U.S.N.M., two from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2822, 21

fathoms, off La Paz, Lower CaHfornia; Cat. no. 162431, U.S.N.M.,

seven from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries stations 2826 and 2828, 9^ to

10 fathoms, off Cerros Island. Cat. no. 191565, U.S.N.M., three

specimens from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries stations 2826 and 2828,

off Ceralvo Island, Gulf of California, same depth and locality as the

preceding.

TURBONILLA (STRIGTURBONILLA) GALAPAGENSIS, new species.

Plate 4, fig. 7.

Shell yellowish-white. (Early whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear

whorls contracted a little posterior to the middle hetween the sutureSj

which gives them a concave outline, slightly shouldered at the summit
and somewhat contracted at the sutures; marked by about 22 low,

rounded, almost vertical, axial ribs. Intercostal spaces almost as

wide as the ribs, marked by fine lines of growth, which gives them a

somewhat crinkly appearance, and two incised spiral lines at the

contracted part. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by the continuations of the axial ribs. Aperture somewhat
fractured, pear-shaped ?

The type (Cat. no. 206859, U.S.N.M.) was obtained at U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 2808, in 634 fathoms, temperature 39.9°,

off the Galapagos Islands. It consists of the last four and one-half

whorls and measures: Length 3.5 mm., diameter 1.6 mm.

TURBONILLA (STRIGTURBONILLA) UNDATA Carpenter.

Plate 4, fig. 8.

Chemnitzia undata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 431, 4:^2.

"Shell graceful, slender, soiled white. Nuclear whorls extending

somewhat beyond the outline of the post-nuclear spire. Post-

nuclear whorls subplanate, separated by strong sutures and marked
by about eighteen narrow, acute axial ribs which are very weak at

the periphery and disappear entirely on the base. Intercostal spaces

broad, marked by supei'ficial spiral striations which are strongest at

the periphery. Outer li]) thin; columella graceful, scarcely twisted."

The above is Carpenter's description, to which he adds: "On com-

paring this shell with the corresponding portion of C. gracilior C. B.

Ads., it is found to have fewer and much finer and sharper ribs which

do not end at the periphery, like the curved interspaces; length 1.6

mm., diameter 0.55 nmi. Hab. Mazatlan; two young perfect speci-

mens off Spondylus; Liverpool collection, tablet 2002 contains the

larger specimen; the smallest is of a much darker color."
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The specimen referred to above, tablet 2002, is a l)adly worn young
shell, with indications of very protractive axial ribs and finely spirally

striated base.

Carpenter's manuscript figure is evidently taken from the young
individual referred to above, which shows a peripheral series of pits

and numerous fine spiral striations.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTXJRBONILLA) AFFINIS C. B. Adams.

Plate 4, fig. 14.

Chemnitzia affinis C. B. Adams, Ann. I.yc. Nat. Hist., of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852, p. 389.

Shell slender, wax yellow, with a narrow brighter colored band
about one-third of the distance between the sutures, anterior to the

summit. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls slightly

roimded and moderateh' shouldered at the summit, marked by well-

rounded, low, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon
the first and second, 20 upon the third and fourth, 22 upon the fifth,

24 upon the sixth and the remaining turns. Intercostal spaces a

little narrower than the ribs, shallow, marked by a moderately strong

series of peripheral pits and probably 60 to 80 fine, equal, and equally

spaced, strongh^ incised spiral lines. Periphery and base well rounded,

marked by numerous, closely spaced, well incised, wavy spiral stria-

tions. Aperture rhomboid, outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella moderately strong, almost straight and

somewhat revolute.

Professor Adams's type, which has served for our description and

figure, consists of the last eight whorls and measures: Length 5.3

mm., diameter 1.3 mm. It is in the Amherst College collection and

comes from Panama.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) PHANEA, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell very small and slender, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two,

depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that of the

succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-fourth

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, with their greatest con-

vexity on the anterior third between the sutures. Summits appressed,

marked by strong, narrow, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which

fourteen occiu- upon all of the w^horls. Intercostal spaces about three

times as wide as the ribs, marked between the sutures b}^ a peripheral

series of pits and sixteen equal and equally spaced incised fine lines.

Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded,

appearing as a plain band. Base short, well rounded, marked by the

faint continuations of the axial ribs and about fifteen very fine, wavy
incised, spiral lines, of whicli the first below the periphery is a little

stronger than the rest. Aperture rhomboid, rather long; posterior
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angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella rather long, almost straight, slightly revolute; parietal wall

marked by a faint callus.

The type and two additional specimens (Cat. no. 206860, U.S.N.M.)

were obtained at U. S. Biu-eau of Fisheries station 2823, in 26|

fathoms, on broken-shell bottom, off La Paz, in the Gulf of California.

The type has 8 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.2 mm.,
diameter 0.8 mm. Cat. no. 163251, U.S.N.M., contains a specimen

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2822, in 21 fathoms, off

La Paz, Lower California. Cat. no. 206861, U.S.N.M., has five

specimens dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries stations 2826 to

2828, in 9^ to 10 fathoms, off Ceralvo Island, Lower California.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) IMPERIALIS, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white, with a narrow, faint yellow band
in the middle of the whorls between the sutm"es. Nuclear whorls at

least two, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-half

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, depressed at the

summit, somewhat contracted at the sutures, marked by slender,

almost vertical axial ribs, of which 20 occiu" upon the first and second,

22 upon the third, 24 upon the fourth, 26 upon the sixth and penulti-

mate turn. Intercostal spaces are twice as wide as the ribs, marked
by a series of moderately strong pits at the periphery, and about

twenty-six well incised, equal and subequally spaced spiral striations,

which pass up on the side of the ribs but do not cross their summits.

Periphery of the last whorl angulated. Base short, well rounded,

marked by the very feeble continuations of the axial ribs and about

twelve equally strong, slender, wavy, spiral striations. Aperture

defective, rhomboidal ?

The type (Cat. no. 206862, U.S.N.M.) comes from Panama. It has

8 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.3 mm., diameter

1.1 mm.
TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) SMITHSONI, new species.

Plate 4, figs. 10, 10«.

Shell very regularly conic, wax yellow, the area from a little above
the suture to the middle of the whorls between the sutiu-es a little

higher than the rest. Nuclear whorls small, at least two-thirds

obliquely immersed in the first post-nuclear turn, beyond the outline

of which it extends some on the left side. Post-nuclear whorls

decidedly flattened, very slightly shouldered at the summit, scarcely

at all contracted at the periphery, marked by rounded, low, poorly

developed, axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon the first and second, 22
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upon the third, 24 upon the fourth, 28 upon the fifth, 32 upon the

sixth and the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces a little narrower

than the ribs, shallow, marked by series of well-impressed pits at

the periphery and a second one a little less strong a little anterior to

the middle of the space between the sutures; the space between the

peripheral and the other series of pits is crossed by about twenty-five

equal and equally spaced spiral striations; that between the middle

pits and the suture by about forty of equal strength. Sutures poorly

defined. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked

by numerous fine, wavy, spiral striations. Aperture? (outer lip

fractured) ; columella strong, with an oblique fold a little below the

insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 160068, U.S.N.M.) comes from Cape St. Lucas.

It has 8 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4 mm., diameter

1.3 mm. Cat. no. 46502, U.S.N.M., contains a specimen from Boca

de los Piedras.

Named for James Smithson.

TURBONILLA (STRIOTURBONILLA) GRACILIOR C. B. Adams.

Plate 4, fig. 6.

Chemnitzia grarilior C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. of Nat. Hist. N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

p. 391.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately shouldered at the

summit; later ones slightly exserted at the summit; marked by

slender, sinuous, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur

upon the first and second, 18 upon the third, 20 upon the fourth

to seventh, 22 upon the eighth, 26 upon the ninth, and 32 upon

the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about twice as wide as the

ribs, marked by a double series of pits, the first of which is at

the periphery, the second a little posterior to the middle between the

sutures. In addition to these pits, they are marked by fine, equal

and equally spaced spiral striations of which thirty-one probably

occur between the peripheral and median pit and twenty between that

and the summit. Sutures well marked. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs

and numerous fine, well-incised, wavy spiral striations. Aperture

rather long, rhomboidal; outer lip fractured; columella moderately

strong, slightly curved and somewhat reflected, provided with a weak

oblique fold at its insertion.

Professor Adams's type has served for our description and figure.

It has lost the nucleus. The eleven remaining whorls measure:

Length 6.1 mm., diameter 1.4 mm. It is in the Amherst College

collection and comes from Panama.
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Subgenus PTYCHEULIMELLA Sacco.

Ptycheulimclla Sacco, I. Moll, de Piemon(e e della Liguria, pi. 11, 1892, p. 59.

Shell elongate-conic. Axial sculpture consisting of obsolete ribs

frequently only shown in the eaily j)ost-nuclear turns. Spiral

sculpture, if present, consisting of microscopic striations only.

Type.— Tornatella pyramidata Deshayes.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS PTYCHEULIMELLA.

Shell very broadly conic ohsoleta.

Shell slender abreojensis.

TURBONILLA (PTYCHEULIMELLA) OBSOLETA Carpenter.

Plate 5, fig. (i.

? Eulimella ohsoleta Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlau Shells, 1850, p. 43(5.

Shell broadly elongate, grayish white. Post-nuclear whorls feebly

rounded, marked by obsolete axial ribs which are best shown imme-
diately below the appressed summit. Entire surface marked by
extremely fine spiral lines. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin; columella slightly twisted and somewhat
revolute.

The type which is on tablet 2011, Liverpool collection, British

Museum, has lost its early whorls, the four and one-half remaining

measure: Length 1.5 mm., diameter 0.6 mm. It comes from Mazat-
lan, Mexico.

TURBONILLA (PTYCHEULIMELLA) ABREOJENSIS, new species.

Plate 5, fig. 7.

Shell conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls moderately well rounded, very slightly shouldered at

the summit, marked by mere indications of obsolete ribs near the

summit of the early whorls, only. Sutures well impressed. Periph-

ery well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded. Surface of

spire and base marked by fine, closely crowded, spiral striations.

Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; columella rather strong, mod-
erately curved, somewhat revolute, provided with an oblique fold a
little anterior to the insertion.

The unique type (Cat. no. 205951, U.S.N.M.) comes from Point
Abreojos, Lower California. It has lost the luicleus and first post-

nuclear whorl. The nine remaining measure: Length 5.2 mm.,
diameter 1.6 mm.

Subgenus PYRGOLAMPROS Sacco.

Pyrgolampros Sacco, I. Moll, del Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 85.

Turbonillas with low, broad, rounded vertical ribs which almost
always disappear as they pass over the periphery and base of the last
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whorl, and many very fine, faint, wavy spiral striations; surface

covered by a thin epidermis. Columella usually somewhat flexuose.

Type.—Pyrgolampros mioperplicatulus Sacco.

All our west American species are of a light-yellow to chocolate-

brown color. The intercostal spaces are not depressed as in Chem-

nitzia, but appear as simple shallow undulations between the axial

ribs. The spiral striations, in perfect specimens, appear as if they

were situated beneath a light-colored epidermis and were shining

through it.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS PYROOLAMPROS.

Axial ribs well developed.

Shell short and stout.

Shell unicolor.

Whorls excurved at the summit victoriana, p. 61.

Whorls not excurved at the summit.

Shell brown.

Axial ribs 12-lG gibhom, p. 61.

Axial ribs 18-20 ridgwayi, p. 62.

Shell light fulvous valdezi, p. 62.

Shell banded newcombei, p. 63.

Shell elongate-conic.

Shell unicolor.

Shell large, adult more than 10 mm. long tai/lori, p. 64.

Shell smaller, adult less than 8 mm. long.

Whorls well rounded luwei, p. 64.

Whorls flattened.

Axial ribs strong, acute hallbrecta, p. 65.

Axial ribs weak, rounded gouldi, p. 66.

Shell bicolor.

Spire golden yellow, base white aurantia, p. 66.

Posterior two-thirds between the sutures light brown, anterior third and

base darker . pedroana, p. 67.

Shell banded.

Band single, broad, extending over the periphery and to both sides of it.

Shell large, adult more than 8 mm. long halia, p. 68.

Shell small, adult less than 6 mm. long lyalli, p. 68.

Bands double.

Bands lighter than rest of shell berryi, p. 69.

Bands darker than rest of shell ulaskana, p. 70.

Bands triple.

Bands not visible on the spire only in the outer lip. .chocolata, p. 70.

Bands visible on the spire.

Axial ribs on penultimate whorl 22 painei, p. 71.

Axial ribs on penultimate whorl 30 keepi, p. 71.

Axial ribs poorly developed on the early whorls, never indicated on the later ones.

Shell dark brown with a narrow lighter band halistrepta, p. 72.

Shell wax yellow with a light brown peripheral zone.

Shell large, adult more than 11 mm. long lituyana, p. 73.

Shell smaller, adult less than 9 mm. long , oregonensis, p. 73.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) VICTORIANA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 5, fig. 3.

Turhonilla {Pyrgolavipros) victoriana Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 501, pi. 44, fig. 6.

Shell eloiio;ate-coiiic, wax yellow to light brown. Nuclear whorls

and the early succeeding turns eroded in all the specimens examined.

Post-nuclear whorls quite high between the sutures, somewhat con-

cave in the posterior two-thirds of the exposed portion, only slightly

contracted toward the periphery and faintly shouldered at the sum-
mit; ornamented by low, rounded, somewhat sinuous axial ribs, wl^ch
are about as wide as the shallow intercostal spaces. Sutures well

marked. Periphery and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated,

marked by weak continuations of the axial ribs which extend feebly

to the umbilical region. Entire surface crossed by numerous, wavy
spiral striations. Aperture rather elongate, oval, outer lip thin;

columella moderately long, decidedly twisted and somewhat revolute

in its free anterior portion; the twist at its insertion appearing as a

fold.

The type (Cat. no. 126660a, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Dr. C. F.

Newcombe at Victoria, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. It has

the last seven and a half whorls and measures: Length 7 mm., diame-

ter 2.1 mm. Ten additional speciments were collected by Rev. G. W.
Taylor, at Departure Bay, Vancouver Island, British Columbia, four

of which form Cat. no. 196220, U.S.N.M.

This species appears nearest related to Turhonilla. (Pyrgolampros)

netvcomhei Dall and Bartsch, but is readily distinguished from that

form by its concave whorls.

"ftjRBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) GIBBOSA Carpenter.

Plate 6, fig. 2.

Chemnitzia gibbosa Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 430.

Shell pupiform, reddish brown, irregular. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls ten, flattened, marked with about eight-

een poorly developed, more or less rounded, vertical axial ribs. Tliis

species is described, although from a solitary and very imperfect

specimen, in consequence of its great peculiarity of form, in which it

resembles Chrysallida. It is short, stumpy, and very broad; without

any trace of fold on the columella or notch on the base. Length
6.75 mm., diameter 5 mm.

Ilahitat.—Mazatlan; off Chama, extremely rare; Liverpool collec-

tion.

Tablet 1996 contains all that was found, namely, the broken speci-

men, and a fresh fragment displaying sculpture.
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The above is Doctor Carpenter's orio;inal description. An exami-

nation of the two speciments in the British Museum sheds little addi-

tional light. The fragment is a thick, stumpy shell too poor to be

determined. The small individual is of a light-brown color, showing

irregular axial ril)s and smooth intercostal spaces.

TURBONILLA iPYRGOLAMPROS) RIDGWAYI, new species.

Plate 6, fisjs. 10, 10«.

Shell robust, brown. Nuclear whorls two and one-half, moderately

large, forming a depressed helicoid spire, the axis of which is almost

at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which

they are about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened

in the middle, rounded at the moderately strong shoulder at the

summit, and at the periphery; marked by strong, well elevated,

rounded, almost vertical axial ribs, which are slightly contracted in

the middle and somewhat sinuous. Of these ribs, 18 occur upon

the third to sixth and 20 upon the penultimate whorl. Intercostal

spaces well impressed, decidedly so in the middle, a little wider than

the ribs. Sutures strongly marked, rendered sinuous by the ribs at

the summits of the whorls. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded.

Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by the feeble continua-

tions of the axial ribs. Entire surface of base and spire marked

by closely crowded, wavy, well-incised spiral striations. Aperture

moderately large, oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, show-

ing the external sculpture within; columella moderately strong,

somewhat curved and revolute, provided with a weak oblique fold

at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162560, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego,

California. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

4.6 mm., diameter 2 mm.
Named for Robert Ridgway of the U. S. National Museum.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) VALDEZI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, fig.8.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) gibbosa Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci.,

vol. 3, 1903, pp. 27-9, pi. 1, figs. 2, 2a, ncjt Chemnitzia gibbosa Gajifenter, Cat.

Maz. Shells, 1856, p. 430, No. 525.'

—

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) valdezi Dall

and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, p. 502, pi. 44, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell inflated, robust, broad and stumpy, of light fulvous coloration.

Nuclear whorls decollated in the type. Post-nuclear whorls flattened,

somewhat contracted at the periphery and rounded at the summit,

traversed by broad, coarse, irregularly slanting axial ribs, which

extend over the inflated periphery of the last whorl to the umbilical
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region, appearino; less ])rominent on the base. About 16 of these ribs

occur upon the second, IS upon the fifth, and 24 upon the ])enultimate

post-nuclear whorl. Entire surface of the shell crossed by very

minute, close spiral striation. Suture subchanneled and wavy.

Aperture ovate, outer lip thin, joining the twisted and revolute colu-

mella in a broad curve.

The type (Cat. no. 32273, U.S.N.M.) was collected at Monterey,

California. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

5.6 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.
Another specimen, not quite adult (Cat. no. 176624, U.S.N.M.),

comes from Pacific Grove, California. This has the nuclear whorls

preserved, which are two, depressed heUcoid, smooth, obHquely about

one-fourth immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, having

their axis at right angles to that of the later whorls. The left side of

its nucleus projects slightly beyond the outline of the spire.

The present form is in every way much more robust than T. (P.)

gihhosa Carpenter, which was described from ^lazatlan, Mexico,

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) NEWCOMBEI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, fis- 3.

Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) neivcombti Dall and I5art.sch, Prnr. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 503, pi. 45, fig. G.

Shell regularly, broadly conic, white on the posterior half and light

brown on the anterior half of the exposed portion of the whorl; base

white. Nuclear whorls decollated in all the specimens seen. Post-

nuclear whorls somewhat overhanging, decidedly contracted toward

the periphery from the anterior fifth of the exposed part; almost

flattened posterior to this, and closely appressed at the summit, sepa-

rated by strongly marked sutures. Ribs about 18 upon all the turns,

almost vertical, moderately elevated, rounded in the middle, decidedly

flattened and widened at the summit, disappearing at the periphery.

Intercostal spaces not depressed below the general surface, a little

wider than the ribs. Periphery and the moderately long base well

rounded, smooth, excepting the fine spiral striation which covers the

entire surface of the shell. Aperture subquadrate, posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the color bands within; columella

slender, oblique, and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat, no, 126660, U.S.N.M,) was collected by Dr. C. F.

Newcombe, at Victoria, Vancouver Island, British Columbia. It has

seven post-nuclear whorls which measure: Length 5.4 mm., diameter

2.1 mm. Eighteen additional specimens were collected by Rev.

G, W, Taylor at Port Simpson, British Columbia, 12 of which are in

his collection, the other 6 form Cat. no. 196214, U.S.N.M.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) TAYLORl Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, figs. 7, la.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) taylori Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 499, pi. 44, figs. 9, 9a.

Shell very regularly elongate-conic, purplish-brown. Entire sur-

face marked by numerous closely placed minute spiral striations.

Nuclear whorls small, depressed helicoid, smooth, scarcely at all

immersed, having their axis at a right angle to that of the later turns,

the sides not projecting beyond the outline of the spire. Post-nuclear

whorls quite high between the sutures, only slightly contracted

toward the periphery and very weakly beveled at the appressed

summits, marked by low, broad, retractive axial ribs, which are

much more numerous and less strongly defined on the early whorls

than on those succeeding. There are about 36 on the second, 30

upon the third, 24 upon the fourth, and 26 upon the antepenultimate

post-nuclear turn. On the last whorl they become irregular and

irregularly spaced, showing senility. The ribs become flattened and

less strongly defined toward the summit and the peripher}^ disap-

pearing at the well-rounded periphery. Sutures well marked. Base

short, inflated, rounded. Aperture suboval, somewhat effuse anteri-

orly; posterior angle acute; outer hp thin, white edged, chestnut

brown within except at the very base, which is white; columella slen-

der, twisted, and slightly revolute anteriorly.

The above description is based upon two cotypes (Cat. no. 196210,

U.S.N.M.); one, an immature specimen having the nucleus and 9

post -nuclear whorls measures: Length 6.5 mm., diameter 1.9 mm,,

the other an adult individual having 10 whorls is minus the nucleus

and probably the first five post-nuclear turns, and measures: Length

11.5 mm., diameter 3.1 mm.
The two cotypes and 30 specimens were collected by the Rev. G. W.

Taylor at Departure Bay, British Columbia. The cotypes and five

specimens are in the U. S. National Museum (Cat. no. 196210). The

rest are in the Taylor collection.

This species was collected at five additional stations in British

Columbia by the Rev. G. W. Taylor, all the specimens being in his

collection except where otherwise stated. One specimen at Carter

Bay; 3 at Port Simpson, 1 of which is Cat. no. 196211, U.S.N.M.;

11 at Banks Island, 3 of which are Cat. no 196212, U.S.N.M.; 6 at

Alert Bay, 2 of which are Cat. no. 196213, U.S.N.M.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) LOWEI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, figs. 11, 11a.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) lowei Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad., vol. 3,

1903, p. 278, pi. 1, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell elongate-conic, uniformly light brown. Nuclear whorls two,

small, depressed, helicoid, having their axis almost at right angles
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to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about

one-fourth immersed. Early post-nuclear whorls increasing but

little in diameter, rather high between the sutures, ornamented by

very slender, somewhat sinuous, almost vertical axial ribs. Later

whorls increasing more rapidly in diameter, less elevated between

the sutures, ornamented by low, broad, rounded, almost vertical

axial ribs, which become decidedly enfeebled as the}^ approach the

summit. There are almost 40 axial ribs upon the first, 34 upon the

second, 30 upon the third, 25 upon the fourth, 20 upon the fifth to

eleventh, and 22 upon the penultimate whorl. Intercostal spaces

mere lines, on the first whorl, on the later ones shallow impressed

areas of about half the width of the ribs. Sutures well marked.

Periphery of the last whorl inflated. Base short, well rounded, pos-

terior portion marked by the very feeble extensions of the axial ribs;

the anterior smooth, excepting the very fine and exceedingly closely

spaced spiral striations, which cover the entire surface of the shell.

Aperture subquadrate; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella slender, slightly twisted.

The type and four additional specimens (Cat. no. 152751a,

U.S.N.M.), were collected by Mr. H. X. Lowe, in 10 fathoms off San
Pedro, California. The type has lost the nucleus. The ten remaining

whorls measure: Length 7.2 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. Cat. no.

204941, U.S.N.M., was dredged by Mrs. Oldroyd, in 4 fathoms off

San Pedro. Cat. no. 159982, U.S.N.M., one specimen from San
Pedro. Cat. no. 163257, U.S.N.M., San Pedro, collected by Mrs.

Oldroyd. Cat. no. 205948, U.S.N.M., one specimen from Pacific

Beach, collected by Mr. Henry Hemphill. One (Cat. no. 206864)

dredged at V. S. Bureau of Fisheries, station 4345, in 25 fathoms,

gray sand bottom, off Point Loma, California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) HALIBRECTA, new species.

Plate 5, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell elongate-conic. Nuclear whorls two, depressed, helicoid, hav-

ing their axis at nearly right angles to that of the succeeding turns,

in the first of wdiich they are very slightly immersed. Post-nuclear

whorls flattened in the middle, slightly rounded toward the somewhat
shouldered summit and the periphery, marked by strong, rounded,

almost vertical axial ribs, of which there are 20 on the first to fifth,

18 upon the sixth, and 16 upon the remaining turns. Intercostal

spaces a little wider than the ribs, well impressed, sutures strongly

marked. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded, marked by the

feeble continuations of the axial ribs. Base short, well rounded.

Entire surface of spire and base marked by exceedingly fine, closely

crowTled, spiral striations. Aperture rather small, oval; posterior

angle acute; columella short and curved.
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The type (Cat. no. 205950 U.S.N.M.) was collected off Catalina

Island. It has 9 post-nuclear w^'orls and measures: Length 6.2 mm.,
diameter 1.7 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) GOULDI, new species.

Plate 6, figs. 1, la.

Shell slender, light brown. Nucleai' whorls small, two, depressed,

helicoid, having their axis almost at right angles to that of the suc-

ceeding turns, in the first of which they are slightly immersed. Post-

nuclear whorls increasing regulai'ly in size, marked by low, rounded,

feebly developed axial ribs, of which there are 24 upon the second

to fourth, 20 upon the fifth to eighth, 22 upon the ninth and

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces narrow and shallow. Sutures

moderately impressed. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded,

somewhat inflated. Base short, inflated. Entire surface of spire

and base covered by numerous fine, closely spaced, wavy spiral stria-

tions. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thick within,

thin at edge ; columella moderately long, sinuous, and slightly reflected.

The above description is based on two cotypes, one (Cat. no. 163256a

U.S.N.M.) from San Pedro, California, has furnished the description

of the nucleus and early whorls, the other (Cat. no. 159990, U.S.N.M.)

also from San Pedro, consisting of the last seven whorls, has fur-

nished the adult characters. The young specimen has 9 post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length, 5.8 mm., diameter 2 mm. The adult

specimen measures: Length 6.1 mm., diameter 2 mm.
Cat. no. 162561, U.S.N.M., contains a fragment collected by Henry

Hemphill at Pacific Beach. Cat. no. 163256, U.S.N.M., nine speci-

mens from San Pedro, collected by Mrs. Oldroyd. Cat. no. 163258,

U.S.N.]M., one specimen, dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

at station 2900, in 13 fathoms, oft' Santa Rosa Island. Another

specimen was dredged by the University of California at station 59,

off San Diego, California. Twelve specimens were identified for Mrs.

Oldroyd from San Pedro.

Named for the late Doctor A. A. Gould.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) AURANTIA Carpenter.

Plate 6, fig. 4.

Chemnitzia (? var.) aurantia Carpenter, Journ. de Conch., vol. 12, 1865 (3d ser.),

vol. 5, p. 147. TurboniUa (Pyrgolarnpros) aurantia (Carpenter) Dall and

Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 502, 503, pi. 45, fig. 5.

Shell similar to T. (P.) cAocoZate Carpenter, but much broader, with

the close spiral striation a little more pronounced than in that species,

covered by a golden-yellow epidermis. Nuclear whorls decollated in

all our s])ecimens. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, but

little C(Hitracted at base and but verv slightlv shouldered at the sum-
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mit, ornamented by about 22 niotleiately developed, slightly retractive

axial ribs on each of the whorls. These ribs become quite obsolete as

they pass over the well-rounded periphery and base of the last whorl.

Intercostal spaces weak, much narrower than the ribs. vSutures quite

prominent, simple. Aperture large, broaiUy ovate, ])osterior angle

obtuse, somewhat effuse at base; outer lip thin, columella slender,

quite oblique, twisted, and revolute.

Doctor Carpenter's type (Cat. no. 44936, U.S.X.M.), upon which

the description is based, has 6 post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 5.8 mm., diameter 2.4 mm. It bears the two localities Puget

Sound and Santa Barbara, and probably comes from Puget Sound.

Three other specimens (Cat. no. 126660, U.S.N.M.) were collected

by Dr. C. F. Xewcombe at Victoria, Vancouver Island, British Colum-

bia, and five more by the Rev. G. W. Taylor at Departure Bay, British

Columbia, one of which is Cat. no. 196205, U.S.N.M., the others being

in the Taylor collection. This one has 9 whorls remaining and meas-

ures: Length 9.5 mm., diameter 2.S mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) PEDROANA Dall and Bartsch.

Plated, figs. 12, 12a.
*

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) lowei pcdroaria Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad.,

vol. 3, 1903, p. 279, pi. 2, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell elongate-conic, posterior two-thirds between the sutures

light brown, anterior third and base darker, the two areas being

separated by a still darker narrow band. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, rounded
toward the summit and the suture, ornamented b}' broad, low,

well rounded, slightly protractive axial ribs, which become slightly

flattened toward the summit; of which 16 appear upon the first and
second, IS upon the third to fifth, 20 upon the sixth, 22 upon the

seventh and the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces almost as

wide as the ribs, shallow. Sutures well impressed. Periphery and
the rather short base of the last whorl somewhat inflated and well

rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked by well incised,

closely spaced, fine, spiral striations; aperture rather small, oval;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculp-

ture and coloration within; columella sigmoid, slender and slightly

revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 15275, U.S.N.M.) and three additional specimens
were dredged in 10 fathoms off San Pedro, California. The type

has 10 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 7 mm., diameter

2.3 mm. Cat. no. 163255, U.S.N.M., contains three specimens col-

lected at San Pedro by Mrs. Oldroyd. One specimen, Cat. no.

206865, U.S.N.M., dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station

4309, in 67 to 78 fathoms, on fine sand and broken shell bottom,

9 miles ofl" Point Loma Light, California.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) HALIA, new species.

Plate 5, fig. 11.

Shell elongate-conic, wax-yellow at the summit, grading to brown

at the suture; anterior part of base, wax-yellow. (Nuclear whorls

decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, rounding

gently toward the summit and the suture, marked by low, broad,

well rounded, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon

the second, 18 upon the third and fourth, 20 upon the fifth to sev-

enth, 24 upon the eighth, and 28 upon the penultimate turn; upon

this they are less regular, somewhat enfeebled and retractive. Inter-

costal spaces a little narrower than the ribs. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base moderately long,

well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked b}^ numerous

fine, crowded, wavy spiral striations. Aperture oval; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, sho.wing the external sculpture and

coloration within; columella slender, slightly curved and revolute;

parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 59328, U.S.N.M.) was collected at San Diego.

California. It has 10 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

8.5 mm., diameter 2.5 mm.
Cat. no. 205946, U.S.X.M., contains a specimen collected by Mr.

H. N. Lowe in 8 fathoms off San Pedro. Cat. no. 205947, U.S.N.M.,

two additional s]>ecimens from the same gentleman, collected in 10

fathoms off San Pedro. One specimen in Mr. S. S. Berry's collec-

tion comes from Santa Barbara, California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) LYALLI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, figs. 6, 6a.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolam.pros) lyalli Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 500,501, pi. 44, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell small and slender with strong sculpture, whitish with a broad

chestnut band which extends almost halfw^ay over the exposed por-

tion of the w^horls above the periphery and an erpial distance anteri-

orly over the base below the periphery. Nuclear whorls two, closely

appressed to each other, forming a polished depressed helicoid spire,

which does not extend beyond the outline of the post-nuclear spire,

is not at all immersed and has its axis at right angles to the axis of

the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls decidedly flattened,

moderately contracted at the periphery, and slightly shouldered at

the summit, ornamented by strongly elevated, moderately broad,

rounded retractive axial ribs, which become somewhat flattened

toward the summit and periphery of the turns. There are about 22

ribs upon the second, 20 upon the fifth and the penultimate turn.

Upon the first they are very weakly expressed. Intercostal spaces
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broad, almost double the width of the ribs. Sutures stronoily

impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by the continuations of the axial ribs which extend feebly

to the umbilical region. Entire surface marked by numerous
closely placed spiral striations. Aperture pyriform, posterior angle

acute, columella almost straight, obliquely inserted, slightly revolute.

The unique type (Cat. no. 196221, U.S.X.M.) was collected by
Rev. G. W. Taylor at Banks Island, British Columbia. It has 9

post-nuclear turns and measures: Length 5.7 mm., diameter 1.4 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) BERRYI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 6, figs. 5, 5a.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) berryi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 500, pi. 44, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell slender, very regularly acutely conic, bright chestnut-brown,

with two narrow spiral bands of a lighter shade; one, the narrower of

the two, is at the periphery, the other has its posterior edge at about

the middle of the exposed portion between the sutures. Nuclear

turns two and one-fourth, smooth, depressed, helicoid, not immersed,

having their axis at a right angle to the axis of the later whorls, their

sides projecting slightly beyond the outlines of the spire. Post-

nuclear whorls very high between the sutures, slightly beveled at the

summit and moderately constricted at the periphery, ornamented by
well-developed, acute, retractive axial ribs, of which there are about
20 upon the second, 24 upon the fifth, and 26 upon the penultimate

turn. These ribs extend quite strongly to the summit, where they

feebly crenulatc tlie well-impressed sutures. Periphery and base of

the last whorl well rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial

ribs, which gradually disappear as they cross the base. Entire sur-

face marked by numerous very fine, closely spaced, wavy, spiral

striation. Aperture suboval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior

angle acute; columella oblique, very slightly twisted and weakly
revolute at its outer extremity.

The type (Cat. no. 196223, U.S.N.M.) has 9 post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 8 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. It and another

specimen in Mr. S. S. Berry's collection were dredged by him in 39

fathoms on sandy bottom in Monterey Bay.

Another specimen (Cat. no. 196225, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the

Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross, at station 4564, in 9 to 10

fathoms, rocky bottom, with a temperature of 59°, 2 miles off Santa
Cruz Light, Monterey Bay, California.

A fourth shell (Cat. no. 196224, U.S.N.M.) was dredged in 52

fathoms, off Catalina Island, California.

2565—Bull. 68—09 6
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TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) ALASKANA, new species.

Plate 6, fig. 9.

Shell elongate-conic, wax yellow, with a broad, peripheral, light-

brown band and a narrow one immediately below the sunnnit ; these

are best seen in the aperture. (Nuclear whorls decollated in all our

specimens.) Post-nuclear whorls increasing very slowly in diameter

in the first three turns, then more rapidly. The summits of succeed-

ing turns fall a little below the periphery, which gives the whorls an

overhanging appearance. The whorls are marked by very strong,

well elevated, broad, rounded, irregularly slanting axial ribs which

become slightly widened and flattened both at the summit and at the

periphery. There are about 18 of them upon all but the last turn;

upon this there are about 22. Intercostal spaces about as wide as

the axial ribs. Sutures strongly impressed. Peripher}^ of the last

whorl somewhat angulated, base moderately long, well rounded,

marked by feeble extensions of the axial ribs and many fine, closeh^

spaced, waA^y spiral striations; the latter also mark the spaces between

the sutures. Aperture moderately large, ovate, posterior angle acute

;

outer lip moderately thick; columella oblique, curved andstrongly

revolute; parietal wall covered by a strong callus.

The type and seven specimens (Cat. no. 160206, U.S.N.M.) were col-

lected at St. Paul, Kadiak, Alaska, in 13 fathoms, mud bottom, by

Dr. W. H. Dall. The type has lost the nucleus and probably the first

one and one-half post-nuclear turns. The nine remaining measure:

Length 8 mm., diameter 2.6 mm. The following specimens were all

collected by Doctor Dall (Cat. no. 205149, U.S.N.M.). Nine specimens

from Chagafka Cove, Kadiak, Alaska; (Cat. no. 205150 U.S.N.M.),

one specimen from Granite Cove, Port Althorp, Alaska, in 8 fathoms

on sand bottom; (Cat. no. 160209, U.S.N.M.) three specimens from

Sitka Harbor, Alaska, in 12 fathoms on mud and gravel bottom.

TURBONILLA rPYRGOLAMPROS) CHOCOLATA Carpenter.

Plate 5, figs. 9, 9r;.

Chemnitzia chocolata Carpexter, Proc. Oal. Acad. Sci., 1865, p. 220.

Shell slender, elongate-conic, uniformly golden-brown, shining.

Nuclear whorls very small, planorboid, two and one-half, having

their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns; not immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls rather high between the sutures, slightly shoul-

dered at the summit, flattened on the posterior three-fourths between

the sutures; rounding on the anterior fourth to the somewhat con-

tracted suture. Axial ribs slightly retractive, well rounded, 22 upon

the first eight whorls, 24 upon the ninth, and 28 upon the tenth; on

the penultimate whorl they are poorly developed, split, and other-

wise indicating a senile stage. Sutures well impressed. Periphery

and base of the last whorl inflated and well rounded. The entire
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surface of the base and spire marked by numerous fine, wavy, closely

spaced spiral striations. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer

lip tliin, showing the external sculpture within; also three bands of

color upon a bluish-white surface, one immediately below the sum-

mit, another covering the part corresponding to posterior half of the

base, and a narrow one dividing the space between these two areas

in equal halves; columella curved, moderately strong, and revolute.

The specimen described and figured (Cat. no. 15315, U.S.N.M.)

was collected by J. C. Cooper at San Pedro, CaUfomia. It has 12

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 14 mm., diameter 3.6 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) PAINEI, new species.

Plate 5, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell very slender, horn-yellow with a chestnut band about two-

fifths the width of the space between the sutures immediately below

the summits, and another about one-third as wide dividing the light

area of the spire into equal parts. Posterior half of base chestnut

brown, anterior horn-yellow. Nuclear whorls small, two and one-

fourth, depressed, hehcoid, having their axis almost at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of wliich the}' are slightly

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly shouldered at the summit,

weakly rounded, marked by strong, well rounded retractive axial

ribs, of which 24 occur upon the first, 22 upon the second, 20 upon
the third to fifth, and 22 upon the sixth to penultimate turn. Sutures

well impressed, rendered somewhat wavy by the strong terminations

of the ribs at the summit of the whorls. Periphery of the base

inflated, well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked
by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs. Entire surface of base

and spire bearing fine, closely crowded, wav}^ spiral striations. Aper-

ture large; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture and color markings ^^^thin; columella slender, straight,

oblique, and sHghtly revolute.

The t3rpe (Cat. no. 205952, U.S.N.M.) was collected near Redondo,

Cahfomia. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

7.3 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. Cat. no. 171911, U.S.N.M., contains

another specimen collected by S. S. Berry and J. H. Paine in 50 fathoms

off Avalon, Catahna Island. Cat. no. 205953, U.S.N.M., one speci-

men collected by Mr. F. W. Kelsey in 35 fathoms off Coronado Hotel,

San Diego; and Cat. no. 203507, U.S.N.M., one specimen collected

by Mr. C. W. Gripp at San Diego, California.

Named for J. H. Paine.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) KEEPI, new species.

Plate 5, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-conic, j^ellowish-white with a brown band about

two-fifths the width of the space between the sutures, immediately
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below the summits, and one al)oiit one-third as wide, a httle anterior

to the middle of the remaining light area. Posterior half of base a

little lighter brown than the bands between the sutures, grading into

white on the anterior half. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls slightly shouldered, flattened, somewhat contracted

at the peripheiy, marked by strong, well rounded, almost vertical

axial ribs, of which there are 22 upon the fourth to sixth, 24 upon the

seventh to ninth, 26 upon the tenth, and 30 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces a little narrower than the ribs, well

impressed. Sutures strongly impressed, rendered sinuous by the

strong terminations of the axial ribs at the summits of the whorls.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base moderately long,

well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked by numerous,

very closely crowded, wavy, spiral striations. Aperture large; poste-

rior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture and

color bands within; columella very oblique, almost straight and

slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 173080, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mr. Lowe
at Long Beach, California. It has lost the nucleus and the first three

post-nuclear whorls. The nine remaining measure : Length H .7 mm.,
diameter 3.5 mm. The University of California has obtained this

species at the following stations: 14 ^^' off Point Firmin; 21 "^ off

Catalina Island; 32 off Catalina Island; 73 off San Diego, California.

Named for Prof. Josiah Keep.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) HALISTREPTA, new species.

Plate 5, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-conic, wax ^^ellow with a broad subsutural, narrow

submedian and a broad subperipheral band of golden brown. (Nuclear

whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls rather high between the

sutures, very slighth^ shouldered, marked by almost obsolete, nearly

vertical axial ribs, which are best developed near the summit and

practically disappear before they reach the suture on the early whorls;

on the last three they are scarcely indicated. Of these ribs there

are about 28 upon the third and 24 upon the seventh whorl. Sutures

well impressed. Periphery and the short base of the last whorl some-

what inflated, well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked
by many well incised, closely spaced, wavy, spiral striations. Some
of the fine lirations between the incisetl lines are a little darker colored

than the rest of the surface and appear as reddish-brown hair lines.

Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip tliin, showing the

external markings within; columella slender, strongly curved and

moderately revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 205954, U.S.N.M,) was dredged by the Univer-

sity of California, off Newport, California. It has lost the nucleus
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and probably the first post-nuclear whorl; those remaining measure:

Length 9.5 mm., diameter 2.7 mm. Two topotypes are in the collec-

tion of the University of California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) LITUYANA. new species.

Plate 5, fig. 8.

Shell elongate-conic, light wax 3^ellow, with a supra and subperiph-

eral light chestnut band, separated by a very narrow, dark wax
yellow peripheral zone. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear

whorls rather high between the sutures, eaily ones with moderately

strong, broad, low, almost vertical axial ribs, which become quite

obsolete on the last turn and a half. About 22 of these ribs appear

upon the eighth whorl. Intercostal spaces narrow and weakly

impressed. Sutures well rounded. Periphery and base of the last

whorl well rounded, the latter marked by continuations of the obsolete

riblets and the fine, close, wavy s})iral striations which also cover the

entire surface of the spire. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin; columella slender, oblique, slightly curved and revolute,

with a slight fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 1G0208, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Dr. W. H.
Dall, at Lituya Bay, Alaska. It has the last nine post-nuclear whorls,

having lost the nucleus and probably the first two post-nuclear turns,

and measures: Length 1L5 mm., diameter 3.7 mm. Two additional

specimens (Cat. no. 160207, U.S.N.M.) were also collected by Doctor

Dall in the same locality, in 8 fathoms, on sandy bottom.

TURBONILLA (PYRGOLAMPROS) OREGONENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 5, fig. 5.

Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) oregonensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 503, 504, pi. 45, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-conic, wax yellow, with two yellowish-brown spiral

bands, the posterior one of which encircles the turns a little above
the periphery, while the anterior one, which is a little wider, is imme-
diately posterior to it, the two being separated by a space about

as wide as the posterior band. (Nuclear whorls decollated in all our

specimens.) Post-nuclear turns very slightly rounded, moderately

contracted at the peripheiy, and closely appressed to the preceding

turn at the summit. There are no well-defined ribs, the axial sculpture

being reduced to mere lines of growth, with here and there a weakly
impressed area, probably representing an obsolete intercostal space.

Sutures strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl faintly

angulated. Base short, well rounded. Entire surface marked by
fine, regular, close, spiral striation. Aperture pyriform, posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, columella somewhat twisted, scarcely

revolute at its free end.
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The tj^e has 8^ whorls remaining which measure: Length 8.5 mm.,
diameter 2.7 mm. It and another specimen (Cat. no. 181112,

U.S.N.M.) were dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer

Albatross at station 2885, off Oregon, in 30 fathoms, with a liottom

temperature of 49°.

Another specimen (Cat. no. 196222, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at

station 2868, off the coast of Washington, in 31 fathoms, on gray sand,

with a bottom tem])erature of 46.9°.

Subgenus PYRGISCUS Philippi.

Pyrgiscus Philippi, Wieg. Arch., vol. 1, 1841, p. 50. Type, Melaniarufa Philippi=

Pyrgostelis Monterosato, Conch. Medit., 1884, p. 89, same tjpe=Ortostelis

Aradas, Atti Dell Acad. Giov. di Catania, 1843, vol. 20, same type.

Turbonillas having prominent axial ribs and deepl}^ incised spiral

lines, but no varices or internal lirations on the outer lip. Columella

usually somewhat flexuous.

Type.— Melania rvfa Philippi.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS PYRGISCUS.

Base without spiral sculpture.

Shell with a tuberculate cord near the summit annettx, p. 76.

Shell without tuberculate cord near the summit gracillima, p. 77.

Base with spiral sculpture.

Axial ribs terminating abruptly at the periphery.

Shell broadly conic.

Incised spirals between the sutures 6 of uniform strength.. vexativa, p. 77.

Incised spirals between the sutures 7 not of uniform strength. o6esa, p. 78.

Shell elongate-conic.

Incised spirals between the sutures of uniform strength favilh, p. 78.

Incised spirals between the sutures not of uniform strength.

Spiral lines 5 strong and 3 slender pcquensis, p. 79.

Spiral lines 7 strong and 6 slender nuttingi, p. 79.

Spiral lines 2 strong and 11 slender callia, p. 80.

Spiral lines 2 strong and 20 slender superba, p. 80.

Axial ribs passing feebly over the periphery, but evanescing before they reach

the middle of the base.

Shell stout and very robust.

Axial ribs somewhat tubercuiate pluto, p. 81.

Axial ribs not tuberculate jeivetii, p. 82.

Shell broadly conic.

Incised spiral lines between the sutures of uniform strength.

Incised spirals between the sutures 6 signse, p. 83.

Incised spirals between the sutures 7.

Intercostal spaces about as wide as the ribs striosa, p. 83.

Intercostal spaces double the width of the ribs.

Base with 13 well-incised spiral lines only... morchi, p. 84.

Base with 15 well-incised lines and narrow

spiral striations nragoni, p. 85.

Incised spirals between the sutures 8 recta, p. 85.
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Base with spiral sciilpture^Continued.

Axial I'ihs passing feel^ly over the periphery, but evanescing before they reach

the middle of the base—Continued.

Shell broadly conic—Continued.

Incised spirals between the sutures not of uniform strength.

Incised lines between the sutures all strong.

Incised spirals between the sutures 8 ireldi, p. 86.

Incised spirals between the sutures 9 nereia, p. 86.

Incised lines between the sutures partly strong and partly fine.

Base with 11 well-incised spiral lines antestriata, j). 87.

Base with 9 slender and numerous micro-

scopic lines antemunda, p. 88.

Shell elongate-conic.

Incised spiral lines between the sutures of uniform strength.

Spiral striations between the sutures more than 10.

Whorls well rounded fiavescens, p. 89.

\\Tiorls flattened.

Spiral striations between the sutures 15 macbridei, p. 90.

Spiral striations between the sutures 30 nuttulU, p. 90.

Spiral striations between the sutures less than 10.

Spiral striations between the sutures 5 macra, p. 91.

Spiral striations between the sutures 6 angusta, p. 91.

Incised spiral lines between the sutures not of uniform strength.

Incised spiral lines between the sutures all strong.

Summits of the whorls excurved tenuicula, p. 92.

Summits of the whorls not excurved.

Spacing regular.

Incised spirals 6 strong and 1 fine virgo, p. 93.

Incised spirals 7 strong and 3 fine marshaUi, p. 94.

Spacing irregular.

Whorls flattened canfieldi, p. 95.

Whorls well rounded almo, p. 95.

Incised spirals between the sutures consisting of well-impressed pits or

lines and fine striations.

Spiral markings consisting of two strong series of pits, one the pe-
ripheral, the other the sub or supra-median and many fine striations.

Whorls strongly shouldered.

Incised spiral lines between the two pits 18. ra/Zipfp/iH/f, p. 96.

Incised spirnl lines between the two pits 12. . . .dina, p. 96.

Whorls not shouldered.

Whorls exserted at the summit shimeki, p. 97.

Whorls not exserted at the summit sanctorum, p. 98.

Spiral markings consisting of more than two series of strong pits or

lines and wavy fine striations.

Whorls exserted at the summit tenuicula, p. 92.

Whorls not exserted at the summit.

Shell large, adult more than 11 mm eucosmobasis, p. 98.

Shell smaller, adult less than 7 mm halidoma, p. 99.

Axial ribs extend over the base to the umbilical area.

Base of the last whorl very decidedly inflated.

Adult shell less than 8 mm. long auricoma, p. 100.

Adult shell more than 10 mm. long castanea, p. 101.
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Base with spiral sculpture—Continued.

Axial ribs extend over the base to the umbilical area—Continued.

Base of the last whorl not decidedly inflated.

Shell very large, adult more than 13 mm cnstaneUa, p. 102.

Shell less than 10 mm.
Incised spiral lines between the sutures of uniform strength.

Whorls strongly shouldered indentata, p. 102.

Whorls not strongly shouldered.

Incised spirals between the sutures 3 .cora, p. 103.

Incised spirals between the sutures 7.

Axial ribs 14-22 craticulata, p. 104.

Axial ribs 3o-40 cemlva, p. 104.

Incised spirals between the sutures 8, or 8 on the early turns

and 10 on the later ones.

Basal striations 5 Icpta, p. 105.

Basal striations 12 histias, p. 105.

Incised spirals between the sutures 9 subula, p. 106.

Incised spiral lines between the sutures not of uniform strength.

Incised lines between the sutures all strong.

Shell large, adult more than 8 mm. long wickhami, p. 106.

Shell small, adult less than 6 mm. long.

Incised spiral lines between sutures 9 lara, p. 107.

Incised spirals between the sutures consisting of strongly impressed

pits or lines and fine striations.

Spiral pits 2, one peripheral and one median, fine lines 28.

cinctella, p. 108.

Spiral pits 5, fine lines 5 adusta, p. 108.

Spiral pits 7, fine lines 4 larunda, p. 109.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) ANNETT.a;, new species.

Plate 7, fig. 7.

Shell very thin and delicate, yellowish-white. (Nuclear whorls

decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls concave with a tuberculated

shoulder a little below the summit, marked by strong, sinuous, slender,

almost vertical axial ribs, of wdiich 18 occur upon all but the penulti-

mate w^horl, the latter having 20. Intercostal spaces about four

times as wide as the ribs, marked by seven broad, incised, spiral pits.

The space between the first and second pit below the summit forms a

rather strong raised spiral cord, the junction of which with the ribs

renders them tuberculate. Periphery of the last whorl angulated.

Base well rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the axial

ribs only. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle acute; outer lip

thin, showing the external markings within ; columella slender, curved

and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 163265, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2792 in 401 fathoms, off

Manta, Ecuador.

The type has the last six and one-half whorls and measures:

Length 3.7 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) GRACILLIMA Carpenter.

Plate 7, %. 9.

Chemnitzia gracillima Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 431; not Tur-

bonilla gracillima Gabb, 1865, nor Turbonilla gracillima Koch and Wiech-
MANN, 1872, not Turbonilla gracillima Almers and Bopill, 1898.

Shell very slender, acute, milk-white. Nuclear whorls prolonged,

partly lost. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded at first, later flattened,

moderately contracted at the periphery and slightly shouldered at the

summit, marked by slender, almost vertical, axial ribs, of which 12

occur upon the first, 14 upon the second and third, 16 upon the fourth,

18 upon the fifth and penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces as broad

as the ribs, terminating suddenly at the periphery, crossed by about

fourteen equal and equally spaced spiral pits, which are equal to the

spaces which separate them. Periphery and base of the last whorl

well rounded, without sculpture, smooth. Aperture rhomboidal
;
pos-

terior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella slender, somewhat
twisted.

Two specimens were collected off Chama at Mazatlan, Mexico; the

larger of these has eight post-nuclear whorls, and measm-es : Length 3

mm., diameter 0.9 mm., and is on tablet 2001, Liverpool collection,

British Museum.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) VEXATIVA, new species.

Plate 7, fig. 11.

Shell stout, chestnut brown. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, slightly rounded toward the

appressed summit, and weakly contracted at the periphery, marked
by weak, rounded, vertical axial ribs, which terminate abruptly at the

periphery, of which 22 occur upon the fifth, 24 upon the sixth and
seventh, and 26 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about
one and one-half times as wide as the ribs, marked by six equal and
equally spaced spiral grooves, which divide the space between the

sutures into seven equal parts. Sutiu-es well impressed. Periphery

of the last whorl angulated. Base short, marked by eight strongly

incised spiral lines, which decrease in spacing from the periphery to

the umbilical area. The space immediately behind the columella

bears a number of closely spaced, fine, spiral striations. Apertiu"e

rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external markings within; columella slender, somewhat twisted and
slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 160200, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mr. E. W.
Roper at San Pedro, California. It has lost the nucleus. The nine

remaining whorls measure: Length 6.2 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) OBESA, new species.

Plate 7, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell robust, chocolate brown. Nuclear whorls small, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first post-nuclear turn, above which only the

tilted edge of the last one projects. Post-nuclear whorls flattened,

moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by strong vertical

axial ribs, which are decidedly contracted at their junctions with the

spiral grooves, which lends them a somewhat nodulous aspect. Of

these ribs, 16 appear on the first, 18 on the second, 20 upon the third

to fifth, 22 on the sixth, and 24 on the penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces about as broad as the ribs, crossed by five strongly incised

spiral grooves which almost cross the ribs. One of tliese is at the

periphery. The remaining four appear in a double series; the one

placed about as far below the summit as the other is above the periph-

ery, the space between them being wider than that between the

summit and the first pit below it. Two fine incised spiral lines mark
the space between the summit and the first series of pits below it.

Periphery of the last whorl marked b}^ a broad plain band, well

rounded. Base very short, well rounded, marked by about six un-

equal and unequally spaced strong incised lines. Aperture pear-

shaped; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella oblique, slightly revolute, provided with

a moderately strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 16256.3 U.S.N.M.) was collected at Pacific Beach,

California. It has eight post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length

5.2 mm., diameter l.S mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) FAVILLA, new name.

Chemnitzia coelata Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p.

400, not Chemnitzia coelata Gould, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 3, 1861,

p. 406.

"Shell quite large, elongate, ashy. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls 13, flattened, separated by weakly impressed

sutures. Axial ribs 20 to 28, straight, subacute, suddenly truncated

at the peripherv. Intercostal spaces marked by 4 to 5 deeply im-

pressed spiral grooves, which pass up on the sides of the ribs but do

not cross their summits. Periphery of the last whorl angulated.

Base short, marked by 6 spiral lines. Aperture subquadrate; col-

umella strongly twisted. Length 8.8 mm., diameter 2.3 mm."
The above is Doctor Carpenter's description, to which he adds:

"This beautiful and imique shell was probably from Panama; but

there was no locality mark. It is remarkable for its deep furrow and

the suddenly shortened and spirally sculptured base. It is much
larger and broader than the northern C. virgo, and differs in details of

sculpture." We have not seen tliis species.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) PEQUENSIS, new species.

Plate 7, figs. 5, 5f/.

Shell slender, light yellow, with a broad golden l^and encirchng the

whorls in the middle between the sutures, and another a Uttle wider

immediately posterior to the periphery. Nuclear whorls two, plan-

orboid, having their axis almost at right angles to that of the suc-

ceeding turns, in the first of which they are about one-fourth im-

mersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, with a strong

sloping shoulder, which occupies about one-fifth of the space between
the sutures; somewhat contracted at the ]:)eriphery, marked by
moderately strong, slightly protractive axial ribs, which are strongest

at the angle of the shoulder and terminate at the periphery. Of these

ribs there are 14 upon the first to third and 16 upon the remaining

turns. Intercostal spaces almost as wide as the ribs, shallow, marked
by eight equal, strongl}^ incised, but unecpially spaced spiral grooves;

the three immediately posterior to the periphery being a httle more
closely spaced than the rest. Two feebly incised fine lines divide

the space between the summit and the first strong line and that

between the first and second. These fine lines are best shown on

the last whorls. Sutures well impressed. Base short, well rounded,

marked by about a dozen very fine, wavy spiral striations. Aperture

rhomboid; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella somewhat twisted, sHghtly revolute, pro\dded with an
oblique fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 97019, U.S.N.M.) has eight post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 4.6 mm., diameter 1.8 mm. It was collected

at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2834, near Point Abreojos, in 12

fathoms, on sand bottom, ofl^ Lower CaHfornia.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) NUTTINGI, new species.

Plate 7, figs. 13, 13a.

Shell long and slender, wax yellow on the posterior half between the

sutures, light brown on the anterior and the periphery. Nuclear

whorls large, two and one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, the

axis of which is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the

first of which it is about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately well rounded, slightly shouldered at the summit, marked
by strong, broad, well rounded, somewhat jirotractive axial ribs, of

which 20 occur upon the first to sixth, 22 upon the seventh to mnth,
and 24 upon the penultimate turn. These ribs extend prominently

from the summit to the periphery of the whorls, but do not cross the

latter. Intercostal spaces very narrow, not more tlian half the mdth
of the ribs; anterior half between the sutures marked by five equal

and equally spaced s])iral grooves; ])osterior lialf marked by two
which equal those on the anterior half in strength, but are a Httle
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more distantly sjjacecl, and six fine incised lines wliicli divide the

space posterior to the last groove. Sutures somewhat constricted.

Peripher}^ of the last whorl well rounded. Base short, well rounded,

marked by nine slender incised spiral lines, which are successively a

little closer spaced from the periphery to the umbiHcal region.

Aperture rhomboid; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing

the external marldngs within; columella slender, somewhat curved

and sUghtly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 160067 U.S.N.M.) was dredged by Mr. F. W.
Kelsey in twenty fathoms off San Diego. It has eleven post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 12.3 mm., diameter 1.6 mm.
Named for Prof. C. C. Nutting.

The following specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M.
eat. no.
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one and three-fourths, moderately large, depressed, helicoid, havmg
their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first

of which they are about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

well rounded, the strongest convexity falling a little anterior to the

middle between the sutures, appressed at the summit, marked by
strong, sublamellar, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur

upon the first to seventh whorl, 18 upon the eighth, 20 upon the ninth

and the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about three times as

wide as the ribs, shallow, marked by a series of deep spiral pits, at

the periphery and another a little posterior to the middle of the

whorls. The space between the peripheral and the median pits is

crossed by ten unequal and unequally spaced, fine spiral striations.

The space between the median row of pits and the summit is crossed

by ten incised spiral lines of similar character. Sutures well

impressed. Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated. Base

short, well rounded, marked by about thirteen fine, well incised,

equal and equally spaced spiral striations. Aperture rhomboid;

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella straight, oblique and revolute, provided with a

weak fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 163261, U.S.N.M.) has eleven post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 6.5 mm., diameter 1.6. mm. It and

two additional specimens were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

station 2822, in 21 fathoms, gray sand and broken shells, off La
Paz, Lower California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) PLUTO, new species.

Plate 9, fig. 9.

Shell very robust, chestnut brown. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls flattened, moderately shouldered at the summit
and scarcely at all contracted at the sutures, marked by rather

irregular, low, rounded, variously slanting axial ribs which are

completely eroded on the first four whorls, on the fifth and sixth

there are 24, on the seventh and the penultimate there are 38. Inter-

costal spaces a little narrower than the ribs, marked by four spiral

series of broad strongly impressed spiral pits, on the anterior two-

thirds of the whorls between the sutures ; the posterior third is marked
by two closely spaced, well incised, strong spiral lines, the first of

which is about as far posterior to the neighboring pit as the space

which separates that from its fellow. Both spiral pits and lines cut

strongly into the sides of the ribs and pass feebly over their summits,

rendering them somewhat tuberculate. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery of the last whorl marked by a plain band, well rounded.

Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by the very feeble con-

tinuations of the axial ribs and six equal and equally spaced, broad
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and deeply incised spiral lines. Aperture })ear shaped; posterior

angle acute; outer lip rather thick; columella short, oblique and

somewhat revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206866, U.S.N.M.) was dredged in 10 fathoms,

off San Pedro, California. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 7.5 mm., diameter 2.3 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) JEWETTI, new species.

Plate 7, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell short, robust, rose pink, wax yellow at tip. Nuclear whorls

two and one-half, very small, low, helicoid, having their axis at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are

about one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, shoul-

dered at the summit, marked by strong, rounded, slightly protract-

ive axial ribs; of which 18 occur upon the second, 20 upon the third,

22 upon the fourth and fifth, 24 upon the sixth, and 26 upon the

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about equal to the ribs,

strongly impressed, marked by five series of equal and equally

spaced spiral pits, the first of which is at the periphery, the last a

little farther from the summit than its neighbor. Sutures strongly

marked, rendered sinuous by the ribs. Periphery of the last whorl

rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs. Base

moderately long, well rounded, marked by eight unequal and

unequally spaced spiral striations, the two immediately below the

periphery being stronger than the rest and somewhat interrupted.

Aperture oval; outer lip thick within, columella stout, somewhat
twisted and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 153048, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen were

obtained at low tide at San Diego, California. The type has eight

post-nuclear whorls and measures : Length 5.5 mm., diameter 1.9 mm.
Named for the late Col. Ezekiel Jewett.

We have examined the following specimens:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS; SIGNjE, new species.

Plate 7, fig. L.

Shell elongate-conic, of very regvilar outline, wax yellow, variegated

with ashy. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls very

flat, with appressed summits, scarcely at all contracted at the periph-

ery, marked by low, rounded, slightly sinuous, somewhat protractive

axial ribs, of which 22 occur upon the second, 24 upon the third, 26

upon the fourth, 28 upon the fifth, 30 upon the sixth, 36 upon the

seventh, 46 upon the eighth, and, of those remaining, the same num-
ber upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about half as

wide as the ribs, marked by six equal and equally spaced spiral rows

of pits, the last of wdiich is at a little greater distance from the summit
than its fellow. Sutures very faintly indicated. Periphery of the

last whorl somewhat angulated. Base short, well rounded, marked
by about a dozen fine, wavy, equal and equally spaced spiral lines.

Aperture rhomboidal; outer lip thick; columella moderately strong,

slightly sinuous and somewhat reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 160210, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mr. Roper
at San Pedro, California. It has lost the nucleus and probably the

first three post-nuclear whorls. The ten remaining measure: Length
10.2 mm., diameter 2.7 mm.

TURBONaLA (PYRGISCUS) STRIOSA C. B. Adams.

Plate 7, figs. 8, 8a.

Chemnitzin striosn C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., 1852, p. 393.

Shell elongate-conic, wax yellow, nuclear whorls at least two,

forming a planorboid spire, the axis of which is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderateh^ rounded, feebly shoul-

dered at the summit, A-ery slightly contracted at the sutures, marked
by poorly developed axial ribs which are scarcely at all expressed

on the first two whorls, and become decidedly weakened and irregu-

lar on the last. Of these ribs there are 24 upon the third to fifth, 26

upon the sixth, and 28 on the seventh wdiorl. Intercostal spaces as

irregular as the ribs and usually a little wider, marked by six equally

strong, and equally spaced, incised spiral lines, which become quite

irregular on the last whorl. Sutures well impressed. Periphery

and base of the last w^horl well rounded, the latter marked by six

equally strong incised spiral lines. Aperture moderately large, oval;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

slender, twisted and slightly revolute.

Professor Adams's type, wdiich has served for our description and
figure, is in the Amherst College collection and comes from Panama.
It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.4 mm.,
diameter 1.5 mm.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) MORCHI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 7, figs. 6, 6a.

TurhoniUa {Pyrgiscus) rnorcki Dall and Bartsch, Prof. U. S. Nat. Miis., vol. 33,

1907, pp. 505, 506, pi. 45, figs. ], la.

Shell broadly elongate-conic, the j)osterior third of the exposed

portion of the whorls on the s])ire and a narrow area about the

umbilical region flesh-colored, the rest of the shell light chestnut

brown. Nuclear whorls two and one-half, small, smooth, forming a

depressed helicoid spire which has its axis at right angles to the axis

of the succeeding turns and is about one-fifth immersed in the first of

them. Exposed portion of the post-nuclear whorls flattened in the

middle, posterior fourth sloping gently toward the summit, which is

closely appressed to the preceding turn; the anterior portion slopes

more abruptly, roundly toward the periphery. The whorls are orna-

mented by strong rather distantly spaced, moderately acute, slightly

protractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon the first three, 16 on the

next three, 18 on the seventh, and 20 upon the penultimate turn.

The ribs weaken slightly and become somewhat flattened as they

approach the constricted sutures. Intercostal spaces broad, almost

double the width of the ribs, crossed by 7, equal and equally spaced,

deeply incised spiral lines, which extend up on the sides of the ribs and

feebly across them. The space between the second and third lines

appears slightly nodulose on the ribs. Periphery of the last turn

angulated, crossed by the continuations of the ribs, which disappear

as they pass on to the short and well-rounded base. Base marked by

13 continuous incised spiral lines of about equal strength which are

much more closely spaced near the umbilicus than the periphery, the

distance between the succeeding striations diminishing in regular

ratio from the periphery to the umbilical area, the first two below the

periphery being considerably more distantly spaced than the rest, the

spaces inclosed between them being about equal to the space inclosed

between the spiral lines on the spire. Aperture subquadrate, posterior

angle acute, outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender, oblique, somewhat twisted and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 173081, U.S.N.M.) has nine post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 6.4 mm., diameter 2 mm. It was collected

by Mr. H. N. Lowe at Long Beach, California. Another specimen is

in the collection of the University of California from station 122, near

Redondo. Another (Cat. no. 176622, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by

Mr. John Paine in 8 fathoms off Catalina Island. Five (Cat. no.

196230, U.S.N.M.) were collected by Mr. H. N. Lowe at San Diego,

and four additional specimens from the same locality are in Mr.

Lowe's collection. One, collected at station 83, off San Diego, is in

the collection of the University of California.

This species is nearest related to Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) latifundia

Dall and Bartsch, from the post-Pliocene of San Pedro, California.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) ARAGONI, new species,

riateO, figs. 12, I2a.

Shell elongate-conic, anterior half of whorls chestnut brown, the

rest, flesh colored. Nuclear whorls two, forming a depressed helicoid

spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in

the first of which it is one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, slightly contracted at the suture, appressed at the summit,

marked by acute vertical axial ribs, of which 1 6 occur upon the first to

seventh, 20 upon the eighth, and 26 upon the penultimate turn.

Intercostal spaces about two and one-half times as wide as the ribs,

marked by fine lines of growth and seven strongly incised spiral

grooves, and numerous exceedingly fine, spiral striations. Sutures

slightly contracted. Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated,

marked by a narrow plain band. Base short, well rounded, marked
b}^ fifteen well incised and numerous very fine spiral lines. Aperture

rhomboidal, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing tlie

external markings w^ithin; columella slender, slightly curved.

The type (Cat. no. 206867, U.S.N.M.) w^as dredged by Mr. S. S.

Berry, in 29 fathoms, on sandy bottom, off New Monterey, Monterey

Bay. It has ten post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 7.2 mm.,
diameter 2 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) RECTA, new species.

Plate 7, figs. 12, i2a.

Shell broadly conic, milk-w^hite. Nuclear whorls small, two

and one-half, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about

one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, some-

what exserted, weakly shouldered at the summit, marked by slender,

protractive axial ribs, of which 22 occur upon the second, 24 upon the

third, 28 upon the fourth and fifth, and 30 upon the penultimate whorl.

Intercostal spaces about as ^nde as the ribs, marked by eight equal and

equally spaced spiral series of pits. Sutures strongly marked, crenu-

lated by the ribs. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded, appear-

ing as a broad plain band, marked only by the feeble continuations

of the axial ribs. Base short,' well rounded, marked by ten equal

and almost equally spaced spiral striations. Aperture oval; pos-

terior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within ; columella slender, strongly curved, slightly revolute, with a

weak fold at its insertion.

The typo (Cat. no. 162635, U.S.N.M.) comes from Point Abreojos,

Lower California. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 3.6 mm., diameter 1.3 mm. Another specimen (Cat. no,

162634, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, CaHfornia.

2565—Bull. 08—09 7
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) WELDI, new species.

Plate 8, fig. 11.

Shell large, chestnut brown with a broad peripheral light band,

and a light area about the columella. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, somewhat overhanging, strongly

contracted at the suture, appressed at the summit, marked by moder-

ately strong, rounded, slightly retractive axial ribs, of which 24

occur upon the third to fifth, 28 upon the sixth, and about 35 upon
the penultimate turn, upon which they are less regular than on the

others. Intercostal spaces a little ^\^der than the ribs, marked by
eight broad, deep spiral series of pits wliich are subequal, excepting

the three aboA^e the peripheral one, the median one of which is much
narrower than the rest. Sutures strongly constricted. Periphery

and base of the last whorl inflated, well rounded, marked by the

feeble continuations of the axial ribs, a broad line of pits immediately

below the periphery, and seven equal and equally spaced, broad, well

incised spiral lines. Aperture large, broadly oval, posterior angle

acute; outer lip very strongly curved, thin, showing the external

markings witliin; columella slender, twisted, curved and slightly

revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206868, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the Uni-

versity of California at station 14, off Point Fermin, California. It

has lost the nucleus and probably the first post-nuclear whorl. The

eight remaining whorls measure: Length 8.8 mm., diameter 2.7 mm.
Named for Prof. Laenas G. Weld.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) NEREIA, new species.

Plate 8, figs. 1, la.

Shell broadh" conic, pale yellow, with a broad dark wax yellow

band, which extends over a little more than one-half the distance

from the middle of the whorls to the summit, between the sutures.

A secondary of the same color extends from a little posterior to the

periphery to the middle of the base. Nuclear whorls small, two and

one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, the axis of which is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of wliich they

are very slightly immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the

middle, slightly rounded at the summit and at the periphery, orna-

mented by well rounded, strong, almost vertical axial ribs, which

become weakened toward the summit. These ribs are scarcely

indicated on the first and second whorls, upon the third and fourth

there are 20, upon the remaining (excepting the penultimate whorl

which has 20) there are 18. Intercostal spaces about double as wide

as the ribs, marked by nine spiral series of pits, all of which pass

strongly upon the sides of the ribs, but do not cross their summits.
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Of tJiese pits the peripheral one and the three anterior to the one at

the summit are stronger than the rest; the space separated by the

second and third below the summit is a little wider than the rest, and

the pits biting in the ribs render these somewhat nodulose at this

place. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by the

continuations of the axial ribs which extend feebly to the umbilical

region, and about eight weakly incised spiral lines, those nearest the

periphery being somewhat interrupted by the ribs. Aperture sub-

oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, sho^\^ng the external

markings within; columella slender, slightly twisted and very

oblique.

The type (Cat. no. 206869, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego. It

has ten post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.8 mm., diameter

1.7 mm. Cat. no. 163260, U.S.N.M., contains another specimen,

collected by Mrs. Oldroyd at San Pedro, California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) ANTESTRIATA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 8, figs. 5, 5a.

TurhonUla {Pyrgiscus) antestriata Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 506, 507, pi. 45, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell large and strong, light brown. Nuclear whorls two and
one-half, small, smooth, forming a depressed rounded hehcoid spire,

which projects somewhat beyond the left side of the outline of the

spire of the later whorls and has its axis at a right angle to the axis

of these, being about one-fourth immersed in the first turn. Post-

nuclear whorls slightly rounded, ornamented by low, rounded,

narrow, vertical axial ribs which become decidedly flattened and
enfeebled near the summit of the turns; there are 9 of these ribs on

the second, 20 upon the fifth, and 28 upon the penultimate post-

nuclear turns. Intercostal spaces about double the width of the ribs,

shallow, rounded, crossed by 6 equal and equally spaced, strongly

incised, spiral lines which extend stronger upon the sides of the ribs

and feebl}^ over their summits. In addition to this sculpture, the

spire is marked by many fine lines of growth and many fine spiral

striations between the incised lines. Sutures well marked, simple.

Periphery of the last whorl subangulated, marked by the feeble con-

tinuations of the axial ribs, wliich disappear at the periphery. Base
short, marked by 11 continuous, equal, strong, incised spiral lines

which are more closely spaced above the umbilical area than at the

periphery; the space between the first basal incised line and the first

supraperi])heral one being a little wider than the space inclosed

between the spiral lines on the spire. Aperture subquadrate, outer

lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella almost

straight and vertical, slightly revolute.
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The above description is based upon two cotypes. One, an adult

shell (Cat. no. 168867, U.S.N.M.), has the last 10 whorls, having lost

the nucleus and probably the first two and one-half post-nuclear

turns, and measures: Length 9.7 mm., diameter 2.8 mm. It was
dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at station

3194 in 92 fathoms, on gray sand, bottom temperature 45°.9, off

Esteros Bay, California. The other (Cat. no. 196232, U.S.N.M.) was

collected by Mrs. Oldroyd at San Pedro, California, and has the

nucleus and 9 post-nuclear turns, and measures: Length 5.5 mm.,
diameter 1.8 mm. Three specimens (Cat. no. 1962.33, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged by the Fisheries steamer Albatross at station 2902 in 53

fathoms, fine gray sand and mud bottom, temperature 45°, off Santa

Rosa Island. One in the collection of the University of California

comes from station 122, near Redondo; another in the same institu-

tion was dredged at station 12, off Point Vincent. Two (Cat. no.

196231, U.S.N.M.) were dredged in 12 fathoms at San Pedro by^Mr.

H. N. Lowe. Another specimen was dredged by the University of

California at station 30, off Catalina Island, and two at station 58,

off San Diego, California, the last two lots being in the L^^niversity

collection.

TURBONILLA iPYRGISCUSj ANTEMUNDA, new species.

Plate 8, figs. 15, 15a.

Shell broadly conic, milk-white with a moderately broad pale yellow

band at the periphery and another at the middle of the wdiorls between

the sutures of the same width. Nuclear whorls two and three-fourths,

helicoid, having its axis at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns, in the first of which it is about one-third immersed. Post-

nuclear whorls moderately rounded, appressed at the summit,

strongly contracted at the periphery, somewhat overhanging, orna-

mented by well-developed, narrow axial ribs, which become decidedly

enfeebled toward the summit. Of these there are 16 upon the first

to fourth, 18 upon the fifth to seventh, 20 upon the eighth, 22 upon
the ninth and penultimate whorl. Intercostal spaces about two and

one-half times as wide as the ribs, ornamented with a double series

of spiral markings, the first of which consists of seven strongly incised

and subequalh^ spaced pits between the sutures, the third and fourth

of which above the periphery bound the color band and are a little

closer spaced than the rest. The first one below the summit passes

over the axial ribs and gives them a truncated appearance; the others

pass up on the sides of the ribs but do not cross them. The second

series of spiral markings consist of very fine lines, of which three

occur between the peripheral series of pits and the second two occur

between the second and third, one between the fourth and fiftli,

two between the sixth and seventh. In addition to this sculpture
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there are many microscopic lines of growth and microscopic spiral

striations. Sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl some-

what angulated, marked by the feeble extensions of the axial ribs.

Base short, well rounded, smooth, excepting the fine lines of growth

and exceedingly fine, weakly incised spiral striations, among which

about nine equal and equally spaced are a trifle stronger than the

rest. Aperture rhomboid; outer lip thin, showing the external sculp-

ture within; columella moderately strong and slightly revolute.

The above description is based on two cotypes (Cat. no. 168866,

U.S.N.M.). This has furnished the description of the adult shell.

It has lost the nucleus and first post-nuclear whorl. The ten remain-

ing measure: Length 6.9 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. The other is

a young individual and has served for the description of the nucleus

and first post-nuclear whorl. These were dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries, station 2901, ofl^ Santa Rosa Island, California.

The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) MACBRIDEI, new species.

Plates, figs. 13, VM.

Shell exceedingly slender, light yellow, with a broader darker yellow

band immediately below the summit and another halfway between

this and the suture. Nuclear whorls large, one and three-fourths,

forming a depressed helicoid spire, the axis of which is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, on the first of which it rests, but is not

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls exceedingly high between the sutures,

moderately rounded, marked by slender, very regular, slightly curved,

well rounded, somewhat retractive axial ribs, of which 24 occur upon

the first, 22 upon the second and third, 24 upon the fourth and fifth,

26 upon the sixth and seventh, and about 32 upon the penidtimate

whorl. Intercostal spaces about as wide as the ribs, well impressed,

marked by fifteen equal and equally spaced spiral series of pits, which

owing to the narrowness of the intercostal spaces, appear as mere

punctations. Sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl

without spiral sculpture. Base moderately long, marked by the con-

tinuations of the axial ribs, and six equal and equally spaced spiral

striations on its anterior two-thirds. Aperture oval; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; colu-

mella slender, decidedly flexuose, and very slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 191563 U.S.N.M.) of this exceedingly slender

shell comes from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, station 2826, in 9^ fathoms,

ofl^ La Paz, Lower California. It has nine post-nuclear whorls, and

measures: Length 4 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
Named for Prof. Thomas H. Macbride.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) NUTTALLI, new species.

Plate 8, fig. 2.

Shell large, elongate-conic, yellowish-white, with a light-brown

area about the columella. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly shouldered at the summit,

scarcely at all contracted at the periphery; marked by strong, narrow,

well rounded, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon

the third, 16 upon the fourth to eighth, and 18 upon the remaining

turns. Intercostal spaces about one and one-half times as wide as

the ribs, shallow, marked by about 30 incised spiral lines which are

strongest at the periphery and gradually weaken toward the summit.

A moderately broad, plain area on the middle between the sutures

is left unmarked. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs and numerous

exceedingly fine, closely spaced, wavy, spiral striations. Aperture

small, rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella strong, straight, and revo-

lute.
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The type (Cat. no. 56791, U.S.N.M.) is labeled "South America;"

without specific designation of locality. It has lost the nucleus

and probably the first post-nuclear turn. The thirteen remaining

measure: Length 9.9 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.
Named for Thomas Nuttall.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) MACRA, new species.

Plate 8, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell very small, subcylindric in the middle, tapering rapidly at the

apex, early whorls wax-yellow, later ones white, with a very broad,

wax-yellow band at the periphery, which extends above the sutures

and on the base. Xuclear whorls very small, at least two, forming a

depressed helicoid spire, which is obliquely half immersed in the first

of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded at

first, later flattened, ornamented by almost straight, vertical, slender,

well-developed axial ribs, of which there are 22 upon the first, 24 upon

the second to fifth, and 25 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces about as wide as the ribs, marked by five equal but not equally

spaced series of spiral pits. The first four of these above the periph-

ery are equally spaced; the fifth is a little nearer to the summit of

the whorl than its neighbor. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of

the last whorl well rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the

axial ribs. Base of the last whorl prolonged, well rounded, marked

by six equally spaced and equall}^ strongly incised spiral lines. Aper-

ture ovate; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

markings within ; columella moderately strong, reenforced by the base,

provided with a weak fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered \vith

a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 162632, U.S.N.M.) and five other specimens were

obtained at Point Abreojos, Lower California. The type has seven

post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diameter

0.9 mm.
TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) ANGUSTA Carpenter.

Plate 8, fig. 6.

Chrysallidaangusta CAKFEtiTER, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (3dser.,) vol. 14, 1864, p. 47.

Shell elongate-conic, slender, crystalline. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, moderately contracted

at the sutures, slightly shouldered at the summit, marked by low,

rounded, axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon all but the penultimate

whorl, upon which there are 18. Intercostal spaces about one and

one-half times as wide as the ribs, marked b}" 6 equal and equally

spaced spiral lirations between the sutures. Base somewhat pro-

duced, moderately rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of

the axial ribs and nine spiral lirations which become successively

weaker from the periphery to the umbilical area. Aperture oval;
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posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella stout, somewhat reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 16212, U.S.N.M.,) was collected by Xantus at

Cape St. Lucas, Lower California. It has 6 post-nuclear whorls, and

measures: Length 2.3 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) TENUICULA Gould.

Plate 8, figs. 3, 7, 7«,- 12, 12a, 14, 14a.

Chemnitzia tenuicula Gould, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. G, 1853, pp. 383-384,

pi. 14, fig; lb.= Chemnitzia terebrnlis Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856,

p. 432.= Chemnitzia unifasciata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 433.

= Chemnitzia ? var. subcuspidata Carpenter, Rept. Brit. Assn. Adv. Sci.,

1863, p. 659.= Chemnitzia crebrifilata Carpenter, Rept. Brit. Assn. Adv.

Sci., 1863, p. 659.= TurboniUa (Pyrgiscus) crebrifilata (Carpenter) Dall and

Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 276, pi. 2, figs. 6, 6a.= Tur-

honilla (Pyrgiscus) subcuspidata (Carpenter) Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal.

Acad. Sci., vol. 3, pp. 276-277, pi. 2, figs. 2, 2a.

"Shell small, elongated, lanceolate, turrited, rather solid, shining,

wax yellow, a little dusky below the suture; whorls 10, flat, slightly

shouldered above, marked by about 20 direct, longitudinal folds, the

summits of which are cut by numerous fine revolving striae, deeper

in the interstices, which also extend over the base of the shell, though

the folds terminate at the periphery, or are extended in delicate fur-

rows; aperture narrow, ovate; lip sharp; revolving striee apparent

within.

Dimensions.—Length 7.5 mm.; diameter 1.3 mm.
Found at Santa Barbara."

The above is the original description by Gould. Turhonilla (Pyr-

giscus) tenuicula Gould is the most abundant and most variable species

of all the west American forms, presenting man}^ varieties or incipient

species; to describe these would not aid science or the collector, but

would only add to the confusion which this paper is intended to dispel.

The following comprehensive description will embrace, we believe,

all the forms coming under this name

:

Shell slender to somewhat stubby and inflated, varying in color from milk-white

to waxy yellow or to dark brown, variously banded or plain monocolored; nuclear

whorls three, moderately large, planorboid, slightly slantingly immersed; post-

nuclear whorls rounded to flattened, contracted at base and strongly shouldered at

the summit, traversed by 18 to 28 strong vertical ribs, which are excurved and

usually somewhat thickened, and connected at their summits, which appear beaded;

these ribs extend feebly over the rounded base of the last whorl; the entire shell is

crossed by incised spiral lines, 10 to 16 or more of which appear on the exposed por-

tion of the whorls, and more, closer placed, wavy ones on the base of the last whorl;

the suture is deep, subchanneled and wavy; aperture ovate, produced at base; outer

lip thin, meeting the oblique, slightly curved and revolute columella in a broad

curve; a faint callus connects the posterior angle of the aperture with the insertion

of the columella.
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The specimen fifjiired is from Todos Santos Bay, Lower California,

has 9 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 6.5 mm., diameter

1.9 mm. Figures 12 and 12a represent the forms described by

Carpenter as crehrifilata and figures 14 and 14a that named suhcus-

fidata by the same author. Figure 3 shows an extreme variant.

We have examined the following specimens:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

32245
16267a

162637

151724
152198
191547
160480
196227

196226

206873

192228
122318
153065
46504

60933
160481
206874

206875
157204a
105585
106510
32284

No. of
speci-
men.

Locality. Collector.
Disposition of

material.

2
al

1

2
7

1

1

428
25
1

1

1

1

1

3
2
4

hi
3
2

5
1

Monterey, California I Carpenter
Santa Barbara, California Col. Jewett
Santa Barbara Islands, California

i

Arcli Beach, California '

San Pedro, California
}

E. W. Roper
do Mrs. Johnston...
do i F. L. Button....
do
do ' Mrs. Oldroyd
do

I

do
San Pedro (Wliite's Point), California, i do

do do
Off Catalina Island, California l

Pacific Beach, San Diego, California. .
j

do In. Hemphill. . .

.

Ocean Beach, San Diego, California. . . ! F. W. Kelsey . .

.

do do
San Diego, California 1 R. E. C. Stearns.

do Delos Arnold
do '

.do
I

J. G. Cooper
.do H. Hemphill
.do C. R. Orcutt....
.do

!

U. S. Bureau Fisheries station 3566
off San Diego, California. Three
fathoms.

San Diego, California
do

Point Abreojos, Lower California H. Hemphill
do do

Todos Santos Bay, California K . E . C. Stearns

.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.

Univ. Cal.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Oldrovd coll.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Oldroyd coll.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Univ. Cal. coll.

Oldrovd coll.

U.S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Univ. Cal. coll

Do.
U. S. Nat. Mus.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

a Figured.
6 Figured type of Turbonilla tenuicula subcuspidata.
c Figured crebrifilala.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) VIRGO Carpenter.

Plate 8, figs. 4, 4a.

Chemnitzia virgo Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p. 396.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, two, form-

ing a depressed helicoid spire, the axis of which is almost at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about

one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded,

slightly shouldered at t]\e summit, weakly contracted at the peripher}",

ornamented by slender, sinuous protractive axial ribs, of which 24

occur upon the first and second, 22 upon the third, 20 upon the fourth

to sixth, 22 upon the seventh and penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces about one and one-half times as wide as the ribs, well impressed,

marked by six strongly impressed series of pits which extend up on
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the sides of the ribs but do not cross them; the peripheral and the

third posterior to this are of equal strength and stronger than the rest.

The space between the third and fourth above the perihery is a little

wider than that between the others, which are about equally spaced.

The space between the summit and the first spiral line below it is

about equal to about double the space included between the other

spirals. A finely incised line divides it into equal areas. Sutures

strongly impressed, rendered wavy by the ribs. Periphery well

rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs and a

few distantly spaced spiral striations. Aperture oval; posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin, columella moderately strong, sinuous and

slightly reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 73993 U.S.N.M.) was collected by Dr. R. E. C.

Stearns at Santa Barbara, California. It has nine post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) MARSHALLI, new species.

Plate 8, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell very small, slender, light yellow, with a darker band imme-

diately posterior to the periphery, and another slender one about

halfway between the middle of the space between the sutures and the

summit. Nuclear whorls depressed, helicoid, two and one-half, hav-

ing their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the

first of which they are about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear

whorls high between the sutures, flattened in the middle, gently

rounded at the periphery and the summit, marked by slender, retract-

ive axial ribs, of which 22 occur upon the first and second, 24 upon

the third to fifth, 26 upon the sixth, and 24 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, moderately

well impressed, marked by seven strong subequal series of pits

between the periphery and the subsutural color band, and three fine

incised lines posterior to this. Periphery of last whorl well rounded.

Base moderately long, marked by the feeble continuations of the

axial ribs and five subequal, equafly spaced spiral striations. Aper-

ture ovoid; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the ex-

ternal sculpture within; columella very oblique, curved, twisted, and

slightly revolute.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 163262, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2822, in 21 fathoms, off

La Paz, Lower CaHfornia. Thfe type has eight post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 3.6 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CANFIELDI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 9, figs. 3, 3a.

TurboniUa (Pyrgiscus) canfieldi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, pp. 504, 505, pi. 47, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell slender, elongate-conic, with the posterior half of the exposed

portion of the whorls on the spire white and the anterior half chest-

nut brown, base white. Nuclear whorls two and two-thirds, large,

smooth, forming a depressed helicoid spire whose axis is at right

angles to the axis of the succeeding turn; not immersed and extend-

ing slightly beyond the outline of the spire on both sides. Post-

nuclear whorls very slightly rounded, weakly roundly shouldered at

the summit and very moderately contracted at the periphery, orna-

mented by very strong, broad, low, rounded, almost vertical axial

ribs of which there are 22 upon the first, 24 upon the antepenultimate,

and 28 upon the penultimate turn. These ribs extend prominently

to the summit and crenulate the subchanneled sutures. Intercostal

spaces narrow, not more than half the width of the ribs, crossed by 1

9

incised spiral lines which are of almost equal width and subequally

spaced with the following exceptions, the seventh, eleventh, and the

last three above the periphery are much wider, appearing as quad-

rangular pits in the intercostal spaces, the eleventh falling on about

the middle of the exposed portion of the whorl on the spire, and the

seventh about halfway between this and the summit. Periphery and
base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter marked by the feeble

continuations of the axial ribs which gradually disappear after cross-

ing the periphery, and about 16 subequally spaced incised spiral lines.

Aperture oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly, columella oblique, some-

what twisted, with a weak oblique fold a little anterior to its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 196229, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by Mr. S. S.

Berry in 12 fathoms off Del Monte, Monterey, California. It has 10

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 6.3 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) ALMO, new species.

Plate 9, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell slender, light brown, wax-yellow at tip. Nuclear whorls

very small, two and one-half, planorboid, having their axis at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are

slightly immersed. First post-nuclear whorl almost smooth, the sec-

ond with a mere indication of ribs, well rounded. The remaining

post-nuclear whorls somewhat overhanging, appressed at the sum-
mit, well rounded, marked by moderately developed, rounded,

retractive axial ribs, of which about 20 occur upon all but the penulti-

mate whorl; upon this there are 22. Intercostal spaces a little wider
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than the ribs, marked by seven deep pits of uneciual width and une-

qual spacing. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a broad plain

band. Base well rounded, marked by the very feeble continuations

of the axial ribs and nine irregular, wavy, incised spiral lines, the first

two of which below the periphery are interrupted. Aperture ovate;

posterior angle acute ; outer lip thin, showing the external markings

within; columella slender, very oblique, somewhat flexuose and revo-

lute, with a slight fold at its insertion.

The type and three specimens (Cat. no. 162633, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged in 2 fathoms off San Diego, California. The type has eight

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.6 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CALLIPEPLUM, new species.

Plate 9, figs. 11, 11a.

Shell elongate-conic, rather stout, milk-white. Nuclear whorls

two, forming a planorboid spire, whose axis is at right angles to the

succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-fourth im-

mersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, with a strongly

sloping shoulder which extends over the posterior fourth between the

sutures, forming a decided angle at its anterior termination; slightly

contracted at the suture, marked by slender, sinuous, slightly

retractive, sublamellar, axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first

two whorls, 16 upon the third and fourth, 18 upon the fifth, and 20

upon the remaining turns. Intercostal spaces varying somewhat in

width, about four times as wide as the ribs, marked by a double

series of narrow pits, one of which is at the periphery and the other at

the anterior termination of the posterior third of the whorls. In

addition to these pits there are finely incised lines of varying strength,

18 of which occur between the two pits and 9 between the posterior

pit and the summit. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last

whorl slightly angulated. Base marked by the feeble continuations

of the axial ribs, which extend a little ways beyond the periphery,

and 17 almost equal and almost equally spaced, slender, incised

spiral lines. Aperture? (outer lip fractured); columella reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 122797, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2805 in 51 fathoms, on mud bottom, in Panama

Bay. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.1

mm., diameter 1.4 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) DINA, new species.

Plate 9,f\ii. 10.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and one-

half, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, the axis of which is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about
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one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded on the

anterior two-thirds between the sutures, posterior third forming a

strong sloping shoulder, marked by narrow, lamellar ribs, of which

18 occur upon the first, 16 upon the second to seventh, and 18 upon

the eighth and penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about four

times as wide as the ribs, marked by a double series of pits, one of

which is at the periphery and the other at the angle of the shoulder.

The space between the two pits is crossed by nine equal and equally

spaced spiral striations, the space between the summit and the sub-

median pit is marked by twelve incised spiral lines of which those

near the summit are finer and closer spaced than the rest. Sutures

strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated.

Base short, well rounded, marked by about twenty equal and almost

equally spaced spiral striations. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender, almost straight and somewhat revolute.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 162428, U.S.N.M.) was

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2799, in Panama Bay,

in 29^ fathoms. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 5.2 mm., diameter 1.5 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) SmMEKI, new species.

Plate 9, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell elongate-conic, with a very large nucleus which extends be-

yond the outline of its post-nuclear spire; bluish-white with four

rather broad, pale yellow bands, one of which is immediately below

the summit and another at the periphery, a third halfway between

the two, while the fourth is on the middle of the base. Nuclear

whorls one and one-half, planorboid, having their axis at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, upon the first of which it rests. Post-

nuclear whorls somewhat overhanging, appressed and slightly ex-

serted at the summit, well rounded, the greatest convexity falUng

on the anterior third between the sutures, marked by broad, low,

rounded, slightly retractive axial ribs on all but the first two whorls,

which are smooth. Of these ribs, 14 occur upon the third to sixth,

16 upon all the remaining whorls excepting the penultimate, which

has 18. Intercostal spaces shallow, almost twice as wide as the ribs,

marked by nineteen series of incised spiral pits, of which the periph-

eral and the sixth below the summit are a little stronger than the

rest. Sutures well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl

well rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs and spiral

lines like those between the sutures. Aperture moderately large,

oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

markings within; columella slender, flexuose, and slightly revolute.
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The type and one other specimen (Cat. no. 206877, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries at station 2813, in 40

fathoms, on coral sand bottom, off the Galapagos Islands, South

America. It has ten post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.6

mm., diameter 1.2 mm.
Named for Prof. B. Shimek.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) SANCTORUM, new species.

Plate 9, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and one-

fourth, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, the axis of which is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is

about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very strongly

rounded, appressed at the summits, contracted at the periphery,

marked by strong sublamellar, slightly protractive axial ribs, of

which 16 occur upon the first to eighth, 18 upon the ninth, and 20

upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about four times

as wide as the ribs, marked by two series of broad spiral pits, one of

which is at the periphery, the other a little posterior to the middle of

the space between the sutures. In addition to these pits there are

fine, almost equal, incised spiral lines, of which eight occur between

the peripheral and median pits and ten between the median and

the summit. Sutures strongly constricted. Periphery marked by a

narrow plain band. Base well rounded, marked by the feeble con-

tinuations of the axial ribs and fourteen equal, fine wavy, incised

spiral lines. Aperture subquadrate; posterior angle obtuse; outer

lip thin, showing the external markings within; columella very

oblique, almost straight, reflected.

The type and twenty specimens (Cat. no. 162514, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, off La Paz, in 26^

fathoms, off Lower California. The type has ten post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 5.8 mm., diameter 1.3 mm. Cat. no. 162516,

U.S.N.M., contains four specimens dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fish-

eries station 2827, off Ceralvo Island, Gulf of California, in 10 fathoms,

oft' Lower California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) EUCOSMOBASIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 10, figs. 11, llrt.

Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) eucosmobasis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 507-508, pi. 45, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell quite large, of very regular outline, creamy white. Nucleus

rather small, composed of two and one-half whorls, helicoid with

much depressed spire, somewhat obliquely about one-third immersed

in the first of the succeeding turns, the axis of the nuclear spire being

almost at a right angle to the axis of the later whorls. Post-nuclear
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whorls moderately rounded, widest a little above the suture, sloping

gently toward the summit and more abruptly toward the base, orna-

mented by moderately strong, rounded, somewhat flexuous, axial

ribs, of which about 18 appear upon the second, 20 upon the seventh,

22 upon the eighth, and 27 upon the penultimate whorl. Intercostal

spaces only moderately deep, a little wider than the ribs, marked by
6 strong incised spiral lines which extend up on the sides of the ribs

and frequently pass over their summits; the uppermost or posterior

one of these incised lines is least pronounced, the second one above

the suture, and the third one about half again as far apart as the

remaining, which are ecpially spaced. In addition to these the shell

is marked by many faint wavy spiral striations between the deep

ones. Sutures plain, well defined. Base of the last whorl very

short, well rounded, marked by the faint continuations of the axial

ribs and about 15 well defined more or less equally spaced deep spiral

striations with fainter ones between them as on the exposed portion

of the whorls of the spire; the first deep basal spiral striation and the

one above the suture are some little distance apart and mark a plain

band excepting the fainter sculpture. Aperture quite large, sub-

quadrate; columella short, somewhat twisted, revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 162679, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at station 2902, off Santa

Barbara, California, in 53 fathoms. It has 12 post-nuclear whorls

which measure: Length 11.2 mm., diameter 2.8 mm.
Another specimen (Cat. no. 162680, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at

station 3195, in 252 fathoms, on green mud, bottom temperature
43°. 2, in San Luis Obispo Bay, California. Four specimens (Cat. no.

1 6268 1)were dredged at station 2901, on gray sand and mud bottom,

at a depth of 48 fathoms, temperature 55°. 1, off Santa Rosa Island.

The University of California has two lots, one specimen dredged at

station 32, off Catalina Island, and two from station 59, off San
Diego, California.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) HALIDOMA, new species.

Plate 9, figs. 6, 6rt.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, two and
one-fourth, forming a moderately elevated spire whose axis is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the fii"st of which it is

about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the

middle, with a sloping shoulder that extends over the posterior

fourth between the sutures and renders the whorls slightly angulated

at their anterior margin; weakly contracted at the suture, marked
by moderately strong, well rounded, low, retractive axial ribs, of

which 24 occur upon the first, 26 upon the second and third, and 24

upon the remaining turns. Intercostal spaces a little more than
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double the width of the ribs, marked by pits and incised spiral lines.

Of these the one at the periphery and the one at the anterior termina-

tion of the posterior third between the sutures are of equal width,

and much wider than the rest; two other pits a little less strong

divide the space between the two strong pits into three segments,

the middle one of which is a trifle wider than the other two which are

equal. The three areas are again divided by finer lines, the first

above the periphery being crossed by one, the next by three and the

third by two fine striations. The space between the summit and

the deep series of pits anterior to it is crossed by four incised and

wavy, exceedingly fine spiral lines. Periphery of the last whorl

well rounded, marked by the feeble extensions of the axial ribs

which disappear shortly after crossing it. Base well rounded,

marked by twenty-two well incised subequal and subequally spaced

spiral lines. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin,

showing the external sculpture within; columella slender, twisted

and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 162693, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2822 in 21 fathoms, oflF La Paz, Lower California.

It has nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 6.7 mm.,

diameter 1.8 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) AURICOMA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 9, figs. 5, 5a.

Turbonilla (Pyrgisais) auricoma Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3,

1903, pp. '274, 275, pi. 1, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell slender, attenuated, brown, lighter on the early whorls,

becoming dark on the last. Nuclear whorls two and one-half, large,

helicoid, not immersed, projecting somewhat beyond the outline of

the spire, their axis being at a right angle to the axis of the later

whorls; post-nuclear whorls at first somewhat rounded, later flattened,

marked by well-developed, rather strong, retractive axial ribs, of

which 16 appear upon the third and fourth, 18 upon the fifth to eighth,

20 upon the ninth, 22 upon the tenth, and 30 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs on all but the

penultimate whorl; on this they are somewhat narrower, crossed be-

tween the sutures by nine subequally spaced, almost equally strong,

spiral lines of pits, which pass up on the sides of the ribs but do not

cross their summit. Periphery and base of last whorl inflated, well

rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs, which extend

almost undiminished to the umbilical area and eight equally strong

and almost equally spaced, well-incised spiral lines. Aperture ovate;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within, the spiral markings appearing as red threads; columella
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slender, rounded, reflected, the reflection giving the base an umbih-
cated appearance; the parietal wall covered b}?" a strong callus.

The type and three specimens (Cat. no. 106511, U.S.N.M.) were

collected at Scammon Lagoon, Lower California. The type has

12 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 7.2 mm., diameter 1.9

mm. Cat. no. 73997, U.S.N.M., contains a specimen from San Diego.

Three have been determined for Mrs. Oldroyd from San Pedro and

two for Doctor Arnold from Scammon Lagoon.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CASTANEA Keep.

Plate 9, figs. 1, la.

Chemnitzia. castanea (Carpenter,) Keep, West Coast Shells, 1888, p. 52, fig. 33.

Shell elongate-conic, chestnut brown. Nuclear whorls very small,

two and one-half, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are about

one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle,

slightly excurved at the summit, where they are faintly shouldered

and somewhat contracted at the periphery, marked by rather ir-

regular, strong, low, rounded, retractive axial ribs; of which 20 occur

on the third, 22 on the fourth, 24 on the fifth to seventh, 26 on the

eighth, 2S on the ninth, and about 50 upon the penultimate whorl;

upon this they are very irregular. Intercostal spaces less wide than

the ribs, shallow, marked by a series of spiral pits, which vary in

width and number on the various whorls; on the early ones there are

eight, on the ninth there are twelve, while on the penultimate there

are sixteen between the peripheral series and the summit. Sutures

well marked. Periphery and base of last whorl inflated, marked by
the continuations of the axial ribs, which extend almost undi-

minished to the umbilical area; and about twenty subequal and sub-

equally spaced incised spiral lines. Aperture pear-shaped; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

chestnut brown; columella slender, strongly curved, and slightly

revolute; parietal wall covered by a thick callus.

The specimen described and figured (Cat. no. 160224, U.S.N.M.)

was collected by Mrs. Oldroyd at San Pedro, California. It has eleven

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 10.5 mm., diameter 2.5 mm.
Professor Keep's ty])es which we have had for examination came
from San Diego.

The following specimens have been exaniined:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CASTANELLA Dall.

Plate 9, fig. 7.

Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) caslaneUa Dall, Nautilus, vol. 22, 1908, p. lSl. = Ti(rbo-

nilla (Pyrgiscus) msto/ira Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., vol. 33,

1907, pp. 509, 510, pi. 47, fig. 7; not Chemnitzia castanen Keep, West Coast

shells, 1888, p. 5, fig. 33.

Shell very large, stout and heavy, chestnut brown. Nuclear whorls

decollated. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, ornamented by many
broad, flattened, more or less regular and evenly placed retractive

axial ribs, of which about 22 appear upon the third, 26 upon the

fifth, and 40 upon the seventh whorl. On the penultimate and ante-

penultimate whorls they are more or less irregular in form, number,

and spacing. Intercostal spaces much narrower than the ribs. The
spiral sculpture consists of eight deep, quite regularly spaced lines

of pits, which are very pronounced in the intercostal spaces and on

the sides of the ribs, but do not appear to cross their summits except

on the penultimate and the last whorl. Sutures well defined, simple.

Periphery and base of the last whorl evenly rounded, the latter orna-

mented by the prolongation of the axial ribs and quite a number of

continuous well-impressed spiral lines with faint spiral striation

between them. Aperture suboval, somewhat effuse anteriorly, pos-

terior angle obtuse (outer lip fractured, A'ery thick) ; columella strong,

slightly curved, and strongly revolute, with a weak, very oblique

internal fold near its insertion; parietal wall and umbilical region

covered by a weak callus. Columella and extreme anterior portion

of the aperture white.

The type (Cat. no. 74000, U.S.N.M.) belongs jto the Stearns collec-

tion and was obtained at Monterey, California. It has 10 post-

nuclear whorls (the nucleus and perhaps the first three being lost),

and measures: I^ength 13.5 mm., diameter 3.7 mm.
This species is remarkable for being the largest known member of

the section Pyrgiscus on the west coast of America.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) INDENTATA Carpenter.

Plate 10, fig. 10.

Chrysallida indentatn Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 425^26.

Shell elongate-conic, wax yellow. Nuclear whorls two, forming a

subglobose, helicoid spire, whose axis is almost at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, slightly con-

tracted at the sutures, subtabulatedly shouldered at the summit,

marked by strong, slightly protractive, axial ribs, of which 14 occur

upon the first, 16 upon the second, 18 upon the third and fourth, 20

upon the fifth and sixth, and 22 upon the penultimate turn. Inter-
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costal spaces as wide as the ribs, crossed by subequal, irregularly

spaced, raised threads, the posterior one of which forms quite a cord

at the summit of the whorls; this is followed by a rather wide pit;

then two closely spaced, raised threads; another pit equal to the

first; then six very fine closely spaced threads; a third pit equal to

the others; two strong threads, followed by a peripheral pit.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base rather prolonged,

well rounded, marked by tlie continuation of the axial ribs, which
extend to the umbilical area and eight spiral threads. Aperture

oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip tliin; columella slightly curved;

parietal wall covered by a faint callus.

Two specimens were obtained ofT Spondylus, at Mazatlan, Mexico,

one a young individual, the other an adult; the latter is on tablet

1986, Liverpool collection, British Museum. It has eight post-

nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 3.8 mm., diameter L2 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUSj CORA D'Orbigny.

Chemnitzia cora D'ORBUiXY, Voy. Am. Merid., vol. 5, 1847, p. 398, pi. 76, figs. 7-9-

"Shell elongate-conic, thick, ornamented longitudinally by very

deep folds, between which are fine, regular spiral striations, among
which four are deeper, three of which reproduce themselves in very

regular manner on all the whorls. Nucleus very large, oblong; spire

elongate-conic, composed of eight flattened whorls which are sepa-

rated by a very marked suture; aperture oval; lip thin; color wliite.

Long. 5 mm., diam. L5 mm."
To the above diagnosis he adds: "Ornamented with ribs and trans-

verse striae, like C. ornata, this is larger in proportion, and is remark-

able in that four of the striae are more profoundly traced than the

others and reproduce themselves on all the whorls of the spire."

It inhabits the coast of Peru near Payta. We have not seen any
specimens belonging to this species, and have translated the above
from the original description by D' Orbigny.

The figures referred to do not depict the specimen described.

They represent a short, stout individual having six post-nuclear

whorls of a light brown color, with about 12 strong axial ribs on the

first, 18 on the fourth, and 20 on the penultimate whorl; and instead

of four (three between the sutures) spiral lines the figure shows
seven between the sutures and about an equal number on the base.

D'Orbigny carefully points out that C. cora has only three strong

spiral lines visible between the sutures, and compares it with C. ornata.

We therefore are inclined to believe that some mistake has been made
in the figures. The wrong specimen may have been figured or the

artist may have figured C. cora wrongly.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CRATICULATA Morch.

Plate 10, figs. 1, lo.

Turbonilla craticulata MoacH, Malak. Blatt., vol. 6, 1859, p. 119.

Shell elongate-conic, brown. Nuclear whorls one and one-third,

forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-fifth

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, slightly con-

tracted at the periphery, and weakly shouldered at the summit;

marked by moderately strong, straight, very regular, almost vertical

axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first to third, 16 upon the third

to sixth, 18 upon the seventh to ninth, and 22 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, marked by
seven series of pits, which are a little wider than the raised spaces

that separate them. The third of these pits anterior to the summit

is a little stronger than the rest; the remainder are of equal strength

and spacing. Sutures well impressed. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the

axial ribs. The base is marked by incised spiral lines, the first two

anterior to the periphery being similar in character to those between

the sutures; the rest are successively finer from the periphery to

the umbilical region. Aperture ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly,

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, shomng the external sculpture

within; columella oblique, slightly curved, and very strongly revo-

lute, provided with a strong oblique fold a little anterior to its inser-

tion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

Three specimens were dredged by Dr. A. S. Oersted in 30 fathoms

at Los Bocorones, a small island near Punta Arenas, Costa Rica.

This is Doctor Morch's type lot in the museum in Copenhagen, Den-

mark. Our description and figure are taken from the most perfect

specimen, which has eleven post-nuclear whorls, and measures:

Length 7.8 mm., diameter 2. mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) CERALVA, new species.

Plate 10, ligs. 5, 5a.

Shell small, slender, milk-white. Nuclear whorls one and three-

fourths, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, not immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very

high between the sutures, moderately rounded, very slightly shoul-

dered at the summit, and somewhat contracted at the sutures,

marked by slender, curved, rounded, decidedly retractive axial ribs,

which are very feebly expressed on the first whorl, on all the rest

excepting the penultimate, which has 40, there are 36. Intercostal

spaces al)Out as wide as the ribs, marked by seven equal and equally

spaced spiral pits. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,
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the latter marked by the continviations of the axial ribs and eight

equally spaced series of spiral pits, of which those nearest the umbili-

cus are a little less strongly developed than the rest. Aperture

moderately large, oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella slender, decidedly curved,

and somewhat twisted.

The type (Cat. no. 162685, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau
of Fisheries station 2823, off La Paz, in 26^ fathoms. It has seven

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.7 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
Another specimen (Cat. no. 206878, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at LT. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 2826, off Ceralvo Island, Gulf of Califor-

nia, in 9^ fathoms.

TURBONttLA (PYRGISCUS) LEPTA, new species.

Plate 10, figs. 7, 7a.

Shell elongate-conic, ver}' slender, milk-white. Nuclear whorls

one and three-fourths, depressed, helicoid, having their axis at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which they are

very slightly immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded,

marked by well-developed, straight, rounded, strongly retractive

axial ribs, of which there are 20 upon the first, 18 upon the second

to sixth, and 20 upon the i)enultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about

as wide as the ribs, marked by eight equal and equally spaced incised

spiral lines. Sutures well impressed. Periphery and base of the last

whorl well rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs

and five equal and equally spaced incised spiral lines. Aperture oval;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella slender, curved, and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 162584, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2823 in 26^ fathoms, off La Paz, Lower California.

It has eight post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.7 mm.,
diameter 0.7 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) HISTIAS, new species.

Plate 10, figs. 8, 8fl.

Shell elongate-conic, slender, posterior half between the sutures,

light yellow; anterior half of base, chestnut. Nuclear whorls two,

forming a depressed, helicoid spire, the axis of which is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, upon the first of which it

rests. Post-nuclear whorls slightl}' overhanging, flattened in the

middle, very slightly shouldered at the summit, quite strongly con-

tracted at the suture, marked by strong, somewhat sinuous, narrow,

retractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon all but the penultimate

turn, which has 24. Intercostal spaces about two times as wide as

the ribs upon all but the last turn, upon which they are a little nar-

rower, marked by eight equal and equally spaced spiral series of pits
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on all but the last two whorls; on these the third and fourth pos-

terior to the periphery split into finer lines. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by the

axial ribs which extend undiminished to the umbilical area, and

twelve incised spiral lines, of which those immediately below the

periphery are the stronger. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

slender, slightly twisted, decidedly curved, and somewhat revolute;

parietal wall covered with a strong callus.

The type and two specimens (Cat. no. 162636, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2822, off La Paz, in 21

fathoms, on sand bottom off Lower California. The type has ten

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) SUBULA Morch.

Plate 10, fig. 3.

TurboniUa subula Morch, ]\Ialak. Bliltt., 1859, vol. 6, p. 120.

Shell of medium size, white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, moderately contracted at the

suture, and slightly shouldered at the summit; ornamented by

strong, somewhat flexuose, narrow, and slightly retractive axial ribs,

of which about 16 occur upon the first of the remaining whorls, 18

upon the second and third, 20 upon the fourth to sixth, and 24 upon

the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about as wide as the ribs,

marked by nine subequal and subequally spaced incised spiral lines,

which pass up on the sides of the ribs, but do not cross their summits.

Sutures well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs, which extend

to the umbilicus. The base has in addition a series of spiral striations,

the first of which below the periphery is interrupted like those are

between the sutures, separated by a little greater distance from the

first one posterior to the periphery than that is from its neighbor

posterior to it ; the remaining are more or less continuous, less strong,

wavy, and more closely spaced. Aperture suboval; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin; columella twisted and revolute; parietal wall

covered with a thin callus.

The specimen described and figured is Doctor Morch's type and is

in the collection of the Copenhagen Museum. It was collected by

Dr. A. S. Oersted at Los Bocorones, a small island near Punta Arenas,

Costa Rica, in .30 fathoms. It has lost the early whorls; the last

eight only remain, which measure: Length 4.9 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) WICKHAMI, new species.

Plate 10, fig. 9.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, contracted at the sutures^
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with a moderately broad, sloi)ing shoulder at the siiinniit marked by

well-developed, rounded, very regular, slightly protractive axial ribs,

of which 20 occur upon the second and 22 upon the remaining, except-

ing the penultimate whorl, which has 32. Intercostal spaces a little

wider than the ribs, marked by seven series of spiral pits, of which

the third below the summit is almost twice as wide as the rest.

Sutures moderately constricted. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base short, well rounded, marked by the continuations of

the axial ribs, which extend to the umbilical area, and 11 incised

spiral lines, of which those immediately below the periphery are some-

what interrupted and wider than the rest. Aperture rhomboidal;

posterior angle acute; columella rather stout, revolute.

The tv^pe (Cat. no. 206879, U.S.N.M.) and three specimens were

dredged by the University of California at station 32, off Santa Cata-

lina Island, California. It has 10 post-nuclsar whorls and measures:

Length 8 mm., diameter, 2.1 mm.
Named for Prof. H. F. Wickham.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) LARA, new species.

Plate 10, figs. 6, 6«, 66.

Shell small, slender, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and one-

fourth, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, having its axis at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is very

slightly immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle,

rounding slightly toward the moderatel}^ shouldered simimit, some-

what contracted at the suture, marked by fairly strong, straight,

slightly retractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon the first and
second and 20 upon all the remaining whorls excepting the penulti-

mate turn, which has 22, Intercostal spaces varving from one and
one-half to two times the width of the ribs, marked b}^ nine series of

spiral pits, of which the j^eripheral and the fifth above the periphery

are the widest; the third and fourth above the periphery and the two
immetliateW below the summit, are a little narrower than the rest.

The segments left between the pits form almost equal raised cords.

Sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl and base moder-

ately well rounded, ornamented by the continuations of the axial ribs

and three strong, interrupted lines of pits on the posterior half and
five slender lines on the anterior. Aperture oval; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

slender, curved, and slightly revolute. Parietal wall covered by a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 96707, U.S.N.M.) and sixty-six specimens were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, off La Paz, in

27 fathoms. It has nine jDost-nuclear whorls and measures : Length
4.3 mm., diameter 2 mm.
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The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. No.
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rounded, slightly retractive, axial ribs, of which 20 occur upon the

second and third, 22 upon the fourth and fifth, 24 upon the sixth of

the remaining turns, and 28 upon the penultimate whorl. Inter-

costal spaces equaling the ribs, crossed by a double series of spiral

pits, five are strong and of equal strength, one of which is at the

periphery, the other a little posterior to it, the third occupies the

middle of the space between the sutures, while the other two divide

the space posterior to this into three equal areas. The fine lines are

arranged in the following manner: Between the second and third

supra-peripheral pit, two fine lines; between the third and fourth, one;

between the fourth and fifth, one; between the fifth and summit, two.

vSutures w^ell impressed, rendered sinuous by the ribs. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a broad band, crossed by the extensions of

the axial ribs, which continue feebly over the well-rounded base to the

umbilical area. In addition to these ribs, the base is marked by
eleven incised spiral lines, the three immediately below the periphery

being somewhat interrupted, the remaining are equal and equally

spaced. Aperture ovate; posterior angle acute; columella slender,

somewhat curved and reflected.

The type (Cat. no. 206880, U.S.N.M.) was collected at San Diego,

California. It has lost the nucleus and probably the first post-nuclear

whorl. The eight remaining measure: Length 5.7 mm., diameter

1.7 mm.
TURBONILLA (PYRGISCUS) LARUNDA, new species.

Plate 10, figs. 4, 4«, 4b.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white, with a broad yellow band a little

anterior to the middle of the whorls between the sutures. Nuclear

whorls two, forming a depressed helicoid spire, which has its axis

at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, upon the first of which

it rests, but is not immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the

middle, rounded at the summit, quite strongly contracted at the

suture, ornamented by narrow, sinuous, well developed, retractive

axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the first to seventh, 18 upon the

eighth to ninth, and 20 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces about three times as wide as the ribs, marked by eleven

incised spiral lines, of which the three immediately below the summit
and the one between the third and fourth above the periphery are

finer than the rest, and the fourth and fifth below the summit and
the peripheral one are of about equal width, and considerably stronger

than the intervening four, which are subequal. Periphery of the last

whorl well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked
by the continuations of the axial ribs and seven strongly incised sub-

equally spaced spiral lines, of which the three immediately below
the periphery are somewhat interrupted and stronger than the rest.
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Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella slender and somewhat sinuous.

The above description is based upon two cotypes which, together

with a third specimen, w^ere obtained at U.S. Bureau of Fisheries sta-

tion 2822 in 21 fathoms, off La Paz, Lower California. They are

entered as Cat. no. 206881, U.S.N.M. One of the two cotypes has

the nucleus and nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.6

mm., diameter 0.8 mm.; the other has lost the nucleus and probably

the first four post-nuclear whorls, the seven remaining measure:

Length 4.3 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

Subgenus MORMITLA A. Adams.

Morinula A. Adams, Journ. Linn. Soc. London, vol. 7, 1864, p. \;-\-Pyrgostylus

MoNTEROSATO, II. Nat. Hist. Sicil., 1884, p. 90. Type, Turbo striatulus

Linnaeus.

Turbonillas having axial ribs and deeply incised spiral lines; also

irregularly disposed varices on the outer surface, which usually mark

internal lirations on the outer lip, or internal lirations of the outer

lip only. Sculpture never nodulose.

Tyi^e.— Mormula rissoina A. Adams.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS MORMULA.

Varices present on the outside of the whorls.

Adult shell more than 16 mm. long.

Shell conspicuously banded lordi, p. 111.

Shell not conspicuously banded.

Strongly incised lines between sutures 6, axial ribs 18-40. . .regina, p. 112.

Strongly incised lines between sutures 9, axial ribs 16-28. cataKnensis, p. 113.

Strongly incised linesbetween sutures 12, axial ribs 16-26 .eschscholtzi,p. 113.

Adult shell less than 13 mm. long.

Shell brown.

Strongly incised lines between sutures 5, axial ribs 16-24 . tridentata, p. 114.

Strongly incised lines between sutures 10, axial ribs 1%~22 .amhusta, p. 115.

Shell white.

Shell large, adult more than 9 mm. long major, p. 116.

Shell small, adult less than 4 mm. long santosana, p. 117.

Varices absent on the outside of the shell.

Spiral sculpture strong.

Shell brown.

Adult shell more than 8 mm. long pentalopha, p. 117.

Adult shell less than 6 mm. long heterolopha, p. 118.

Shell white ignada, p. 119.

Spiral sculpture absent or microscopic.

^Vhorls shouldered periscelida, p. 119.

WTiorls not shouldered phalera, p. 120.
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TURBONILLA (MORMULA) LORDI E. A. Smith.

Plate 11 , figs. 4, 4a.

Chemnitzia lordi E. A. Smith, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 6, 1880, p. 288. Tur-

bonilla (Mormula) lordi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, pp. 510, 511, pi. 45, figs. 7, 7a.

Shell very largo, light brown to pale yellowish-white, variously

banded. Nuclear whorls two, smooth, helicoid, moderately elevated,

having their axis at right angles to the axis of the succeeding turns

and about one-fourth immersed in the first of them. Post-nuclear

whorls well rounded, ornamented by heavy, broad, low axial ribs, of

which about 14 occur upon the second, 16 upon the eighth, 22 upon

the eleventh, and 30 upon the penultimate whorl. Intercostal spaces

not deeply depressed, about as wide as the ribs, ornamented by about

12 to 15 irregularly spaced spiral striations between the sutures; those

near the summit of the whorls are closer and more feeble than those

near the periphery of the whorls. Sutiu-es strongly impressed, some-

what wavy. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat angulated in

young specimens, moderately well rounded in adults. Base rather

short, marked by faint continuations of the axial ribs and faint wavy
spiral striation. Aperture subrhom.bic, posterior angle obtuse, outer

lip thin, showing the external sculpture and banding within; columella

stout, slightly twisted and revolute, provided with an oblique internal

fold. The color markings in the specimen here described and figured

(fonsist of a pale yellowish-brown band, about a quarter of the width

of the whorl between the sutures, covering the posterior part, fol-

lowed by a narrow band of the yellowish-white ground color, which is

followed by a band of brown a little darker than the first and about as

wide as the last-named white band; then a broad pale white band,

lastly a narrow pale yellow one above the periphery finishes the mark-

ing between the sutures. The periphery is marked by a narrow band

of white followed by a deep brown one which shades gradually to the

white about the umbilical region.

The characters which ally this species to Mormula are only feebly

developed, now and then two ribs become fused and suggest a varix;

the internal lirations, too, are only very feebly expressed and appear in

the aperture of only one specimen. The specimen figured has 14 post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 20.8 mm., diameter 5.1 mm. It

was collected in 12 fathoms at Sitka Harbor, Alaska, and is Cat. no.

160492, U.S.N.M. No. 160069, U.S.N.M., contains 7 individuals

from the same locality; no. 133234, U.S.N.M., has 2 from Port

Orchard, Washington, and no. 4480, U.S.N.M., 1 from Puget Sound,

Washington. Seven specimens were collected by Rev. G. W. Taylor

at Banks Island, British Columbia. One of these, a young individual
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(Cat. no. 196234, U.S.N.M.), has furnished the description of the

nucleus. It has 9 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.2 mm.,
diameter 2.1 mm.

This is the largest species of this group known from the west coast

of America.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) REGINA, new species.

Plate 11, fig. 1.

Shell very large, elongate-conic, slender, pale chestnut. (Nuclear

whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, appressed at

the summit, moderately constricted at the periphery, marked at

irregular intervals by strong varices and by very regularly narrow,

low, rounded, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon

the first and second, 18 upon the third, 22 upon the fourth, 24 upon

the fifth to seventh, 30 upon the eighth and ninth, 36 on the tenth, 40

on the eleventh and the penultimate whorl. Intercostal spaces

about one and one-half times as wide as the ribs, marked by 6 well

incised spiral lines, which extend strongly upon the sides of the ribs

and weakly over them; the space between these lines is marked by
numerous exceedingly fine, spiral striations. Sutures constricted.

Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated, marked by an incised

spiral line. Base short, well rounded, marked by the feeble con-

tinuations of the axial ribs and numerous very fine, closely spaced,

wavy, spiral striations. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle

obtuse; columella strong, almost straight, decidedly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 162686, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2902 in 15 fathoms, temperature 45°, off Santa

Rosa Island, California. It has 13 post-nuclear whorls, having lost

the nucleus and probably the first post-nuclear whorl, and measures:

Length 19.6 mm., diameter 5 mm.

We have examined the following specimens

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (MORMULA) CATALINENSIS, new species.

Plate 11, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell elongate-conic, very slender. Nuclear whorls two and one-

half, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-

fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, with appressed

summits, moderately constricted at the sutures, marked at irregular

intervals by strong varices; axial ribs somewhat sinuous, low, well

rounded, weakening toward the summit; 16 upon the first, 18 upon

the second to eighth, 24 upon the ninth and tenth, 26 upon the

eleventh and twelfth, 28 upon the thirteenth and penultimate turn.

Intercostal spaces as wide as the ribs, marked by nine equally spaced

spiral lines, which pass up on the sides of the ribs, but do not cross

their summits; space between the incised spiral lines is marked by

exceedingly fine spiral striations. Periphery of last whorl well

rounded. Base short, well rounded, marked by the feeble con-

tinuations of the axial ribs, and seven well incised spiral striations.

Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing

the external markings within; as well as four color bands, one of

which is at the periphery, another midway between the periphery

and summit, the third at the summit, the fourth on the middle of

the base; in addition to these bands there are four strong spiral

folds, two on the base and two on the lip, which show deeply within

the aperture; columella slender, somewhat twisted and slightly

revolute.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 160147, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged off Catalina Island. The type has 16 post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 16.5 mm., diameter 4 mm. Two specimens

were dredged b}" the University of California, at station 21 (3) off

Catalina Island, California.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) ESCHSCHOLTZI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 11, fig. 8.

Turbonilla (Morinula) eschscholtzi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 513, pi. 45, fig. 10.

Shell large, elongate-conic, brown, having three obscure bands of

dark brown, one of which is at the summit, another at the periphery,

while the third is halfway between these on the exposed portion of

the whorl of the spire. Nuclear whorls decollated. Post-nuclear

turns moderately rounded, ornamented by low, rounded, rather dis-

tantly spaced, slightly protractive axial ribs which become weakened
and somewhat flattened as they approach the appressed summit, and
many fine lines of growth both on the ribs and in the intercostal
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spaces. In addition to the axial sculpture the whorls are crossed by
twelve deeply incised, somewhat irregularly spaced spiral lines, the

raised spaces between which are again divided by many fine striae.

All the spiral markings pass over the intercostal spaces and the ribs.

Periphery of the last whorl obscurely angular, marked by the feeble

continuations of the ribs which yanish immediately below the periph-

ery and the usual fine lines of growth and spiral striation. Base

rather short, well rounded, brown, with a narrow whitish band about

the umbilicus, marked by closely spaced continuous wavy spiral stria-

tion, which varies in strength, several finer striaB alternating with the

stronger. Aperture subquadrate, outer lip thin, showing four narrow

dark-brown bands within, upon a lighter background—these are the

three already referred to—and a fourth one on the base adjoining the

periphery; columella almost vertical, slightly twisted and revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 196241, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Rev. G. W.
Taylor, atCarter Bay, British Columbia; it has 11 post-nuclear whorls

(the nucleus and probably three of the post-nuclear whorls being lost),

and measures: Length 13.3 mm., diameter 4 mm. Another specimen

from the same locality is in the Taylor collection. Three additional

lots were collected by him in British Columbia; 1, a fragment, from

west of Rose Spit, Queen Charlotte Islands; 6 at Departure Bay, 1

of which is Cat. no. 196242, U.S.N.M.; 15 at Port Sunpson, 5 of

which are Cat. no. 196243, U.S.N.M. No. 196242 is the largest

specimen, it has 12J whorls, having lost the nucleus and probably the

first three of the succeeding turns, and measures: Length 17.8 mm.,

diameter 4.5 mm.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) TRIDENTATA Carpenter.

Plate 11, figs. 12, 12a.

Chemnitzia tridentata Carpenter, Jour, de Conch., vol. 13 (3d ser., vol. 5), 1865,

p. 147. Turhonilla (Lancea) tridentata Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad.,

vol.3, p. 273, 1903, pi. 2, figs. 1, la. Turhonilla ( Mormula) tridentata Dall

and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 511, 512, pi. 45, fig. 9.

Shell large, broad; chestnut colored, obscurely banded. Nuclear

whorls three, helicoid, about one-third immersed, scarcely extending

beyond the margin of the spire, their axis being at a right angle to the

axis of the later whorls. Post-nuclear whorls slightly convex, some-

what contracted at the periphery and slightly shouldered at the sum-

mit; traversed by about 20 to 24 strong, well-rounded, somewhat

oblique axial ribs, which continue faintly over the decidedly angular

periphery of the last whorl and the base to the umbilical region; these

ribs are considerably enfeebled on the last whorl of old shells and fre-

quently become almost obsolete on these. The exposed portion of the
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whorls is traversed by five spiral grooves, which appear most promi-

nently in the shallow and broad intercostal spaces, and less so on the

ribs; these deep spiral lines are regularly spaced, leaving a broader

interval on the middle of the exposed portion of the whorl; the base

of the last whorl is likewise ornamented by spiral grooves, but here

they appear less developed than on the spire. In addition to this the

entire surface of the shell is marked by numerous very fine, somewhat

wav}^, spiral and axial striae, which show most prominently on the last

whorl and base, and give the shell a very minutely reticulated second-

ary sculpture. At irregular intervals the whorls are marked by thick

callous varices, which are usually of a lighter color than the remainder

of the shell. Aperture large, subquadrate; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, having three strong internal lirations, joining the

whitish, short, straight, revolute columella at a little less than a

right angle. By transmitted light two spiral light color-bands be-

come apparent on the inside of the lip, each of which is bordered by

a zone of a darker color than the remaining shell. The general color

effect of the exterior is that of a flesh-colored shell, covered by a

dark epidermis, which is stretched tight over the ribs, permitting

the lighter color beneath to shine through it at their summits.

Doctor Carpenter's type (Cat. no. 153156, U.S.N.M.) was collected

at Monterey, California. It has 1 1 post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 11.1 mm., diameter 3.2 mm. The specimen figured (Cat. no.

150983, U.S.N.M.) is from San Pedro, California. It has 13 post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 12.8 mm., diameter 3.6 mm.
The U. S. National Museum has five lots of this species: Cat. no.

153156 is the t3^pe from Monterey, California; Cat. no. 196239, four

specimens dredged by the Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at

station 2902, off Santa Rosa Island, in 53 fathoms, fine gray sand

and mud, with a bottom temperature of 45°; Cat. no. 196240, ten

specimens from San Pedro, collected by Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd; Cat. no.

150983, three individuals, one of which is figured, dredged by Mrs.

Oldroyd in 4 fathoms, at San Pedro; Cat. no. 46505, two shells from

San Diego in the Stearns collection. In addition to these, specimens

have been determined for Mr. Berry, from Monterey, 12 to 39 fathoms;

Um'versity of California, off Catalina Island; Mrs. Oldroyd and Mr.

Lowe, at San Pedro; Mr. Kelsey and Mr. Arnold, from San Diego.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) AMBUSTA, new species.

Plate 11, fig. I'i.

Shell medium size, slender, chestnut-brown. (Nuclear whorls de-

collated.) Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, appressed at the

summit, slightly contracted at the periphery, marked by strong,

rounded, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the
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first and second, 18 upon the third to seventh, the eightli has a

strong varix, 20 upon the ninth, and 22 upon the tenth. On the

penultimate whorl they are decidedly enfeebled. Intercostal spaces

a Httle wider than the ribs, marked by ten equal and eqvially incised

spiral lines, the space between which is crossed by numerous ex-

ceedingly fine spiral striations. Periphery and base of the last whorl

well rounded, marked by fine lines of growth and numerous very

fine spiral striations. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; also color

bands, of which a narrow white one occurs at the periphery which is

bounded on both sides by a brown band equaling it in width; an-

other narrow brown band bordered on each side by a narrow white

area occurs halfway between the periphery and the summit ; columella

slender, slightly curved and somewhat revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 152751, U.S.N.M.) was dredged in 10 fathoms,

off San Pedro, California, by Mr. H. N. Lowe. It has lost the nucleus

and probably the first post-nuclear whorl; the twelve remaining

measure: Length 10 mm., diameter 2.3 mm. Another specimen

from the same station is in Mr. Lowe's collection, and another was
collected by Mrs. Oldroyd.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) MAJOR C. B. Adams.

Plate 11, fig. 11.

Chemnitzia major (!. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., voL 5, 1852, p. 391.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white with a few irregular faint rust

spots. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, appressed at the summit, moderately contracted at the

periphery, with moderately strongly developed varices at irregular

intervals and almost straight, well developed, vertical axial ribs, of

which 16 occur upon the first to fourth, 18 upon the fifth to ninth, 20

upon the tenth to twelfth, and 24 upon the penultimate turn. Inter-

costal spaces about double the width of the ribs, marked by seven

well-incised spiral lines, which, if the fourth were removed, would

be equally spaced. The spaces between the strongly incised lines

are marked by exceedingly fine spiral striations. Sutures slightly

impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

posterior half of the latter marked by seven equal, well incised,

wavy spiral lines ; anterior half with exceedingly fine spiral striations

only. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin,

showing the external sculpture within; columella strong and some-

what twisted.

Professor Adams' type (Cat. no. 225 Amherst College) is the only

specimen of this species we have seen. It has lost the nucleus and

probably the first two post-nuclear turns. The fourteen remaining

measure: Length 9,7 mm., diameter 2.5 mm. It comes from Panama,
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TURBONILLA (MORMULA) SANTOSANA, new species.

Plate 11, fig. 7.

Shell broadly conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls inflated, well rounded, appressed at the summit,

strongly contracted at the sutures, marked by strong, sublamellar,

curved, slightly protractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the

second to fifth, 18 upon the sixth, and 20 upon the penultimate turn.

Intercostal spaces about two times as wide as the ribs, terminating at

the periphery, marked by a strong series of spiral pits at the periphery

and six strongly incised lines, which are equally spaced, excepting the

third and fourth below the summit, which are a little closer than the

rest. Sutures strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base short, well rounded, marked by three weakly in-

cised, equally spaced, spiral striations. Aperture ?; outer lip re-

enforced within by five strong spiral cords; three of which, a little

weaker than the rest, are between the periphery and the summit, and

two on the base; columella strong, twisted, and revolute, with an

oblique fold near its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162689,U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S.Bureau,

of Fisheries station 2830, in 66 fathoms, temperature 74.1°, off

Todos Santos, Lower California. It has lost the nucleus and prob-

ably the first postnuclear turn ; the eight remaining wdiorls measure

:

Length 3.7 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

TURBONILLA (MORMULA) PENTALOPHA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 11, figs. 3, 3a.

Turbonilla (Lancea) pentalopha Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3,

1903, p. 282, pi. 1, figs. 1, la.

Shell elongate-conic, chocolate-brown. Nuclear whorls small,

three, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, whose axis is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is

about one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls rounded on the

earlier and flattened on the later turns, marked by strong, rounded,

somewhat flexuose, slightly retractive, axial ribs, which are scarcely

at all expressed on the first, and of which there are 18 upon the first

and second, 20 upon the third and fourth, 22 upon the fifth, 24 upon
the sixth, and 28 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces as

wide as the ribs, marked by six equal and equally spaced, spiral series

of pits which pass up on the sides of the ribs, but do not cross them.

Sutures well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, marked by the continuations of the axial ribs and seven

equally spaced spiral striations, agreeing in strength with those on

the spire. The first spiral line above and below the periphery are

a little farther apart than the rest. Aperture large, oval; posterior

2565—Bull. 68—09 9
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angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

provided with five strong, spiral cords, the anterior one of which is

a little closer to its neighbor than the rest,which are equally spaced;

columella moderately strong, curved, and revolute.

The type and 35 specimens (Cat. no. 46501, U.S.N.M.) were col-

lected at San Diego, California. The type has ten post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 8.5 mm., diameter 2.3 mm.

The following specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M.
Cat. no.
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TURBONILLA (MORMULA) IGNACIA, new species.

Plate 11, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell small, elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and

one-half, forming a depressed, helicoid spire, whose axis is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about

one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, appressed

at the summit, moderately contracted at the suture, marked by low,

rather broad, rounded, almost vertical axial ribs, of which 18 occur

upon the second to fourth, 20 upon the fifth, 22 upon the sixth, 24

upon the seventh, and 28 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces a little narrower than the ribs, marked by six spiral series of

well incised, equally spaced pits. Peri])hery and base of the last

whorl well rounded, marked by the very feeble continuations of the

axial ribs, and numerous exceedingly fine spiral striations. Aper-

ture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thick, reenforced

by two strong spiral lamellae, one of which is a little posterior to the

periphery and the other a little posterior to the middle between the

periphery and the summit ; columella rather strong, decidedly twisted

with an oblique fold a little below its insertion.

The type and two other specimens (Cat. no. 162691, U.S.N.M.)

comes from San Ignacio Lagoon, Lower California. The type has

nine post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.1 mm., diameter

1.2 mm.
TURBONILLA (MORMULA) PERISCELIDA, new species.

Plate 11, figs. 6, 6a.

Shell pupiform, milk-white, shining. Nuclear whorls small, two,

forming a depressed, helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-half

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, slightly contracted at the

sutures, appressed at the summit, with a strong, sloping shoulder

which extends over the posterior fourth of the space between the

sutures, marked by strong, vertical axial ribs, of which about 14

occur upon all the whorls. These ribs become flattened and decid-

edly expanded on the shoulder. Intercostal spaces about three times

as wide as the ribs, shallow, smooth. Sutures slightly constricted.

Periphery of the last whorl somewhat attenuated, base well rounded,

smooth. Aperture oval; somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle

acute; outer lip reenforced by three, broad, internal s]>iral lirations,

two of which are posterior to the periphery and the other immediately

below it; columella decidedly twisted and somewhat revolute; reen-

forced by the base, provided with a very strong, oblique fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type and two specimens (Cat. no. 163266, U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2901, off Santa Rosa
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Island, California, in 48 fathoms, temperature 55°. 1. The type has

seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diameter

1 mm.
TURBONILLA (MORMULA) PHALERA, new species.

Plate 11, fig. 5.

Shell small, milk-white. (Xuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures,

marked by moderately strong, curved, protractive axial ribs, of which

14 occur upon the first to fourth, 16 upon the fifth, and 18 upon the

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces a httle wider than the ribs,

well impressed, terminating at the periphery. Sutures well marked.

Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated. Base short, well

rounded, smooth. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thick, with a single, strong, internal cord, a little posterior

to the periphery; columella strong, somewhat twisted, with a weak

fold near its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 163267, U.S.N.^M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2794, in 62 fathoms, temperature 59°. 6, in Panama

Bsij. It has seven post-nuclear whorls, having lost the nucleus and

probabl}^ the first post-nuclear turn, and measures: Length 2.5 mm.,

diameter 0.8 mm.

Subgenus DUNKERIA Carpenter.

Dunkeria Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 433-434.

Turbonillas having the whorls stronger, roimded, and usually

shouldered, marked by strong axial ribs and strong spiral cords, the

junctions of which are frequently subnodulous.

Type.—Dunkeria suhangulata.

Doctor Carpenter, after diagnosing DunJceria laminata,^ ^^Tites:

"Tliis beautiful Fenelloid species may be regarded as the type of the

group of DunJceria." Unfortunately this species was not included

in the original fist, hence can not serve as type for the group. We
had selected the first specimen, DunJceria pauciJirata, of the four cited

by Carpenter in his Mazatlan Catalogue, for the type in our Synopsis

of the Genera, Subgenera and Sections of the Family P^Tamidefiidse.^

Since then we have seen Doctor Carpenter's material in the British

Museum and we find that Dunlceria paucilirata is a Pyrgisculus, and

that the second species Dunlceria suhangulata resembles D. laminata

in form and sculpture and thus bears out the author's intent of tjq^i-

fying the group. D. cancellata must be removed to Pyrgisculus and

D. intermedia to Evalina.

a Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1865, p. 396.

bProc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 8.
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS DIINKERIA.

Spiral sculpture between the sutures of uniform character.

Spiral cords between the sutures 7^ sedillina, p. 121.

Spu-al cords between the sutures 5 or 5^.

Adult shell more than 6 mm. long Inminata, p. 122.

Adult shell less than 4 mm. long.

WTiorls slightly rounded hipolitensis, p. 123.

Whorls strongly rounded.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Basal cords 5 suhangidata, p. 124.

Basal cords 6 andrevsi, p. 124.

Shell elongate-conic exroJpa, p. 123.

Spiral sculpture between the sutures not of uniform character.

Adult shell more than 10 mm. long arata, p. 125.

Adult shell less than 6 mm. long genilda, p. 125.

TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) SEDILLINA, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls two and one-

half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is one-fourth

mmersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, with a

strong sloping shoulder, which extends over the posterior third be-

tween the-sutures, appressed at the summit and slightly constricted

at the suture, marked by slender, sublamellar, sinuous, almost verti-

cal axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the first three whorls, 18 upon

the fourth to sixth, 20 upon the seventh and eighth, and 24 upon the

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces three times as w^ide as the

ribs, marked ])y seven rather broad and deeply incised spiral grooves,

the interspaces appearing as flattened cords, of which the one be-

tween the second and third groove below the summit is at the shoulder

and a little broader than the rest. Sutures strongly constricted.

Periphery of the last whorl somewhat angulated. Base short, well

rounded, marked by seven irregular and irregularly spaced spiral

striations. Aperture broadly oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip

tliin, showing the external sculpture within; columella slender, and

decidBdly curved.

The t3'pe and nine specimens (Cat. no. 162697 U.S.N.M.) were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, in 26^ fathoms, off

La Paz, Gulf of Cahfornia. It has nine post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 5.3 mm., diameter L4 mm. Cat. no. 206887,

U.S.N.M., one specimen at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2822, in

21 fathoms, also froiri La Paz. Cat. no. 206888 U.S.N.M., one speci-

men, from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2826, 9^ fathoms, off

Ceralvo Island, Gulf of C'alifornia.
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TURBONttLA (DUNKERIA) LAMINATA Carpenter.

Plate 12, figs. 16, IGa.

Dunhria laminata Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p. 396.

Shell broadly conic, wax yellow at the tip, chestnut-brown on the

last whorl, columellar area white. Nuclear whorls two and one-half,

forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-

fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls inflated, strongly rounded,

moderately contracted at the suture, marked by very regular,

rounded, strong, almost vertical axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon the

first, 24 upon the second, 26 upon the tliird, 28 upon the fourth and

fifth, 30 upon the sixth and seventh, and about 40 upon the penulti-

mate turn. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs, crossed by
five spiral series of broad, deep pits, which cause the five intermediate

areas to appear as broad, raised bands, wliich are about as wide as

the ribs, and render their junction with the ribs tuberculate. Sutures

strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base

moderately long, marked by the faint continuations of the axial ribs,

and about ten spiral lirations, which are narrower and less strongly

developed about the umbilical area. Aperture broadly oval
;
posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external markings ^\dthin;

columella strongly curved, and completely reenforced by the base.

The specimen described and figured (Cat. no. 9465, U.S.N.M.) was
collected by Cooper at San Pedro, California. It has nine post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 6.6 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.
The coloration of this species varies considerably; it may be uni-

color, wliite to chestnut, or diversely banded.

The following
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TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) HIPOLITENSIS, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell milk-white, with a light yellow narrow band midway between

the sutures. Nuclear whorls small, two and one-half, forming a

depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the

succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, slightly shouldered at the

summit but very slightly protracted at the suture, marked by mod-
erately strong, rounded, retractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon
the second, 20 upon the tliird, 24 upon the fourth and fifth, and 30

upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces as wide as the ribs,

crossed by five series of broad spiral pits, which are not quite as wide

as the five raised cords which they bound, and which render the ribs

somewhat nodulose at their junction. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, the latter marked by six spiral cords and a

feeble continuation of the axial ribs. Aperture oval; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella moderately strong, curved, reenforced by the base.

The type and two additional specimens (Cat. no. 206889, U.S.N.M.)

comes from San Hipolito Point, Lower Cahfornia. The type has

seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.3 mm., diameter

L2 mm.
TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) EXCOLPA, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 4, 4a.

Shell wax yellow on the early whciis, ranging t ; chestnut 1 -

the last. Nuclear whorls tw^o and cne-half, fcrmii g a depi

coid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the succeed.,

in the first of which it is about one-tliird immersed. Post-uuclear

whorls well rounded, marked by well-developed, narrow, rounded,

almost vertical axial ribs, of which 24 occur upon the first to third,

26 upon the fourth, 28 upon the fifth, and about 36 upon the penulti-

mate turn. Intercostal spaces about as wide as the ribs, crossed by
five series of spiral pits which are as wide as the five raised spaces

wliich they separate. The junction of these raised cords with the

ribs renders them nodulous. Sutures constricted. Periphery of the

last whorl and base well rounded, the latter marked by seven spiral

cords. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within columella slender, somewhat twisted,

reenforced by the base.

The type (Cat. no. 206892 U.S.N.M.) comes from the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
3.7 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
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TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) StJBANGULATA Carpenter.

Plate 12, fig. 11.

Dunkeria subangulata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 434.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls two, forming a moder-

ately elevated spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the suc-

ceeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls strongly rounded, obliquel}^ shouldered at the

summit, marked by slender, vertical, axial ribs, of which 20 occur

upon the first, 22 upon the second and third, and 24 upon the penulti-

mate turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are crossed by
four slender, spiral cords between the sutures and by a fifth at the

periphery and five on the base. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and

cords appear as round pits. Periphery and base of the last whorl

well rounded. Aperture suboval; outer lip thin; columella some-

what twisted and reflected; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

An adult and a young specimen are on tablet 2008, Liverpool collec-

tion, British Museum. The adult has five post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 0.93 mm.

TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) ANDREWSI, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 7, 7a.

Shell small, conic, light chestnut, umbilical area white. Nuclear

whorls two and one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose

axis is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of

which it is about one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, moderately contracted at the suture, with a sloping shoulder

which extends over the posterior third between the sutures, marked
by slender, well-rounded, slightly retractive axial ribs, of which 18

occur upon the first, 20 upon the second and third, 22 upon the fourth,

and 32 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces about one and

one-half times as wide as the ribs upon all but the last whorl, marked

by five spiral series of broad pits, which are wide as the five cord-like

interspaces which they bound and which render the ribs somewhat
tuberculate at their junction. Sutures well impressed. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter marked by the con-

tinuation of the axial ribs, which extend feebly to the umbilical area,

and six spiral cords which grow successively a little narrower from the

periphery to the umbilical area. Aperture oval; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; colu-

mella rather thick, reenforced by the base; parietal wall covered by a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 162696 U.S.N.M.) comes from Panama. It has

six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.9 mm., diameter

1 mm.
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Prof. C. B. Adams's type lot of Chemnitzia clathratula in the Amherst

collection contains two specimens of this species. His type lot of

Chemnitzia communis contains another specimen. Both lots are

from Panama.
Named for Prof. Lancelot W. Andrews.

TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) ARATA, new species.

Plate 12, fig. 12.

Shell large and rough. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls somewhat inflated and overhanging, appressed at the

summit, well rounded, with the greatest convexity on the anterior

third between the sutures; marked by strong, narrow, rounded, well

raised, retractive axial ribs, of which 18 occur upon the first four, 20

upon the fifth, 22 upon the sixth and seventh, 24 upon the eighth, 26

upon the ninth, and 28 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal

spaces about twice as wide as the ribs, marked by very deep pits, which

leave the intervening spaces as strongly elevated cords, nine of which

occur between the sutures. Of these cords the second and fifth below

the summit and the first above the periphery are of equal width and

wider than the rest; the first, which forms the summit, and the three

posterior to the one at the periphery are again of equal width; the

third and fourth below the summit are a little more slender than the

rest; the pit at the periphery and those that bound the fifth cord are

a little wider than the rest; the first and second below the summit
and the second and third pit above the periphery are equal and those

between the third and fourth cords are also equal. Sutures well

impressed. Periphery of the last whorl inflated. Base well rounded,

marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs and eight almost

equal incised spiral lines. Aperture large, oval; posterior angle

acute; outer lip somewhat flaring in its middle; columella slender,

curved, and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206890, U.S.N.M.) was dredged off Santa Cata-

lina Island, California. It has twelve post-nuclear whorls and meas-

ures: Length 10.2 mm., diameter 2.4 mm.

TURBONILLA (DUNKERIA) GENILDA, new species.

Plate 12, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-conic, white on the shoulder, the rest light brown.

(Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the

middle, well contracted at the sutures, with a strong sloping shoulder

which extends over the posterior third between the sutures, rendering

them angulated at its anterior termination. The whorls are marked
by strongly elevated, narrow, axial ribs, which are vertical on the early

whorls and decidedly retractive on the later ones. Intercostal spaces
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about two and one-half times as wide as the ribs, marked by a very-

broad, deep, peripheral pit and two less wide on the anterior third

between the sutures; the median third is marked by three moderately

broad pits, separated by slender lirations, the shoulder has a narrow

line immediately below the summit and three well incised lines anterior

to this, the anterior of which is less strongly developed than the other

two. The spaces between the second and third, and third and fourth,

posterior to the peripheral one, are wider than the rest. All the

raised areas between the pits are crossed by very fine spiral striations.

Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated. Base short, well

rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs and ten

spiral striations, which decrease in size and spacing from the periphery

to the umbilicus. Aperture rhomboidal; posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin; columella slender, very oblique, and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 96806, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2799, in 30 fathoms, on green mud bottom in

Panama Bay. It has lost the nucleus and probably the first post-

nuclear turn. The nine remaining measure : Length 5.3 mm., diame-

ter 1.6 mm. Cat. no. 162694, U.S.N.M., contains three more speci-

mens from the same station.

Subgenus PYRGISCTJLTJS Monterosato.

Pyrgisculus Monterosato, Conch. Medit., 1884, p. 28.

Turbonillas with turrited spire having the whorls decidedly con-

tracted at the suture, and tabulated at the summit, marked on the

spire and base by many well incised spiral lines.

Type.— Melania scalaris Philippi.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS PYRGISCULUS.

Whorls shouldered.

Shoulder strongly excavated.

Axial ribs almost interrupted at the shoulder monilifera, p. 126.

Axial ribs continuing strong to the summit cancellata, p. 127.

Shoulder not excavated.

Axial ribs 12-8 • festiva, p. 127.

Axial ribs 16-20 eucosmia, p. 128.

Whorls not shouldered.

Spiral striations between the sutures 8 paucilirata, p. 129.

Spiral striations between the sutures 15 swani, p. 129.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCULUS) MONILIFERA, new species.

Plate 12, fig. 15.

Shell pupiform, bluish-wliite. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-

nuclear whorls flattened in the middle, scarcely contracted at the

suture, with a strong shoulder that covers the posterior fourth

between the sutures, forming a decided angle at its termination. The
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whorls are marked by stron<^, axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the

second to fourth, 18 upon the fifth, and 20 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces about twice as wide as the ribs, marked by
eleven incised spiral lines between the shoulder and the suture, which

are a little less strongly developed and a little closer spaced near the

suture. The shoulder is marked bj^ five slender, spiral lines. Periph-

ery and base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter marked by
the feeble continuations of the axial ribs, and about eighteen slender,

incised spiral lines. Aperture broadly oval; posterior angle acute;

outer lip rather thick; columella decidedly curved and somewhat
twisted.

The t}T)e (Cat. no. 58334, U.S.N.M.) comes from the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. It has lost the nucleus. The seven remaining whorls meas-

ure: Length 5.6 mm., diameter 1.8 mm.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCULUS) CANCELLATA Carpenter.

Plate 12, fig. 6.

Dunheria cancellata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 435.

Shell reddish-brown. Nuclear whorls two, tumid, helicoid, having

their axis at right angles to that of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls two and one-half, decidedly inflated, strongly angu-

lated at the summit ; marked by many acute axial ribs and somewhat
less strong spiral threads, which render the whorls elegantly can-

cellated. Outer lip angulated, columella without fold.

Doctor Carpenter's tj'pe was foimd on a specimen of Spondylus at

Mazatlan, Mexico. It is preserved in the Liverpool collection on tab-

let 2009 in the British Museum. Tliis young individual has two and

one-half post-nuclear whorls, measuring: Length 0.95 mm., diameter

0.5 mm. It has very strong tabulated shoulders, acute lamellar

axial ribs, of which about eighteen occur on the last whorl, and fine,

spiral striations in the broad intercostal spaces.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCULUS) FESTIVA De Folin.

Plate 12, fig. 5.

Turbonilla /estiva De Folin, Les Meleagrinicoles, 1867, pp. 49, 50, pi. 5, figs. 4-6.

Shell smooth, vitreous, elongate-conic. Nuclear whorls two and
one-half, forming a moderately elevated, helicoid spire, whose axis is

at right angles to that of the succeecUng turns, in the first of which

it is about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately

rounded, strongly contracted at the sutures, having a strong sloping

shoulder which extends over the posterior fourth of the space between

the sutures; the whorls are crossed by strong lamellose axial ribs

which extend over the periphery to the umbilical area. Ten of these

occur upon the first, 12 upon the second, and 8 upon the remaining
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turns. Intercostal spaces about eight times as wide as the axial ribs,

crossed by fine spiral striations, of v/hich about fourteen occur

between the sutures. Base slightly excavated. Aperture oval ; colu-

mella decidedly curved.

The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.5

mm., diameter 0.6 mm.
The species described in Les Meleagrinicoles were taken from pearl

oj^sters which are said to have come from Negritos and the Margarita

Island in the Bay of Panama. No specific station is cited for this

species. It has been referred to Panama by Tryon in his Manual of

Conchology.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCXJLUS) EUCOSMIA, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 13, 13a.

Shell pupoid, light yellow, with a narrow, darker band at the

shoulder. Nuclear whorls one and three-fourths, forming a depressed,

helicoid spire, the axis of which is at right angles to that of the suc-

ceeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-fourth immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls slightly flattened in the middle, with a strong

sloping shoulder which extends over the posterior fourth between the

sutures and renders them decidedlj^ angulated at its anterior termi-

nation; slightly contracted at the suture, marked by strong, sub-

lamellar, axial ribs, which are vertical on the first four whorls and
decidedly retractive on the later ones. Of these ribs, 16 occur upon
the first five whorls, 18 upon the sixth, and 20 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces about two and one-half times as \\ade as

the ribs, marked by a double series of very broad pits, one of which

is at the periphery and the other immediately anterior to the shoul-

der. The space between these pits is divided into four equal cords

by three moderately wide pits, the cords in turn being divided by a

fine incised line. The shoulders are marked by five equal and equally

spaced, incised, spiral lines. Sutures strongly impressed. Base mod-
erately long, well rounded, marked by eight almost equal and equally

spaced spiral striations. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer

lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella slender,

sinuous, and strongly reflected; parietal wall covered with a strong

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 162698, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau
of Fisheries station 2822, in 21 fathoms, off La Paz, Lower California.

It has eight post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.8 mm.,
diameter 1.4 mm. Two additional specimens (Cat. no. 1632510,

U.S.N.M.) were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2827, in

10 fathoms, off Ceralvo Island, Gulf of Cahfornia.
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TURBONILLA (PYRGISCULUS) PAUCILIRATA Carpenter.

Plate 12, fig. 10

Dunheria pauciUrata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 434.

The type and only known individual of this species is an imperfect

specimen mounted on tablet 2007 of the Liverpool collection in the

British Museum.
The nucleus is two-thirds immersed, and the axis is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls strongly

rounded, well constricted at the sutures; moderately slender, almost

vertically curved axial ribs, of wliicli 16 occur upon the first and
about 18 upon the rest of the turns. Intercostal spaces very broad,

shallow, marked by fine spiral striations. Sutures strongly con-

stricted. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.1

mm., diameter 0.7 mm.
The specimen was collected on a Chama at Mazatlan, Mexico.

TURBONILLA (PYRGISCULUS) SWANI, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 9, 9a.

Shell elongate, pupoid, semitransparent, light yellow. Nuclear

whorls at least two, forming a low helicoid spire, whose axis is almost

at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of wliich

it is about one-half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls inflated, very

strongly rounded, appressed at the summit, contracted at the periph-

ery, marked by strong, decidedly curved, lamellar, protractive axial

ribs, of which 18 occur upon all but the last whorl, the latter has 20.

Intercostal spaces twice as wide as the ribs, marked by 15 almost

equal and almost equally spaced spiral series of pits. Sutures con-

stricted. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, the

latter marked by the feeble continuations of the axial ribs, and

about 20 feeble very wavy incised spiral lines. Aperture oval;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella slender, curved, with the posterior two-thirds

reenforced by the base.

The type (Cat. no. 160485, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro,

California. It has eight post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
5 mm., diameter 1.5 mm.
Named for J. G. Swan.

Subgenus ASMUNDA Dall and Bartsch.

Asmunda Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 9.

Shell with strong axial ribs which terminate at the keeled periphery;

base with many axial riblets, a strong median spiral cord, and a

constriction between this and the peripheral keel.

Type.—Chemnitzia turrita C. B. Adams.
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TURBONILLA (ASMUNDA) TURRITA C. B. Adams.

Plate 12, figs. 14, 14a.

Chemnitzia turrita C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

pp. 393, 394.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, two and

one-half, forming an elevated helicoid spire, whose axis is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about

one-third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately well rountied,

with a very broad, flat, tabulated summit, marked by strong, lamellar,

somewhat sinuous, almost vertical axial ribs, of which 18 occur

upon the flrst, 14 upon the second to fifth, 16 upon the sixth, 18 upon

the seventh, 20 upon the eighth, and 24 upon the penultimate whorl.

Intercostal spaces about four times as wide as the ribs, deeply

impressed, smooth. Sutures very strongly marked. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a strong keel, middle of the base with a

strong tumid fasciole, the space between which and the periphery

forms a shallow, well-rounded channel. Umbilical area slightly

excavated. In addition to this sculpture, the base is crossed by

many, subequal, slender, raised axial threads, which do not corre-

spond to the axial ribs, between the sutures. Aperture irregular;

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella strong and slightly curved.

Cat. no. 230 of Professor Adams's Panama Shells, in Amherst Col-

lege, contains two specimens, the cotypes. We have selected the

better of the two for our description and figure. This has 10 post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.7 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.
In the same collection, no. 251, Rissoa, sp. indet., a fragment, belongs

here.

Subgenus CARELIOPSIS Morch.

Careliopsis MoRCB., Malak. Blatt., 1874, p. 169.

Turbonillas having the surface marked by many subequal well-

impress(^d spiral lines and numerous feeble axial riblets. Under low

magnification the sculpture appears to consist of impressed pitted

spiral lines only.

Tyj^e.— Mono'ptygma (Careliopsis) styliformis Morch.

TURBONILLA (CARELIOPSIS) STENOGYRA, new species.

Plate 12, figs. 1, la.

Shell acicular, transparent. Nuclear whorls small, two, formmg

a depressed, helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of

the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is very slightly immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, somewhat contracted imme-

diately below the sutures which causes the summits to appear some-

what exserted. The first three post-nuclear whorls show traces of
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axial ribs on the posterior half of the whorls. Of these there appear

to be about 18 upon the third turn. The whorls are marked by
spiral lines of well-impressed pits, of which 6 appear upon the first,

7 upon the second, 8 upon the third and fourth, 10 upon the fifth,

11 upon the sixth, 14 upon the seventh, and 18 upon the penultimate

turn, between the sutures. Upon the last, they are more or less

irregular. Sutures poorly marked. Periphery of the last whorl

well rounded. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by 11

spiral lines of pits. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer

lip thin, showing the external markings within; columella moderately

strong, very strongly curved, reenforced by the base.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 162699, U.S.N.M.) comes
from San Hipolito Point, Lower California. The type has nine post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.5 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

Genus ODOSTOMIA Fleming.

Odostomia Fleming, Edinburgh Encycl., vol. 7, 1817, pt. 1, p. 76.—Odontostomia

Jeffreys, Mai. and Conch. Mag., 1839, p. SS.=^Turritostomia Sacco, Moll, del

Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 41, same type.

Shell with sinistral apex, usually short, few whorled, subconic or

ovate, with a single columellar fold which varies in strength and

sometimes is not apparent at the aperture. The sculpture varies

from smooth to lamellar axial ribs and spiral keels.

Type.— Turbo plicatus Montagu.

Of the forty subgenera now recognized under Odostomia nineteen

have been found represented on the west coast of America.

KEY TO THE SUBGENERA OF ODOSTOMIA.

Early post-nuclear whorls sculptured differently from the later ones. Lysacme, p. 132.

Post-nuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout.

Varices present Salassiella, p. 133.

Varices absent.

Axial ribs present.

Axial ribs rounded.

Spiral markings absent or if present consisting of microscopic stria-

tions only Salassia, p. 134.

Spiral markings consisting of several to many raised threads.

Spiral sculpture less strong than axial, not nodulous. £fsZa, p. 135.

Spiral sculpture equal to the axial, nodulose between the su-

tures Chrysallida, p. 136.

Spiral markings consisting of incised lines.

Spiral lines on spire and base Pyrgulina, p. 169.

Spiral lines on base only Egila, p. 170.

Axial ribs lamellar.

Sphal sculpture lamellar.

Intersection of axial and spiral sculpture c-uspidate,

Ilaldra, p. 171.

Intersection of axial and spiral sculpture not cuspidate,

Ividella, p. 172.
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Post-nuclear whorls sculptured similarly throughout—Continued.

Varices absent—Continued.

Axial ribs present—Continued.

Axial ribs feeble, usually only indicated near the summit of the whorls.

Spiral sculpture consisting of several strong, broad cords, one or more

of the posterior of which are crenulated
. , Miralda, p. 176.

Spiral sculpture consisting of many subequal lirations.

Whorls tabulated at the summit Ivara, p. 179.

Whorls not tabulated at the summit Evalina, p. 180.

Axial sculpture reduced to mere lirations, frequently only present

between the spiral cords.

Shell umbilicated loUva, p. 181.

Shell not umbilicated Menestho, p. 184.

Axial sculpture represented by lines of growth only.

Spiral markings consisting of well incised lines Evalea, p. 192.

Spiral markings consisting of many fine wavy striations,

Amaura, p. 218.

Spiral sculpture consisting of a strong peripheral keel,

Scalenostoma, j). 229.

Spiral sculpture absent.

Aperture rissoid I Heida, p. 231.

Aperture not rissoid Odostomia, p. 231.

Subgenus LYSACME Dall and Bartsch.

Lysacme DALL &nd Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 14.

Early post-nuclear whorls loosely coiled, plain, later ones closely

coiled with a spiral keel at the periphery and another at the summit

of the whorl; base spirally Urate.

Tyjje.— Ohrysallida clausiliformis Carpenter.

ODOSTOMIA (LYSACME) CLAUSILIFORMIS Carpenter.

Plate 13, fig. 2.

?? Chrysallida clausiliformis Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 426.

Shell clausiliform. Nuclear whorls two, forming a depressed heli-

coid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns, in the first of which i't is scarcely at all immersed. First two

and one-half post-nuclear whorls loosely coiled, strongly rounded,

smooth, separated by very strongly impressed sutiues. Remaining

whorls moderately rounded, with a strong spiral cord at the summit

and another at the peripher}^, the two being closely appressed at the

sutures. Base prolonged, marked by low spiral cords. Aperture

irregularly oblong, decidedly effuse anteriorly; columella provided

with a strong fold at its insertion. Operculum paucispiral.

Four specimens were taken off CJiama at Mazatlan, of which the

best preservea is on tablet 1987, Liverpool collection, British Museum,

which has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.8 mm.,

diameter 0.9 mm.
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It is a curious shell, entirely different from anything else that we
have seen. Unfortunately the outer siu-face is too badly worn to

permit of a positive statement regarding its finer markings.

SALASSIELLA, new subgenus.

Shell pupiform, whorls inflated, marked by axial ribs which extend

undiminished from the summit to the umbilical area. Varices strong,

irregularly distributed.

Type.—Odostomia (Salassiella) laxa Dall and Bartsch.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS SALASSIELLA.

Summit of the whorls rounded laxa.

Summit of the whorls tabulated » richi.

ODOSTOMIA (SALASSIELLA) LAXA, new species.

Plate 13, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell pupiform, milk-white. Nuclear whorls at least two, small,

forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about two-

thirds immersed. Post-nuclear whorls inflated, contracted at the

sutures, and strongly roundedly shouldered at the summit, marked
by lamellar, flexuose axial ribs, which are only feebly expressed on

the first. On the second there are 18, on the third 20, 22 upon the

fourth, and 28 upon the penultimate turn, upon which there is a

strong varix. Intercostal spaces about one and one-half times as

wide as the ribs, well impressed. Sutures constricted. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by the continua-

tions of the axial ribs. Aperture broadly oval; posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; col-

umella slender, strongly curved, and slightly revolute, provided with

a weak fold at its insertion.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 106512, U.S.N.M.) comes

from Scammon Lagoon, Lower California. It has six post-nuclear

whorls, and measures: Length 4.3 mm., diameter 1.7 mm. Another
specimen (Cat. no. 286893, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia.

ODOSTOMIA (SALASSIELLA) RICHI, new species.

Plate 13, figs. 6, 6a.

Shell small, broadly conic, white. Nuclear whorls three, forming

a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that of

the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-third

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls strongly rounded, moderately con-

tracted at the suture, broadly tabulated at the shoulder, marked by
strong, lamellar, axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the first, 14 upon

2565—Bull. 68—09 10
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the second and third, and 18 upon the penuhimate turn. Intercos-

tal spaces somewhat wider than the ribs, strongly impressed. Periph-

ery of the last whorl marked by a broad, low keel. Base with a

strongly raised tumescence about the umbilical area, the space

between which and the peripheral keel appears slightly concave.

The axial ribs continue weakly over the base. A strong varix

appears on the last whorl, between two axial ribs, and extends from

the summit to the umbilical chink. Aperture suboval; posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella strong, straight, and decidedly revolute; parietal wall

covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 160484, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro,

California. It has five and one-half post-nuclear whorls, and meas-

ures: Length 3 mm., diameter 1.4 mm.

Subgenus SALASSIA De Folin.

Salassia De Folin, Const, d. Chemnitzidae, 1885, p. 15.

Shell pupiform, whorls not inflated, marked by axial ribs which

extend from the tabulated summit of the whorl to the umbilical area.

Varices absent.

Type.—Salassia tropidita Dall and Bartsch.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE SUBGENUS SALASSIA.

Summit of the whorls tabulated tropidita, y>. 134.

Summit of the whorls rounded scalariformis, p. 135.

ODOSTOMIA (SALASSIA) TROPIDITA, new name.

Plate 13, fig. 3.

Salassia carinata De Folin, Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 168, pi. 6, fig. 6;

not Scalenostoma carinata Deshayes, 1863, nor Odostomia carinata H. Adams,

1873.

Shell pupiform, white. Nuclear whorls one and one-half, forming

a moderately elevated helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-

third immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, some-

what contracted at the sutures, strongly tabulated on the summits,

marked by rounded, weak, axial ribs of which 8 occur upon the

first and second, 10 upon the third, 12 upon the fourth and fifth,

and 14 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces broad and

shallow. Periphery of the last whorl and base well rounded, marked

by the continuation of the ribs. Aperture broadly oval; outer lip

thin; columella slender, slightly curved.

De Folin's type comes from Isle of Pearls, Bay of Panama. It has

seven post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 2.5 mm., diame-

ter 1.2 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (SALASSIA) SCALARIFORMIS Carpenter.

Plate 13, fig. ]

.

Parthenia scalariformis Carpenter, Cat. Maz. Shells, 1856, p. 413.

Shell piipiform, white. Nuclear whorls small, almost completely

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, scarcely at all con-

tracted at the periphery, strongly roundedly shouldered at the sum-
mit, marked by slender, distant, scalariform, retractive axial ribs,

of which about 20 occur upon the first and 16 upon the remaining

turns. Intercostal spaces very broad, shallow. Sutures strongly

marked. Periphery and the somewhat prolonged base of the last

whorl well rounded, marked by the undiminished continuations of

the axial ribs, which extend to the umbilical chink. Aperture ovate;

outer lip thin; columella slender, curved, provided with a moder-
ately strong fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thick

callus.

Two specimens of this species were found on Chama at Mazatlan.

Tablet 1962 of the Liverpool collection in the British Museum con-

tains the finest of the two. This has six post-nuclear whorls, and
measures: Length 5 mm., diameter 0.93 mm.

Subgenus BESLA Dall and Bartsch.

Besla Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 10.

Small Odostomias with axial ribs and three strong spiral raised

threads, one at and two posterior to the periphery between the

sutures; base marked by raised spiral threads.

Type.— Chrysallida convexa Carpenter.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE SUBGENUS BESLA.

Whorls overhanging convexa, p. 135.

Whorls flattened- caUimorpha, p. 136.

ODOSTOMIA (BESLA) CONVEXA Carpenter.

Plate 13, fig. 4.

Chrysallida convexa Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 424.

Shell small, slender, elongate-conic. Nuclear whorls two and one-

half, forming a moderately elevated helicoid spire, whose axis is at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is

about one-fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls overhanging, strongly

contracted at the sutures, appressed at the summit, angulated at the

posterior extremity of the anterior third; between the sutures,

marked by strong, rounded, sinuous, almost vertical axial ribs, of

which 16 occur upon the second and third, 18 upon the fourth, and
22 upon the penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces a little more than
twice as wide as the ribs, crossed by three equal and equally spaced
spiral cords, which are about one-half as strong as the ribs. The first
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of these cords is at the periphery, the third at the posterior termina-

tion of the anterior third between the sutures, which it renders

strongly angulated. Sutures constricted. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by the continuation of the axial ribs,

and about eight slender spiral lirations. Aperture broadly oval;

posterior angle acute ; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella slender, slightly curved, decidedly oblique and

revolute, provided with a slender fold at its insertion; parietal wall

covered with a strong callus.

Two specimens (Cat. no. 162734, U.S.N.M.) were dredged at U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, in 26 fathoms, on broken shell bot-

tom, off Cacachitas, Gulf of California. The larger of the two speci-

mens has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.4 mm.,
diameter 0.7 mm.
The type which is on tablet 1984, Liverpool collection, British

Museum, and another specimen were collected on Spondylus at

Mazatlan.
ODOSTOMIA (BESLA) CALLIMORPHA, new name.

Plate 13, fig. 5.

Chrysallida pumila Carpenter, Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1866, p. 219; not

Odostomia pumila A. Adams, 1861.

Shell very small, pupiform, milk-white. Nuclear whorls com-

pletely immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, slightly contracted

at the sutures, moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by
strong, depressed, rounded, almost vertical axial ribs, of which 22 occur

upon all but the first whorl, which is smooth. Intercostal spaces

about as wide as the ribs, crossed by three slender, spiral lirations on

the anterior half of the whorls between the sutures. Sutures sub-

channeled. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by the continuations of the axial ribs, which extend almost

undiminished to the umbilical area and five equal slender, spiral lira-

tions on the posterior half of the base. Aperture broadly oval
;
pos-

terior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella strongly curved, slightly revolute, reenforced on its

posterior half by the base, provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 15565, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro, Cali-

fornia. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 1.5

mm., diameter 0.6 mm.

Subgenus CHRYSALLIDA Carpenter.

Chrysallida Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 416.= N'oemia De Folin,

Fonds de la Mer, 1873, p. 314. Type.

—

No'emia angusta De Folin; Noe-

miamea De Folin, Zool. Rec, 1885, p. 94 (Mollusca). Same type. Not

No'emia Pasco, 1857.

Odostomias having strong axial ribs crossed by equally strong

spiral keels between the sutures, the intersection of these two ele-
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ments formino; nodules. The axial ribs pass only faintly over the

base, while the spiral sculpture remains quite prominent.

Type.—Odostomia (Ohrysallida) forrita n. n. = CJirysallida communis

Carpenter; not Chemnitzia [= CJirysallida] communis C. B. Adams.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE SUBGENUS CHRYSALLIDA.

All spiral cords between the sutures nodulose.

Sutures strongly channeled.

Axial ribs always stronger than the spiral cords.

Basal cords 5 reigeni, p. 138.

Basal cords 6 inconspicua, p. 139.

Basal cords 7 telescopium, p. 139.

Basal cords 8 excelsa, p. 140.

Basal cords 9 acrybia, p. 141.

Basal cords 10 communis, p. 141.

Basal cords 12.

Outer lip of adult shell pinched in torrita, p. 142.

Outer lip of adult shell not pinched in.

Axial ribs of last whorl 16 licina, p. 143.

Axial ribs of last whorl 22 talama, p. 143.

Axial ribs not as strong as the spiral cords.

Spiral cords 4 between the sutiu"es on the later whorls.

Shell slender, elongate-conic.

Basal cords 8.

Diameter more than 1 mm cffusa, p. 144.

Diameter less than 1 mm paupercula, p. 144.

Basal cords 7 clathratula, p. 145.

Basal cords 6.

Adult shell 4.5 mm. long ritteri, p. 146.

Adult shell 2.3 mm. long rinella, p. 146.

Basal cords 5 eugena, p. 147.

Shell ovate or broadly conic.

Basal cords 4 trachis, p. 148.

Basal cords 5.

Shell large, adult 4.0 mm. long lucca, p. 148.

Shell small, adult 2.3 mm. long Clementina, p. 149.

Basal cords 6.

Outer lip of adult shell decidedly pinched in. oomsca, p. ]50.

Outer lip of adult shell not pinched in.

Whorls slopingly shouldered oldroydi, p. 150.

WTiorls not shouldered.

Axial ribs decidedly retractive nodosa, p. 151.

Nodules round ovata, p. 152.

Nodules oval cincta, p. 152.

Basal cords 7

.

Base of the last whorl strongly inflated loomisi, p. 153.

Base of the last whorl somewhat excavated.

Spaces between the spiral cords mere impressed lines.

vicola, p. 153.

Spaces between the spiral cords broad, deep channels.

astricta, p. 154.

Basal cords 8 cooperi, p. 155.

Basal cords 9 hipolitensis, p. 155.

Spiral cords 5 between the sutures of thelater whorls, fopazona, p. 156.

Spiral cords 6 between the suturesof thelaterwhorls.proa:ima, p. 157.
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All spiral cords between the sutures nodulose—Continued.

Sutures not channeled.

Axial ribs always stronger than the spiral cords tyleri, p. 157.

Axial ribs not as strong as the spiral cords.

Spiral cords 4 between the sutures.

Adult shell more than 5 mm. long scammonensis, p. 158.

Adult shell 3 or less mm. long.

Basal cords 4 pulchra, p. 158.

Basal cords 6.

Spaces between the spiral cords deep, broad channels.

montereyensis, p. 159.

Spaces between the spiral cords mere impressed lines.

pulcia, p. 160.

Basal cords 10 or more virginalis, p. 160.

Spiral cords 5 between the sutures defoJinia, p. 161.

Spiral cords more than 5 between the sutures.

Basal cords 6 oregonensis, p. 1G2.

Basal cords 10 or more virginalis, p. 160.

All spiral cords between the sutures not nodulose.

Anterior spiral cord between the sutures smooth and wholly exposed, the rest

nodulose.

Nodulous spiral cords 4 between the sutures.

Shell large, adult more than 4.5 mm. long benthina, p. 163.

Shell small, adult less than 3 mm. long promeces, p. 164.

Nodulose spiral cords 3 between the sutvu-es.

Shell large, adult 5 mm. long pulcherrima, p. 164.

Shell small, adult less than 3 mm. long.

Basal cords 5 vincta, p. 165.

Basal cords 6 fasciata, p. 165.

Anterior half of the whorls between the sutures usually not nodulous, the rest

strongly so virginalis, p. 160.

Early whorls and frequently only the posterior part of these nodulose.

Shell long, adult more than 4 mm. long helga, p. 166.

Shell small, adult less than 3 mm. long.

Base decidedly attenuated anteriorly sanctorum, p. 167.

Base not strongly attenuated.

Spiral cords 6 between the sutures sapia, p. 167.

Spiral cords less than 6 between the sutures.

Spiral cords very strong rotundata, p. 168.

Spiral cords almost obsolete deceptrix, p. 169.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) REIGENI Carpenter.

Plate 13, hg. 7.

Chrysallida reigeni Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 422.

Shell elongate-ovate. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply immersed in

the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls flattened,

strongly contracted at the sutures and well shouldered at the sum-

mit, marked by strong axial ribs of which 18 occur upon the first

and 20 upon the second and penultimate turn. In addition to the

axial ribs, the intercostal spaces, which equal the ribs in width, are

marked by four slender spiral cords between the sutures, which pass
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up on the sides of the ribs but do not cross their summits. The
spaces between the ribs and cords are well impressed, round pits.

Sutures channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a groove.

Base well rounded, marked by five subequal and equally spaced

spiral cords, the spaces between which are crossed by slender axial

threads. Aperture pyriform, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thm,

showing the external sculpture within; columella slender, provided

with an oblique fold at the insertion; parietal wall covered with a

thin callus.

Tablet 1979, Liverpool collection, British Museum, contains the

type which w^as taken off Spondylus at Mazatlan, Mexico. It has

four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 1.4 mm., diameter

0.7 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) INCONSPICUA C. B. Adams.

Plate 14, fig. 3.

Cingula inconspicua C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

p. 405. . -

Shell ovoid, milk-white. Nuclear whorls deeply, obliquely im-

mersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the tilted

edge of the last volution projects, which is smooth. Post-nuclear

whorls very slightly rounded, ornamented by strong axial ribs, of

which 18 occur upon the second and third and 20 upon the penulti-

mate turn. In addition to the axial ribs the whorls are marked by
four equal and equally spaced slender spiral cords, which are a little

less strong than the ribs, and render the junction with these nodu-

lous. Sutures channeled; periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, the latter marked by six equal spiral cords, which are about

as wide as the spaces that separate them. The impressed grooves

are crossed by numerous slender axial tlireads. Aperture ovate;

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, pinched in in the middle;

columella slender, moderately curved, slightly reflected, partly reen-

forced by the base. Parietal wall covered with a strong callus,

which renders the peritreme complete.

The type is at Amherst College, and was collected by Prof. C. B.

Adams at Panama Bay. It has five post-nuclear whorls and meas-

ures: Length 1.5 mm., diameter 0.6 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) TELESCOPIUM Carpenter.

Plate 13, fig. 9.

Chrysallida ielescopium Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 421, 422.

Shell very elongate-conic, white. Nuclear whorls two, forming a

moderately elevated helicoid spire which is about one-half obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeedmg turns. Post-nuclear whorls

almost flattened, strongly contracted at the suture and strongly
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shouldered at the summit, marked by strong, vertical, axial ribs, of

which 18 occur upon the first, 22 upon the second, 20 upon the thhd,

22 upon the fourth and penultimate turn. In addition to the axial

ribs the whorls are marked by four slender, spiral cords which do not

render the ribs tuberculate. The spaces between the cords and the

ribs are deep round pits. Sutures channeled. Periphery of the

last whorl marked by a groove. Base somewhat attenuated anteri-

orly, well rounded posteriorly, marked by seven spiral cords which

become somewhat diminished in size from the periphery to the

umbilical region. Grooves separating the cords marked by numer-

ous slender axial threads. Aperture irregularly pyriform, effuse

anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip tliin, showing the exter-

nal sculpture within; columella moderately stout, reflected, reen-

forced by the base, provided with a fold at its insertion; parietal

wall covered with a thin callus.

Ten specimens (mostly young) off Chama and Spondylus, Liver-

pool collection, British Museum, were taken at Mazatlan, Mexico.

Tablet 1978 contains three specimens, the largest of which has six

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.1 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) EXCELSA, new species.

Plate 14, fig. 11.

Shell broadly conic, white. Nuclear whorls smooth, almost com-
pletely obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which the tilted edge of the last whorl only projects. Post-nuclear

whorls flattened, strongly contracted at the sutures and somewhat
shouldered at the summit, marked by strong protractive axial ribs,

of which 16 occur upon the second, 18 upon the third, and 20 upon
the remaining turns. In addition to the axial ribs the whorls are

marked by four slender spiral cords between the sutures, which

render the ribs tuberculate at their junction, the spaces inclosed

by the ribs and spiral cords are deep, quadrangular pits, the long

axis of which coincides with the spiral cords. Periphery of the last

whorl marked by a strong sulcus which is crossed by the continuation

of the axial ribs. Base of the last whorl attenuated, well rounded,

marked by eight subequal and subequally spaced low spiral cords,

the grooves between which are crossed by many slender axial threads.

The summit of the last whorl falls below the first basal keel and

leaves this in the suture. On the last half of the last turn, an addi-

tional slender spiral thread divides the space between the first and

second and second and third strong spiral cords. Aperture pyriform,

somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip (frac-

tured), thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella strong,

curved, decidedly reflected over the reenforcing base, provided with

a strong fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a strong

callus which renders the peritreme complete.
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The type (Cat. no. 206894, U.S.N.M.) comes from the Bay of

Panama. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

3.3 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) ACRYBIA, new species.

Plate 14, fig. 6.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls very slightly rounded, somewhat contracted at

the sutures, feebly shouldered at the summits, marked by strong,

almost vertical axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the second, 16 upon
the third, 18 upon the fourth, 20 upon the fifth, and 22 upon the

penultimate turn. Intercostal spaces a little wider than the ribs,

crossed by four slender spiral cords, the junction of which with the

ribs renders them feebly nodulous. Sutures strongly impressed but

not channeled. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded,

the latter marked by nine slender spiral cords, the spaces between

which are crossed by fine axial threads. Aperture oval, slightly

effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella twisted, decidedly reflected ante-

riorly, provided with a strong fold at its insertion; parietal wall

covered with a thick callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206895, U.S.N.M.) comes from Point Abreojos,

Lower California. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 3.2 mm., diameter 1 .2 mm. Another specimen from the same
locality is in Mr. Hemphill's collection.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) COMMUNIS C. B. Adams.

Plate 14, figs. 10, 10a.

Chemnitzia communis C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

p. 390.

Shell conic, vitreous to milk-white. Nuclear whorls at least two,

forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to

that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-half

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls flattened, strongly contracted at the

suture and decidedly shouldered at the summit, marked by strong

vertical axial ribs of which there are 16 upon the first and second,

18 upon the third to fifth, and 20 upon the penultimate turn. In

addition to the ribs the whorls are marked by four spiral cords about

one-half as strong as the ribs, between the sutures; the first of these

is at the angle of the shoulder. The junction of the spiral cords

and ribs nodulous; the spaces inclosed between them rectangular

pits. Sutures channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a

spiral cord at whose posterior margin the axial ribs terminate. Base
produced, moderately rounded, marked by ten spiral cords, which,

like the grooves separating them, decrease regularly in size from the
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periphery to the umbiHcal area. The grooves on the base are crossed

by numerous slender axial threads. Aperture pyriform, somewhat
effuse anteriorly; channeled at the posterior angle, which is obtuse;

outer lip thin, decidedly arched in the middle, flattened on the side,

showing the external sculpture within ; columella stout, reflected very

much anteriorly; provided with a strong fold at its insertion; parietal

wall covered with a thick callus.

Professor Adams collected 90 specimens in the Bay of Panama,
which he listed under this species; 2S of these are in the Amherst
collection which belong to three species. We have taken the finest

for our description and figure of Odostomia (Chrysallida) communis,

of which there are 15 specimens. The specimen described and figured

has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diam-

eter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) TORRITA, new species.

Plate 14, fig. 2.

Chrysallida communis (C. B. Adams) Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856,

pp. 419, 420; not Chemnitzia communis C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist,

of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852, p. S90=Odostomia (Chrysallida) communis [C. B.

Adams].

Shell small, very elongate-ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls smooth,

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which the tilted edge of the last volution only projects. Post-nuclear

whorls slightly rounded, moderately contracted at the periphery and

well shouldered at the summit, marked by strong axial ribs, of

which about 20 occur upon all the whorls. Intercostal spaces about

as wide as the ribs, marked between the sutures by four slender

spiral cords which pass up on the sides of the ribs but do not cross

their summits. On the last whorl the first basal keel falls between

the sutures; here, too, the ribs are rendered slightly tuberculate by
the spiral cords. Sutures strongly marked but not channeled.

Periphery of the last whorl marked by a groove. Base somewhat

produced, marked by twelve slender, spiral cords which are a little

wider than the spaces that separate them and become successively

narrower and more closely spaced from the periphery to the umbilical

area. The spaces between the cords are marked by numerous

slender, axial threads. Aperture pyriform, slightly effuse anteriorly;

posterior angle acute; outer lip pinched in posteriorly; thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella stout, strongly reflected

anteriorly, reenforced by the base, provided with a weak fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered with a strong callus.

The type and four specimens are part of the 500 specimens of this

species found on Chama and Spondylus at Mazatlan, Mexico.

The type has five and one-half post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) LICINA, new species.

Plate 14, fig. 9.

Shell pupiform, vitreous. Nuclear whorls large, obliquely immersed

in the first of the succeeding turns, above which the tilted edge of

the last volution only projects. Post-nuclear whorls flattened,

slightly excurved at the shouldered summit, strongly contracted at

the sutures, marked by very strong, vertical axial ribs, of which 16

occur upon all the whorls. In addition to these ribs, the whorls

are marked between the sutures by four moderately strong spiral

cords, which render the junction with the ribs obscurely nodulous.

The spaces inclosed between the ribs and cords are well impressed

squarish pits. Sutures strongly impressed. Periphery and base of

the last whorl well rounded, marked by the feeble continuations of

the axial ribs and twelve slender spiral cords which grow successively

weaker from the periphery to the umbilical area. Aperture elon-

gate, oval; posterior angle obtuse, outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella slender, decidedly curved,

slightly reflected, reenforced by the base, provided with a weak
fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 106500, U.S.N.M.) were

collected at Manuel Lagoon, Lower California. The tj^pe has six

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) TALAMA, new species.

Plate 18, fig. 6.

Shell conic, vitreous. Nuclear whorls small, smooth, obliquely

deepl}" immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls flattened, strongly contracted at the periphery and moder-

ately shouldered at the summit, marked by moderately strong,

almost vertical, axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the second and

third, 18 upon the fourth, 20 upon the fifth, and 22 upon the penulti-

mate turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are marked by
four slender spiral cords between the sutures, the junction of which,

with the axial ribs, renders them feebly nodulous. The spaces inclosed

by the ribs and cords are well impressed squarish pits. Sutures

strongly channeled. Periphery marked by a slender spiral cord, on

the posterior edge of which the axial ribs terminate. Base of the

last whorl well rounded, slightly attenuated anteriorly, marked by
twelve spiral cords which grow successively weaker from the periph-

ery to the umbilical area. Aperture oval, posterior angle acute,

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within, rendered

sinuous by the spiral cords; columella slender, slightly reflected and

reenforced by the base; provided with a slender fold at its insertion.
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The type and three specmiens (Cat. no. 106518, U.S.N.M.) come
from Scammon Lagoon, Lower California. Tiie type has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.4 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) EFFUSA Carpenter.

Plate 14, figs. 5, 5a.

Chrysallida effusa Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 422.

Shell elongate-conic, vitreous. Nuclear whorls small, smooth,

almost completely obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns, above which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects.

Post-nuclear whorls flattened, strongly contracted at the sutures and

moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by strong, tuberculate

retractive axial ribs, of which IS occur upon the first and second and

20 upon the remaining turns. In addition to these axial ribs the

whorls are marked by four slender, spiral cords between the sutures,

which pass over the axial ribs and render them tuberculate at their

junction. The spaces inclosed l)y the ribs and cords are rectangular

pits, which have their long axis parallel with the spiral cords. Sutures

channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a spiral groove.

Base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by eight spiral cords

which grow successively weaker and closer spaced from the periph-

ery to the umbilical area. The w4de grooves between the spiral

cords are marked by slender, raised, axial threads, which correspond

to the ribs on the spire. Aperture ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly;

posterior angle obtuse, outer lip thin, showing the external mark-

ings within; columella stout, strongly reflected, provided with a

slender fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by a strong callus.

The type, which is on tablet 1980, Liverpool collection, British

Museum, came off CJiama at Mazatlan, Mexico. The specimen

described and figured (no. 16194, U.S.N.M.) w^as collected by

J. Xantus, at Cape St. Lucas, Lower California. It has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PAUPERCULA C. B. Adams.

Plate 14, fig. 4.

Cingula {?) paupercula C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

pp. 405, 406.

Shell very elongate, conic, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls two,

smooth, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right

angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about

half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, slightly

shouldered at the summit, somewhat contracted at the sutures,

marked by four strong spiral cords and axial ribs, which are a little

less strong than the cords; 18 of the ribs occur upon the fu'st, 16

upon the second to fifth, 20 upon the sixth, and 34 upon the penulti-
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mate turn. The junctions of the ribs and spiral cords form moder-

ately strong tubercles, while the spaces inclosed between them appear

as almost circular, well-impressed pits. Periphery of the last w^horl

marked by a spiral keel a little less strong than those between the

sutures. Base well rounded, somewhat attenuated anteriorly;

marked by five almost equal and equally spaced spiral cords and

two very slender lirations, the latter near the columella. The deep

grooves between the spiral cords are marked by numerous slender

axial lirations. Sutures subchanneled. Aperture irregular, some-

what channeled anteriorly. Posterior angle obtuse, outer lip thin,

rendered sinuous by the spiral cords. Columella slender, sigmoid,

reenforced by the base, provided with a strong, deep-seated fold at

its insertion. Parietal wall covered with a famt callus.

Prof. C. B. Adams's type is at Amherst College, and was collected

in the Bay of Panama. It has eight post-nuclear whorls and meas-

ures: Length 3.3 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) CLATHRATULA C. B. Adams.

Plate 14, figs. 7, 7a.

Chemnitzia clathmtula C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

pp. 389, 390.

Shell elongate-conic, slender, vitreous. Nuclear whorls two and

one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is almost at

right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is

about one-half immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very slightly rounded,

strongly constricted at the sutures and prominently shouldered at

the summit, marked by well rounded, tuberculate, axial ribs, of

which 14 occur upon the first and second, 16 upon the third, 18 upon
the fourth and fifth, and 24 upon the penultimate turn. In addition

to the axial ribs, the whorls are marked between the sutures b}^ four

spiral cords which equal the ribs in strength, and render them tubercu-

late at their j unction. Sutures broadly and deeply channeled. Periph-

ery and the somewhat prolonged base of the last whorl well rounded,

the latter marked by seven narrow, almost equal, and equally spaced

spiral keels, the broad space between which and the peripheral sulcus

are marked by many slender axial riblets. Aperture oval ; outer lip

(fractured anteriorly) thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella stout, slightly curved, strongly reflected over the reenforcing

base, provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

Professor Adams states that ten specimens in various stages of

growth were collected in the sand of the Bay of Panama; two of

these are in the collection at Amherst College.

We have figured the better of the two individuals which has seven

post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) RITTERl, new species.

Plate 14, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell elongate-coric, niilk-white. Nuclear whorls at least two,

smooth, deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns, above which only a portion of the last two turns project.

Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded, strongl}' constricted at the

sutures, slopingly shouldered at the summit, ornamented by strong,

retractive axial ribs of which 14 occur upon the first, 16 upon the

second to fourth, 18 upon the fifth, and 20 upon the penultimate

turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are marked by spiral

cords between the sutures, which are a little more than half as strong

as the ribs and of which three occur upon the first three whorls and
four upon the succeeding turns; the second one below the summit
marking the angle of the long sloping shoulder. Junction of ribs and
cords strongly nodulous; the spaces inclosed between them are deep

squarish pits. Sutures strongly channeled. Peripheiy of the last

whorl marked by a broad groove that is crossed by the continuations

of the axial ribs which terminate at the posterior margin of the first

basal keel. Base of the last whorl well rounded, marked hj six

spiral cords which are of unequal strength, separated by grooves of

chfferent widths, which are crossed by fine axial threads. Aperture

oval, effuse anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip rendered

sinuous by the cords, thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender, strongly reflected, provided with a fold at its

insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206896, U.S.X.M.) was dredged at station 30,

University of California, off Catalina Island. It has seven post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4. .5 mm., diameter 1.6 mm.
Four topotypes are in the collection of the University of California,

which has the follo\ving additional specimens: Four from station 47,

off San Diego; three from station 59; and two from station 83, also

from off San Diego. Cat. no. 206897, U.S.N.M., one dredged in

50 fathoms, off Catalina Island.

Named for Prof. W. E. Ritter.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) RINELLA, new specios.

Plate 15, figs. 6, 6a.

Shell elongate-ovate, cream-colored. Nuclear whorls at least

two, smooth, forming a depressed helicoid spire, which is obliquely

three-fifths immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclearwhorls moderately rounded, strongly contracted at thesutures,

somewhat shouldered at the summits, marked by strong, tubercu-

lated axial ribs and four spiral cords almost as strong as the ribs

between the sutures which renders their junction with the ribs
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tuberciilate. Of the ribs which are shghtly protractive, 17 appear

upon the first to third and 19 upon the penultimate whorl. Sutures

strongly channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a sulcus

which is crossed by the continuation of the axial ribs. Base moder-

ately long, well rounded, marked by six slender spiral threads, the

axial sculpture being reduced to mere lines of growth. Aperture

oral: posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin: columella oblique,

almost straight, decidedly revolute, marked with a strong fold at

its insertion.

The tj'pe (Cat. no. 162f81, U.S.X.M.) comes from the Bay of

Panama. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.3 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLrOA) EUGENA, new species.

Plate 14, figs. 1, la.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls at least two,

small, smooth, obliquely half immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately contracted

at the suture, well shouldered at the summit, marked by strong,

very retractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first, 16 upon

the second, 18 upon the third to fiith, and 22 upon the penultimate

whorl. In addition to these ribs the whorls are marked by four

strong spiral cords between the sutures which render their junction

with the ribs tuberculate. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and cords

form oval pits, the long axis of which coincides vrith the spiral sculp-

ture. Sutures channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a

moderately broad groove, which is crossed by the continuation of the

axial ribs which terminate at the posterior edge of the first basal keel.

Base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by six spiral keels which

grow successively weaker from the periphery to the umbilical region.

The broad spaces between these keels are crossed by slender, raised

axial threads. Aperture oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer Hp
tlmi, showing the external sculpture within; columella stout, curved,

strongly reflected and reenforced by the base, provided with a strong

fold at its insertion.

The type and three specimens (Cat. no. 127545, U.S.X.M.) comes

from San Hipolito Point, Lower California. The type has seven and

one-half post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.3 mm., diame-

ter 1.5 mm. Cat. no. 168566, L'.S.X.M., one specimen from San
Pedro. Two specimens were identified from the same region for

Mr. Berry. Cat. no. 168567, L'.S.X'.M, one specimen from San
Diego. Another from the foot of Ash street, San Diego, was identi-

fied for Mrs. Oldroyd.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) TRACHIS, new species.

Plate 15, figa. 4, 4a.

Shell small, elongate-conic. Nuclear whorls small, smooth, strongly

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately rounded, strongly contracted at the sutures, slopingly

shouldered at the summit, marked by strong, rounded, decidedly

retractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the second, 18 upon the

third, and 20 upon the penultimate turp. In addition to the axial

ribs the whorls are crossed between the sutures by four spiral cords,

which are as strong as the ribs and render them nodulous at their

junction. The second of these cords below the summit marks the

angle of the shoulder. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and cords are

deep, squarish pits. Sutures subchanneled. Periphery of the last

whorl marked by a groove, crossed by the spiral ribs, which terminate

at the extremity of the first basal cord. Base well rounded, marked
by four subequal, distantly spaced, narrow, spiral cords, the broad

spaces between wliich are crossed by numerous axial threads. Aper-

ture oval; posterior angle obtuse ; outer Up thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella slender, reflected, reenforced by the base,

provided with a fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered Avith a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 168619, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro, Cah-

fornia. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.5

mm., diameter 1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) LUCCA, new species.

Plate 15, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell broadly conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls large, obUquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich the tilted

edge of the last volution only projects, which shows five strong spiral

threads. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, strongly contracted at

the sutures, appressed at the summits with a sloping shoulder that

extends from the summit to the second spiral keel, marked by narrow

decidedly elevated, retractive axial ribs, of wliich 16 occur upon the

first and second, 18 upon the third, and 22 upon the penultimate turn.

In addition to the ribs, the whorls are marked between the sutures by
four spiral keels, which equal the ribs in strength and render them
decidedly nodulous at their junction. The spaces inclosed by the

ribs and cords are well impressed rectangular pits whose axis coin-

cides with the spiral sculpture. Sutures subchanneled, showing a

portion of the first basal keel in the last two volutions. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a broad channel, crossed by the axial ribs
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which terminate at the posterior edge of the first basal keel. Base

of the last whorl well rounded, marked by five subequal and subequally

spaced spiral lirations, separated by broad spaces which are marked
by numerous prominent axial threads. Aperture broadly oval; pos-

terior angle obtuse; outer lip tliin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella moderately strong, curved, reenforced by the base,

provided with a weak fold at its insertion
;
parietal wall covered mth

a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206898, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego. It

has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4 mm., diameter

1.4 mm. The University of California has one specimen from station

30, off Santa Catalina Island, and four from station 47, off San Diego.

Tins species is closely alHed to Odostomia (Ohrysallida) oldroydi. It

chffers in having a comparatively larger nucleus wliich is more promi-

nently sculptured, in being more attenuated and having more slender

ribs and spiral cords and in having the axial sculpture on the base

much stronger. It is likewdse much smaller.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) CLEMENTINA, new species.

Plate 15, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell elongate-conic, vitreous. Nuclear whorls obhquely immersed
in the first post-nuclear turn, above wliich only the tilted edge of the

last volution projects, which is marked b}^ five slender spiral threads.

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately contracted at the

sutures, strongly slopingly shouldered at the summit, marked by
strong, somewhat retractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the

first and second, 18 upon the tliird and the penultimate turn. In

addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are marked by four spiral cords

between the sutures, of wliich the second one anterior to the summit
marks the angle of the shoulder. On the last two whorls the first

basal is apparent in the strongly contracted sutures. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a spiral groove. Base well rounded, some-

what attenuated anteriorly, marked by five distant spiral cords wliich

grow successively weaker from the periphery to the umbilical region.

The broad spaces that separate these cords are marked by numerous
fine, raised, axial threads. Aperture broadly oval; posterior angle

obtuse ; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within, rendered

sinuous by the spiral cords; columella moderately strong, shghtly

reflected, reenforced by the base, pro\aded with a slender fold at its

insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162043, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Clemente
Island, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2.3 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
2565—Pull. 08—09 11
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) OONISCA, new name.

Plate 15, fig. 3.

ChrysalUda ovulum Carpenter, Cat. Maz. Shells, 1856, pp. 423, 424; not Pasithea

(=Odostomia) ovulum Lea, 1845.

Shell ovate, white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely immersed in

the first post-nuclear whorl above which only the tilted edo;e of the

last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded,

strongly contracted at the sutures, moderately shouldered at the

summit, marked by the moderately strong, tuberculate, slightly

retractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the second and 18 upon

the third and penultimate turn. In addition to the axial ribs the

whorls are marked by four spiral cords between the sutures which

are a little less strong than the axial ribs and render them nodulous

at their junction. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and spiral cords

are deep round pits. Sutures channeled. Periphery of the last

whorl marked by a groove. Base well rounded, marked by six

strong, spiral cords which decrease successively in size and spacing

from the periphery to the umbilicus. Grooves between the spiral

cords marked b}" slender threads corresponding to the axial ribs.

Aperture irregularly pyriform, posterior angle acute; outer lip

pinched in posteriorly, thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender, slightly reflected, provided with a fold at its inser-

tion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

Tablet 1982, Liverpool collection, British Museum, contains nine

specimens taken from Spondylus and Cliama at Mazatlan, Mexico.

A specimen of four whorls measures: Length 1.4 mm., diameter

0.7 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) OLDROYDI, new species.

Plate 15, figs. 1, la.

Shell elongate-ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls small, obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which projects

the tilted edge which is marked with five raised spiral lirations. Post-

nuclear whorls somewhat inflated, well rounded, moderately con-

tracted at the sutures, strongly slopingly shouldered at the summit,

ornamented with somewhat retractive axial ribs, of wliich 14 occur

upon the first, 16 upon the second, 18 upon the third, and 20 upon

the penultimate turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are

marked by four spiral cords between the sutures which are as strong

as the ribs and render them strongly nodulous at their junction.

The second of these ribs below the summit marks the angle of the

shoulder. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and cords are strongly

impressed oblong pits, the long axis of which coincides with the spiral

sculpture. Sutures strongly constricted. Periphery of the last whorl
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marked by a spiral groove, crossed b}^ the continuations of the axial

ribs, which terminate at the posterior edge of the first basal keel.

Base well rounded posteriorly, somewhat attenuated anteriorly,

marked by six almost equal spiral keels, which are less developed

about the umbilical area. The deep grooves between these keels are

crossed by numerous very slender, raised axial threads. Aperture

oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, shovudng the external

sculpture within; rendered decidedly sinuous by the spiral cords;

columella moderately strong, decidedly reflected anteriorly, provided

with a fold at its insertion.

The t3^pe (Cat. no. 162765, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.5

mm., diameter 1.7 mm. Cat. no. 162766, U.S.N.M., one specimen

from Whites Point, San Pedro. Cat. no. 168569, U.S.N.M., one

specimen from U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2932, in 20 fathoms,

temperature 58°, off Los Coronados Islands.

Named for Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) NODOSA Carpenter.

Plate 15, figs. 9, 9a.

Chrysallida nodosa Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 417, 418.

Shell very elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls small, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding tiu"ns. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately rounded, considerably contracted at the sutures

and moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by strongly nodu-
lous, decidedly retractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur upon the first,

16 upon the second to fourth, and 22 upon the penultimate turn. In

addition to the axial ribs the w^horls are marked between the sutures

by foiu" spiral keels which are a little less strong than the ribs and
render them nodulous at their junction. The spaces inclosed between
the ribs and spiral cords are oblong oval pits on all the whorls but the

last on which they are round. Sutures subchanneled. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a strong broad groove, is curved b}^ the

axial ribs which extend to the posterior border of the first basal cord.

Base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by six strong rounded,

spiral cords which are a little weaker at the umbilical area than at

the periphery. Spaces separating the spiral cords of the base about
as ^\^de as the cords, covered by numerous slender axial threads.

Aperture oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture ^\'ithin; columella slender, curved, provided \dih.

a strong fold at its insertion
;
parietal wall covered wath a thin callus.

Five specimens of this species were taken off Spondylus at Mazatlan,

Mexico. Tablet 1969, Liverpool collection, British ]\[useum, contains

two specimens ; one of these has six post-nuclear whorls and measures

:

Length 4.1 mm., diameter 1.8 nmi.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) OVATA Carpenter.

Plate 15, figs. 7, la.

Chrysallida ovata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 417.

Shell ovate, wliite. Nuclear whorls obliquely immersed in the first

of the succeeding turns above which only the tilted edge of the last

volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, well con-

tracted at the sutures, and moderately shouldered at the summit,

marked by nodulose slighth^ retractive axial ribs of which 20 occur

upon the first to second, 18 upon the third, and 22 upon the penulti-

mate turn. In addition to the ribs the whorls are marked between

the sutures b}^ four spiral cords considerably less strong than the ribs,

which render them nodulous at their junction. The spaces inclosed

by the ribs and spiral cords are deep round pits. Sutures well marked

but not channeled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a narrow

spiral groove. Base well rounded, marked by six strong broad

rounded almost equal and equally spaced spiral cords, the grooved

spaces between which are marked by numerous fine axial threads.

Aperture oval, slightly effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer

lip rendered slightly sinuous by the spiral cords; columella slender

and curved, provided wdth a fold, deep within, at its insertion; parie-

tal wall covered by a thin callus.

Three specimens of this species taken from Spondylus at Mazatlan,

Mexico, are on tablet 1968, Liverpool collection, British Museum.

One of these has five whorls and measures: Length 3.9 mm., diameter

2.1 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) CINCTA Carpenter.

Plate 15, figs. 2, 2a.

Chrysallida cincta Carpenter, Rep't Brit. Assn. Adv. Sci., 1864, p. 659.

Shell elongate-ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which onh^ the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, marked by vertical axial ribs which are strongest near the

summit, becoming much enfeebled as they pass to the suture. Of

these ribs 18 occur upon the second and third and 20 upon the fourth

whorl. In addition to the ribs the whorls are marked by four broad,

strong, spiral keels which form nodules at their junction with the ribs.

On the last whorl the axial sculpture is obsolete on the anterior half

between the sutures. Sutures subchanneled. Periphery of the last

whorl marked by a strong keel. Base well rounded posteriorly, effuse

anteriorly, marked by six low, spiral cords, the two nearest the um-

bilical area being very faint. Aperture oval, decidedly effuse ante-

riorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip rendered sinuous by the spiral

cords, thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella slender,

very long, almost straight, reflected, reenforced by the base, provided

with a weak fold at its insertion.
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The type (Cat. no. 15730, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Cooper at

Santa Barbara, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and meas-

ures: Length 3 mm., diameter 1.5 mm. Cat.no. 162768, U.S.N.M.,

contains another specimen from San Pedro. Cat. no. 162769,

U.S.N.M., one specimen from Pacific Beach, California.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) LOOMISI, new species.

Plate 16, fig. 3.

Shell Yerj small, pupiform, vitreous. Nuclear whorls smooth,

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which only a portion of the tilted edge of the last volution projects.

Early post-nuclear whorls well rounded, later ones flattened, some-

what excurved at the shouldered and beaded summit, and slightly

contracted at the sutures, marked by strong rounded, tuberculated

axial ribs, which are decidedly protractive on all but the last whorl;

on this they are only moderately protracted. Of the axial ribs, 14

appear upon the first, 16 upon the second, 20 upon the third, and

24 upon the penultimate turn. In addition to the ribs the whorls

are marked between the sutures by four spiral cords, which almost

equal the ribs in strength, forming tubercles at their junctions with

the axial ribs. On the last whorl and one-half the summit drops

below the peripheral keel and leaves this in the suture; the axial

ribs, however, terminate at the posterior edge of it, and thus leave

it without tubercles. The spaces inclosed by the ribs and cords

appear as deep oval pits having their long axis parallel to the cords.

Sutures well marked but not channeled. Base of the last whorl

long, well rounded, marked by seven spiral cords, the four anterior

to the periphery being equal and equally spaced, the other three

growing successively smaller; channels between the cords very reg-

ular, marked by many slender axial riblets. Aperture oval, some-

what effuse anteriorly
;
posterior angle obtuse ; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella slender, curved, and reflected,

not reenforced by the base.

The type and five specimens were with Prof. C. B. Adams's type of

Chemnitzia communis at Amherst College. They come from the

Bay of Panama. The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures

:

Length 2 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.
Named for Prof. F. B. Loomis.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) VICOLA, new species.

Plate 16, fig. 11.

Shell ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls large, deeplyimmersed in the

first of the succeeding turns, above which the tilted edge of the last

volution only projects, which is marked by five slender spiral threads.

Post-nuclear whorls rounded on all but the first whorl, marked by

very broad, strong, retractive axial ribs, of which 16 occur upon the
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second and third and 20 upon the penultimate turn. In addition to

the axial ribs the whorls are marked by four very broad, low spiral

cords, which are separated by mere incised lines between the sutures,

which render their junction vrith the axial ribs very strongly nodu-

lous. Sutures constricted, showing a portion of the peripheral cord.

Periphery of the last whorl marked by a strong, well rounded spiral

cord. Base of the last whorl decidedly attenuated, marked by

seven subequal spiral cords, the spaces between which are marked

by numerous slender, axial threads. Aperture elongate-ovate,

decidedly effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin,

showing the external sculpture within, rendered sinuous by the

spiral cords; columella long, moderately strong, somewhat sinuous,

reflected, reenforced by the base, and provided with a fold at its

insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206899, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro Bay,

California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.5 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) ASTRICTA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 16, fig. 2.

Odostomia (Chrysallida) astricta, Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 515, pi. 46, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-conic, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls decollated.

Post-nuclear whorls very slightly rounded, separated by deeply chan-

neled sutures. In this species the axial ribs exceed the four spiral

keels in strength, their junction forming elongated tubercles the long

axis of which coincides with the spiral keels. The axial ribs, of

which there are 16 upon all of the turns, slant decidedly backward

near the aperture. They are rather distantly spaced and the spaces

inclosed between them and the spiral keels are deep oblong pits,

the long axis of which coincides with the spiral sculpture. Periphery

of the last whorl marked by a deep, wide channel across which the

ribs extend feebly to the first subperipheral keel. Base rather long

and well rounded, marked by seven rather narrow, slender spiral keels

which successively decrease in strength from the periphery to the

umbilical area, the anterior ones being only faintly indicated; the

spaces which separate the keels are about twice as wide as the keels

and are crossed by many very slender raised axial threads. Aper-

ture oval, outer lip rather thick, columella twisted, reenforced by the

attenuated base and provided with a moderately strong fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered by a strong callus.

The type (Cat. no. 196280, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mr. F. L.

Button at Monterey, Cahfornia; it has the six last whorls remaining,

having lost the nucleus and probably the first post-nuclear turn, and

measures: Length 2.9 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA rCHRYSALLIDA) COOPERI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 16, fig. 4.

Odostomia (Chrysallida) cooperi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, pp. 514, 515, pi. 46, fig. 7.

Shell broadly conic, white. Nuclear whorls smooth, largely

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns above which
only about half of the last turn projects. Post-nuclear whorl mod-
erately rounded, slopingly shouldered at the summit, the shoulder

bearing the first of the four stronger tuberculate spiral ridges. The
connections which join the tubercles in the spiral series are a little

more strongly developed than those which link them vertically, the

spaces inclosed between them being deep squarish pits. The tuber-

cles are very prominent and rounded; there are about 16 upon the

second, 20 upon the third, and 26 upon the penultimate turn. The
axial series slants retractively from the posterior suture. Sutures

deep and broad, considerably wider than the spaces between the keels.

Periphery of the last whorl deeply channeled, the channel marked by
a weak extension of the axial bars which terminate at the first supra-

peripheral keel. Base prolonged, well-rounded, marked by seven

strong moderately raised spiral keels which, like the channels that

separate them, diminish regularly in width from the periphery to the

umbilical area; the last, the eighth, immediately behind the colu-

mella, being less distinct and considerably broader than the rest. The
channels between the keels are about equal to the keels in width and
are crossed by numerous very slender raised threads, which extend up
on the sides of the keels but do not cross them. About five of these

threads fall in the space between two tubercles on the spire, in the

first supra-peripheral groove. Aperture oval, large, effuse anteriorly,

posterior angle obtuse, outer lip rather thick, not showing the exter-

nal sculpture within; columella somewhat twisted, revolute ante-

riorly, reenforced by the attenuated base, and provided with a weak
fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by a callus which joins the

columella with the posterior angle of the aperture and renders the

peristome almost complete.

The type (Cat. no. 162771, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Doctor Dall

at Monterey, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and meas-
ures: Length 3.1 mm., diameter, 1.4 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) HIPOLITENSIS, new species.

Plate 16, fig. 8.

Shell very elongate-ovate, bluish-wliite. Nuclear whorls deeply
obhquely impressed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, marked by four strong spiral cords

between the sutures, which are separated by narrow, deeply incised
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channels. In addition to these spiral cords the whorls are marked by
weak axial ribs which extend only feebly to tlie first supra-peripheral

cord, rendering the junction with the cords feebly nodulous. Sutures

strongly constricted, not channeled. Periphery of the last whorl

marked by a spiral cord. Base well rounded, slightly channeled

anteriorly, marked by nine spiral cords which become successively

weaker and closer spaced from the periphery to the umbilical area.

The spaces between the cords are marked by numerous slender axial

tlireads. Aperture oval, efTuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

moderately strong, twisted, strongly reflected, reenforced by the

base, provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162770, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Hipohto
Point, Lower California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and meas-
ures: Length 3.5 mm., (hameter L7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) LAPAZANA. new species.

Plate 16, figs. 9, 9a.

Shell broadly ovate, white. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which
only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately contracted at the sutures, strongly slopingly

shouldered at the summit, where the angle of the shoulder falls on the

second spiral keel. The whorls are marked by well developed, nodu-
lous axial ribs, of which 20 occur upon all the whorls. Intercostal

spaces about twice as w4de as the ribs, crossed by five equal spiral

cords, wliich are about half as strong as the ribs and render them
nodulous at their junction. The first spiral cord is a little posterior

to the middle of the shoulder. The spaces inclosed b}^ the ribs and
cords are deep, rectangular pits, the long axis of which coincides

with the spiral cords. Sutures strongly marked, but not channeled.

Periphery of the last whorl marked b}^ a spiral cord to the posterior

extremity of which the axial ribs extend, but wdiose summits they do

not cross. Base short, well rounded, marked by nine spiral keels

which are about as wide as the spaces that separate them, decreasing

successively in strength and spacing from the periphery to the

umbilical area. The grooves between the spiral cords are marked by
numerous fine, axial raised threads. Aperture oval, slightly efi'use

anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella slender,

strongly reflected, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162778, U.S.N.M.) and two specimens were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2823, in 26.5 fathoms,

off La Paz, Lower California. The type has five post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PROXIMA de Folin.

Plate 16, fig. 7.

Noevila proxima de Folin, Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, pp. 166, 167, pi. 6, fig. 3.

Shell ovate, conic, crystalline. Nuclear whorls one and one-half,

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls strongly constricted at the sutures, moderately

shouldered at the summit, marked by strong vertical axial ribs, of

which 20 occur upon the second and third and 22 upon the penulti-

mate turn. These ribs disappear at the periphery. The spaces

between the ribs are marked by spiral cords a little less strong than

the ribs; four of these occur between the sutures on the second and
third, and seven upon the penultimate turn. Their intersections

with the ribs form nodules. Sutures channeled. Base somewhat
attenuated, marked by eleven spiral cords, the spaces between which

are axially lirate. Aperture subpyriform, posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

slender, somewhat curved and reflected, provided with a strong fold

at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

De Folin's type was collected at Margarita Island, Bay of Panama.
It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.5 mm.,
diameter 1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) TYLERI, new species.

Plate 16, fig. 5.

Shell robust, subdiaphanous to milk-white. Nuclear whorls

smooth, immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which
only a part of the decidedly tilted edge of the last whorl projects. Post-

nuclear whorls flattened, slightly excurved at the summit, scarcely at

all contracted at the periphery and moderately shouldered at the

summit, marked by very strong, rounded, axial ribs, of which 14

occur upon the first, 16 upon the second, IS upon the third, 20 upon
the fourth, 22 upon the fifth, and 24 upon the penultimate turn. In

addition to the axial ribs the whorls are marked by spiral cords, less

strong than the ribs, the junctions of which with the ribs render them
tuberculate. Of these cords, four occur upon all the whorls but the

penultimate and last, which have five between the sutures. The
spaces inclosed between the ribs and cords are deep square pits.

The posterior cord is on the summit of the whorl and is a little

stronger than the rest, rendering the whorls, wliicli are excurved,

crenulated. Suture well marked but not channeled. Periphery

and the somewhat attenuated base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by seven strong, rounded, spiral cords which diminish succes-

sively in size and spacing from the peri]:>hery to the umbilical area.

The channels which separate the cords are marked b}^ numerous fme
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axial riblets. Aperture irregularly pyriform, somewliat effuse

anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella, stout, twisted, curved, slightly

reflected, reenforced by the base and provided with a strong fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered by a strong callus, which practically

renders the peritreme complete.

The type and five specimens were Prof. C. B. Adams's type lot of

Chemnitzia communis collected in the Bay of Panama. They are at

Amherst College. The type has seven post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.
Named for Prof. J. M. Tyler.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) SCAMMONENSIS, new species.

Plate 16, fig. 6, 6a.

Shell large, elongate-conic, wdiite. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only a portion of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

very slightly rounded, moderately contracted at the sutures, slightly

excurved at the shouldered summit, marked by strong, vertical axial

ribs, of which 16 occur upon the second and third, 18 upon the

fourth, 20 upon the fifth and sixth, and 26 upon the penultimate

turn. Intercostal spaces about twice as wide as the ribs, crossed

by five slender spiral cords between the sutures, which render the

ribs feebly nodulous at their junction. Sutures strongly impressed.

Periphery and base of the last whorl decidedly inflated, the latter

narrowly umbilicated, marked by seven weak spiral cords. Aper-

ture large, elongate-oval; outer lip thin, showing the external sculp-

ture within; columella slender, curved, reflected, provided with a

strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 106518a, U.S.N.M.) comes from Scammon
Lagoon, Lower California. It has lost the nucleus and the first

post-nuclear whorl. The seven remaining measure: Length 5.1 mm.,
diameter of antepenultimate whorl 1.3 mm., diameter of last whorl

1.7 mm. Cat. no. 162770, LLS.N.M., four specimens from San
Hipolito Point. Cat. no. 162780, U.S.N.M., eight specimens from

Point Abreojos, Lower California, one of which has served for our

description of the nucleus.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PULCHRA de Folin.

Plate 16, fig. 1.

=Noemia pulchra de Folin, Fonda de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 165, pi. 6, fig. 2.

Shell ovate, conic, white, subvitreous, shining. Nuclear whorls

one and one-half, obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, marked by four sj)iral

cords between the sutures and equall}' strong axial ribs, of which
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14 occur upon the second, 16 upon the third, and 18 upon the penul-

timate turn. Sutures well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl

marked by a slender channel. Base well rounded, marked by four

subeciual, broad, rounded keels, the spaces between which are marked
by slender riblets. Aperture subpjTiform; posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture withm; columella

slender, strongly curved, decidedly reflected, provided with a weak
fold at its insertion.

De Folin's type came from Margarita Island, Bay of Panama.
It has four and one-half post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
2.2 mm., diameter 1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) MONTEREYENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 17, fig. (i.

Odostomia (ChrysailIda) montereyensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. IT. S. Nat. Miis.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 51G, pi. 46, fig. 4.

Shell broadly conic, milk-white to subdiaphanous. Nuclear whorls

smooth, largel}'^ immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above
which only half of the last whorl projects. Post-nuclear whorls sepa-

rated b}^ broad, deep sutures ; well rounded between the sutures where
they are ornamented by four strongly tuberculate spiral ridges; the

spiral connections between the tubercles are equal to the axial con-

nections or ribs, of which 16 appear upon the second, 18 upon the thir-

tieth, and 20 upon the penultimate whorl. The spaces inclosed be-

tween the axial ribs and the spiral connections which join the rounded
tubercles are deep, squarish pits. The axial ribs extend strongly

across the deep peripheral channel and stop at the first subperipheral

keel. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by five equal

and subequall}' spaced, well raised, strong, spiral keels, and a sixth,

much broader, low, and rounded at the columellar margin. The
grooves between the keels are equal to the width of the keels near

the periphery, but diminish in breadth successively from the periph-

ery to the umbilical area. They are crossed b}^ numerous slender,

raised, axial threads, which extend up on the sides of the spiral keels,

but do not cross them. There are about five of these threads between
each two ribs in the first subperipheral channel; aperture oval, some-
what effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; columella reenforced

by the attenuated base, against which it appears like a thickened

callus, provided with a moderately strong oblique fold at its inser-

tion; parietal wall covered by a thick callus, which joins the colu-

mella with the posterior angle of the aperture.

The type (Cat. no. 196281, U.S.N.M.) has 5 post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 3 mm., diameter 1.3 mm. It was collected

by Mr. S. S. Berry, in 12 fathoms, off Del Monte, IMonterey Bay,
California. Three specimens from the same station are in ]\Ir. Berrj-'s
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collection. Another specimen (Cat. no. 74003, U.S.N.M.) was col-

lected by Doctor Canfield at Monterey, and a sixth (Cat. no. 196282,

U.S.N.M.) by Mr. F. L. Button at the same place. A seventh (Cat.

no. 162767, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd at San

Luis Obispo, California.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PULCIA, new species.

Plate 16, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell small, ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls deeply, very ob-

liquely immersed in the first of the post-nuclear whorls, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects, which is marked by

five slender spiral threads. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

strongly contracted at the sutures and shouldered at the summits,

marked by very strong, decidedly retractively curved, axial ribs, of

which 16 occur upon the first, 18 upon the second, and 20 upon the

penultimate turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are

marked between the sutures by four very broad, low, spiral bands,

which are separated by mere impressed lines, and which render the

axial ribs feebly tuberculated. Suture subchanneled. Periphery

of the last whorl marked by a narrow deep groove, which is not

crossed by the axial ribs. Base well rounded, crossed by six spiral

cords which grow decidedly weaker and closer spaced from the

periphery to the umbOical area, the spaces between them being

crossed by numerous slender, axial threads. Aperture oval
;
posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin, showmg the external sculpture within;

columella stout, strongly reflected anteriorly, provided with a weak

fold at its insertion.

The type and 35 specimens (Cat. no. 162763, U.S.N.M.) come

from San Pedro, California. The type has four post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 2.2 mm., diameter 1.2 mm. Seventj^ speci-

mens from the same locality were identified for Mrs. Oldroyd. Cat.

no. 168568, U.S.N.M., thirty-seven specimens also from San Pedro.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) VIRGINALIS, new name.

—Evalea gracilienta (Carpenter) Keep, West Coast Shells, 1888; p. 52; not

Odostomia gracilienta Monterosoto, 1884.

Plate 18, figs. 7, la.

Shell elongate-conic, thin, semitranslucent. Nuclear whorls

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects, which is marked by

three strongly elevated spiral threads. Post-nuclear whorls well-

rounded, moderately contracted at the sutures, and strongly slop-

ingly shouldered, marked by weak rounded axial ribs which are best

developed near the edges of the shoulder. Of these ribs about 24 are

indicated on the. first turn, 18 upon the second to fourth, and 20 upon

the penultimate turn. In addition to the axial sculpture the whorls

are marked between the sutures by a number of spiral keels of diverse
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strength, of which 4 occur upon the first and second, 5 upon the third,

6 upon the fourth and the penultimate wliorl. Of these spiral ridges

the second one below the summit is the strongest and marks the angle

of the shoulder. The junction of the ribs and cords form feeble

nodules best sho\^^l at the shoulder. Sutures strongly constricted.

Periphery of the last whorl marked by a low cord. Base well rounded,

marked by four low, broad cords and seven exceedingly fine incised

lines, the latter about the umbilical area. The narrow, strongly

incised grooves which separate the cords are crossed by numerous
fine axial tlireads, which give them a pitted appearance. Aperture

oval, slightly effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip

rendered slightly wavy by the external cords, thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella slender, curved, provided with

a deep-seated fold at its insertion.

The type and ten specimens (Cat. no. 46152, U.S.N.M) come from

Todos Santos Bay, Lower California. The type has six post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 3 nnn., diameter 1.1 mm.
This is the most variable and the most abundant member of the

subgenus Chrysallida. On some the axial ribs extend only over the

first two cords below the summit, on others they extend strongly over

the periphery and part of the base. The spiral cords also vary in

number and strength. The general form, however, seems quite

constant.

The following specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M.
eat. no.
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last whorl marked In' a spiral cord. Base attenuated, marked by
six equally spaced spiral cords and slender axial tlireads in the

grooves between the cords. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, showing the external scuh^ture within; columella

moderately strong, slightly curved, provided wdth a strong fold a

little below its insertion.

De Folin's type comes from Margarita Island, Bay of Panama.

It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.6 mm.,
diameter 1.5 mm. De Folin's figure, w^hich we copy, not having

seen any specimens of this species, is inconsistent, in showing fiive

spiral cords on the second and third whorls.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) DEFOLINIA CONTRACTA de Folin.

Noemia angusta var. contracla de Folin, Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 165.

Of this form de Folin says:'^ "Shell similar to Noemia angusta but

smaller, less ventricose, and more oval; length 3 mm., diameter

1.2 mm."

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) DEFOLINIA DIFFICILIS, new name.

=Noemia angusta var. ovata de Foun, Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 165; not

Chrysallida ovata Carpenter, 1856.

Of this form de Folin says:^ "Shell similar to Noemia angusta

but smaller, with a spire more ovate, and the whorls more convex;

aperture broader; outer lip crenulate; columella less expanded;

length 2.7 mm., diameter 1.3 mm."

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) OREGONENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 17, figs. 3, 3a.

Odostomia (Chrysallida) oregonensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 516, 517, pi. 46, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell elongate-conic, slender, subdiaphanous to milk-wliite. Nuclear

whorls immersed, the last one only being visible. This is some-

what tilted and marked by tlu-ee strong narrow spiral keels and

many slender raised axial threads which cross the grooves between

the keels. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, slopingly shouldered

at the summit and separated by constricted sutures, ornamented by

almost equal and equally spaced spiral keels and axial ribs between

the sutures on the spire. There are 4 spiral keels on the first, sec-

ond, and third whorls, 6 on the fourth, and 7 upon the penultimate

whorl. The first of these keels is on the shoulder of the whorl near

the summit and is somewhat less developed than the rest. The axial

ribs are best developed on the early whorls, where they extend

equally strong from the summit to the periphery ; on the antepenul-

a Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 165,
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timate and penultimate turns they become somewhat enfeebled from

the middle of the whorl between the sutures to the periphery.

There are about 16 of these ribs on the first, 18 on the third, 20

upon the fourth, and 22 upon the penultimate turn. The intersec-

tions of the ribs and spiral keels form low elongated tubercles, the

long axis of which coincides with the spiral sculpture. The meshes

inclosed b}" the keels and ribs are deeply impressed squarish pits.

Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter somewhat

inflated and marked by six spiral cords, which are successively

closer spaced and a little less strongly developed from the periphery

to the umbilical area. The channels between the cords are crossed

by many very slender raised vertical threads. Aperture oval,

slightly effuse anterior!}- outer lip thin; columella reenforced on its

posterior two-thirds by the attenuated base, free and somewhat

revolute anteriorly
;
parietal wall glazed by a thin callus.

The type has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.3

mm., diameter 1.2 mm. It and nine additional specimens are Cat.

no. 107690, U.S.N.M., and were collected by Dr. C. F. Newcombe
at Cumshewa Inlet, Queen Charlotte Island, British Columbia, in 10

fathoms. Two other lots of one specimen each come from Monterey,

Cat. no. 73998, U.S.N.M., in the Stearns collection, and Cat. no.

196283, U.S.N.M., collected by Mr. F. L. Button.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) BENTHINA, new name.

Plate 17, figs. 9, 9a.

Chrysallida ohlonga Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 418-19; not

Odostomia ohlonga Macgillivray. 1848.

Shell elongate-conic, white. Nuclear whorls small, deeply obliquely

immersed in the first post-nuclear turn, above which onl}' the tilted

edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

marked by slender, nodulous, retractive axial ribs, which terminate

at the posterior extremity of the supra-peripheral cord, leaving this

smooth. Of these ribs about 35 occur upon the first whorl, 28 upon

the second and third, 22 upon the fourth, and 26 upon the penultimate

turn. In addition to the axial ribs, the whorls are marked by five

strong, spiral cords, the junction of which with the ribs form tubercles.

Periphery of the last whorl marked by a groove. Base well rounded,

ornamented \\ith seven equal and equally spaced spiral cords, the

grooves between which are marked by fine, raised axial threads.

Aperture pyriform, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture witliin; columella

slender, curved, and reflected, provided with an oblique fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

Four specimens were taken from Spondylus at ^lazatlan, Mexico.

Tablet 1971, Liverpool collection, British Museum, contains the largest
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specimen and a very young shell. The large one has six post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter 1.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PROMECES, new species.

Plate 18, figs. 2, 2a.

Shell elongate-ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects, which is marked by five

slender spiral threads. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, strongly

contracted at the periphery and slightly shouldered at the summit,

marked on all but the first whorl, which is but feebly sculptured, by

strong, rounded, decidedly retractive axial ribs, of which 14 occur

upon the second, 16 upon the third, and 20 upon the penultimate

turn. In addition to the ribs, the whorls are marked between the

sutures, by four low, broad, spiral bands, separated by narrow channels

which render their junction with, the ribs decidedly nodulous. On
the last two whorls the peripheral cord is apparent in the strongly

constricted suture. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a strong

cord. Base well rounded, marked by three subequal spiral cords and a

plain area about the umbihcus. The grooves separating these cords

are marked by many slender axial threads. Aperture ovate, posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within;

columella moderately strong, slightly reflected, reenforced by the

base, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162777, U.S.N.M.) comes from Todos Santos

Bay, Lower California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures

:

Length 2.5 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) PULCHERRIMA, new species.

Plate 17, fig. 7.

Shell large, elongate-oval, vitreous. Nuclear whorls small, smooth,

deeply obhquely immersed in the first post-nuclear turn, above w4iich

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

strongly rounded, decidedly contracted at the sutures and strongly

shouldered at the summit. The first is marked by four slender spiral

cords and numerous exceedingly fine axial threads. The next three

have twenty strong, rounded, axial ribs, which terminate at the

posterior edge of the fourth keel, leaving this smooth. On the last

whorl the ribs are decidedly enfeebled, being replaced by numerous

axial threads. The spiral sculpture consists of four strong cords

between the sutures, the three which cross the ribs form strong

nodules at their junction with them, while the supraperipheral one

is smooth. Suture strongly impressed, shghtly channeled. Periph-

ery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by eight
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spiral keels, which grow successively weaker from the periphery to

the umbihcal region, the last three being very fine. Spaces sepa-

rating the cords equal to them, crossed b}^ numerous slender, axial

threads. Aperture irregularly ovate, posterior angle obtuse; outer

Up strong, rendered decidedly sinuous by the axial ribs; columella

short, decidedly twisted, strongly curved, reflected, reenforced by

the base and provided with a deep-seated fold at its insertion; parietal

wall glazed with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206900, U.S.N.AI.) comes from Terminal Island,

California. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

5 mm., diameter 2.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) VINCTA, new species.

Plate 17, fig. 4.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls

flattened, strongly contracted at the periphery, well shouldered

at the summit, marked by strong, somewhat retractive axial ribs,

wliich terminate at the posterior edge of the firs.t supraperipheral

keel, wliich is smooth. Of these ribs, 18 occur upon the second, 20

upon the third, 22 upon the fourth, and 27 upon the penultimate

turn. In addition to the axial ribs the whorls are marked by four

spiral keels, which equal the ribs in strength and render their junction

nodulous. The spaces inclosed by the axial ribs and spiral cords

are well impressed round pits. Sutures strongly channeled. Periph-

ery of the last whorl marked by a strong groove. Base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by five spiral cords, which grow

successively a little weaker from the periphery to the umbilical area.

The spaces between these cords are marked by slender spiral threads,

wdiich correspond to the ribs.on the spire. Aperture oval, posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, rendered wavy by the spiral cords;

columella moderately strong, decidedly curved, reflected, and

reenforced by the base, provided with a slender fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162762, U.S.N.AI.) comes from San Pedro,

Cahfomia. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.7 mm., diameter 1.3 mm. Another specimen was identified for

Mr. Berry from the same locality.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) FASCIATA Carpenter.

Plate 17, fig. 2.

Chrysallidafasciata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 423.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls small, obliquely im-

mersed in the first of the succeeding tm^ns. Post nuclear whorls

moderately rounded, ornamented by decidedly retractive axial ribs

2565—Bull. 68—09 12
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which practically terminate at the posterior edge of the suprape-

ripheral spiral keel. Of these ribs, 12 occur upon the first, 14 upon

the second, IS upon the third, and 22 upon the penultimate turn.

In addition to these ribs the whorls are marked by four spiral keels

between the sutures which equal the ribs in strength and render the

three anterior to the summit tuberculated at their junction, the

fom-th one being smooth. Sutures strongly channeled. Periphery of

the last whorl marked by a groove. Base well rounded, marked by

six slender spiral keels, which are a little less strongly developed and

more closely spaced at the umbilical area than at the periphery.

Grooves separating these keels, about twice as wide as the keels,

crossed by slender axial threads which correspond to the ribs. Aper-

ture ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer

lip sinuous, thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

moderately strong, reflected, provided with a slender fold at its in-

sertion; parietal wall glazed with a thin callus.

Twent}^ specimens were taken off Spondylus at Mazatlan, Mexico.

Tablet 1981, Liverpool collection, British Museum, contains five speci-

mens, one of which has five post-nuclear whorls and measures : Length

2.1 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) HELGA, new species.

Plate 17, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding whorls, above which only a

portion of the last two volutions project. Post-nuclear whorls moder-

ately rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures, feebly shouldered

at the summits, marked between the sutm-es by fom- broad low spiral

bands which are separated by narrow, deeply incised lines. In addi-

tion to these bands, the first tliree and one-half whorls are marked by

feeble axial ribs which are best developed near the summit of the

whorls and scarcely reach the sutm-e. The junction of the ribs and

cords form weak nodules. Sutures strongly impressed but not chan-

neled. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded, marked by a low

spiral cord. Base stronglyrounded posteriorly, attenuated anteriorly,

marked by seven spiral cords, which grow successively weaker from

the periphery toward the umbilical region and are separated by

slencler, deeply-incised spiral lines. Apertiu-e large, broadly oval;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella moderately strong, cm-ved, reflected, and reinforced

by the base; provided with an oblique fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 60905, U.S.N.M.) and ten specimens come from

San Diego, California. The tj^^e has six post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 4.2 mm., diameter 2 mm.
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Examination of the following specimens has been made

:
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U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

60905
162774

206901
206902
162773

No. of

speci-

mens.

11

100
190

9

11

6

1

Locality.

San Diego, California

San Pedro, California
do

San Pedro Bay, California.
Terminal Island, California

Pacific Beach, California...

Arch Beach, California

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.

Oldroyd coll.

U.S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.

Univ. Cal. coll.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) SANCTORUM, new species.

Plate 18, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-ovate, light yellow. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately rounded, very slightly contracted at the sutures, moder-

ately shouldered at the summits, marked by a strongly incised spiral

line a little distance below the summit, and three feeble ones of which

one is at the periphery, the other two dividing the space between

those two into three equal areas. These lines, excepting the one near

the summit, which is strong tliroughout, are best developed on the

early wdiorls. In addition to the spiral sculpture, the whorls are

marked between the sutures by strong lines of growth and indica-

tions of feeble axial ribs which tend to render the early whorls some-

what nodulous. Sutures strongly impressed. Periphery of the last

whorl strongly inflated. Base well rounded posteriorly, slightly at-

tenuated anteriorly, marked by six well incised equal and subequally

spaced spiral grooves which are crossed by many slender axial

threads. Aperture large, oval, effuse anteriorly; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; colu-

mella moderately strong, curved, reflected, reinforced by the base,

provided with a deep-seated fold.

The type and tliree specimens (Cat. no.

from Todos Santos Bay, Lower California,

one-half post-nuclear whorls and measures:

ter 1.3 mm. Cat. no. 206803, U.S.N.M.

Point, Lower California.

46490, U.S.N.M.) comes

The type has four and

Length 2.5 mm., diame-

three from San Hipolito

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) SAPIA, new species.

Plate 18, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell oval, semitranslucent. Nuclear whorls small, deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding tm-ns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects, which is marked by five

slender spiral tlireads. Post-nuclear whorls amply rounded, slightly
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constricted at tlic sutures and appressed at the summits, marked

by six spiral cords between the sutures, of which the second and

third below the summit are very narrow, occupying together about

as much space as one of the other cords. These cords are separated

by grooves which almost equal them. Axial sculpture reduced to

feeble indications of ribs which are best shown near the summit of

the whorls, where they render the spiral keels feebly nodulous. About

twenty-two of these ribs appear upon the penultimate whorl. Periph-

ery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked by seven spiral

keels, which grow successively weaker from the periphery to the um-

bilical area. Channels separating the cords narrow, well incised,

crossed by numerous slender axial tlireads. Aperture large, broadly

ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella moderately

strong, ciu-ved, slightly reflected; parietal wall glazed with a thin

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 162775, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia. It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 1.8

mm., diameter 1.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) ROTUNDATA Carpenter.

Plate 18, fig. 4.

Chrysallida rotundata Carpenter, Oat. Mazatlan shells, 1856, p. 418.

Shell ovate. Nuclear whorls two and one-half, forming a depressed

helicoid spire whose axis is at right angles to that of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately contracted at

the sutures, very slightly shouldered at the summit, marked by five

strong spiral keels on all the wdiorls between the sutures, excepting

the first which has four and obsolete axial ribs on the first two.

These axial ribs are best expressed near the summit of the whorls,

scarcely reacliing the suture, and rendering the spiral cords feebly

tuberculate. On the last whorl the axial sculpture is reduced to

numerous raised axial threads, hke those between the cords on the

base. Suture poorly defined. Base of the last whorl well rounded,

marked by six spiral cords of which the two anterior ones are a little

weaker than the rest; separated by spaces which are a Kttle narrower

than the cords and crossed by numerous fine axial threads. Aperture

pyriform, posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella stout, curved, provided with a weak

fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

Nine complete shells and a few fragments were found on Spondylus

at I^Iazatlan, Mexico. Tablet 1970, Liverpool collection, British

Museum, contains two specimens. One of these has four post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.3 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA) DECEPTRIX, new species.

Plate 17, fig. 1.

Shell ovate, white. Nuclear whorls smooth, deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls some-

what inflated, constricted at the sutures and feebly shouldered at the

summits, marked by four equal well incised, spiral lines between the

sutures and numerous very retractive lines of growth, with a few

feeble indications of axial ribs, at and near the summit, which renders

the first and sonfietimes the second space between the incised lines

below the summit feebly nodulous. Suture strongly impressed.

Periphery and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded,

marked by seven incised spiral lines, wliich decrease regularly in

spacing from the periphery to the umbilical area. Aperture broadly

oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external

sculpture within; columella quite strong, strongly curved, provided

with a strong fold at its insertion; parietal well glazed with a thin

callus.

The type and four specimens (Cat. no. 206904, U.S.N.M.) comes
from San Plipolito Point, Lower California. The type has five post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.
Cat. no. 206905, U.S.N.M., contains three specimens from Point

Abreojos, Lower California.

Subgenus PYRGULINA A. Adams.

PyrguUna A. Adams, Journ. Linn. Soc. Loudon (Zool.), 1863, p. 4.

Shell with strong axial ribs wliich extend from the summit to the

umbilical area; intercostal spaces of spire and base marked by fine

incised spiral lines—not raised threads.

Type.— Clirysallida casta A. Adams.

ODOSTOMIA (PYRGULINA) MARGINATA C. B. Adams.

Plate 18, figs. 5, 5«.

Chemiiilzia mar(/inata ('. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., vol. 5, 1852,

pp. 391, 392.

Shell small, elongate-conic, rather stout, semitranslucent. Nuclear

wliorls small, two and one-half, forming a depressed helicoid spire,

whose axis is at right angles to that of the succeeding turns, in the

first of wliich it is about one-fourth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls

flattened, moderately contracted at the sutures and sUghtly shoul-

dered at the summit, marked by very strong, lamellar, somewhat
retractive axial ribs, of winch 14 occur upon all of the whorls. The
termination of these ribs form cusps at the summits. Intercostal

spaces four times as wide as the ribs, marked by six equal and equally
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spaced incised lines, the s])ace between the summit and the first line

below it appearing as a thickened cord. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery of the last whorl and base well rounded, marked by the

strong continuation of the axial ribs and about five incised spiral lines.

Aperture ovate; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella stout, slightly curved and some
what revolute; parietal wall covered by a very strong callus.

Professor Adams's type, wliicli comes from Panama, has served for

our description and figure. It is at Amherst College. It has six and
one-lialf post-nuclear whorls and measures: Lengtli 2.8 mm., diam-

eter 1.1 mm.
Subgenus EGILA Dall and Bartsch.

Egila Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 11.

Odostomias with the axial ribs extending from the summit of the

whorls to the umbilical region; periphery with a deep sulcus bounded
on each side by a tumid area; the base is spirally striated.

Type.—Parthenia lacunata Carpenter.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS EGILA.

Axial ribs about 18 upon the'last whorl lacunata.

Axial ribs about 30 on the last whorl poppei.

ODOSTOMIA (EGILA) LACUNATA Carpenter.

Plate 19, fig. 1.

Parthenia lacunata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlau Shells, 1856, p. 414.

Shell small, oval, white. Nucleus almost completely obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls

flattened, with subtabulated summits and deeply sulcated periphery,

marked by sublamellar, slightly retractive axial ribs, of which 14

occur upon the first and second and 18 upon the penultimate turn.

Intercostal spaces three times as wide as the ribs, smooth. Periphery

deeply and broadly sulcate, bordered on each side b}^ a low spiral

cord, crossed by the continuations of the axial ribs. Base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by the axial ribs which continue

almost undiminished to the umbilical chink and about twelve spiral

lirations. Aperture oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin,

showing the external sculpture within; columella slender, curved,

and slightly revolute; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

Doctor Carpenter's type, which is on tablet 1964 Liverpool collec-

tion, British Museum, and six specimens were taken from Sj)ondylus

at Mazatlan, Mexico. The type has four post-nuclear turns and
measures: Length 1 mm., diameter 0.57 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EGILA) POPPEI, new species.

Plate 19, fig. 3.

Shell elongate-ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small, com-

pletely obliquely immersed in the first post-nuclear turn above

which the tilted edge of the last volution only projects. Post-
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nuclear whorls slightly rounded, strongly tabulatedly shouldered at

the summit, and decidedly sulcate at the periphery, marked by
strong, well-rounded, curved, somewhat retractive axial ribs, of

which 22 occur upon the second, 26 upon the third, and 30 upon the

penultimate turn; on the first they are obsolete. Intercostal spaces

well impressed, about as wide as the ribs. The posterior edge of

the peripheral sulcus coincides with the summits of the whorls,

which render the sutures profoundly channeled. The sulcus is bor-

dered on each side by a well-rounded, slender, spiral cord, which

forms low tubercles at the junction with the ribs. The peripheral

sulcus is crossed by the undiminished axial ribs, which break it up
into a series of deep pits. Base of the last whorl somewhat attenu-

ated, with a shallow pit at the umbilical region, marked by the con-

tinuations of the axial ribs, which here have a decidedly retractive

slant, and about twelve slender, spiral lirations. Aperture oval;

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

within; columella stout, curved, reenforced by the base, provided

with a well-developed fold at the insertion of the columella; parietal

wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 106519, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen come
from Point Abreojos, Lower California. The type has five post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.2 mm., diameter 1.1 mm.
Three additional specimens fi'om the same locality have been

examined in Mr. Delos Arnold's collection.

Named for Professor Ewald Poppe.

Subgenus HALDKA Dall and Bartsch.

Haldra Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 11.

Odostomias with more or less irregular, acute axial ribs extending

from the summits of the whorls to the umbilical region, crossed by
subequally spaced acute spiral ridges between the sutures and on the

base. The intersections of the ribs and spiral ridges are thickened,

but scarcely nodulous, lending the shell a very rough appearance.

Tyjpe.— Ohrysallida jyliotis Carpenter.

ODOSTOMIA (HALDRA) PHOTIS Carpenter.

Plate 18, fig. 8.

Chrysallida photis Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 425; -\-Chrysallida

clalhratula Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 424; not Chemnitzia

clathratula C. B. Adams.

Shell small, pupiform, white. Nuclear whorls at least two, form-

ing a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles to that

of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-half

immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately con-

contracted at the suture, slightly shouldered at the summit, marked
by strongly raised, narrow, somewhat retractive axial ribs, of which
12 occur upon the first, 14 upon the second, and about 20 upon
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the penultimate turn. In addition to the axial ribs the whorls are

marked between the sutures by five strong, narrow, spiral keels

which render the intersections of the ribs cuspidate. Sutures well

impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well roimded,

marked by the strong continuations of the axial ribs and five spiral

keels, similar to those between the sutures. Aperture pear-shaped;

outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

strongly curved and revolute, provided with a v/eak fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

The type and another specimen were taken off Spondylus, at Ma-
zatlan, Mexico. The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 1.2 mm., diameter 0.48 mm. The type is on tablet 1985,

Liverpool collection, British IVIuseum. Another specimen taken

from Chama at Mazatlan, is on tablet 1983, Liverpool collection.

It is listed as Chrysallida clathratula C. B. Adams.

IVIDELLA, new subgenus.

=Funicularia MoNTEnosATo, Conch. Med., 1884, p. 85. Type.

—

Rissoa excavata

Philippi; not Funicularia Lamauck. + Ividia (species), Dall and Bartsch,

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 517-18.

Odostomias marked with lamellar spiral ridges and equally strong

lamellar axial ribs, botli of which ornament spire and base.

Type.—Odostomia (Ividia) navisa Dall and Bartsch.

When we diagnosed Ividia"^ we unfortunately selected Parthenia

armata Carpenter as type. Since then we have examined Doctor

Carpenter's type of Parthenia armata in the British Museum and

find that the s];)ecies must be referred to Miralda, which necessitates

the selection of a new type for the group defined. Since this can

not be done without change of name, we propose Ividella.

Type.—Odostomia (Ividia) navisa Dall and Bartsch.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENIS IVIDELLA.

Base with a single spiral lamella pcdroana, p. 172.

Base with two spiral lamellae.

Diameter of shell more than 1.2 mm.
Shell robust, short navisa, p. 173.

Shell thin, slender n. delmontensis, p. 174.

Diameter of shell less than 1 mm orariana, p. 175.

Base with three spiral lamellae quinquecincta, p. 174.

ODOSTOMIA (IVIDELLA) PEDROANA, new species.

Plate 19, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell large, robust, chocolate-brown. Nuclear whorls two, mod-

erately large, forming a helicoid spire whose axis is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-

fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very strongly sculptured,

a Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 11.
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with three spiral keels between the sutures, one of which at the

summit is slender, the other two are strong and equal, the supra-

peripheral one being about as far posterior to the suture as the one

at the summit is fi"om its neighbor. In addition to the spiral keels

the whorls are marked by narrow retractive axial ribs, of which 14

occur upon the first, 16 upon the second to third, 18 upon the fourth,

20 upon the fifth and sixth, and 24 upon the penultimate turn.

The junctions of the axial ribs and spiral keels are somewhat tuber-

culated, while the spaces inclosed between them are deeply impressed

pits. A strong keel marks the periphery of the last whorl and

another equally strong occupies the middle of the base, the space

between them being a concave channel, which, like the one posterior

to the peripheral keel, is crossed by the axial ribs. The axial ribs

become much enfeebled as they pass over the basal keel and are

almost obsolete on the spaces anterior to it. Aperture irregularly

oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, rendered angular by the

spiral keels; columella very strong, almost straight, slightly reflected;

parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 107422, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro, Cali-

fornia. It has eight post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length

6.7 mm., diameter 2.5 mm.
We have examined the following specimens:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.
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between the sutures, while a third equally acute keel marks the

periphery of the last whorl. Two other keels ornament the base,

the anterior one of which is not quite as strong as its neighbor. The
axial sculpture consists of narrow, more or less lamellar, almost

vertical ribs, which render the intersection with the spiral keels

somewhat thickened, but not nodulose. These axial ribs extend over

the periphery and base of the last whorl to the umbilical region, grad-

ually growing weaker as they approach this point. There are about

18 on the second and 20 upon the penultimate whorl. The spaces

between the ribs and keels appear as concave quadrangular depres-

sions. Umbilicus narrowly perforated. Suture deeply channeled

by the shouldered whorl. Aperture suboval, posterior angle decidedly

obtuse; outer lip thick, marked by 5 projections, corresponding to

the 5 keels; columella almost straight, strongly revolute with a

conspicuous oblique fold near its insertion; parietal wall covered by
a faint callus showing both basal keels, the anterior faint and just pos-

terior to the insertion of the columella and the next on the middle of

the wall.

The tji:)e has 5 post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.7 mm.,
diameter 1.3 mm. It and three additional specimens (Cat. no.

106502, U.S.N.M.) were collected by Mr. Henry Hemphill at Scam-

mon Lagoon, Lower California. Three additional lots are in the LT. S.

National Museum collection: Cat. no. 129336, 30 specimens collected

by Mrs. T. S. Oldroyd in the drift at San Pedro; Cat. no. 162843, 3

specimens also from San Pedro by the same donor; Cat. no. 62844,

1 specimen collected by Mr. Henry Hemphill at Ocean Beach, San
Diego, California.

ODOSTOMIA (IVIDELLA) NAVISA DELMONTENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 18, figs. 10, 10«.

Odostomia (Ividia) navisa delmontensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat.

MuB., vol. 33, 1907, p. 518, pi. 4G, figs. 3, 3fl.

Shell similar to 0. (/.) navisa but more elongate, and in every way
more delicate, with the lamellose sculpture reduced almost to raised

cords and with stronger shouldered summits and more open umbilicus.

The type (Cat. no. 196297, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Mr. S. S.

Berry in 12 fathoms, off Del Monte, Monterey Ba^^, California. It

has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diam-

eter 1.3 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (IVIDELLA) QUINQUECINCTA Carpenter.

Plate 18, fig. 9.

Parthenia quinquecincta Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 414.

Shell elongate-ovate. Nuclear whorls tumid, obliquely immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls flattened, strongh^ tabulatedly shouldered at the
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summit, and stronf:;ly contracted at the perij)heiy, marked by strong

lamellar ribs, of which 12 occur upon the first, 14 upon the second,

and 16 upon the penultimate turn. In addition to the axial ribs the

whorls are marked by six strong spiral cords, one of which is at the

angle of the shoulder and another at the periphery, the third falls a

little anterior to the suture, while the other three divide the remainder

of the base into four almost equal parts. Aperture oval, posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, rendered angulated by the spiral cords;

columella slender, curved, and somewdiat revolute, provided with

an oblique fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a strong

callus.

Two specimens were taken off Spondylus, at Mazatlan, Mexico.

The finest of these is on tablet 1963, Liverpool collection, British

Museum. It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
1.8 mm., diameter 0.6 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (IVIDELLA) ORARIANA, new name.

Plate 18, fig. 12.

Cingula (?) turrita C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., 1852, pp. 406, 407;

mit Odostomia turrita Hanley, 1844.

Shell elongate, conic, turreted; milk-white. Nuclear whorls deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

strongly tabulately shouldered at the summit, flat in the middle,

sloping suddenly toward the suture; ornamented b}^ slender axial

ribs, of which 15 occur upon the second and 18 upon the remaining

whorls. In addition to the axial ribs, the wdiorls are marked between

the sutures by two strong spiral keels, one of which is situated at the

angle of the shoulder, the other at the posterior termination of the

anterior third between the sutures. The junctions of the axial ribs

and spiral keels are very slightly nodulous. Sutures deeply chan-

neled. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded, marked by a spiral

keel. Base w^ell rounded, marked by two spiral keels, which divide

the space betw^een the peripheral keel and the umbilical area into

three equal })arts, and the continuation of the axial ribs, which are

fainter on the base than on the spire. Aperture ovate; posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip thin, rendered angular by the keels; columella

slender, decidedly curved, reenforced by the base; parietal wall cov-

ered with a thin callus.

The type, which is at Amherst College, was collected by Prof. C. B.

Adams at Panama. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
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Subgenus MIRALDA A. Adams.

Miralda A. Adams, Jour. Linn. Soc. London, vol. 7, 1864, p. 3. + Lia de Folin,

Fonds de la Ikler, 1870, p. 515. Type, Lia decorata de Folin. -\-Ividia Dall

and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 11. Type, Parthenia

armata Carpenter.

Odostomias with very strong spiral keels between the sutures and

on the base; the anterior one of which, and sometimes the one next

to it, strongly crenulate; the remainder simple and acute. Base

axially lirate.

Type.—Parthenia diadema A. Adams.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS MIRALDA.

Spiral keels between the sutures 3 hemphilli, p. 176.

Spiral keels between the sutures 2.

Base with 3 spiral cords.

Posterior keel between the sutures much wider than its neighbor .armada, p. 177.

Posterior keel between the sutures not wider than its neighbor.

Spiral keels between the sutures almost smooth exarata, p. 177.

Spiral keels between the sutures nodulose terebellum, p. 177.

Base with two basal cords.

Shell stout xpynota, p. 178.

Shell slender galapagensis, p. 179.

ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) HEMPHILLI, new species.

Plate 19, fig. 10.

Shell broadly conic; milk-white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed, apparently smooth. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

marked with three strong, equal spiral keels, the posterior two of

which are tuberculatc, the third one smooth. The tubercles are con-

nected axially by slender riblets, which extend to the third keel.

There are about twenty tubercles on the latter whorls, while on the

early whorls they are ill defined. Sutures deeply channeled. Periph-

ery of the last whorl marked by a smooth spiral keel, equal to the one

posterior to it. Base moderately long, well rounded, marked by four

spiral keels- which grow successively weaker anteriorl3^ Aperture

irregularly ovate; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the

external sculpture within; columella stout, provided with a strong

fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 162841, U.S.N.M.) was collected at San Hipolito

Point, Lower California. It has six post-nuclear whorls and meas-

ures: Length 3.5 mm., diameter 1.4 mm. Another specimen from

the same locality is in Mr, Henry Hemphill's collection. Cat. no.

162842, U.S.N.M., one specimen from San Pedro, California. One

specimen from Point Abreojos, Lower California, Cat, no. 106498

U.S.N.M.

Named for Henry Hemphill.
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ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) ARMATA Carpenter.

Plate 19, %. 6.

Parthenia armata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 415.

Shell elongate-conic, white. Nuclear whorls two, deeply, ob-

liquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear

whorls marked by two strongly elevated tuberculate keels between

the sutures, the posterior one of wliich is about twice as wide as

its neighbor. Of the crenulations about 20 appear upon the second

and third, 22 upon the fourth, and 24 upon the penultimate turn.

Sutures strongly channeled. The periphery is marked by a slender

keel, while the base has two a little weaker than the peripheral one

wliich divides the space between this and the umbihcal area into

three equal parts. Aperture ovate; outer lip thin; columella rather

thick, reflected and provided with a slender fold at its insertion;

parietal wall provided ynt\\ a thin callus.

Twelve specimens were taken oft' Cliama and Spondylus at Mazat-

lan, Mexico. The most perfect specimen in the lot is on tablet

1965, Liverpool collection, British Museum. It has six post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 2.5 mm., diameter 0.85 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) EXARATA Carpenter.

Plate 19, fig. 2.

Parthenia exarata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 415, 416.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls obhquely immersed,

only the tilted edge of the last volution is visible. Post-nuclear

whorls marked by two very strongly elevated spiral keels wliich

divide the space between the sutures into three equal parts. The
posterior of these keels shows weak crenulation. Periphery of the

last whorl marked by a tliird keel wliich is almost as strong as those

on the spire. A fourth keel considerably less strong occupies the

middle of the base. The rounded spaces between the keels are

marked by feeble lines of growth. Aperture irregularly oval; pos-

terior angle obtuse; outer lip angulated by the keels; columella

strong, reflected, provided with a weak fold at insertion; parietal wall

covered with a thin callus.

Doctor Carpenter's type and another specimen were taken from
Chama at Mazatlan, Mexico. The type is on tablet 1966, Liverpool

collection, British Museum. It has five post-nuclear whorls and
measures: Length 6.3 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) TEREBELLUM C. B. Adams.

Plate 19, fig. 4.

Cingula (?) terebellum C. B. Adams, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist, of N. Y., 1852, p. 406.

Shell elongate, ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls completely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which the

tilted edge of the last volution only projects, wdiicli shows faint

traces of spiral lirations. Post-nuclear whorls ornamented with two
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strong spiral lamella^, the first of wliich renders tlie summit of the

whorls decidedly tabulated, while the second one is situated a little

posterior to the posterior termination of the anterior third between

the sutures. Both lamellae are faintly nodulous; the posterior one

slightly more so than the anterior. The deep channel between the

two keels is marked by very feeble slender axial threads. Periphery

of the last whorl marked b}^ a lamella a little less strong than those

between the sutures. Base with two lamellae, the anterior of which is

immediately behind the columella and much less developed than the

median one, wliich is somewhat weaker than the peripheral lamella.

The depressed spaces between these lamellae are crossed by axial

threads, as on the spire. Aperture irregularly ovate; posterior angle

decidedly obtuse; outer lip rendered angular by the spiral lamellae;

columella strong, somewhat twisted, reenforced by the base.

The type, which is at Amherst College, was collected by Professor

C. B. Adams in Panama Bay. It has five post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 2.2 mm., diameter 1 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) JEPYNOTA, new species.

Plate 19, fig. 5.

Shell pupiform, translucent. Nuclear whorls small, obliquely im-

mersed in the first post-nuclear turns, marked by four spiral cords.

Post-nuclear whorls with the summits appressed, marked by two
strong, spiral keels between the sutures, a tliird at the periphery,

and a fourth on the middle of the base, the last two somewhat less

strong than the rest. The posterior keel forms the strong tabula-

tion at the summit of the whorls and is strongly tuberculated, 14

tubercles appearing upon the second and 20 upon the remaining

whorls. The space between the keels is marked b}" rather strong

lines of growth. The greatest convexity coincides with the super-

peripheral keel. Aperture irregularly ovate, somewhat effuse ante-

riorly; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip angulated by the keels,

thin, showing the external markings within; columella strong, cui"ved,

without visible fold in the aperture; reenforced b>'^ the base; parietal

wall covered by a thin callus.

The type and 30 specimens (Cat. no. 129335, U.S.N.M.) comes from

San Pedro. The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 1.9 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.

Examination of the following specimens has been made:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

129335
105467
16222

No. of

spec'i- Localily.

San Pedro, California
San Diego, California
Cape St. Lucas, Lower California
San Pedro, California
Whites Point, California
Catalina Island, California

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.

Oldroyd coll.

Do.
S. S. Berry coll.
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ODOSTOMIA (MIRALDA) GALAPAGENSIS, new species.

Plate 19, fig. 7.

Shell conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls at least two, forming a

depressed helicoid spire, which is slightly tilted to one side and for

the greater part immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. The
tilted edge of the nucleus shows traces of spiral lirations. Post-

nuclear whorls appressed at the summit, ornamented by two very

strong, lamelliform keels, whose edges are decidedly upturned, forming

deeply channeled troughs. The posterior of the two lamellae is feebly

crenulated. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a spiral keel

which is about half as strong as those between the sutures. A fourth

keel, a little weaker than the peripheral one, marks the middle of

the base. The deep concave channels between the keels are marked

by strong lines of growth. Sutures strongly channeled. Aperture

irregularly oval
;
posterior angle obtuse; outer lip rendered angular by

the spiral keels; columella stout, curved, reenforced by the base;

parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206906, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2813, in 40 fathoms, on coral sand bottom, near

the Galapagos Islands. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2.0 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.

Subgenus IVARA Dall and Bartsch.

Ivara Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad., vol. 3, 1903, p. 285; Proc. Biol. Soc.

Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 11.

Odostomias having feebly developed axial ribs which are usually

onl}" indicated near the summits of the whorls; spiral sculpture con-

sisting of many subequaily spaced fine lirations; summits of the

whorls strongly tabulated.

Type.—Odostomia (Ivara) turricula Dall and Bartsch.

ODOSTOMIA (IVARA) TURRICULA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 19, fig. 9.

Odostomia (Ivara) terricula (misprint for turricula) Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal.

Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 285, pi. 4, fig. 14.

Shell very elongate-ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls smooth,

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately rounded, very broadly tabulately shouldered at

the summit, moderately contracted at the peripherv, marked by

low, feebly developed axial ribs, which are best shown at the angle of

the shoulder and scarcely extend to the suture. In addition to the

axial ribs, the whorls are marked by well-incised spiral lines, of which

7 occur between the sutures on the second and 9 upon the third and

the penultimate turn. Periphery and base of the last whorl well
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rounded, the latter somewhat produced, marked by the very feeble

contimiation of the axial ribs and eight spiral lines. Aperture ovate,

posterior angle squarely truncated; outer lip thin; columella strongly

curved and reflected over the reenforcing base; provided with a

strong fold at its insertion.

The type and 34 specimens (Cat. no. 168716, U.S.N.M.) were col-

lected at San Pedro, California. The type has five post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 4 mm., diameter 1.8 mm.

The following additional specimens have been examined:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

No. of
speci- Locality.

Disposition of
material.

168716
207128

168717

46176
105499

San Pedro, California
do
do
do

Catalina Island, California

Arch Beach, California
Todos Santos Bay, Lower California.

Point Abreojos, Lower California

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.

Oldroyd coll.

Do.
U. S. Nat. Mas.
Univ. Cal. coll.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.

One specimen (Cat. no. 73999, U.S.N.M.) not quite perfect, comes

from Monterey, California, and is provisionall}^ referred to the species.

Subgenus EVALINA Dall and Bartsch.

Evalina Dall and Bartsch, Proc. BioL Soc. Wash., voL 17, 1904, p. 12.

Odostomias having feebly developed axial ribs which are usually

only indicated near the summit of the whorls; spiral sculpture con-

sisting of many fine lirations; summit of the whorls not tabulated.

Type.^—Odostomia (Evalina) americana Dall and Bartsch.

KEY TO THE SPECIES .OF THE SUBGENUS EVALINA.

Spiral lirations on the body whorl 23 americana, p. 180.

Spiral lirations on the body whorl 15 intermedia, p. 181,

ODOSTOMIA (EVALINA) AMERICANA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 20, figs. 7,7a.

Odostomia {Evalina) americana Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol.

17, 1904, p. IG.

Shell elongate-conic, subdiaphanous to milk-white. Nuclear whorls

quite large, at least two about three-fourths obliquely immersed.

Post-nuclear whorls rather broad between the sutures, well rounded,

faintly shouldered at the summit, ornamented with depressed,

rounded, rather broad axial ribs, about 18 of which occur upon the

second, 20 on the third, and 18 upon the penultimate whorl. The

ribs are best developed near the summits of the whorls and scarcely

extend to the periphery. Spiral lirations low, rounded, subequal,

about 12 occur between the sutures upon the third and the penulti-

mate whorls. These spiral lirations like the axial ribs appear strong-

est near the summits of the whorls. Periphery and base of the last
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whoii well rounded, the latter ornamented by about eleven lirations,

which are similar in character to those between the sutures but much
less strongly expressed. Aperture rather broad, suboval, somewhat
effuse anteriorly, posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella

short, somewhat curved, strongly revolute anteriorly, having a weak
oblique fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 16S71S, U.S.N.M.) and nine specimens come
from San Pedro, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 2.9 mm., diameter l..'> mm.

The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

168718
168719
168720
162677

No. of

speci-
mens.

Locality.

San Pedro, California
San Diego, California
Santa Catalina Island, California
La Jolla, California
Arch Beach, California
San Pedro, California

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Univ. Cal. coll.

Oldroyd coll.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALINA) INTERMEDIA Carpenter.

Plate 20, fig. 6.

Dunkeria intermedia Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, pp. 435, 430.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls large, two and one-

half, forming a depressed helicoid spire, whose axis is at right angles

to that of the succeeding turns, in the first of which it is about one-

fifth immersed. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, marked by very

much enfeebled indications of axial ribs, which are best shown at the

summit of the whorls, and broad low spiral lirations, of which 7 occur

between the sutures. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, marked by eight low spiral cords, which are somewhat closer

spaced about the umbilicus. Aperture oval; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella slender and curved.

The type and another specimen were taken off Spondylus, at Mazat-
lan, Mexico. It has three post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
1.4 mm., diameter 0.7 mm. It is on tablet 2010, Liverpool collection,

British Museum.
Subgenus IOL.ffiA A. Adams.

lolxa A. Adams, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1867, p. 310. =Iole A. Adams, Ann. Mag.

Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 5, 1860, p. 300; not lole Blyth, Joum. Asiat. Soc.

Bengal, vol. 13, pt. 1, 1844, p. 386.

Shell umbilicated, marked by spiral cords, and axial riblets which
cross the grooves between them.

Type.—lole scitula A. Adams.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS lOL^A.

Shell strongly shouldered.

Shell stout, adult 2.? mm. in diameter nmianta, p. 182.

Shell slender, adult 1 mm. in diameter eucosmia, p. 183.

Shell not shouldered dclicatula, p. 183.

2565—Bull. 68—09 13
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ODOSTOMIA (lOLiEA) AMIANTA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 20, figs. 8, 8a.

Odostomin (lohra) amianta Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Miis., vol. 33,

1907, p. 519, pi. 46, figs. 9, 9a.

Shell broadly conic, yellowish-white. Nucleus small, of two whorls

which increase extremely rapidly in size and are obliquely placed.

Post-nuclear whorls very strongly shouldered, marked by three very

strong lamellar spiral keels on the first and second and four on the

succeeding whorls between the sutures. The posterior keel marks the

limit of the broad, sloping shoulder and is much the strongest. It

is also placed a little farther apart from the next spiral keel than that

is from its anterior neighbor. Base of the last whorl well rounded;

ornamented by eight spiral ridges, which are less elevated and much
more closely and regularly spaced than those between the sutures.

The peripheral groove is about ec[ual in width to the one anterior to

the posterior keel. The entire shell is marked by fine, sublamellar,

regularly spaced, retractive axial ribs, which render the spiral keels

somewhat crenulated at their meeting pomts and break the spaces

between them into small squares or oblongs. These riblets extend

from the sutures to the small umbilicus. Aperture subovate, poste-

rior angle obtuse; outer lip thin, somewhat wavy, showing the

external sculpture within; columella moderately stout, somewhat
curved and strongly revolute, having an oblique fold near its insertion

which is barely visible when the aperture is viewed squarely; parietal

wall covered by a fairly thick callus.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 105483, U.S.N.M.) were

collected at Point Abreojos, Lower California, by Mr. Henry Hemp-
hill. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.4 mm.,
diameter 2.3 mm.

The following specimens have been examined

:

No. of
speci-
mens.
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ODOSTOMIA (lOL^A) EUCOSMIA, new name.

=Oscilla insculpta (Carpenter) Keep, West Coast Shells, 1888, j). 52; not

Odostomia insculpta De Kay, 1843.

Plate 20, figs. 10, 10a.

Shell elongate-conic, subdiaphanous to milk-white. Nuclear whorls

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which only the tilted edge of the last one projects. Post-nuclear

whorls somewhat contracted at the periphery, very strongly slopingly

shouldered at the summit, marked by three strong lamellar keels

between the sutures, of which the middle one is a little nearer to its

anterior neighbor than to the posterior, the latter being about as far

from the summit as it is from the median keel. The deep channels

between the keels and the shoulders are crossed by slender axial rib-

lets which have a protractive slant on the shoulder and are decidedly

retractive in the channels. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a

keel a little weaker than those between the sutures. Base short, well

rounded, narrowly umbilicated, marked by three spiral cords and a

slender raised thread about the umbilicus, the channels bounding the

peripheral cord and those of the base are crossed by riblets as on

the spire. Aperture large; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip rendered

angulated by the keels, thus showing the external sculpture within;

columella slender,very strongly curved, slightly reflected, provided with

a weak fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a weak callus.

The type (Cat. no. 106501, U.S.N.Al.) comes from Point Abreojos,

Lower California. It has six post-nuclear w^horls and measures:

Length 2.5 mm., diameter 1 mm.

The following specimens have been examined.

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

No. of
speci-

106501
105483
4(il75

129294
153091
105409

Locality.

Point Abreojos, Lower California
....do
Todos Santos Bay, Lower California.
San Pedro, California
....do ..

San Diego, California
Arch Beach, California
San Pedro, California

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Univ. Cal. coll.

Oldroyd coll.

"Type.

ODOSTOMIA (lOLiEA) DELICATtJLA Carpenter.

Plate 20, figs. 5, 5a.

Odostomia (Evalea) ddicalula Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 14, 1864,

p. 47.

Shell very elongate, ovate, crystalhne, transparent. Nuclear
whorls wholly immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above
which only a portion of the last tw^o project. Post-nuclear whorls

well rounded, moderately contracted at the suture, strongly shoul-

dered at the summit, marked by five strong, well-rounded, equal
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and equally spaced spiral keels between the sutures, the first of which

is at the summit. The spaces separating the keels are strongly in-

cised, a little wider than the keels and crossed by numerous, slender

retractive axial riblets. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a

keel. Base somewhat protracted, well rounded, minutely umbili-

cated, marked by seven spiral cords which grow successively weaker

from the periphery to the umbilicus; spaces between the cords

marked like those on the spire. Aperture large; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture wdthin; colu-

mella long, slender, somewhat curved, very strongly reflected, pro-

vided with a strong fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 4102 U. S. N. M.) comes from Cape St. Lucas,

Lower California. It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2.3 mm., diameter 0.7 mm.

Subgenus MENESTHO Moller.

Meneslho Moller, Ind. MolL Greenl., 1842, p. 10. +Odetta de Folin, Fonds de

la Mer, 1870, p. 314. Type, Odctta elegans de P^olin. -\- Jaminea de Folin,

Constit. Method, de la Fam. Chemnitiziidse, 1885, p. 15. Type, Jaminea

bilirata de Folin; not Jaminea Brown, 1827. -\-Jaminina de Folin, Zool.

Record, vol. 22, 1885, p. 94. Type. Jaminea bUirata de Folin.

Shell not unibilicated, marked by moderately well developed and

usually equally spaced spiral cords; axial sculpture reduced to mere

lines of growth w^hich frequently appear as i^eri/ slender raised tlireads

in the grooves between the cords.

Type.—Turbo alhulus Fabricius.

key to the species op the subgenus MENESTHO.

Entire .surface of the shell marked by spiral cords.

Shell elongate-conic.

Shell large, adult more than 5 mm. long yrammatospira, p. 185.

Shell small, adult less than 2.5 mm. long pharcida, p. 185.

Shell elongate-ovate or ovate.

Last whorl marked by about 40 spiral cords exara, p. 186.

Last whorl marked by less than 20 spiral cords.

Spiral cords 2 between the sutures of the last whorl . . . .ziziphina, p. 186.

Spiral cords 3 between the sutures of the last whorl recta, p. 187.

Spiral cords 4 between the sutures of the last whorl.

Basal cords 3 amilda, p. 187.

Basal cords 4

.

Shell ovate rallipyrga, p. 188.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Spiral sculpture very strong farma, p. 188.

Spiral sculpture very feeble enora, p. 189.

Basal cords 7 chilensis, p. 189.

Basal cords 11 fetella, p. 189.

Spiral cords 6 between the sutures of t\w last whorl

.

Basal cords 5 Injpocurta, p. 190.

Basal cords 6 nquisculpta, ]). 191.

Basal cords 8 harfordensis , p. 191.

Base of 1 lie shtll only marked by spii-al cords sublirulata, p. 192.
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ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) GRAMMATOSPIRA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 21, figs. 1,7a.

Odostomia (Oscilla) grammatospira Dall and Bartsch, Mem. f'al. Acad. Sci.,

vol. 3, 1903, p. 285, pi. 1, figs. 6, 6a.

Shell elongate-conic, semitranslucent. Nuclear whorls small, form-

ing a depressed helicoid spire, which is a little more than half ob-

liquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately rounded, marked by four strong, equal, and al-

most equally spaced spiral cords wliich are separated by three well-

incised spiral groov.es. Suture subchanneled. Periphery of the last

whorl marked by a depressed cord wliich is not c^uite as strong as

those between the sutures. Base somewhat attenuated , well rounded,

marked by ten spiral cords wliich grow successively weaker and

closer spaced from the periphery toward the umbilical area, disap-

pearing altogether on the extreme anterior portion. The spaces be-

tween the spiral cords on spire and base are marked by slender axial

threads. Aperture oval, effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute;

outer lip tliin, showing the external sculpture within, rendered wavy
by the keels; columella stout, reflected, reenforced by the base, pro-

vided with a weak fold at its insertion; parietal wall glazed with a

faint callus.

The type (Cat. no. 161625, U.S.N.M.) was collected at Cape St.

Lucas, Lower California. It has eight post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 5.3 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) PHARCIDA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 21, fig. 5.

Odostomia (Mcncstho) pharcida Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, p. 520, pi. 46, fig. 8. Mumiola tenuis Dall, Bull. Nat. Soc. Brit. Col.,

1897, p. 14, pi. 1, fig. 10; not Odostomia tenuis Carpenter, 1856, nor

Odostomia tenuis Jeffrey, 1884.

Shell small, subcylindric, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls deeply

immersed, a portion of the last and the penultimate only appear when
viewed from the side; tliis gives the shell a truncated appearance.

Post-nuclear whorls moderately well rounded, rather wide between

the sutures, and somewhat shouldered at the summits; ornamented

by strong, low, rounded spiral cords, which are separated by moder-

ately deep, narrow, depressed channels. wSix of these cords occur

upon the first, 7 upon the second to the penultimate whorl between
the sutures; the posterior cord is a little broader and less elevated

than the rest, while some of those on the penultimate turn show a

tendency to divide—that is, a faint spiral line is apparent on the mid-

dle of some of these cords. Sutures well impressed. Periphery and
base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter ornamented by eight

rounded spiral ct)rds similar to those between the sutures. The
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spaces between the spiral lidges on the base and between the sutures

are marked by closel}^ placed, exceedingly slender, raised axial

threads. Aperture pyriform, somewhat effuse anteriorly, posterior

angle acute; columella short, curved, reenforced b}-^ the attenuated
base, free only at its extreme anterior end, with an oblique fold near
its insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 107440, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by Dr. C. F.

Newcombe, in 10 to 15 fathoms, at Cumshewa Inlet, Queen Charlotte

Island, British Columl)ia. It has four post-nuclear whorls, which
measure: Length 2.2 mm., diameter 0.9 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) EXARA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 2L lig. 1.

Odostomia (Mcnestho) exara Dall and Bartsch. Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., vol. 3r!,

1907, pp. 521, 522, pi. 46, fig. 6.

Shell elongate-ovate, subdiaphanous. Nuclear whorls smooth,

deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, only a part of

the last one appearing above it. Post-nuclear whorls somewhat
inflated, well rounded, marked on the first whorl by 8, on the second

by 12, on the third by 14, and on the penultimate between the sutures

by 20 subequal and equally spaced, low, depressed spiral cords which
are sej)arated by narrower channels. Periphery and base of the last

whorl inflated, sculptured like the spire by probably 20 spiral cords.

In addition to the spiral sculpture the entire surface is marked by fine

incremental lines which are best marked in the spaces between the

cords. -Aperture oval, somewhat eft'use anteriorly; posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; columella

decidedly curved, reenforced by the attenuated base, free only at its

anterior extremity, where it is somewhat revolute, provided with a

prominent fold at its insertion which appears as the thickened inflec-

tion of the columella; parietal w^all covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 196250, U.S.N.M.) comes from Pacific Grove,

Monterey, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 3.9 mm., diameter 2.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) ZIZIPHINA Caipenter.

Plate 20, fig. 2.

Farthenia zizipMna Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 416.

Shell conic, white. Nucleus mammillated. Post-nuclear whorls

marked by five spiral lirations of which two appear between the

sutures, one at the periphery and two on the base. Columella with

an oblique fold.

To the above, Doctor Carpenter adds: "Tablet 1967 (Liverpool col-

lection) contains a small Ziziphinus-shaped shell, very young, dif-
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fering from P. cxanitu in the niiinlior and strength of spiral ridges.

Length 0.65 mm., diameter 0.55 mm. One specimen was taken

from Chama at Mazatlan, Mexico."

From an examination of the type we are able to add that it is a

much worn, young, and distorted Menestho.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) RECTA de Folin.

Odetta recta de Folin, Les Fonds dc la Mcr, vol. 2. 1872, pp. 167, 108.

Shell conic, ventricose, subcrystalline, robust, with straight spire.

Nuclear whorls three, forming an acute apex, having their axis at

right angles to that of the succeeding turn. Post-nuclear whorls

four, marked by three broad, strong, somewhat rounded, spiral keels

between the sutures, the spaces between which are less wide than

the keels. Sutures ill defined. Last whorl almost equal to half the

length of the shell. Base marked by less developed spiral cords.

Aperture oval; columella provided with a strong fold.

De Folin's type, which was unfortunately crushed by him while

being drawn, comes from the Margarita Island, Bay of Panama.. It

had four post-nuclear whorls and measured : Length 2.0 mm. , diameter

LI mm.
ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) AMILDA, new species.

Plate 21, lig. 4.

Shell ovate, transparent. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich only

the tilted edge of the last whorl projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures, and somewhat shoul-

dered at the summits, the first marked by four slender equal and

subequally spaced incised spiral lines; the rest are marked by a

stronglv incised groove a little below the summit which causes this

to appear bounded by a well-rounded cord; the remainder of the

whorls between the sutures show a few distantly spaced and feebly

incised sjnral lines and numerous very fine, decidedly retractile

lines of growth. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base

somewhat inflated, well rounded, slightly attenuated anteriorly,

marked by numerous exceedingly fine, microscopic s})iral striations

and three well incised equal and equally spaced lines on the anterior

half. Aperture oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; col-

umella slender, decidedly curved, somewhat reflected, reenforced by

the base; provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 60905, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego,

CaUfornia. It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.6 mm., diameter L3 mm. Two additional specimens (Cat. no.

206907, U.S.N.M.) come from Round Island, Lower California.
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ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHOj CALLIPYRGA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 20, fig. 9.

Odostomia iOdctta) callipynja Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17,

1904, p. 12. =Odetta clegans de Folin, Fonds de la Mer, vol. 2, 1872, p. 167,

pi. 6, fig. 4; not Odostomia (Evalea) elegans A. Adams, 1860, nor Harvella

[=Odostomia] elegans H. and A. Adams, 1863, nor Odostomia elegans Mon-
terosato, 1869.

Shell oblong-ovate, somewhat ventricose, white. Nuclear whorls

nearly half immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls somewhat inflated, moderately contracted at the

periphery and moderately shouldered at the summit, marked by
strong spiral cords of which 2 appear upon the first, 3 upon the sec-

ond, and 4^ upon the penultimate turn between the sutures. These
cords are separated by well impressed, narrow, spiral grooves which
are crossed by slender axial threads. Periphery and base of the last

whorl well rounded, marked by four spiral cords, similar to those on
the spire, the space between which is ornamented like the grooves in

the spire. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lij) thin, show-
ing the external scidpture within; columella slender, somewhat
curved and slightly reflected, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type was collected at Alargarita Island, Baj" of Panama. It

has four post-nuclear whorls and measiu-es: Length 2.2 mm., diam-

eter 1 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) FARMA, new species.

Plate 20, figs. 1, la.

Shell elongate, ovate, cream-colored. Nuclear whorls at least two,

marked with three slender, spiral lirations, the apex being deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. The junc-

tion of the nucleus and the post-nuclear whorls is marked by a varix.

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, marked by three equal and sub-

equally spaced spiral grooves which are crossed by slender axial

riblets, the combination of grooves and ribs giving the whorls a

pitted appearance. The four raised spaces bounded by the spiral

grooves are finely sjjirally striated. Suture deeply channeled.

Periphery of the last wliorl marked by a spiral groove. Base of the

last whorl well rounded, marked by four incised lines on the posterior

two-thirds, which are equally spaced but grow successively weaker.

The peripheral and first sub})eripheral channel are equal to those on

the spire; all are rendered pitted by the slender axial riblets. An-
terior third smooth. Aperture broadly oval, somewhat eftuse an-

teriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella slender,

curved, somewhat reflected and reenforced by the base; parietal wall

covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206908 U.S.N.M.) comes from Catalina Island,

California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.4 mm., diameter L2 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) ENORA, new species.

Plate 21, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeedino; turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures and weakly shouldered at

the summits, marked between the sutures by four feebly incised

spiral grooves of which the second one above the periphery is the

weakest. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat inflated. Base well

rounded posteriorly, somewhat attenuated anteriorly, marked by
four subequal but unequally spaced incised spiral lines. Aperture

oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip

thin; columella slender, slightly curved and somewhat revolute, pro-

vided with a weak fold at its insertion.

The type and two specimens (Cat. no. 207126 U.S.N.M) come
from San Pedro, California. The type has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 2.8 mm., diameter 1.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) CHILENSIS, new species.

Plate 21, fig. 6.-

Shell milk-white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear

whorls well rounded, slightly constricted at the suture and moder-

ately shouldered at the summit, marked by four pitted spiral grooves,

three of which divide the posterior two-thirds between the sutures

into three almost equal areas, while the fourth is at the periphery.

The space between the peripheral grooves and the one posterior to

it is equal to one-third the space between the sutures. These grooves

as well as those on the base are crossed by many slender axial riblets

which break them u]) into pits. The raised spaces between the

grooves are marked by slender lines of grow^th and many extremely

fine spiral striations. Suture well impressed. Base of the last

whorl well rounded, marked by seven pitted, well incised lines and
microscopic spiral striations. Aperture broadly ovate; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin; columella slender, curved, decidedly revo-

lute, provided with a strong oblique fokl at its insertion; parietal

wall covered with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 109363 U.S.N.M.) was taken from the anchor

of the Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at Tome, Cliile. It is

a fragment consisting of the last three whorls (the nucleus and prob-

ably the first two post-nuclear whorls being lost), and measures:

Length 2.3 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) FETELLA. new species.

Plate 21, iigs. 9, 9a.

Shell very elongate-ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls small,

obliquely two-thirds immersed in the first of the succeeding turns.
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Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately contracted at the

sutures and slightly shouldered at the summit, marked by four strong

flattened cords which grow successively a little weaker from the sum-

mit to the periphery, separated by narrow, deeply incised spiral

grooves. Periphery of the last whorl marked l)y a broad, flat cord

somewhat wider than the first supra-peripheral one. Base of the

last whorl somewhat attenuated anteriorly, well rounded, marked by

eleven equal and equally narrow, rounded, spiral cords. In addition

to this sculpture, there are many very fine incised spiral lines and

decidedly retractive axial lines of growth on the spire and base.

Aperture broadly oval, slightly effuse anteriorly, posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; colu-

mella moderately strong, slightly curved, somewhat reflected, com-

pletely reenforced by the base, provided w4th a strong fold at its

insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 46478, U.S.N.M.) and 124 specimens come from

San Diego, California. The type has seven post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 4.4 mm., diameter 1.8 mm.

The following specimens have been examined

:

U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

126025
46498

208068
46478
46477

127053
106520

Num-
ber of
speci-

mens.

12

1

150
125
80
1

4
10
1

Locality.

San Pedro, California
do
do

San Diego, California
do

Foot of Ash street, San Diego, California.

San Diego, California
Long Beach, California

San Ignacio Lagoon, Lower California. .

.

Disposition of

material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Oldroyd Coll.

Univ. ofCal.
U. S.Nat. Mus.

Do.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) HYPOCURTA, new species.

Plate 21, fig. 8.

Shell very elongate-ovate, bluish-white. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, marked by five broad,

strong, deeply incised spiral grooves, that divide the space between

the sutures into raised, flattened keels, which are successively a little

wider from the summit to the periphery. Periphery of the last

wdiorl marked by a groove similar to those above. Base rather short,

moderately rounded, marked by five subequal and subequally spaced

spiral grooves which are a little weaker tlian those on the spire. The

entire surface of tlie shell is marked by slender lines of growth, and

the raised spaces between the spiral grooves are finely spirally stri-

ated. Suture strongly impressed. Aperture ? (outer lip fractured)

;

columella strong, curved, revolute, its posterior two-thirds reenforced

by the base; columellar fold not visible in the aperture. Operculum

paucispiral.
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The unique type (Cat. no. 16S660, U.S.N.^r.) was dredged at U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 3306, ofT Bristol Bay, Bering Sea, Alaska,

in 33 fathoms, bottom temperature 38.9. It has five post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 4.3 mm., diameter 2.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) .EQUISCULPTA Carpenter.

Plate 20, figs. 3. ?,u.

Odostomia (Evalea) xquisculpta Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol.

14, 1864, pp. 46, 47 =Odostomia (Oscilla) a;quiscidpta (Carpenter) Dall and
Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 284, pi. 1, figs. 3, 3a (part).

Shell elongate-ovate, semitranslucent. Nuclear whorls deeply

obliquely immersed, the tilted edge of the last only being visible.

Post-nuclear wjiorls rounded, somewhat inflated, marked by strong,

well-rounded, ec(ual sj)iral keels, of which 4 occur u])on the first, 5

on the second, and 6 between the sutures u]^on the penultimate

turn, half of the peripheral one falling iti the suture; here too there

is a tendency in the one at the summit to become split. Periphery

and base of the last whorl w'ell rounded, marked by six spiral cords,

which grow successively weaker from the periphery to the base.

Spaces between the cords and spire and base narrow, marked by
numerous, decidedly retractive axial threads. Sutiu'e well im-

pressed. Aperture broadly oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; pos-

terior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture

wuthin; columella strong, decidedly reflected anteriorly, reenforced

by the base, provided with a small fold at its insertion; parietal wall

covered with a faint callus.

The type (Cat. no. 16221, U.S.N.M.) comes from Cape St. Lucas.

It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2 mm., diam-

eter 1.2 mm.

odostomia (MENESTHO) HARFORDENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 21, fig. 3.

Odostomia { Menestho) harfordensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc IT. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 521, pi. 46, fig. 5.

Shell elongate-ovate, bluish-white. Nuclear wliorls smooth, ob-

lic(uely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, only tw^o-

tliirds of the last volution projects above them. Post-nuclear whorls

well rounded and somewhat inflated, marked by numerous incre-

mental lines and five equally strong, but irregularly distributed,

punctate, incised, spiral lines between the sutures. The two near

tlie summit are placed closer to each other than any of the others, the

space between the summits and the second line being about equal to

the space inclosed ])etween the first and second supra-peripheral

lines. The third line falls on about the middle of the exposed por-

tion of the whorls and is a little nearer to the second line than the
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one anterior to it. In addition to these five strongly incised lines

there are numerous very fine and closely spaced spiral strife which

cross all parts of the surface of the shell. Periphery and base of

the last turn inflated, the latter marked by lines of growth and eight

strongly incised, punctate spiral lines, which are a little less strongly

impressed and a little more closely spaced at the umbilical area than

at the peripheral part of the base. These lines ec^ual those of the

spire in strength. Sutures constricted. Ajierture very large, some-

what effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, showing

the external sculpture within; columella curved, reenforced by the

attenuated base and provided with a strong fold and its insertion;

parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 196299, U.S.N.AI.) was collected by Mrs. Merri-

hew^, at Port Harford, California. It has five post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 3.2 mm., diameter 1.8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (MENESTHO) SUBLIRULATA Carpenter.

Plate 20, fig. 4.

Odostomia sublirulata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 185(5, p. 410.

Shell elongate-ovate, milk-white. (Nuclear whorls ?) Post-

nuclear whorls moderately rounded, smooth betw^een the well im-

pressed sutures. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat angulated.

Base slightly elongated, w^ell rounded, marked by seven subequal

slender, raised spiral cords which are separated l^y channels al)out

one-half as wide as the cords. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin, decidedly thickened within; columella straight, rather

thick, somewhat reflected over the umbilical chink; provided with

an oblique fold at its insertion.

The type was taken from a Spondylus at Mazatlan, Mexico; it is

on tablet 1952, Liverpool collection, British Museum. It has five

post-nuclear turns and measures: Length 2 mm., diameter 1 mm.

Subgenus EVALEA A. Adams.

Evalea A. Adams, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., voL 6, 1860, p. 22; +Ondina de Folin,

Fonds de la Mer, 1870, p. 214; type, Ondina sulcata de Folin; -\-AuricuUna

Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1847, p. 159; type, Odostomia ohliqua Alder; +Ptycli-

ostomon Locard, Prod, de les Moll, de France, 1886, p. 228; type, Turbo

conoideus Brocchi.

Odostomias having the surface marked by fine incised si)iral lines.

Type.— Evalea elegans A. Adams.
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KEY TO THK SPECIES OF THE SUBfiENUS EVALEA.

Shell umbilicated.

Spiral sculpture consisting of incised lines only.

Columellar fold on the middle of the columella nunivakensis, p. 194.

Columellar fold decidedly posterior to the middle of the columella.

Spiral sculpture strong.

Shell thick and robust HIMsnooensis, p. 195.

Shell thin and delicate.

Shell small, adult 4.1 mm. long tillamookensis, p. 195.

Shell larger, adult 5.5 mm. long esilda, p. 196.

Spiral sculpture very fine.

Shell very broadly conic.

Sutures very strongly contracted aleutica, p. 196.

Sutures not strongly contracted kadiahensis, p. 197.

Shell elongate-conic.

Summit of the whorls narrowly tabulated herilda, p. 197.

Summit of the whorls not tabulated.

Sutures strongly contracted.

Whorls well rounded.

Shell very small, adult 1.6 mm. long. tenuis, p. 197.

Shell larger, adult 3 mm. long valdezi, p. 198.

Whorls flattened in the middle riemo, p. 198.

Sutures not strongly contracted : io, p. 199.

Shell ovate pratoma, p. 199.

Spiral sculpture consisting of fine incised lines and slender raised lirations, the

latter stronger than the spaces between the striations.

Spiral lirations confined to the base septentrionalis, p. 200.

Spiral lirations on spire and base capitana, p. 200.

Shell not umbilicated.

Incised spiral lines strong over the entire surface of the shell.

Periphery of the last whorl subangulated.

Spiral sculpture uniform jewetti, p. 201.

Spiral sculpture consisting of fine and strong striations . . Anflata, p. 201.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded.

Shell elongate-conic columbiana, p. 202.

Shell elongate-ovate unalaskensis, p. 203.

Incised spiral lines strong on the early whorls and much finer on the later turns.

Shell very broadly ovate.

Shell with incised lines and raised lirations on the last whorl, atossa, p. 203.

Shell with incised lines only.

Outer lip decidedly expanded anteriorly obesa, p. 203.

Outer lip evenly curved lucasana, p. 204.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Shell white, semitransparent.
Adult shell 4.8 mm. long phanea, p. 204.

Adult shell 3.3 mm. long phanella, p. 205.

Shell not white nor semitransparent.

Incised spirals upon the second whorl 7 santarosana, p. 205.

Incised spirals upon the second whorl IF,. ..tenuisculpta, p. 206.

Incised spiral lines only moderately strong.

Periphery of the last whorl very strongly angulated angularis, p. 207.

Periphery of the last whorl subangulated.

Posterior angle of aperture with weak notch socnrroensis, p. 208.

Posterior angle without notch.

Adult shell 4.5 mm. long... donilla, p. 208.

Adult shell 3 mm. long cali/ornica, p. 208.
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Shell not. umbilicalod—Continued.
Incised spiral linos only moderately strong—Continued.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded.

Summits of the whorls tabulately shouldered serilla, p. 209.

Summit of the whorls not tabulately shouldered.

Shell broadly conic tacomaensis, p. 209.

Shell elongate-conic.

Shell very small, adult 3.3 mm. long ainchitJcana, p. 210.

Shell larger, more than 5 mm. long stephensi, p. 210.

Shell elongate-ovate dessini, p. 211.

Incised spiral lines exceedingly fine.

Periphery of the last whorl strongly angulated.

Shell conic minutissima, p. 211.

Shell broadly conic - raymondi, p. 212.

Periphery of the last whorl subangulated.

Shell large, adult more than 6.5 mm. long gravida, p. 212.

Shell small, adult less than 4 mm. long.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Summit of the whorls subtabulated notilla, p. 213.

Summit of the whorls slopingly shouldered movilla, p. 213.

Shell ovate altina, p. 214.

Periphery of the whorls well rounded.

Summit of the whorls tabulated.

Shell small, adult 4.5 mm. long profundicolu, p. 214.

Shell larger, adult 6.3 mm. long baranoffensis, p. 215.

Summit of the whorls not tabulated.

Shell broadly conic.

Columella almost straight sitka'ensis, p. 215.

Columella very strongly curved hagemeisteri, p. 216.

Shell conic.

Shell minute, adult 2.2 mm. long resina, p. 216.

Shell larger, adult 4 mm. long deliciosa, ]i. 216.

Shell slender, conic.

Spiral striations on base and spire uniform parella, p. 217.

Spiral striations stronger on the base than spire, g^ranarfensis, p. 217.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) NUNIVAKENSIS, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 6.

Shell elongate ovate, deeply umbilicatecl, milk-white. Nuclear

whorls small, deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls increasing very regularly in size, rather

high between the sutures, well rounded with strongly tabulated sum-

mits. Suture strongly marked. Periphery and base of last whorl

well rounded, umbilicus bounded by a slender thread. Aperture

elongate-ovate, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella

slender, f-shaped, slightly revolute, free from the base, armed with a

strong fold near its center. Entire surface crossed by fine lines of

growth and exceedingly fine, closely spaced, wavy spiral striations.

The unique typo (Cat. no. 159476, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Dr.

William H. Dall at the north end of Nunivak Island, Alaska. It has

five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3 mm., diameter 1.6

mm. TJK^ (i]i(> spiral striations have been omitted in the drawing.
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ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) KILLISNOOENSIS, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 7.

Shell very elongate ovate, umbilicated, yellowish white. Nuclear

whorls very small, obliquely, almost completely immersetl in the first

of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls evenly, moderately

rounded, with very faintly shouldered summits, marked by numerous,
fairly strong, equal and equally closely spaced, w^avy, spiral stria-

tions, and fine retractive lines of growth. Peripher}' and base of last

whorl well rounded, marked like the spire. Suture well impressed.

Aperture ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly, posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin; columella very oblique, posterior two-thirds straight,

and strongly reflected, anterior third strongly curved; columellar

fold strong, oblique, situated at the insertion of the columella;

parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 159457, U.S.N.M.) was coUected by A. Krause,

at Killisnoo, Alaska. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 6.4 mm., diameter 3 mm. Three other specimens (Cat. no.

205214, U.S.N.M.) from the same place by the same collector were

donated to the U. S. National Museum by the Berlin Museum, in

whose collection three additional specimens are listed under Cat. no.

36334.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) TILLAMOOKENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 22, lig. 2.

Odostomia (Evalea) tillamookcnsis Dall and BARTSfH, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, pp. 522, 523, pi. 47, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-conic, thin, yellowish white. Nuclear whorls sur-

rounded by the first of the succeeding turns and so immersed as to

give the apex a broadly truncated appearance. Post-nuclear whorls

inflated, evenly strongly rounded, very slightly shouldered at the

summit, separated b}^ well-marked sutures. Periphery and base of

the last whorl well rounded, the latter inflated, narrowly openly

umbilicated. Entire surface marked b}^ numerous fine, wa\^', sub-

equal, weakly incised spiral lines, of which about 35 occur between

the summit and the periphery of the last whorl and about an equal

number on the base. Aperture oval; outer lip thin; columella slen-

der, evenly gently curved, and slightly revolute, free, not reenforced

at the base, provided with a slender fold at its insertion, which is not

visible when the aperture is viewed square h'.

The type (Cat. no. 196244, U.S.N.M.) has four post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 4.1 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. It was dredged

by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at station 3346, off

Tillamook. Oregon, in 786 fathoms, green mud, bottom tempera-

ture 37°.3.
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ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) ESILDA, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-ovate, light yellow. Nuclear whorls decollated.

Post-nuclear whorls inflated, slightly rounded in the middle, more so

toward the suture, and the ai)pressed summit. Periphery and base of

the last whorl well rounded, the latter narrowly umbilicated. Entire

surface of spire and base marked by vertical lines of growth and

numerous very fine, closely spaced, spiral lirations. Aperture large,

oval, slightly effuse anteriorly
;
posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin;

columella slender, strongly reflected, almost closing the umbilicus;

provided with a strong, deep-seated fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206909, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2936, in 359 fathoms, temperature 49°, off San

Diego, California. It has lost the nucleus and the first post-nuclear

turn; the five remaining measure: Length 5.5 mm., diameter 2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) ALEUTICA, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 5.

Shell broadly conic, light green. Nuclear whorls small, deepty

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear

whorls somewhat inflatedly rounded, with well-rounded summits.

Entire surface marked by fine lines of growth and numerous ver}'^

fine, closely spaced, wav^^, spiral striations. Sutures strongly

impressed. Periphery of the last whorl and base well rounded, the

latter quite strongly inflated. Aperture broadly ovate, somewhat

effuse anteriorly, posterior angle acute; outer lip broadly curved,

thin; columella slender, curved, and reflected, free from the base,

forming a suggestion of an umbilicus; columellar fold slender, situ-

ated a little below the insertion of the columella; parietal wall covered

by a thin callus.

The above description is based upon two individuals which, together

with twelve other specimens form Cat. no. 205179, U.S.N.M., and

which were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 3336, in

Iliuliuk Harbor, Bering Sea, Alaska, in 55 fathoms, bottom tempera-

ture 41°. 6. The nucleus was described from a young individual and

the post-nuclear whorls from an adult specimen, which has lost the

nucleus and the first post-nuclear turn. The five remaining turns of

this measure : Length 4.4 mm., diameter 2.8 mm. Another specimen.

Cat. no. 159464, U.S.N.M., was collected in Captains Harbor,

Unalaska, Alaska, in 25 fathoms on mud bottom, by Dr. W. H. Dall.

Another, Cat. no. 160958, U.S.N.M., also collected by Doctor Dall,

comes from Amaknak Island, Unalaska, Alaska.
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ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) KADIAKENSIS, new species.

Plate 22, fi.s;. 9.

Shell very regularly elongate conic, umbilicated, yellowish white.

(Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls moderately

rounded, marked by vertical lines of growth and numerous, exceed-

ingly fine, wav}', spiral striations. Sutures deeply impressed. Pe-

riphery of the last well rounded. Base strongly inflated, marked like

the spire ; umbilicus narrow, partly covered by the strongly reflected

columella. Aperture ovate, effuse anteriorly, posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin; columella thin, very oblique, strongly curved ante-

riorly and decidedly reflected, provided with a weak fold a little

anterior to its insertion.

The type and another specimen (Cat. no. 159470, U.S.N.M.) were

collected by Dr. W. II. Dad at Kadiak Island, Alaska. The type has

six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.2 mm., diameter

2.7 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) HERILDA, new species.

Plate 23, tig. 8.

Shell elongate-conic, light yellow. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls

cylindric in outline, moderately rounded in the middle and very much
so at the very strongly shouldered summit. Sutures well impressed.

Periphery short, base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter nar-

rowly umbilicated. Entire surface of spire and base marked by

numerous vertical lines of growth and exceedingly fine, closely spaced,

wavy spiral striations. Aperture ovate, posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin; columella slender, somewdiat sinuous, slightly reflected,

provided with a deep-seated fold a little anterior to its insertion;

parietal wall glazed with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206910, U.S.N.M.) was dredged off San Diego,

California. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

3.8 mm., diameter L8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) TENUIS Carpenter.

Plate 22, fig. 3.

Odostomia tenuis Carpenter, Oat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 412; not Odostomia

tenuis Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 281, pi. 1,

fig. 14.

Shell elongate-conic, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls small, deeply

obliquely immersed. Post-nuclear whorls inflated, well rounded,

somewhat overhanging, strongly constricted at the suture. Periph-

ery and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded,

strongly umbilicated. Entire surface of spire and base marked by
2565—Bull. 6S—09 14
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many equal closely and equally spaced spiral striations. Aperture

oval; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella thin, curved,

with a slender fold opposite the umbilicus; parietal wall covered with

a thin callus, which renders the peritreme complete.

Two specimens of this species were obtained off Spondijlus, at

Mazatlan, Mexico. Tablet 1958, Liverpool collection, British

ISIuseum, contains the largest, which has five post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length, 1.6 mm.: diameter, 0.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA fEVALEA) VALDEZI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 23, fig. (i.

Odostomia(Evalea)valdeziT>ALL and Bartsch, Proc U.S. Nat. Mas., vol. .3:^, 1907,

p. 526, pi. 48, fig. 2.

Shell small, thin, very elongate-oval, subdiaphanous to milk-white,

having the entire surface marked by rather strong lines of growth

and numerous microscopic spiral striations. Nuckar whorls deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich

only the tilted edge of the last turn is visible. Post-nuclear turns

rather high between the sutures, well rounded, with, narrowly roundly

shouldered summits. Periphery and base of the last turn inflated and

well rounded, the latter with a very narrow umbilical chink. Aper-

ture moderately large, oval; posterior angle acute; columella strongly

curved, reinforced by the attenuated base and provided with a moder-

ately strong fold opposite the umbilical chink.

The type has five post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 3

mm., diameter 1.3 mm. It and another specimen (Cat. no. 196249,

U.S.N.M.) were collected by Mr. S. S. Berry, in 12 fathoms, off Del

Monte, Monterey, California. Two additional specimens from the

same station are in Mr. Berry's collection.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) NEMO, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 8.

Shell elongate-conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls flat-

tened in the middle, moderateh^ contracted at the suture, and

roundly shouldered at the .summit. Suture strongl}^ impressed.

Periphery and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded,

the latter very frequently narrowly um])ilicated. Entire surface of

spire and base marked by vertical lines of growth and numerous

exceedingly fuie, spiral striations. Aperture ovate, somewhat effuse

anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella thin,

curved, strongly reflected, provided with a fold at its insertion;

parietal wall glazed with a thin callus.
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The type (Cat. no. 206911, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Diego, Cali-

fornia. It has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.8

mm., diameter 2.1 mm.

Examinations of the following specimens have been made

:

U.S.N.M.
Cat. no.

No. of

speei-
Station
No.

126626
206912

206911

Locality.

San Pedro, California.

do
do

1
I

San Diego, California.

.....:.. do

Disposition of
material.

U. S. Nat. Mus.
Do.

Oldroyd coll.

Univ. Cal. coll.

U. S. Nat. Mus.

a Type.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) lO, new species.

Plate 22, fig. 4.

Odostomia tenuis Dall and Bartsch, Mem. Oal. Acad. Sci., vol. 3, 1903, p. 287,

pi. 1, fig. 14; not Odostomia teyiuis Carpenter, 1856.

Shell regularly conic, umbilicated, white. Nuclear whorls tleeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls slightly rounded, feebly contracted at the sutures, and very

faintly shouldered at the summit. Sutures poorly defined. Periph-

ery faintly angulated. Base somewhat inflated, well rounded, nar-

rowly umbilicated. Entire surface marked by retractive lines of

growth and closely spaced spiral striations. Aperture ovate, some-

what effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella

slender, very strongly curved, slightly revolute, provided A\-ith a

strong fold at its insertion. '

The type (Cat. no. 56770, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen comes

from Santa Rosa Island, California. The type has six post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 5.6 mm., diameter 2.3 mm. Cat. no.

107741, U.S.N.M., two specimens dredged in 6 fathoms, in Santa

Barbara Channel. Cat. no. 15316, U.S.N.M., one specimen from

San Pedro. UniA^ersity of California has a specimen dredged at

station 30, off Santa CataUna Island.

ODOSTOMIA I EVALEA) PRATOMA, new species.

Plate 23, fig. 4.

Shell elongate-ovate, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, strongly contracted at the sutures, wdth a rounded sloping

shoulder at the summit. Periphery obsoletely angulated. Base
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well rounded with an obscure umbilical chink. Entire surface of

base and spire marked by numerous, slightly retractive lines of

growth and exceedingly fine, closely spaced, spiral striations. Aper-

ture ovate; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip very thin; columella

slender, strongly curved, slightly revolute, provided with a weak, deep-

seated fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206913, U.S.N.M.) and twenty-one specimens

were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station 2902, in 53 fathoms,

temperature 45°, off Santa Rosa Island, California.

The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.9

mm., diameter 1.4 mm. Fifteen additional specimens (Cat. no.

206914, U.S.N.M.) were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries station

2901, in 48 fathoms, temperature 55°. 1, also off Santa Rosa Island.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) SEPTENTRIONALIS, new species.

Plate 2(), iit;. <».

Shell very elongate, ovate, thin, umbilicated, soiled yellowish white.

Nuclear whorls small, smooth, very obliquely, deeply immersed in

the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls inflated, well

rounded, summits appressed, marked by fine, retractive lines of

growth and numerous fine, wavy, spiral striations between the sutures

and on the base. The posterior half of the base has, in addition to

the a])ove marking, three broad, low, feeble, raised, spiral threads.

Umbilicus very narrow. Aperture large, very regularly oval
;
pos-

terior angle obtuse, the thin outer lip bending strongly outward in a

broad swee])ing curve; columella long, slender, regularly curved and

moderately reflected, not reenforced l)y the l)ase, provided with a

feeble o])li((ue fold at its insertion; parietal wall glazed with a thin

callus.

The type. Cat. no. 159462, U.S.N.M., and two additional specimens,

were collected by Doctor Dall, at Unalaska, Alaska. It has five post-

nuclear whorls, and measures: Tjcngth 4.3 mm., diameter 2.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) CAPITANA, new species.

Plate 26, fig. 7.

Shell elongate oval, unbilicated, light yellow. Nuclear whorls

small, deeply, very obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, with strongly rounded

summits. Entire surface marked by fine lines of growth and exceed-

ingly numerous, very fine, wavy, spiral striations. In addition to

these markings the whorls are covered by eight very slender, sub-

equally spaced, obsolete threads between the sutures and four which

are considerably stronger and equally spaced on the base. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter narrowly umbili-

cated. Aperture rather large, broadly ovate, posterior angle acute;
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outer lip thin: coluniella slemler; very strongly curved and reflected,

not reenforced by the base; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type,, Cat. no. 159464&, U.S.N.M., was collected in 25 fath-

oms, on sand bottom, in Captains Harbor, Unalaska, Alaska, by Dr.

W. H. Dall. It has five post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length

4.6 mm., diameter 2.5 mm. Another specimen, Cat. no. 159468,

U.S.N.M., also collected by Doctor Dall, comes from 12 fathoms, mud
bottom, St. Paul, Kadiak Island, Alaska.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) JEWETTI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 2.3, fig. :}.

Odostomia (Evalca) jewetti Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. .33,

1907. pp, 523, 524, pi. 47, fig. 3. =Odostomia inflata Carpenter, part, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 15, 1865, p. 394.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls very small, smooth,

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the last one is visible. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, a little

more abruptly so on the posterior tliird between the sutures. Sum-
mits very narrowly flattened which renders the sutures well marked.

Periphery of the last whorl slightly angulated. Base slightly con-

tracted, moderately rounded between the periphery and umbilical

area, narrowly produced to reenforce the columella. Entire surface

marked by numerous somewhat wavy, sid)ec[ual and subequally

spaced minute slender spiral lirations, of which there are about 35

between the summit and the periphery and an equal number between

the periphery and the base on the last turn. Aperture large, patulous

anteriorly; posterior angle acute, outer lip thin at the edge, thick

within; columella curved, somewhat reflected, leenforced by the

attenuated base, and provided with a strong oblique fold at its

insertion.

The two cotypes (Cat. no. 15521c, U.S.N.M.) were collected by
Colonel Jewett at Santa Bar])ara, California. One is a young speci-

men consisting of the nucleus and three post-nuclear whorls; the other

)uis lost the nucleus and probably the first two post-nuclear turns; the

five which remain measure: Length 6.1 mm., diameter 3.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) INFLATA Carpenter.

Plate 23, fig. 7.

Odostomia (Evalea) inflata (Carpenter) Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

vol. 33, 1907, p. 524, pi. 47, fig. 8.

Shell ovate, white. Nuclear whorls decollated. Post-nuclear

whorls inflated, gently curved over the anterior two-thirds of the

whorl between the sutures and more strongly so on the posterior

third, this portion forming an evenly curved shoulder. Extreme
summit of the whorls slightly flattened and narrow, rendering the
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sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl subangulated.

Base attenuated, rather suddenly contracted below the periphery,

which gives tlie space between the periphery and the umbilical area

a concave aspect. Entire surface marked by fine lines of growth and
many fine, closely placed spiral lirations, five of which are a little

stronger than the rest and divide the space between the sutures into

subequal areas. There are about 30 of these threads upon the last

turn between the summit and the periphery and a1)out 60 on the base.

Aperture very large, patulous anteriorly; outer lip thin at the edge

but very thick within; columella decidedly curved, and revolute,'

reenforced to the very edge by the attenuated l)ase, provided with a

strong oblique fold at its insertion.

The type and a young individual (Cat no. 155216) were collected

by J. G. Swan at Neah Bay, Washington. It has the last four whorls

(the nucleus and probably the first post-nuclear turn being lost) and
measures: Length 6.2 mm., diameter 3.8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) COLUMBIANA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 23, fig. 1.

Odostomia (Evalca) coliivibiana Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 525, pi. 47, fig. 9.

Shell large, elongate-conic, white. Nuclear whorls small, vitreous,

planorboid, deeply ol)liquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns, above which only the tilted edge of the last volution is visible.

Post-nuclear whorls increasing regularly in size, well rounded, very

narrowly roundly shouldered at the summits, which renders the sut-

ures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl somewhat inflated.

Base well rounded, attenuated anteriorly to reenforce the columella.

Entire surface covered by numerous somewhat wavy, subequal and
subequally closely placed spiral lirations, of w^hich about 40 occur

between the summit and the periphery and about an equal number on
the base of the last whorl. Aperture large, decidedly patulous ante-

riorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin at the edge, very thick

within; columella curved and strongly reflected, free only at its ante-

rior extremity, provided w4th a strong oblique fold at its insertion.

The type and five specimens (Cat. no. 126658, U.S.N.M.) were col-

lected by Dr. C. F. Newcombe at Victoria, Vancouver Island, British

Columbia. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 8.3

mm., diameter 4.2 mm. Three other specimens (Cat. no. 196245,

U.S.N.M.) w^ere dredged by the Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross

at station 4213, off Port Townsend, Washington, in 23 to 25 fathoms,

gray sand and broken shell, bottom temperature 51 °. Another (Cat.

no. 196246, U.S.N.M.) at stationat 4203, Fort Rupert, British Colum-

bia, in 25 to 30 fathoms, volcanic sand and gravel and broken shell

and sponge, bottom temperature 49°.l.
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ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) UNALASKENSIS, new species.

Plate 2(i, lig. .5.

Shell elongate-ovate, stout and strong, light yellow. (Nuclear

whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls flattened on their outer

three-fourth, rounding suddenly to the closely appressed summit, on

the posterior fourth. Entire surface of the shell nuirked by lines of

growth and numerous equal and equally spaced, well marked spiral

striations, of which about 28 occur between the sutures of the penul-

timate whorl. Sutures well impressed. Peri})heiy of the last whorl

somewhat angulated. Base elongated, rounded, marked like the

spire. Aperture ovate, slightly effuse anteriorly, posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin; columella short, strongly curved and reflected,

reenforced for the greater part by the attenuated base and provided

with a strong obHque fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by

a thin callus.

The unique type, Cat. no. 150464a, was collected by Dr. W. H.

Dall, at Captains Harbor, Unalaska, Alaska. It has five and one-half

post-nuclear turns and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter 2.8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) ATOSSA Dall.

Plate 26, fig. 8.

Odostomia (Evalea) atossa Dall, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 34, p. 253, June, 1908.

Shell large, ovate, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls small, deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls inflated, well rounded, feebly contracted at the sutures, very

weakly shouldered at the summit, marked by fine, slightly retractive

lines of growth, and by 7 well-incised spiral lines on the first, 10 on the

second, and 20 on the third. On the last whorl they are very feeble

between the sutures, where they are replaced by four slender, spiral

threads. Periphery of the last whorl inflated. Base inflated, well

rounded, marked by numerous, closely spaced, fine spiral striations.

Aperture large, ovate; ])osterior angle acute; outer lip thin; colu-

mella moderately strong, strongly curved, decidedly reflected, partly

reenforced by the base and provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 110637, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen comes

from San Pedro, California. The type has five post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 6.5 mm., diameter 3.5 mm., and was collected

by Mr. H. N. Lowe.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) OBESA, new species.

Plate 26, fig. 4.

Shell large, ovate, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls very small,

very deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns,

above which only the tilted edge of the last volution jjrojects. Post-
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nuclear whorls inflated, very stronfj'ly rounded, weakly contracted at

the sutures, appressed at the summit, marked by numerous, very

retractive, lines of growth, and on the first three whorls by strongly

incised spiral lines, of which 6 occur upon the first, 17 upon the second.

25 upon the third wdiorl between the sutures, while on the last whorl

they are less strongly expressed and more numerous. Periphery and
base of the last whorl inflated, well rounded, marked like the space

between the sutures of the last whorl. Aperture broadly ovate; pos-

terior angle acute; outer lip thin, decidedly expanded anteriorly;

columella short, strongly curved, revolute, reenforced by the base and
provided with a deep-seated fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206915, U.S.N.M.) and eight specimens come
from San Pedro, California. The t3^])e has five post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length (3 mm., diameter 3.5 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) LUCASANA, new species.

Plate 26, fig. 2.

Shell broadly oval, light yellow. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls

inflated, weakly contracted at the sutures, appressed at the summits,

the first marked by several slender strongly incised spiral lines, the

remaining with numerous very fine closely crowded, w^avy, spiral

striations. Suture well impressed. Periphery and base of the last

whorl well inflated, marked like the space between the sutures.

Aperture very large, very broadly ovate; posterior angle acute;

outer lip thin; columella stout, strongly curved, reflected, reenforced

by the base and provided with a strong fokl at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 16220, U.S.N.M.) comes from Cape St. Lucas,

Lower California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 4.7 mm., diameter 3.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) PHANEA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 23, fig. 5.

Odostomia (Evalea) phanea Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, p. 528, pi. 48, fig. 7. =Odostornia (Evalea) gouldi Dall and Bartsch,

Mem. Cal. Acad. Sci., 1903, p. 282, pi. 1, fig. 15, not Odostomia (? va.r.) gouldii

Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p. 30 (=Odostomia

(Amaura) gouldi Carpenter, of the present paper)

.

Shell elongate-ovate, subdiaphanous to milk-white, stout and shin-

ing. Nuclear whorls small, deeply immersed in the first of the suc-

ceeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls rather high between the sutures,

well rounded with scarcely an indication of a shoulder at the summit,

separated by well-marked sutures. Periphery and the rather long

base of the last whorl well rounded. The first two whorls are regu-

larly closely spirally striated, in the third striation becomes enfee-
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bled and on the penultimate decidedly obsolete, while the base is

smooth. About IS of the strife are visible on the third turn. Aper-

ture larjje, oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; columella <lecidedly

curved and reflected, reenforced l)y the attenuated base, provided

with a strono; oblique fold at its insertion.

The ty})e has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
4.8 mm., diameter 2.6 mm. It and another specimen (Cat. no. 46408,

U.S.N.M.) belons; to the Stearns collection and come from Monterey,
California.

There are four other lots in the collection of the U. S. Natiomal
Museum, all from Monterey. Cat. no. 46496, one specimen belongs

to the Stearns collection; Cat. nos. 46474 and 46479, one specimen
each collected by Doctor Canfield, and Cat. no. 159459, two collected

by Doctor Dall.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) PHANELLA, new species.

Plate 23, %. 9.

Shell ovate, vitreous, translucent. Xudear whorls deeply, verv
obhquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which
only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls inflated, shghtly contracted at the suture, appressed at the

sununit, marked by 8 strongly incised spiral lines on the first and
second and 20 upon the third, between the sutures. Suture well

marked. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked
by numerous spiral striations, wliich are a httle weaker than those

between the periphery and summit of the last whorl. Aperture oval;

posterior angle obtuse; outer hp thin; columella moderately strong,

decidedly curved and strongly revolute, provided with a strong fold

at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 196348, U.S.N.M.) comes from San Pedro Bay.
It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.3 nmi.,

diameter 1.7 mm. One specimen (Cat. no. 162676, U.S.N.M.) from
La JoUa and one specimen (Cat. no. 152324, I^.S.N.M.) from Bahast
Point, San Diego.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) SANTAROSANA, new species.

Plate 2(j, %. (i.

Shell elongate-ovate, light olive. Nuclear whorls very deeply
obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which
only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls much broader at the moderately constricted suture than at

the feebly shouldered summit; well rounded. The first 4 are

marked by strongly incised spiral lines, of which 7 occur upon the

second, 10 upon the third, and 13 upon the fourth, of which the 5

immediately below the summit are finer and closer spaced than the
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rest, which are equal. The entire surface of the last whorl is marked
by numerous yery fine, closely spaced, wavy, spiral striations.

Suture well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl inflated

and well rounded. Aperture oval; posterior angle acute; outer lip

thin; columella moderately strong, decidedl}^ curved, somewhat re-

flected, reenforced by the base, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 56770 U.S.N.M.) comes from Santa Rosa
Island. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.9

mm., diameter 2.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) TENUISCULPTA Carpenter.

Plate 23, fig. 2.

Odostomia tcnuisculpta Carpenter, 2d Rept. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sci., 1864,. p.

659; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 15, 1865, p. 30. -\-Odostomia straminea

Carpenter, Journ. de Conch., vol. 13, 1865, p. 146-147. Odostomia (Evalea)

tenuisculpta (Carpenter), Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 527, pi. 47, fig. 6.

Shell elongate-ovate, yellowish, with the early whorls spirally lirate

and the later ones only obsoletely so. Nuclear whorls small, smooth,

oblicjuely, almost completely, immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns. Post-nuclear whorls evenly well-rounded with appressed sum-

mits. The first three marked between the sutures by many subequal

lirai of wdiich there are about fifteen on the second turn. On the last

two turns these lirations become quite obsolete. Periphery and base

of the last whorl inflated and well rounded, marked by very feeble

spiral striation and lines of growth. Aperture moderately large, oval;

somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin;

columella strongly curved, reenforced partly by the attenuated base,

moderately reflected anteriorly, bearing a strong fold at its insertion,

which appears as if it were the inflected termination of the columella.

Doctor Carpenter's type (Cat. no. 15520, U.S.N.M.) is a young
individual. It was collected by J. G. Swan at Neah Bay, Washington,

has three post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 2.3 mm.,

diameter 1.7 mm. The adult characters w^ere described from two

specimens (Cat. no. 46483, l^.S.N.M.) collected by J. G. Swan at

Neah Bay, Wasliington. One of these, the one figured, has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.3 mm., diameter 2.9 mm.
A specimen collected by Merrihew (Cat. no. 196247, U.S.N.M.), at

Port Harford, California, bears a slender raised cord on the ])eriph-

ery of the whorl.

The large series of specimens in the U. S. National Museum proves

conclusively that 0. straminea Carpenter is the smooth southern rep-

resentative of this species.
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No. of
speci-
mens.

Locality. Collector.

Neah Bay, Washington
do

Little River, Mendocino County, California.

Gualala, Mendocino County, California

San Francisco Bay, California

Monterey, California

do

Catalogue No.

J. G. Swan 15520 U.S.N.M.
.... do 46483U.S.N.M
G. W. Harford 46486 U .S.N.M.
Stearns collection 101945 U.S.N.M.
Doctor Ilewston 74006 U.S.N.M.
Stearns collection I 46482 LT.S.N.M.
... .do

1

46485 U.S.N.M.
....do .-

! 46493 U.S.N.M.
. do

I

46489 U.S.N.M.
do 46491 U.S.N.M.

P. P. Carpenter I 46476 U.S.N.M.
W. H. Dall

I

159475 U.S.N.M.
do 159477 U.S.N.M.

....do 159478 U.S.N.M.
.do 159479 U.S.N.M.

-do
-do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do
.do ' 159480 U.S.N.I

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) ANGULARIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 24, fig. G. •

Odostomia (Evalea) angularis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, p. 523, pi. 47, fig. 2.

Shell very regularly elongate-conic, subdiaphanous to milk-white.

Nuclear whorls small, deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the

succeeding turns, above which the tilted edge of the last turn only is

visible. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, separated by con-

stricted sutures, marked by numerous slender, wav;^", subequal and

subequally closely spaced spiral striations, of which about 33 occur

upon the last turn between the summit and the periphery. Periphery

of the last whorl marked by a slender raised keel, decidedly angulated.

Base short, moderately rounded, narrowh^ attenuated anteriorly to

reenforce the columella, sculptured hke the posterior portion of the

whorls. Aperture o^^ate, very broad, slightly effuse anteriorly; pos-

terior angle acute; columella very slender, evenly curved, closely

appressed to the attenuated base, with a strong fold at its insertion,

which is barely visible when the aperture is viewed squareh'.

The type has seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.6

mm., diameter 2.8 mm. It and four additional specimens (Cat. no.

150565, U.S.N.M.) were collected by Rev. G. W. Taylor at Nanaimo,

British Columbia.

Five other lots are in the collection of the U. S. National Museum;

Cat. no. 159474, one, collected by Doctor Dall at Sitka Harbor, Alaska;

Cat. no. 126664, three specimens collected by Dr. C. F. Newcombe at

Victoria, Vancouver Island, British Columbia; Cat. no. 43384, one

specimen from Puget Sound; Cat. no. 161624, four from Port Har-

ford, Cahfornia, collected by Mrs. Merrihew; Cat. no. 196300, one,,

dredged by the Bureau of Fisheries steamer Albatross at station 3194,

off the Cahfornia coast, in 92 fathoms, gray sand, bottom tempera-
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ture 45°. 9; eighteen specimens were determined for Mr. S. S. Berry

from 12 fatlioms off Del Monte, Monterey Bay, California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) SOCORROENSIS, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 1.

Shell ovate, light yellow. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, moderately contracted at the sutures, appressed at the

summit. Suture strongly impressed. Periphery of the last whorl

feebly angulated. Base rather long, slightly rounded. Entire sur-

face of spire and base marked by very numerous, closely crowded,

exceedingly fine spiral striations. Aperture ovate; posterior angle

with a decided notch; outer lip strongly arcuate, thin; columella

slender, curved, slightly revolute, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 153024, U.S.N.M.) and 84 specimens come from

Socorro Island, Mexico. The type has six post-nuclear whorls and

measures: Length 4.6 mm., diameter 2.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) DONILLA, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 3.

Shell broadly conic, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeedmg turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear w^horls well

rounded, slightly contracted at the suture, appressed at the summit.

Periphery of the last whorl angulated. Base slightl}'^ rounded,

sloping abruptly from the periphery to the umbilical area. Suture

slightly impressed. Entire surface of base and spire marked by

numerous almost vertical lines of growth and many well-incised

spiral striations. Aperture ovate, slightly effuse anteriorly; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin; columella strongly curved, reflected,

reenforced by the base, provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 126626, U.S.N.M.) and eight specimens come

from San Pedro, California. The type has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 4.5 mm., diameter 2.2 mm. Cat. no. 152324,

U.S.N.M., two specimens from Ballast Point, California. Cat. no.

46470, U.S.N.M., two specimens from Todos Santos Bay, Lower

California. Cat. no. 46497, U.S.N.M., one from the same locality.

Eight specimens were identified for Mrs. Oldroyd, from San Pedro

Bay, California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) CALIFORNICA, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 2.

Shell small, broadly conic, bluish-white. Nuclear whorls deeply

very obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects, the whole
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giving the spire a decidedly truncated effect. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately rounded, feebly contracted at the suture, appressed at

the summit, through which the preceding whorl shines, which gives

the summit the effect of having a double suture. Suture moderately

impressed. Periphery of the last whorl inflated, weakly angulated.

Base short, sloping in a gentle curve from the periphery to the umbil-

ical area. Entire surface of spire and base marked by decidedly

retractive lines of growth and numerous well-incised spiral striations.

Aperture large, ovate; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella

strongly curved, slightly reflected, reenforced by the narrow base, and
provided wdth a strong deep-seated fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206916, U.S.N.M.) comes from Ocean Beach,

California. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length
3 mm., diameter 1.5 mm. Another specimen (Cat. no. 153056,

U.S.N.M.) comes from the government jetty at San Diego, California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) SERILLA, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 9.

Shell elongate-conic, white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wdiich only the

titled edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, rather high between the sutures, contracted at the peripher}",

strongly, narrowdy tabulately shouldered at the summit. Suture

strongl}^ marked. Periphery of the last whorl and the rather long

base well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked })y

numerous lines of growth and w-ell-incised spiral striations. Aperture

ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella strongly

curved, slightly revolute, provided wdth a fold at its insertion.

The type ((iat. no. 206917, U.S.N.M.) comes from University of

California station 59, off San Diego. It has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 4.8 mm., diameter 2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) TACOMAENSIS Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 24, fig. 8.

Odostomia (Evalea) tacomaensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, p. 526, pi. 47, fig. 10.

Shell ovate, yellowish. Nuclear whorls small, deeply immersed in

the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

faintly roundly shouldered at the extreme summits. Periphery of the

last whorl rounded. Base inflated, well rounded, somewhat attenuated

anteriorly. Surface covered by numerous equal and equall}^ closely

spaced slender wavy spiral striations, of which there are about forty

between the summit and the periphery of the last whorl. Base marked
like the space posterior to it. In addition to the spiral sculpture the

entire surface of the shell is crossed by numerous fine lines of growth,
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Aperture moderately large, oval, well rounded anteriorly; posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin; columella curved, slightly reflected,

reenforced, except at its extreme anterior end, by the attenuated base

and provided with a strongl}^^ oblique fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 159267, U.S.N.M.) has five post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 4.3 mm., diameter 2.5 mm. It was collected

by Mr. Fisher at Tacoma, Washington.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) AMCHITKANA, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 7.

Shell broadly conic, thin, semitranslucent, bluish-white. Nuclear

whorls very obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns,

above which only the last half of the last turn is visible. Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, faintly shouldered at the summit,

marked by fine lines of growth and numerous very fine equal and
equally spaced spirally incised lines, of which there are probably

more than forty between the periphery and the summit of the last

turn. Sutures rendered subchanneled by the slight shoulder at the

summit of the whorls. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, the latter somewhat attenuated and marked like the spaces

between the sutures. Aperture large, broadly pear-shaped, posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip broadly recurved, thin, showing the fine ex-

ternal striation within; columella slender, curved, and revolute; reen-

forced by the attenuated base and provided with a weak fold at its

insertion, which is not visible when the aperture is viewed squarely;

parietal wall glazed with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 161088, U.S.N.M.) and another specimen were

collected by Doctor Dall at Constantine Harbor, Amchitka Island,

Alaska. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3.3

mm., diameter 1.7 mm.
Six specimens, collected by Mrs. Kate Stephens at Bear Bay, Peril

Straits, Baranofi" Island, Alaska, agree well with the present s])ecies.

Two of these form Cat. no. 204013, U.S.N.M.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) STEPHENSI, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 5.

Shell elongate-conic, bluish-white. Nuclear wdiorls almost com-
pletely obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, a])ove

which only the outer edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls rather high between the sutures, moderately rounded, orna-

mented by numerous fine but well incised subequal and subequally

spaced spiral lines; about thirty-three of which appear ])etween the

summit and the periphery of the last whorl. Suture well marked.

Peripher}^ of last whorl well rounded. Base rather prolonged, well

roimded, its entire surface marked by incised spirals like the spaces

between the sutures. In addition to the spiral markings the entire
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surface shows fine incremental lines. Aperture elongate-oval, eflfuse

at the junction of the outer lip and the columella; posterior angle

obtuse; outer lip thin; columella stout, curved, and decidedly re-

flected over the reenforced base, provided with a strong oblique fold

opposite the obsolete umbilical chink; parietal wall covered with a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 204010, U.S.N.M.) has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 5.3 mm., diameter 2.6 mm. It and eight

additional specimens were collected by Mrs. Kate Stephens at Bear

Bay, Peril Straits, Baranoff Island, Alaska. Two in addition to the

type were listed under the same number as the type in the U. S.

National ]\[useum. The rest are in Mrs. Stephens's collection.

Named for ]Mrs. Kate wStephens.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) CLESSINI, new species.

Plate 24, fig. 4.

vShell elongate-ovate, rather thick, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls

small, very obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns,

above which the edge of only about two-thirds of the last nuclear

whorl project. Post-nuclear turns very high between the sutures,

moderately rounded, marked by lines of growth and fine, irregular

and irregularly distributed incised spiral lines. Suture well im-

pressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, marked

like the spaces l^etween the sutures. Aperture pear-shaped, posterior

angle acute; outer lip rather thick within, thin at the edge; columella

short, stout, curved, reflected, reenforced by the base and provided

with a strong oblique fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered by a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 204014, U.S.N.M.) has lost the nucleus and

probably the first post-nuclear whorl. The five turns remaining

measure: Length 6 nnn., diameter 2.9 mm. This and another speci-

men listed under the same number were donated by Mrs. Kate

Stephens, who collected them and seven others at Bear Bay, Peril

Straits, Baranoff Island, Alaska. Five additional specimens, two of

which (Cat. no. 204015, U.S.N.]\I.) were collected by her at Hawk
Inlet, Alaska, and one more at Mole Harbor, Alaska. Two others

(Cat. no. 159461, I^S.N.M.) were collected by Doctor Dall at Sitka,

Alaska.

Named for T. Clessin.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) MINUTISSIMA, new species,

riate 25, fig. 4.

Shell very small, very regularly narrowly conic, bluish-white.

Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeed-

ing turns, above which only the tilted edge of the last volution pro-

jects. Post-nuclear whorls slightly rounded, feebly contracted at the
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sutures, and very narrov. ly ta'.ulately sliouklered at the summit.

The spiral thread at the periphery and the narrow tabulated summits,

which fall a little anterior to this, render the suture narrowly chan-

neled. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a slender raised thread.

Base short, well rounded, impressed at the um])ilical area. Entire

surface of s])ire and base marked by slightl}^ protractive lines of

growth and many very fine, closely spaced spiral striations. Aper-

ture rhomboidal, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin: columella

slender, curved, slightly revolute, provided with a strong fold at its

insertion.

The tyj^e (Cat. no. 206918, U.S.N.M.) and five specimens come

from San Diego, California. The type has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 3.1 mm., diameter 1.3 mm. Two additional

specimens (Cat. no. 206919, U.S.N.M.) come from San Hipolito Point,

Lower California, and three more (Cat. no. 105484, U.S.N.M.) from

Point Abreojos, Lower California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) RAYMONDI, new species.

Plate 25, fig. 9.

Shell regularly conic, milk-white. Nuclear whorls very obliquely

deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects, which gives the spire

a decidedly truncated aspect. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded,

slightly shouldered at the summit, marked by a raised spiral thread

at the decidedly angulateci periphery. The summits of the whorls fall

a little anterior to the periphery, and cause the sutures to appear

subchanneled. Base short, well rounded. Entire surface of base

and spire marked by strongly retractive lines of growth and numerous

closely spaced spiral striations. Aperture oval
;
posterior angle acute

;

outer lip thin; columella curved, reflected, reenforced by the l)ase

and provided with a moderately strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206920, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the Uni-

versity of California, at station 30, off Catalina Island. It has six

post-nuclear w^horls and measures: Length 3.6 mm., diameter 1.6

mm. A topotype is in the University of California collection.

This species resembles Odostomia (Eralea) minutissima, but is much
broader with a stronger peripheral keel and with an oval insteatl of

rhomboidal aperture.

Named for Prof. William J. Raymond.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) GRAVIDA Gould.

Plate 25, fig. 7.

Odostomia gravida iiovLV, Proc Bosi. Soc. Nat. Hitst., vol. (i, 1852, p. 37(3.

Shell large, broadly conic, milk-white, shining. Nuclear whorls

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear
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whorls moderately rounded, somewhat shouldered at the summit^

marked by fme lines of growth and numerous, very fine, closely spaced

spiral striations. Sutures well impressed. Peripher}^ of the last

whorl somewhat angulated. Base sloping from the periphery to the

umbilical area, but slightly rounded. Aperture ovate; posterior

angle obtuse; outer lip fractured; columella short, strong, curved,

and revolute, provided with a strong fold at its insertion; parietal

wall covered with a weak callus.

The type (Cat. no. 44, State Museum, Albany, New York (original

no. 24), A 31, 10) was collected at Santa Barbara, California. It has

seven post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 6.6 mm., diameter

3 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) NOTILLA, new species.

Plate 25, fig. G.

Shell very elongate, ovate, yellowish-white. Nuclear whorls

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above

which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-

nuclear whorls well rounded, feebly contracted at the sutures, nar-

rowly subtabulately shouldered at the summit. Suture strongly

marked. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a low raised cord,

which renders it decidedly angulated. Base short, well rounded,

somewhat pinched in at the umbilical area. Entire surface of spire

and base marked by almost vertical lines of growth and numerous

very fme, well incised, spiral striations. Aperture ovate, posterior

angle acute; outer lip thin; columella slender, slightly curved, pro-

vided with a fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thick

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206921, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the Uni-

versity of California, at station 30, off Catalina Island, California.

It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.7 mm., diam-

eter 1.3 mm. The topotype is in the University of California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) MOVILLA, new species,

Plate 25, fig. 1.

Shell elongate-ovate, white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls feebly

rounded in the middle, strongly so at the slopingly shouldered sum-

mit, and moderately contracted at the suture. Periphery weakly

angulated. Base rather long, moderately rounded, sloping gently

from the periphery to the umbilical area. Suture well impressed.

Entire surface of spire and base marked by fine retractive lines of

growth and numerous very fine closely spaced wavy spiral striations.

Aperture broadly oval, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; col-

2565—Bull. 68—09 15
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umella slender, very strongly curved, very oblique, provided with a

deep seated fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a thin

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206922, U.S.N.M.) and seven specimens were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, station 2936, in 359 fathoms,

temperature 49°, off San Diego, California. It has five post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 3.6 mm., diameter 1.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) ALTINA, new species.

Plate 25, fig. 2.

Shell ovate, white. Nuclear whorls deeply obliquely immersed in

the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the tilted edge of

the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, feebly

contracted at the suture, appressed at the summit. Suture slightly

impressed. Periphery obscurely angulated. Base well rounded.

Entire surface marked by slightly retractive lines of growth and

exceedingly line spiral striations. Aperture ovate, posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin; columella strongly curved, decidedly revolute,

provided with a strong fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206923, U.S.N.M.) and two additional speci-

mens were dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, station 2936, in 359

fathoms, temperature 49°, off San Diego, California. The type has

five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 3 mm., diameter

1.5 mm.
ODOSTOMIA (EVALEAj PROFUNDICOLA, new species.

Plate 25, fig. 8.

Shell tiirrited, milk-white. Nuclear wdiorls deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which only the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls mod-
erately rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures, broadly tabu-

lately shouldered at the summit. Periphery and base of the last

whorl somewhat inflated, strongly rounded. Entire surface of spire

and base marked by numerous vertical lines of growth and exceed-

ingly fine microscopic, closely spaced, spiral striations. Aperture

very large, ovate; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella

slender, somewhat twisted, oblique, slightly revolute, provided with

a deep-seated fold.

The type (Cat. no. 206924, U.S.N.M.) and eight specimens were
dredged at U, S. Bureau of Fisheries, station 2936, in 359 fathoms,

temperature 49°, off San Diego, California. The type has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4.5 mm., diameter 2 mm.
The University of California has a specimen dredged at station 13, off

Point Vincente.
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ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) BARANOFFENSIS, new species.

Plate 25, fig. 3.

Shell elongate-ovate, rather stout, yellowish-white. Nuclear

whorls obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, the

outer edge of the last turn only being visible. Post-nuclear whorls

well rounded, with a narrow, tabulate shoulder at the summit.

Suture rendered subchanneled by the shoulder at the summit of the

whorls. Periphery and base of the last whorl inflated, well rounded,

the latter with a depressed pit, but no perforation in the umbilical

area. Entire surface marked by lines of growth and very fine spiral

striations. Aperture ear-shaped; posterior angle obtuse; outer lip

thick within, thin at the edge; columella very stout, twisted and

obliquely revolute, armed with a thick oblique fold opposite the

umbilical chink; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 204011, U.S.N.M.) has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 6.3 mm., diameter 2.8 mm. It and two addi-

tional specimens were collected by Mrs. Kate Stephens at Bear Bay,

Peril Straits, Baranoff Island, Alaska. Two additional specimens

were obtained by the same collector at Mole Harbor, Admiralty

Island, Alaska; one of them forms Cat. no. 204012, U.S.N.M.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) SITKAENSIS Clessin.

Plate 2«, fig. 3.

Odostomia sitkaensis Clessin, Martini Chemnitz Conch. Cab., 2d ed., Pyrami-

dellida?, 1900, p. 121, vol. 30, fig. 1. Odostomia (Evalea) sitkaensis Clessin,

Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mas., vol. 33, 1906, p. 360, pi. 17, fig. 8.

Shell elongate-conic, very regular in outline, yellowish white, shin-

ing. Nuclear whorls almost completely immersed in the first of the

succeeding volutions. Post-nuclear whorls moderately rounded,

rather high between the sutures, slightly shouldered at the summits,

marked by many fine lines of growth and numerous fine wavy spiral

striations; the latter are more regularly developed and distributed

than the lines of growth. (Our figure does not show the spiral mark-

ings.) The periphery of the last whorl marks the greatest diameter

of the shell. The base, though rather long, falls off rather abruptly

at the periphery, then tapers gradually to the anterior end of the

columella; it is marked like the spaces between the sutures. Aper-

ture large, oval; posterior angle acute, outer lip decidedly curved,

almost patulous, tliin; columella long, slender, gently curved, and

somewhat reflected, provided with a moderately strong, oblique fold

near its insertion; parietal wall without callus.

The Berlin collection contains two specimens of this species. No,

26232, which were collected by F. Schmidt, at Sitka, Alaska. We
have described and figured the most perfect of the two, which we
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consider Clessin's type. This specimen measures: Length 4 mm.,

diameter 2 mm. Clessin's figure is worthless.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) HAGEMEISTERI, new species.

Plate 26, fig. 1.

Shell small, elongate ovate, yellowish white. Nuclear whorls small,

almost completely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns.

Post-nuclear whorls moderately well rounded, with rounded summits,

marked by retractive lines of growth and many fine, closely placed

spiral striations. Suture well impressed. Periphery of last whorl

well rounded. Base well rounded, marked like the spire. Aperture

ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip thick within, thin at edge;

columella very short, very strongly curved, somewhat revolute, reen-

forced by the attenuated base and provided with a strong fold at its

insertion.

The unique type (Cat. no. 159469, U.S.N.M.) was collected by

Dr. William PI. Dall at low-water mark at Hagemeister Island,

Bering Sea. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

4.4 mm., diameter 2.4 mm. The fine spiral striations have been

omitted in the drawing.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) RESINA, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 6.

Shell very small, vitreous, transparent. Nuclear whorls deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls inflated, strongly rounded, decidedly contracted at the suture,

and appressed at the summit, where the preceding whorl is reflected

through it, and gives the summit the false appearance of having a

spiral cord. Suture strongly constricted. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded. Entire surface of the shell marked by lines

of growth w hich are of varying strength, and numerous closely spaced,

exceedingly fine, spiral striations. Aperture ovate, posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, showing the external sculpture within; col-

umella slender, strongly curved, shghtly revolute, reenforced by the

base, provided with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206925, U.S.N.M.) comes from Arch Beach,

California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.2 mm., diameter 1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) DELICIOSA Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 25, fig. 5.

Odostomia (Evalea) deliciosa Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33,

1907, pp. 525, 526, pi. 47, fig. 5.

Shell small, elongate-conic, translucent to milk-white. Nuclear

whorls small, deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding turns,

above which only a portion of the last turn is visible. Post-nuclear
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whorls moderately rounded, very weakly roundly shouldered at the

summit, separated by a strongly marked suture; a narrow band

appears about the summit showing its junction with the preceding

turn. Periphery and base of the last whorl inflated and well rounded.

Entire surface of base and spire marked by very fine lines of growth

and numerous microscopic wavy spiral striations. Aperture rather

large, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer lip

thin; columella rather stout, strongly curved, and revolute, reen-

forced by the attenuated base, and covered with a strong fold at its

insertion. This fold can be seen through the transparent shell as a

quite sti'ong lamella on the pillar of the turns.

The type (Cat. no. 46492, U.S.N.M.) is from Monterey, has 6i
post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 4 mm., diameter 1.9 mm.
Another specimen (Cat. no. 196301, U.S.N.M.) also comes from Mon-
terey, California.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) PARELLA, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 5.

Shell elongate-conic, pale yellow. (Nuclear whorls decollated.)

Post-nuclear whorls flattened in the middle between the sutures,

strongly contracted at the periphery, moderately roundly shouldered

at the summit, marked by rather strong lines of growth and exceed-

ingly fine, closely spaced, microscopic spiral striations. Suture

strongly contracted. Periphery and base of the last whorl well

rounded, the latter slightly inflated, marked like the spire. Aper-

ture ovate; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella very

strongly curved, somewhat revolute, reenforced by the base, provided

with a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206926, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau
of Fisheries station 2808, in 634 fathoms, temperature 39.9°, near

the Galapagos Islands. It has the last five whorls remaining which

measure: Length 3.7 mm., diameter 1.6 mm. It has lost the nucleus

and probably the first two succeeding turns.

ODOSTOMIA (EVALEA) GRANADENSIS, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 4.

Shell very slender, ovate-conic, white, with a narrow, faint yellow

band a little posterior to the middle between the sutures. Nuclear

whorls very deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns, above which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects.

Post-nuclear whorls flattened, slightly contracted at the sutures, and

feebly shouldered at the summits. Periphery and base of the last

whorl well rounded, the latter somewhat attenuated. Entire surface

of spire and base marked by many fine, closely spaced, wavy spiral

striations, which are considerably stronger on the base than between
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the sutures. Aperture ovate; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin;

columella short, slender, curved and feebly revolute, provided with

a fold at its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 206927, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau
of Fisheries station 2794, off Panama Bay, in 62 fathoms, sand,

temperature 59°. 5. It has five j)ost-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 2.7 mm., diameter 1 mm.

Subgenus AMAUBA Mbller.

Amaura Moller, Index Moll. Groenlandica, 1842, p. 7.

Very large, usually inflated Odostomias, the sculpture of which con-

sists of very fine lines of growth and still finer wavy closely placed

spiral striations.

Type.—Amaura Candida Moller.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OP THE SUBGENUS AMAURA.

Shell umbilicated.

Shell very large, adult more than 10 mm. long.

Shell very elongate-ovate lastra, p. 219.

Shell broadly ovate. kennerleyi, p. 219.

Shell less than 10 mm. long.

Shell ovate.

Summit of the whorls concavely shouldered elsa, p. 220.

Summit of the whorls narrowly flatly shouldered beringi, p. 220.

Shell very elongate-ovate.

Umbilicus rather wide.

Summit of the whorls with a faint shoulder satura, p. 221.

Summit of the whorls with a strongly tabulated

shoulder farallonensis, p. 221.

Umbilicus very narrow.

Summit of the whorls appressed sillana, p. 222.

Summit of the whorls shouldered.

Shoulder concave t.alpa, p. 222.

Shoulder narrowly tabulated.

WTiorls strongly contracted at the suture. . . .krausei, p. 223.

Whorls not strongly contracted at the suture.

Adult shell 7.8 mm. long orcia, p. 223.

Adult shell 6.1 mm. long gouldi, p. 224.

Shell not umbilicated.

Shell very large, adult more than 12 mm. long arctica, p. 224.

Shell less than 10 mm. long.

Shell elongate-ovate.

Summit of the whorls appressed avellana, p. 225.

Summit of the whorls not appressed.

Columella free for its entire length.

Shell finely spirally Urate moratora, p. 225.

Shell not finely spirally Urate.

Shell large and robust, adult 9.3 mm. long pesa, p. 226.

Shell of medium size, not robust, adult 7.5 mm. long.. no(a, p. 226.

Columella free only in its anterior half iliuliukensis, p. 227.
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Shell not umbilicated—Continued.

Shell less than 10 mm. long—Continued.

Shell ovate.

Summit of the whorls appressed nuciformis, p. 227.

Summit of the whorls tabulated.

Adult shell more than 9 mm. long canfieldi, p. 228.

Adult shell less than 7 nmi. long subturrita, p. 228.

Shell very broadly ovate martensi, p. 229.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) LASTRA, new species.

Plate 28, fig. 7.

Shell thin, large, elongate-ovate, tapering very regularly to an

acute point, narrowly umbilicated. Nuclear whorls very small,

deeply obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding whorls, above

which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls well rounded, moderately constricted at the sutures and nar-

rowly shouldered at the summit, marked by numerous slender wavy
spiral striations and fine lines of growth which give the surface a

somewhat malleated appearance. Periphery and base of the last

whorl strongly rounded, the latter narrowly umbilicated, marked
like the spire. Aperture large, broadly oval, slightly effuse anteriorly;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin; columella slender, very oblique,

almost straight and somewhat reflected; parietal wall glazed with a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206928, U.S.N.M.) was dredged at U. S. Bureau
of Fisheries station 2917, in 90 fathoms, temperature 49°. 1, off

southern California. It has eight post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 13.6 mm., diameter 7 mm. Other specimens examined are

as follows: One, Cat. no. 170794, U.S.N.M., from Santa Catalina

Channel, California; one dredged by University of California at sta-

tion 21 (3), off Santa Catalina Island, University of California coll.;

one dredged by University of California at station 30, off Santa Cata-

lina Island, University of California coll. ; one dredged by University

of California at station 81, off San Diego, University of California coll.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) KENNERLEYI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 28, fig. 8.

Odostomia (Amaura) kennerleyi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 529, pi. 48, figs. 8, 8a.

Shell large, very thin, broadly conic, umbilicated, yellowish-white;

marked by subobsolete, subequal, and subequally spaced spiral

wrinkles, about fifteen of which may be seen on the body and base of

the last whorl. In addition to these wrinkles, many faint, closel}''

placed spiral and vertical striae are present. Nuclear whorls small,

about two and one-half, forming a depressed spire wliich is deeply

immersed, the axis of which is almost at right angles to the axis of
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the latter whorls. Post-nuclear whorls very wide, inflated, well

rounded, faintly shouldered at the summit. Suture well marked,
simple. Periphery and base of the last whorl inflated, well rounded,

the latter decidedly contracted and narrowly umbilicated. Aperture

large, suboval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle obtuse;

outer lip thin; columella straight, obliquely inserted, revolute, not

reenforced by the base, with an oblique weak fold near its insertion;

parietal wall apparently without a callus.

The type (Cat. no. 150564, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Rev. G. W.
Taylor at Nanaimo, British Columbia. It has six post-nuclear whorls

which measure: Length 10.2 mm., diameter 6 mm.
Two other specimens (Cat. no. 44936, U.S.N.M.) were collected by

Doctor Kennerley at Puget Sound, Washington, and another (Cat.

no. 129121) by Prof. O. B. Johnson, at Seattle, Wasliington.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) ELSA, new species.

Plate 29, fig. 1.

Shell ovate, umbilicated, yellowish white. Nuclear whorls very

small, deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls well roimded, wnth strongly concave summits, form-

ing deeply channeled sutures, marked by slightly retractive lines

of growth, and exceedingly fine, closely placed, wavy spiral stria-

tions. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base short,

inflated, moderately umbilicated, marked like the spire. Aperture

ovate, posterior angle obtuse; columella curved, slightly reflected,

not reenforced by the base, provided with an oblique fold some little

distance anterior to its insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 55811, U.S.N.M.) was collected by W. J. Fisher

at Kadiak Island, Alaska. It has six post-nuclear whorls, and meas-

ures: Length 6.1 mm., diameter 3.6 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) BERING! Dall.

Plate 27, fig. 8.

Odostomia beringi Dall, Am. Journ. Conch., vol. 7, 1872, p. 117.

Shell ovate, umbilicated, bluish white. Nuclear whorls small,

oblicpiely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately rounded, slightly shouldered at the summits,

marked by retractive lines of growth. Periphery of the last whorl

well rounded. Base short, strongly umbilicated. Aperture oval;

posterior angle obtuse, outer lip thin; columella strong, sinuous,

decidedly reflected, provided with a strong fold a little below its

insertion. Parietal wall glazed by a callus.

The type (Cat. no. 169456, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Doctor Dall

at vSt. Michael, Norton Sound, Alaska. It has five post-nuclear

whorls, and measures: Length 5.7 mm., diameter 2.8 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) SATURA Carpenter.

Plate 27, fig. 1.

Odostomia satura Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p. 29.

+var. pupiformis Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865,

p. 29. =Odostomia (Amaura) satura (Carpenter) Dall and Bartsch, Proc.

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 529-530, pi. 48, figs. 5, 5a.

Shell of medium size, broadly conic, white. Nuclear whorls at least

two, forming a de]:)ressed spire, the axis of which is almost at a right

angle to the axis of the later whorls, and which is deeply, somewhat
obliquely immersed in the first post-nuclear turn. Post-nuclear whorls

moderately well rounded, faintly shouldered at the summit, marked
all over by irregular rough, low, tumescenses, which simulate obso-

lete vertical ribs. Sutures simple, well marked. Periphery of the

last whorl well rounded. Base quite short, decidedly rounded, and
umbilicated. Umbilicus partly covered by the revolute columella.

Aperture large, very broadly oval, somewhat effuse anteriorly; pos-

terior angle obtuse; outer lip thick; columella moderatel}'^ strong,

oblique, decidedly curved, with a decided oblique fold, situated con-

siderably anterior to its insertion; parietal wall covered by a fairly

thick callus.

The type (Cat. no. 15520, U.S.N.M.) was collected by J. G. Swan
at Neah Bay, Washington. It has five and one-half whorls which
measure: Length 6.4 mm., diameter 3.5 mm.
The specimen upon which Doctor Carpenter fixed the name pupi-

formis (Cat. no. 15520a, U.S.N.M.), cohected by J. G. Swan at Neah
Bay, Washington, is not worthy of a varietal name. It is a freak,

having the spire less elevated, which is, perhaps, due to some injury

received at an early date, evidence of which seems present. It agrees

perfectly in every detail with the type of satura excepting the shape

of the spire.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) FARALLONENSIS, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 7.

Shell very elongate-ovate, deeply umbilicated, light yellow. Nu-
clear whorls very deeply immersed. Post-nuclear whorls very

slightly rounded in the middle between the sutures, more strongly so

near the anterior end and toward the summit. Summit strongly

narrowly tabulate. Periphery of the last whorl inflated. Base very

strongly suddenly rounded, widely and deeply umbilicated. Entire

surface marked by numerous fuie, closely spaced, spiral striations.

Aperture broadly ovate, posterior angle obtuse, outer lip thin; colu-

mella very slender, strongly curved, revolute, provided with a deep

fold a little below its insertion; parietal wall glazed with a thin

callus.
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The type (Cat. no. 168827 U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries station 3180, in 24 fathoms, temp. 50. °7, off

the Farallones Islands, CaUfornia. It has five post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 5.5 mm., diameter 2.7 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) SILLANA, new species.

Plate 28, fig. !).

Slieh short, conic, yellowisli wdiite. (Nuclear whorls eroded.)

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, slightly overhanging. Summits

appressed, marked by almost vertical lines of growth and numerous

closely spaced, wavy, microscopic, spiral striations. Suture well

marked. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded. Base rather

short, inflated, narrowly umbilicated and marked like the spire.

Aperture broadly ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly. Posterior angle

acute; outer lip thin, strongly curved in the middle; columella slen-

der, strongly curved and reflected anteriorly, provided with a weak

fold near its insertion; parietal wall glazed by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 168809, U.S.N.M.), collected by Doctor Dall

west of Amaknak Island, Unalaska, in 60 fathoms, on stony bottom.

It has five and one-half post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length

5.6 mm., diameter 2.8 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) TALPA, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 9.

Shell stout, rough, very broadly conic, narrowly umbilicated. Nu-

clear whorls small, deeply obliquely immersed in the first post-

nuclear turn. Post-nuclear whorls with quite strong concavely

shouldered summits, the rest well rounded (usually showing decided

erosion marks which coincide largely w4th the lines of growth) . The

parts bearing the- original surface show traces of exceedingly fine

spiral striations. Periphery and base of the last whorl rather inflated,

well rounded, the latter narrowly umbilicated, marked like the spire.

Aperture broadly oval, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip rather thick,

columella stout, thick, somewhat flexuose and reflected, provided

with a strong fold a little anterior to the umbilicus; parietal wall

covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 204027, U.S.N.M.) has seven post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 8 mm., diameter 3.8 mm. It and two other

specimens were collected by Mrs. Kate Stephens at Mole Harbor,

Alaska. Two additional specimens (Cat. no. 159472 U.S.N.M.) were

dredged by Doctor Dall in 12 fathoms in Sitka Harbor, Alaska.
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ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) KRAUSEI Clessin.

Plate 29, fig. 5.

Odostomia hrausei Clessin, Mart. Chem. Conch. Cab., 2d ed.. Pyramid., 1900,

p. 115, pi. 28, fig. 1. Odostomia {Amaura) Jcrausei (Clessin) Dall and
Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, 190G, p. 362, pi. 23, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-conic, thick and heavy, rough through erosion, yel-

lowish white. (Nuclear whorls decollated in the type, judging from
the pit in the apex they are probably deeply, oblic(uely immersed.)

Post-nuclear whorls only moderately rounded, somewhat shouldered

at the summit (surface decidedly eroded). Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, the latter with a minute umbilical chink.

Aperture auricular, somewhat effuse anteriorly, posterior angle

scarcely acute; outer lip very thick, reflexed, pillar with a broad,

strong, oblique fold, a little anterior to its insertion; parietal wall

covered by a thick callus.

The type has six post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length
9.9 mm., diameter 5 mm. It was collected by Krause at Killisnoo,

which is in Alaska, antl not in Japan, as stated by Clessin. The regis-

tration number of his type in the Berlin Museum is also wrong; the

specimen described and figured by him is Cat. no. 36335, and not

Cat. no. 36336, as given in his account of the species.

The U. S. National Museum has two lots, one specimen (Cat. no.

159454, U.S.N.M.) from Killisnoo, collected by Krause, and another

(Cat. no. 159471, U.S.N.M.) from Kadiak.

The last is in better state of preservation than the rest of the

material examined; from it we learn that the whorls are strongly

rounded, subtabulate at the summit and decidedly constricted at

the sutures, marked by fine, slightly retractive lines of growth and
exceedingly fine, closely spaced, microscopic spiral striations. Our
figure is made from this specimen, which has seven post-nuclear

whorls, which measure: Length 8.8 mm., diameter 4 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA ) ORCIA, new species.

Plate 27, fig. 3.

Shell elongate-ovate, narrowly umbilicated, yellowish-white.

Nuclear whorls small, deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding

turns, above which only the tilted edge of the last volution projects.

Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, moderately contracted at the

sutures, and narrowly shouldered at the summit, marked by numerous
closely spaced, wavy, spiral striations. Periphery and base of the

last whorl inflated, well rounded, the latter narrowly umbilicated,

both marked by spiral sculpture like that of the spire. Aperture
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moderately large, ovate, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin;

columella strongly curved and somewhat reflected, provided with a

strong fold a little posterior to its insertion; parietal wall covered

with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206929, U.S.N.IM.) comes from Santa Rosa

Island. It has six post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

7.7 mm., diameter 3.S mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) GOULDI Carpenter.

Plate 27, fig. 2.

Odostomia (Amaura) gouldii (Carpenter) Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat.

Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 531, 532, pi. 48, fig. 4. Odostomia {? y&r
.) gouldii

Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865, p. 29.

Shell of medium size, elongate-conic, yellowish-white, the exterior

surface marked by irregular tumescences, giving it a much worn ap-

pearance. Nuclear whorls three, deeply immersed, having their axis

at about a right angle to the axis of the succeeding turns. Post-

nuclear whorls moderately well rounded, faintly shouldered at the

summit. Sutures simple, well marked. Periphery and base of the

last whorl well rounded, the latter somewhat elongated. Umbilicus

faint. Aperture quite large, pyriform, posterior angle obtuse, outer

lip moderately thick; columella very oblique, fairly strong, revolute,

with a strong fold somewhat anterior to its insertion; parietal wall

covered with a fairly strong callus.

The type (Cat. no. 22821, U.S.N.M.) comes from Neah Bay, Wash-

ington. It has six post-nuclear whorls, and measures: Length 6.1

mm., diameter 3.1 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) ARCTICA, new species.

Plate 28, fig. 5.

Shell large, elongate-ovate, straw yellow. (Nuclear whorls decol-

lated.) Post-nuclear turns well rounded, with subtabulate summits,

marked by lines of growth and numerous fine, closely-placed, wavy,

spiral striations. Periphery well rounded. Suture well impressed.

Base rather elongated, marked like the space between the sutures.

Aperture pear-shaped, rather narrow posteriori}- , and somewhat

effuse anteriorly, posterior angle rendered obtuse by the tabulation;

outer lip thin; columella short, curved, slightly reflected, reenforced

by the attenuated base and provided with a weak fold at its inser-

tion; parietal wall covered by a thin translucent callus.

The type has lost the early whorls; the last four and one-half

only remain, which measure: Length 12.4 mm., diameter 6.5 mm.
It and another specimen are entered as Cat. no. 168766, U.S.N.M.,

and were coflected at U. S. Fish Commission station 3305, southwest

of Hagemeister Island, Bermg Sea, in 23 fathoms, at a bottom
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temperature of 41°. 8. Another specimen (Cat. no. 109454, U.S.N.M.)

comes from Sea Horse Islands, Arctic Ocean. Two lots (Cat. no.

168807, U.S.N.M.) four specimens collected in 15 fathoms off Icy

Cape, Arctic Ocean, and a single specimen (Cat. no. 168808, U.S.N.M.),

in 7 to 15 fathoms, from the same locality. Eight additional speci-

mens were dredged at U. S. Fish Commission station 3306, off Bristol

Bay, Bering Sea, in 33 fathoms, bottom temperature 38°. 9.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) AVELLANA Carpenter.

Plate 28, fig. 3.

Odostomia (? var.) avelhma Carpenter, Anu. Mag. Nat. Ilist., 3d ser., vol. 15,

1865, p. 30. Odostomia (Amaura) nuciformis avcllana (Carpenter) Dall

and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, pp. 530, 531, pi. 48, figs.

1, lo.

Shell large, elongate-ovate, yellowish to milk white. Nuclear whorls

deeply vertically immersed; only part of the last volution is visible

when viewed from above, their axis evidently being at a right angle

to the axis of the later whorls. Post-nuclear whorls increasing rapidly

in size, early ones well rounded, later ones less so, their summits being

closely appressed to the preceding whorl. Suture well impressed,

simple. Periphery and base of the last whorl well rounded, the latter

somewhat elongated. Aperture large, ovate, somewhat effuse ante-

riorly, milk-wiiite within; posterior angle acute; outer lip thin at the

edge, thick within; columella short curved; reenforced partly by the

attenuated base, having a strong oblique fold at its insertion; parietal

wall covered by a moderately strong callus.

The type (Cat. no. 15517&, U.S.N.M.) comes from Neah Bay, Wash-
ington. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 8.3

mm., diameter 4.3 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) MORATORA, new species.

Plate 30, fig. 7.

Shell elongate-ovate, imperforate, yellowish white. Nuclear whorls

decollated. Post-nuclear whorls strongly rounded, moderately con-

tracted at the sutures, narrowly flatly shouldered at the summit;

marked by strong lines of growth and subobsolete fine spiral lira-

tions which lend the surface a somewhat reticulated appearance.

The spaces between the feeble lirations are marked by numerous
very fine spiral striations. Periphery of the last whorl and base

inflated, strongly rounded, marked like the spire. Aperture oval,

posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella stout, oblique,

revolute, provided with a strong fold a little below its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 207261, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries at station 3164, rocky bottom, temperature

48°. 5, in 61 fathoms, off Point Reyes, California. It has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 9.5 mm., diameter 4.9 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) PESA, new species.

Plate 29, fig. 2.

Shell elongate-ovate, very coarse and heavy. Nuclear whorls

small, deeply, obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns.

Post-nuclear whorls rather high between the sutures, well rounded

with narrowly tabulate summits, marked by somewhat retractive

lines of growth and numerous, closely placed, wavy spiral striations.

Sutures well marked. Periphery of the last whorl well rounded,

marked like the spire. Base slightly prolonged, well rounded. Aper-

ture ovate, somewhat effuse anteriorly; posterior angle acute; outer

lip very heavy; columella strong, flexuose with a strong, broad fold

somewhat anterior to its insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 157458, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Doctor Dall

at Kadiak Island, Alaska. It has six post-nuclear whorls, and meas-

ures: Length 9.3 mm., diameter 4.4 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) NOTA, new species.

Plate 28, fig. 6.

Shell very elongate-ovate, light yellow. Nuclear whorls deeply

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls moderately rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures,

narrowly tabulately shouldered at the summits, marked by numerous

closely spaced, wavy spiral striations. Periphery and base of the

last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded, marked like the spire.

Aperture ovate, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin; columella

short, strongly curved, reflected and provided with a moderately

strong fold a little anterior to its insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 46490, U.S.N.M.) and sixteen specimens comes

from San Diego, California. The type has seven post-nuclear

whorls and measures: Length 7.5 mm., diameter 3.5 mm.

The following specimens have been examined

:
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ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) ILIULIUKENSIS, new species.

Plate 29, fig. 4.

Shell very elongate-conic, heavy, very light yellow. Nuclear whorls

small, almost completely obliquely immersed in the first of the suc-

ceeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls rather high between the sutures,

well rounded with narrowly tabidate summits, marked by fine, re-

tractive lines of growth and numerous fine, closely spaced spiral

striations. Suture well marked. Periphery of the last whorl well

rounded. Base rather prolonged, evenly rounded, marked like the

spire. Aperture pear-shaped, posterior angle obtuse; outer lip thin

at the edge, thickened within; columella twisted, strongly curved

anteriorly, where it is also reflected and reenforced by the base, pro-

vided with a low fold at its insertion; parietal wall glazed by a thin

callus.

The type (Cat. no. 159463, U.S.N.M.) was collected by Doctor

Dall in 6 fathoms, on mud bottom, ofi^ Iliuliuk Village, Captains

Bay, Unalaska, Alaska. It has six and one-half post-nuclear whorls,

and measures: Length 9.5 mm., diameter 4.6 mm. Ten additional

specimens (Cat. no. 159453, U.S.N.M.) were collected by Doctor Dall,

at Eider Cove, Captains Bay, Unalaska, in 25 fathoms on sand bot-

tom. Another specimen (Cat. no. 159465, U.S.N.M.), likewise col-

lected by Doctor Dall, bears the legend Unalaska, without specific

locality.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) NUCIFORMIS Carpenter.

Plate 28, fig. 1.

Odostomia nudformis Carpenter, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 15, 1865,

p. 30. Odostomia (Amaura) nuciformis (Carpenter). Dall and Bartsch,
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, p. 530, pi. 48, figs. 3, 3a.

Shell large, shortly ovate, yellowish to milk-white. Nuclear whorls

deeply immersed; only half of the last turn is seen in tilted position

when viewed from above. Post-nuclear whorls increasing rapidl}'' in

size, well rounded, having their summits closely appressed to the pre-

ceding whorl. Suture moderately well impressed. Periphery and
base of the last whorl well rounded. Aperture rather large, ovate,

white within; posterior angle jacute; outer lip moderately thin at the

edge, thicker within; columella short, strongly curved, with a strong

oblique fold at its insertion; reenforced by the attenuated base; parie-

tal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 15517rt, U.S.N.M.) comes from Neah Bay, Wash-
ington. It has five post-nuclear whorls which measure: Length 7.7

mm., diameter 4.4 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) CANFIELDI Dall.

Plate 28, fi,<r. 2.

Odostomia (Amaura) canjlcldi Dall, Nautilus, vol. 31, 1908, p. 131. =Odostomia

(Amaura) viontereyensis Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol.

33, 1907, p. 531, pi. 48, figs. 6, 6«; not Odostomia {Chrysallida) viontereyensis

Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 33, 1907, p. 516, pi. 46, fig. 4.

Shell large, similar in form to 0. (A.) avellana; white, shining.

Nuclear whorls 3, helicoid, quite elevated, deeply immersed in the first

of the succeeding whorls, having their axis at a right angle to the axis

of the later wdiorls. Post-nuclear whorls well rounded, with a beveled

shoulder at the summits. Suture well marked, simple. Periphery

and base of the last whorl well rounded and inflated, the latter some-

what elongated. Aperture subovate, somewhat efi'use anteriorly;

posterior angle acute; outer lip thin at the edge, thick within; colu-

mella curved and somewhat revolute, having a prominent oblique fold

near its insertion; parietal wall covered by a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 46473, U.S.N.M.) is from Monterey, California.

It has six post-nuclear whorls which measure: Length 9.6 mm., diam-

eter 5.1 mm.
In addition to these, others have been named for the University of

California from Monterey; for Mr. S. S. Berry from 12 fathoms off

Del ]\Ionte, Monterey Bay; for Mrs. Oldroyd from San Pedro, and

for ]\lr. Kelsey from San Diego, California.

This species resembles 0. (A.) avellana Carpenter, but differs

markedly from that form by having the summits of the whorls

shouldered.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA; SUBTURRITA, new species.

Plate 28, fig. 4.

Shell ovate, light yellow. Nuclear whorls small, deeply obliquely

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which onl}^ the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls

flattened, scarcely at all contracted at the sutures, with a very broad

tabulate summit, crossed by numerous spiral striations, which are

a little darker colored than the general surface of the shell. Periphery

and base of the last whorl somewhat inflated, well rounded, marked

like the space between the sutures. Aperture large, oblong-ovate,

slightly eftuse anteriorl}^; posterior angle very obtuse; outer lip

thick within, thin at the edge; columella curved, somewhat twisted,

strongly reflected, provided with a strong fold a little anterior to its

insertion.

The type (Cat. no. 168801, U.S.N.M.) and nine specimens come

from San Pedro, California. The type has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length 6.9 mm., diameter 3.5 mm.
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The following additional specimens have been examined;
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U.S.N.M.
cat. no.

206931

20C9.32

105.535

20(i933

No. of

speci-
mens.

U.S.B.F.
station.

2901
oi2

Locality.

Santa Barbara, California
Off Santa Rosa Island, California.

.

Redondo, California

San Pedro, California
do

San Diego. California
San Diego (Pacific Beach). Cali-

fornia.

Todos Santos Bay, Lower Cali-

fornia.

Depth,
fath-

Disposition of
material.

Univ. Cal. coll.

U.S.Nat.Mus.
Univ. Cal. coll.

Oldroyd coll.

U.S.Nat.Mus.
Do.
Do.

Do.

a University of California.

ODOSTOMIA (AMAURA) MARTENSI Dall and Bartsch.

Plate 29, fig. 3.

Odostomia (Amaura) martensi Dall and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30,

1906, p. 361, pi. 15, fig. 5. Odostomia curta Clessin, Mart. Chem. Conch.

Cab., 1900, p. 116, pi. 28, fig. 3; not Odostomia curtum Deshayes, An. Sans.

Vert. Paris Basin, 1862, p. 551, pi. 19, figs. 9-11.

Shell ovoid, heavy, yellowish white. Nuclear whorls small, almost

completely immersed in the first of the succeeding volutions. Post-

nuclear Avhorls increasing regularly and rapidly in size, inflated,

subtabulately shouldered at the summit, marked by numerous fine

lines of growth and equally abundant, closely placed, wavy spiral

striations. These lines of growth and spiral markings give the

surface a finely reticulated appearance when viewed under high

magnifications. (We have omitted this sculpture in our drawing,

which should be considered as an outline sketch only.) Periphery

and base of the last whorl decidedly rounded and inflated, marked
like the space between the sutures. Aperture large, suboval, slightly

efl'use anteriorly, posterior angle acute; outer lip sharp at the edge

but thick within; columella very strong, curved, reenforced by the

body whorl, from which the slightly reflected edge is separated only

by a narrow line. A strong oblique fold, not completely visible when
the aperture is viewed squarely, is located a little anterior to the in-

sertion of the columella.

The type has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 5.3

mm., diameter 3.1 nmi. Clessin gives the diameter as 1.3, evidently

a transposition. He also cites the registration number as 3633G, while

it should be 36335. His figure almost represents this species. The
type comes from Killisnoo, Alaska, not Japan, as cited by Clessin.

Subgenus SCALENOSTOMA Deshayes.

Scalenostoma Deshayes, Cat. Moll. He de la Reunion, 1863, pp. 58-60.

Smooth Odostomias having a strong peripheral keel.

Type.—Scalenostoma carinatum Deshayes.

2565-Bull. 68—09 16
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KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS SCALENOSTOMA.

Aperture irregularly ovate rangii.

Aperture regularly broadly ovate dotella.

ODOSTOMIA (SCALENOSTOMA) DOTELLA, new species.

Plate 30, fig. 5.

Shell elongate-conic, vitreous, translucent. Nuclear whorls deeply

obhquely immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above which

only the tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear

whorls flattened, very strongly angulated at the periphery where they

are much wider than at the appressed summit. The summit of the

succeeding turns falls very much anterior to the angulated periphery

and gives to the whorls a decided overhanging appearance. Base

well rounded. Entire surface of spire and base marked by numerous,

almost vertical lines of growth and very many exceedingly fine spiral

striations. Aperture broadly ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip

thin; angulated at the periphery; columella slender, very strongly

curved and slightly revolute.

The type (Cat. no. 206934, U.S.N.M.) and six specimens were

dredged at U. S. Bureau of Fisheries stations 2826-2828, in 9J to 10

fathoms, off Ceralvo Island, Gulf of California. The type has six post-

nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.3 mm., diameter 0.8 mm.
Cat. no. 206935, U.S.N.M., contains six specimens from U. S. Bureau

of Fisheries station 2823, off La Paz, in 26^ fathoms, broken shell

bottom, ofT Cacachitas, Gulf of California. These and the next are

provisionally referred here. One specimen from U. S. Bureau of

Fisheries station 2822, in 21 fathoms, off La Paz, Mexico (Cat. no,

206936, U.S.N.M.).

ODOSTOMIA (SCALENOSTOMA) RANGII de Folin.

Plate 30, fig. 2.

Cliemnilzia rnngii i>e Foijx, Les Mel&grinicoles, 1867, p. 61, pi. 6, fig. 1.

Shell elongated-turrited, white. Nuclear whorls small. Post-

nuclear whorls flat in the middle, somewhat excurved at the summit

which is closely appressed against the preceding whorl immediately

anterior to the keel. Periphery of the last whorl marked by a very

strong acute lamellar keel. Base moderately well rounded. Aper-

ture irregularly ovate, posterior angle acute; outer lip thin, strongly

angulated at the periphery; columella curved and reflected; parietal

wall covered with a thin callus.

De Folin's type comes from the Bay of Panama or Negritos Island.

It has twelve post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 2.7 mm.,
diameter 1.1 mm.
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Subgenus HEIDA Ball and Bartsch.

Heida Dall and Bartsch, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., vol. 17, 1904, p. 13.

Shell without axial or spiral sculpture beyond mere lines of growth
and exceedingly fine spiral striations

;
peritreme continuous, aperture

rissoid.

Type.—Syrnola caloosaensis Dall.

ODOSTOMIA (HEIDA) PANAMENSIS Clessin.

Plate 30, fig. 6.

Odostomia panamensis Clessin, Mart. Chem. Conch. Cab., 2d ed., Pyramidellidse,

1900, p. 120, pi. 28, fig. 9. Odostomia (Heida) pahamcnsis (Clessin) Dall
and Bartsch, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 30, 1906, pp. 365, 366, pi. 2G, fig. 4.

Shell small, heavy, elongate-ovate, whorls increasing regularly in

size, milk white, sliining. Nuclear whorls small, almost completely

obliquely immersed in the first of the succeeding volutions. Post-

nuclear whorls moderately and evenly rounded, of porcellanous tex-

ture, without any apparent marking, separated by a well marked
suture. Periphery of the last whorl full and rounded. Base inflated,

well rounded. Aperture small, decidedly rissoid, almost channeled

anteriorly, posterior angle acute; outer lip decidedly curved back-

ward anteriorly, very tliick within but beveled to form a sharp edge;

columella extremely short, somewhat reflected, and connected pos-

teriorly with the very strong parietal callus, wliich is fully as tliick as

the edge of the outer lip and connects with it at the posterior angle of

the aperture, thus forming a complete peristome. A prominent

oblique fold is present on and a little anterior to the insertion of the

columella.

There are two specimens of this species in the Berlin collection from

Panama. We have considered the best preserved individual, which

evidently served Clessin for his description and figure as liis type, and

have here rediagnosed and figured it. It has six post-nuclear whorls

and measures: Length .3.1 mm., diameter 1.5 miti.

Clessin for some unaccountable reason changed the characters of the

aperture in the above-cited figure to harmonize with the typical

Odostomia aperture. He seems to have failed entirely in recognizing

the pecuharities of the present species.

0. (Heida) iMnamensis Clessin, represents the first member of this

subgenus on the west coast of America; several additional species

inhabit the southeast coast.

Subgenus ODOSTOMIA s. s.

Odostomia Fleming, Edinburgh Encyc, vol. 7, pt. 1, 1817, p. 76. =Odontostomia

Jeffreys, Mai. and Conch. Mag., 1839, p. 34, same type. = Turritostomia

Sacco, I Moll, del Piemonte e della Liguria, 1892, p. 41, same type.
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Shell without axial or spiral sculpture excepting microscopic lines

of growth.

Type.—Turbo plicatus Montagu.

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE SUBGENUS ODOSTOMIA.

Periphery of the last whorl angulated.

AMiorls overhanging farella, p. 232.

WTiorls not overhanging.

Whorls well rounded dinella, p. 232.

Whorls flattened mammillata, p. 233.

Periphery of the last whorl well rounded coronadoensis, p. 233.

ODOSTOMIA (ODOSTOMIA) FARELLA, new species.

Plate 30, fig. 4.

Shell small, white. (Nuclear whorls decollated.) Post-nuclear

whorls flattened in the middle, shghtly rounded at the appressed

summit, strongly contracted at the suture, where they are decidedly

overhanging. Suture well impressed. Periphery angulated. Base

well rounded, narrowly umbihcated. Entire surface of spire and

base marked by fine lines of growth only. Aperture ovate, poste-

rior angle acute; outer hp thin; columella very oblique posteriorly,

decidedly curved anteriorly, strongly reflected, provided with a weak

fold somewhat anterior to its insertion; parietal wall covered with a

thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206937, U.S.N.M.) was dredged off Long Beach,

Cahfornia. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.5 mm., diameter 1.2 mm.

ODOSTOMIA (ODOSTOMIA) DINELLA, new species.

Plate 30, fig. 1.

Shell small, ovate, vitreous, semitransparent. (Nuclear whorls

decollated.) Post-nuclear whorls forming a spire with almost

straight sides, shghtly rounded, feebly contracted at the suture,

appressed at the summit, marked only by fines of growth. Suture

well impressed. Periphery of the last whorl obscurely angulated.

Base somewhat inflated, well rounded, narrowly umbihcated,

marked hke the spire. Aperture ovate, posterior angle acute; outer

fip thin; columella slender, almost vertical, slightly revolute, pro-

vided with a weak fold at its insertion; parietal wall covered with a

strong callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206938, U.S.N.M.) was dredged near Redondo,

California. It has five post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length

2.2 mm., diameter L2 mm.
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ODOSTOMIA (ODOSTOMIA) CORONADOENSIS, new species.

Plate 30, fig. 3.

Shell minute, ovate, vitreous. Nuclear whorls almost vertically

deeply immersed in the first of the succeeding turns, above wliich the

tilted edge of the last volution projects. Post-nuclear whorls well

rounded, slightly contracted at the sutures, with a well rounded

shoulder at the summit, marked by retractive lines of growth only.

Suture well impressed. Periphery and base of the last whorl

shghtly inflated, well rounded, marked like the spire. Aperture

ovate; posterior angle acute; outer hp thin; columeha slender,

strongly curved, shghtly revolute, reenforced by the base, provided

with a weak, deep-seated fold
;
parietal wall covered with a thin callus.

The type (Cat. no. 206939, U.S.N.M.) was dredged by Mr. F. W.

Kelsey in 35 fathoms, off Coronado Beach, San Diego, California.

It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures: Length 1.7 mm.,

diameter 0.8 mm. Two topotypes are in Mr. Kelsey's collection.

ODOSTOMIA (ODOSTOMIA) MAMMILLATA Carpenter.

Plate 30, fig. 8.

Odostomia mammillata Carpenter, Cat. Mazatlan Shells, 1856, p. 412.

Shell ovate, milk-white. Nuclear whorls large, obhque, two-thirds

immersed in the first of the succeeding turns. Post-nuclear whorls

decidedly flattened, rather liigh between the sutures, smooth.

Suture well impressed. Periphery marked by a slender, raised cord,

which renders it angulated. Base rather short, slightly inflated

immediately below the umbilical area. Aperture broadly oval;

posterior angle acute; outer lip tliin, angulated at the periphery;

' columella short, slender, strongly curved and slightly reflected; pari-

etal wall covered by a strong callus.

A single specimen of this species is known. It is on tablet 1957,

Liverpool collection, British Museum, and was taken off Chama at

Mazatlan, Mexico. It has four post-nuclear whorls and measures:

Length 1.1 mm., diameter 0.7 mm.





EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate 1.

Page.

Fig. 1. Pyramidella ( Voluspa) cerrosana, new species, type 25.5 mm 20

2. Pyramidella (Longchscus) bicolor Menke, type 9.8 mm 22

3. Pyrmnidclla ( Voluspa) auricoma Dall, type 10.6 mm 20

4. Pyramidella (Pharcidella) hastata A. Adams, type 11.5 mm 25

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

5. Pyramidella {Pyramidella) hairdi, new species, type 5.1 mm 19

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Pyramidella (Longchscus) adarasi Carpenter, type 11.3 mm 21

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Pyramidella (Longchseus) mazatlanica, new species, type 11 mm 24

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Pyramidella (Pharcidella) panamensis, new species, type 8.8 mm 26

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Pyramidella (Longchxus) conica C. B. Adams, type 13 mm 23

10. Pyramidella (Pharcidella) achates Gould, type 9.8 mm 27

11. Pyrainidella (Pharcidella) moffati Dall and Bartsch, type 11.5 mm. 26

12. Pyramidella (Longchxus) mexicana, new species, type 19 mm 23

Plate 2.

Fig. 1. Turbonilla ( Turbonilla) ima, new species, type 9.4 mm 31

2. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) aculeus C. B. Adams, type 4.4 mm 38

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Turbonilla ( Turbonilla) lucana, new species, type 6 mm 82

4. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) paramoea, new name, type 5.9 mm 37

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) hypolispa, new species, cotype 8.1 mm 34

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turbonilla ( Turbonilla) centrota, new name, type 2.8 mm 30

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) santarosana, new species, type 4.5 mm 36

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Turbonilla ( Turbonilla) gilli Dall and Bartsch, type 3.3 mm 29

9. Turbonilla ( Chemnitzia) muricata Carpenter, type 2.3 mm 36

10. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) xpynota, new species, type 3.2 mm 35

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Turbonilla (Chemnitzia) muricataides Dall and Bartsch, type 3 mm 38

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turbonilla (Turbonilla) gilli delmontensis Dall and Bartsch, type 3.4

mm 30

13. Turbonilla ( Turbonilla) diegensis, new species, type 5.3 mm. 31

13a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

235
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Fig. 14. Turhonilla
(
Turhonilla) acra, new species, type 10 mm 32

15. Turhonilla (Chemnitzia) houseri, new species, type 3.7 mm 37

15a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

16. Turhonilla {Chemnitzia) kelseyi, new species, type 4.7 mm 39

16a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

17. Turhonilla {Chemnitzia) raymondi, new species, type 6.2 mm 39

17a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

18. Turhonilla { Turhonilla) prolongata Carpenter, type 5.37 mm 33

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

Plate 3.

Fig. 1. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) asser, new species, type 8.3 mm 45

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure,

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) nicholsi, new species, type 8.8 mm 46

3. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) c- h- adamsi Carpenter, type 3.75 mm 52

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

4. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) huttoni, new species, type 6.3 mm 43

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) mexicana, new species, type 4.5 mm 45

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) simpsoni, new species, type 6.7 mm 49

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) stylina Carpenter, type 6.5 mm 48

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) stephanogyra, new species, type 4.8 mm. . . 42

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) carpenteri, new species, type 7.9 mm 49

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

10. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) humerosa, new species, type 6 mm 52

The fino spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) profundicola, new species, type 6.3 mm... 50

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) panamensis C. B. Adams, type 5.5 mm. . . 42

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 4.

Fig. 1. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) calvini, new species, type 3.1 mm 48

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure,

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turhonilla {Strioturhonilla) imperialis, new species, type 3.3 mm 57

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.
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Fig. 3. Turbonilla {Strioturbonilla) serrx J)sil\ and Bartsch, type 7 .7 mm 53

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Turbonilla {Strioturhonilla) phanea, new species, type 3.2 mm 56

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) aresta, new species, type 6.4 mm 54

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) gracilior C. B. Adams, type 6.1 mm 58

The fine incised spiral lines of the intercostal spaces have been
omitted in this figure.

7. Turbonilla {Strioturbonilla) galapagensis, new species, type 3.5 mm. . . 55

8. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) undata Carpenter, type 1.6 mm 55

The spiral striations have been somewhat exaggerated.

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

9. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) vancouverensis Baird, type 6 mm 44

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

10. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) smithsoni, new species, type 4 mm 57

The fine incised lines of the intercostal spaces have been omitted

in this figure.

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) attrita, new species, type 7.4 mm 46

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) galianoi, new species,- type 6.1 mm 51

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

13. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) pazana, new species, type 5.7 mm 54

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

13a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

14. Turbonilla (Striolurbonilla) affinis C . B. Adams, type 5.3 mm 56

The fine incised spiral lines of the intercostal spaces have been
omitted in this figure.

15. Turbonilla (Strioturbonilla) ior^uato Gould, type 6.5 mm 47

The fine sy)iral striations have been omitted in this figure.

15a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 5.

Fig 1. Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) kcepi, new species, tyj)e 11.7 mm 71

2. Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) halistrepta, new species, type 9.5 mm 72

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

3. Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) victoriana Dall and Bartsch, type 7 mm 61

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

4. Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) painei, new species, type 7.3 mm 71

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Pyrgolampros) oregonensis Dall and Bartsch, type 8.5 mm. 73

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

6. Turbonilla (Ptycheulimella) obsolcta Carpenter, type 1.5 mm 59

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

7. Turbonilla (Ptychi'ulimella) abreojensis, new species, type 5.2 mm 59

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

8. Turbordlla (Pyrgolampros) lituyana, new species, type 11.5 nim 73
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Fig. 9. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) chocolata Carpenter, 14 mm 70

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlars;ed.

10. Turhonilla (ryrgolampros) halibrecta, new species, type 6.2 mm 65

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Turhonilla {Pyrgolampros) halia, new species, type 8.5 mm 68

Plate 6.

Fig. 1. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) gouldi, new species, cotype 6.1 mm 66

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

In., Nucleus of same, lateral view n\uch enlarged.

2. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) gibbosa Carpenter, type 6.75 mm 61

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

3. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) netcromhei Dall and Bartsch, type 5.4 mm.

.

63

4. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) aurantia Carpenter, type 5.8 mm 66

5. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) hcrryi Dall and Bartsch, type 8 mm 69

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) lynlli Dall and Bartsch, type 5.7 mm 68

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) taylori Dall and Bartsch, cotype 11.5 mm.. 64

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) valdezi Dall and Bartsch, type 5.6 mm 62

The fine sp^'ral striations have been omitted in this figure.

9. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) alaskana, new species, type 8 mm 70

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

10. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) ridgwuyi, new species, type 4.6 mm 62

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11

.

Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) loivei Dall and Bartsch , type 7.2 mm 64

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turhonilla (Pyrgolampros) pedroana Dall and Bartsch, type 7 mm 67

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 7.

Fig. 1. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) signse, new species, type 10.2 mm 83

2. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) jewetti, new species, type 5.5 mm 82

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) ohesa, new species, type 5.2 mm 78

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) callia, new species, type 4.6 mm 80

5. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) pequensis, new species, type 4.7 mm 79

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) morchi Dall and Bartsch, type 6.4 mm 84

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) annettse, new species, type 3.7 mm 76

8. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) striosa C. B. Adams, type 5.4 mm 83

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) gracillima Carpenter, type 3 mm 77

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

10. Turhonilla (Pyrgiscus) superha, new species, type 6.5 mm 80

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.
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Fig. 11. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) vexativa, new species, type 6.2 mm 77

12. Turbonilla (Pyrgisctis) recta, new species, type 3.6 mm 85

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

13. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) nuttingi, new species, type 12.3 mm 79

13a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 8.

1. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) nereia, new species, type 5.8 mm 86

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) nuttalU, new S2)ecies, type 9.9 mm 90

3. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) tenuicula Gould, var 92

4. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) virgo Carpenter, type 4.3 mm 93

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) antestriata Dall and Bartsch, cotype 9.7 mm ... 87

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) angusta Carpenter, type 2.3 mm 91

7. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) tenuicula Gould, 7.5 mm 92

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) marshalli, new species, type 3.6 mm 94

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) flavescens Carpenter, type 2.25 mm 89

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

10. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) macra, new species, type 5.2 mm 91

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) iveldi, new species, type 8.8 mm 86

12. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) tenuicula crebrifilata Carpenter, 5.4 mm 93

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

13. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) macbridei, new species, type 4 mm 90

13a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

14. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) tenuicula subcuspidata Gould, 6 mm 93

14a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

15. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) antemunda, new species, cotype 6.9 mm 88

15a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 9.

Fig. 1. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) castanea (Carpenter) Keep, type 10.5 mm 101

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) sanctorum, new species, type 5.8 mm 98

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) canfieldi Dall and Bartsch, type 6.3 mm 95

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) shimeki, new species, type 5,6 mm 97

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) auricoma Dall and Bartsch, type 7.2 mm 100

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) halidoma, new species, type 6.7 mm 99

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) castanella Dall, type 13.5 mm 102

8. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) almo, new species, type 4.6 mm 95

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) pluto, new species, type 7.5 mm 81

10. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) dina, new species, type 5.2 mm 96
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Fig. 11. TurhonlUa (Pyrgiscus) callipeplum, new species, type 5.1 mm 96

llfl. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turbonilla {Pijrgiscus) aragoni, new species, type 7.2 mm 85

12«. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 10.

1. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) craticulata Morch, type 7.8 mm 104

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) cinctella Morch, type 5 mm 108

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

26. Detail sketch of sculpture in the intercostal spaces between the

sutures.

3. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) subula Morch, type 4.9 mm 106

4. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) larunda, new species, type 4.3 mm 109

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4b. Detail sketch of sculpture in the intercostal spaces between the

sutures.

5. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) ceralva, new species, type 3.7 mm 104

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) lara, new species, type 4.3 mm 107

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

66. Detail sketch of sculpture in the intercostal spaces between the

sutures.

7. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) lepta, new species, type 2.7 mm 105

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) histias, new species, type 4.8 mm 105

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) wickhami, new species, type 8 mm 106

10. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) indentata Carpenter, type 3.8 mm 102

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

11. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) eucosmobasis Dall and Bartsch, type 11.2 mm. . 98

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Turbonilla (Pyrgiscus) adusta, new species, type 5.7 mm 108

12a. Detail sketch of sculpture in the intercostal spaces between the

sutures.

Plate 11.

Fig. 1 . Turbonilla ( Mormula) regina, new species, type 19. G mm 112

2. Turbonilla ( Mormula) iynucia, new species, type 4.1 mm 119

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Turbonilla (Mormula) pentalopha Dall and Bartsch, type 8.5 mm 117

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Turbonilla ( Mormula) lordi E. A. Smith, 20.8 mm Ill

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged. *

5. Turbonilla ( Mormula) phalcra, new species, type 2.5 mm 120

6. Turbonilla ( Mormula) periscdida, new species, type 3.2 mm 119

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Turbonilla ( Mormula) santosana, new species, type 3.7 mm 117

8. Turbonilla ( Mormula) eschscholtzi Dall and Bartsch, 17.8 mm 113

9. Turbonilla ( Mormula) heterolopha, new species, type 5.5 mm 118

10. Turbonilla ( Mormula) catalinensis, new species, type 16.5 mm 113

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.
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Fig. 11 . Turbonilla {Mormula) viajor C. B. Adams, type 9.7 mm 116

12. Turbonilla (
Mormula) tridenfaia Carpenter, 12.8 mm 114

12a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarired.

13. Turbonilla {Momiula) ambusta, new species, type 10 ram 115

Plate 12.

Fig. 1. Turbonilla (Careliopsis) stenogi/ra, new species, type 5.5 mm 130

Irt. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Turbonilla (Dunkeria) genilda, new species, type 5.3 mm 125

3. Turbonilla (Dunkeria) sedillina, new species, type 5.3 mm 121

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Turbonilla {Dunkeria) eicolpa, new species, type 3.7 mm 123

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Turbonilla (Pyrgisculus) Jcstim de Folin, type 2.5 mm 127

Copy of de Folin's figure.

6. Turbonilla (Pyrgisculus) canrdlata Caroenter, type 0.95 mm 127

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

7. Turbonilla (Dunkeria) andreicsi, new species, type 2.9 mm 124

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8^ Turbonilla {Dunkeria) hipolitensis, new species, type 3.3 mm 123

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Turbonilla {Pyrgisculus) sivani, new species, type 5 mm 129

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

10. Turbonilla (
Pyrgisculus) paucilirata Cari)eater, type 2.1 mm 129

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

11. Turbonilla {Dunkeria) subangulata Carpenter, type 2.8 mm. 124

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

12. Turbonilla {Dunkeria) arata, new species, type 10.2 mm 125

13. Turbonilla (Pyrgisculus) eucosmia, new species, type 4.8 mm 128

13a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

14. Turbonilla (Asmunda) turrita C. B. Adams, type 4.7 mm 130

14a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

15. Turbonilla (Pyrgisculus) monili/cra, new species, type 5.6 mm 126

10. Turbonilla (Dunkeria) laminafa Carpenter, 6.6 mm 122

Ifia. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 13.

Fig. 1 . Odostomia (Salassia) scalariformis Carpenter, type 5 mm 135

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

2. Odostomia (Lijsaane) clausililormis Carpenter, type 3.8 nmi 132

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

3. Odmlomia (Salassia) tropidita, new name, type 2.5 mm 134

4. Odostomia (Besla) convexa Carpenter, 2.4 mm 135

5. Odostomia (Besla) callimorpha, new name, 1.5 mm 136

6. Odostomia (Salassiella) richi, new species, type 3 mm 133

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Odostomia (Chrysallidn) reigeni Carpenter, type 1 A mm 138

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

8. Odostomia (Salassiella) laxa, new species, type 4 .3 mm 133

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia (Chrysallida) telescopium Carpenter, type 3.1 mm 139

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.
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Plate 14.

Page.

Fig. 1 . Odostomia {Chn/sallida) eugena, new species, type 4.3 mm 147

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Odostomia (
Chrysallida) torrita, new species, type 2 mm 142

3. Odostoviia (Chrysallida) inconspicua C. B. Adams, type 1.5 mm 139

4. Odostomia {Chrysallida) pauperculn C. B. Adams, type 3.3 mm 144

5. Odostomia {Chrys^allida) effusa Carpenter, type 2.8 mm 144

5a. Detail sketch of basal sculpture.

6. Odostomia {Chrysallida) arryhia, new species, type 3.2 mm 141

7. Odostomia {Chrysallida) clathratula C. B. Adams, type 2.8 mm 145

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Odostomia {Chrysallida) ritteri, new species, type 4.5 mm 146

8a. Nucleiis of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia {Chrysallida) licina, new species, type 3 ram 143

10. Odostomia {Chrysallida) communis C. B. Adams, type 3.2 mm 141

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Odostomia {Chrysallida) excelsa, new species, type 3.3 mm 140

Plate 15.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Chrysallida) oldroydi, new species, type 3.5 mm 150

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Odostomia ( Chrysallida) cincta Carpenter, type 3 mm 152

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Odostomia (Chrysallida) oonisca, new name, type 1.4 mm 150

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

4. Odostomia (Chrysallida) trachis, new species, type 2.5 mm 148

4a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

5. Odostomia (Chrysallida) Clementina, new species, type 2.3 mm 149

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Odostomia ( Chrysallida) rinella, new species, type 2.3 mm 146

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

7. Odostomia (Chrysallida) ovata Carpenter, type 3.9 mm 152

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

8. Odostomia (Chrysallida) lucca, new species, type 4 mm 148

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia (Chrysallida) nodosa Carpenter, type 4.1 mm 151

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

Plate 16.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Chrysallida) pulchra de Folin, type 2.2 mm 158

Copy of de Folin's figure.

2. Odostomia (Chrysallida) astricta Dall and Bartsch, type 2.9 mm 154

3. Odostomia (Chrysallida) loomisi, new species, type 2 mm 153

4. Odostomia ( Chrysallida) cooperi Dall and Bartsch, type 3.1 mm 155

5. Odostomia (Chrysallida) tyleri, new species, type 2.8 mm 157

6. Odostomia (Chrysallida) scammonensis, new species, type 5.1 mm 158

6a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.
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Fig. 7. Odostomia (Chrysallida) proxima de Folin, type 2.5 mm 157

Copy of de Folin's figure.

8. Odostomia {Chrysallida) hipolitensis, new species, type 3.5 mm 155

9. Odostomia (Chrysallida) lapazana, new species, type 2.8 mm 156

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

10. Odostomia (Chrysallida) pulcia, new species, type 2.2 mm 160

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Odostomia (Chrysallida) vicola, new species, type 2.5 mm 153

Plate 17.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Chrysallida) deceptrix, new species, type 2.8 mm 169

2. Odostomia
(
Chrysallida) fasciata Carpenter, type 2.1 mm 165

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

3. Odostomia (Chrysallida) oregonensis Dall and Bartsch, type 3.3 mm 162

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Odostomia (Chrysallida) vincta, new species, type 2.7 mm 165

5. Odostomia (Chrysallida) defolinia, new name, type 3.6 mm 161

Copy of de Folin's figure.

6. Odostomia (Chrysallida) montereyensis Dall and Bartsch, type 3 mm 159

7. Odostomia (Chrysallida) pulcherrima, new species, type 5 mm 164

8. Odostoviia (Chrysallida) helga, new species, type 4.2 mm 166

8a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia (Chrysallida) benthina, new name, type 4.8 mm 163

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

Plate 18.

Fig. 1. Odostomia ( Chrysallida) sanctorum, new species, type 2.5 mm 167

2. Odostomia (Chrysallida) promeces, new species, type 2.5 mm 164

2a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

3. Odostomia (Chrysallida) sapia, new species, type 1.8 mm 167

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Odostomia (Chrysallida) rotundata Carpenter, type 2.3 mm 168

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

5. Odostomia (Pyrgulina) marginata C. B. Adams, type 2.8 mm 169

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Odostomia (Chrysallida) talama, new species, type 3.4 mm 143

7. Odostomia ( Chrysallida) virginalis, new name, tjT)e 3 mm 160

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Odostomia (Haldra) photis Carpenter, type 1.2 mm 171

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

9. Odostomia (Ividella) quinquecincta Carpenter, type 1.8 mm 174

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

10. Odostomia (Ividella) navisa delmontensis Dall and Bartsch, type 3.2 mm

.

1 74

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

11. Odostomia (Ividella) navisa Dall and Bartsch, type 2.7 mm 173

11a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

12. Odostomia (Ividella) orariana, new name, type 2 mm 175
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Plate 19.
Page.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Egila) lacunuta Carpenter, type 1 mm 170

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

2. Odostomia ( Mimhki) cxarata Carpenter, type 6.3 mm 177

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

3. Odostomia {Egila) poj^pei, new species, type 2.2 mm 170

4. Odostomia ( Miralda) terebdlum C. B. Adams, type 2.2 mm 177

5. Odostomia (
Miralda) ijepynota, new species, type 1.9 mm 178

6. Odostomia (Miralda) armata Carpenter, 2.5 mm 177

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

7. Odostomia (Miralda) galapagensis, new species, type 2 mm 179

8. Odostomia (Ividella) pedroana, new species, type 6.7 mm 172

8a. Nu(;leus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia (Icara) turricula Dall and Bartsch, type 4 mm 179

10. Odostomia (
Miralda) hemphilli, new species, type 3.5 mm 176

Plate 20.

Fig. 1 . Odostomia ( Mcncstho) Jarma, new species, type 2.4 mm 188

la. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

2. Odostomia (
Menestho) ziziphina Carpenter, type 0.65 mm 186

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

3. Odostomia ( Menestho) sequisculpta Carpenter, type 2 mm 191

3a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

4. Odostomia
(
Menestho) suhlirulata Carpenter, type 2 mm 192

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

5. Odostomia (lolxa) delicatula Carpenter, type 2.3 mm 183

5a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

6. Odostomia (Evalina) intermedia Carpenter, type 1.4 mm 181

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

7

.

Odostomia ( Evalina) amerieana Dall and Bartsch , type 2.9 mm 180

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Odostomia (lohva) amianta Dall and Bartsch, type 4.4 mm 182

8o. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

9. Odostomia ( Menestho) callipi/rga, Dall and Bartsch, type 2.5 mm 188

Copy of de Folin's figure.

10. Odostomia ( lolijca) eucosnda, new name, type 2.5 mm 183

10a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

Plate 21.

Fig. 1. Odostomia ( Menestho) cxara Dall and Bartsch, type 3.9 mm 186

2. Odostomia ( Menestho) enora, new species, type 2.8 mm 189

3. Odostomia ( Menestho) har/ordensis Dall and Bartsch, type 3.2 mij .... 191

4. Odostomia (Menestho) amilda, new species, type 2.6 mm 187

5. Odostomia (Menestho) pharcida Dall and Bartsch, type 2.3 mm 185

6. Odostomia ( Menestho) chilensis, new species, type 2.3 mm 189

7. Odostomia (Menestho) grammatospira Dall and Bartsch, type 5.3 mm.

.

185

7a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.

8. Odostomia (Menestho) hi/pocurta, new species, type 4.3 mm 190

9. Odostomia (Menestho) fetclla, new species, type 4.4 mm 189

9a. Nucleus of same, lateral view much enlarged.
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Plate 22.
Page.

Fig 1. Odostoraia (Evalea) esilda, new -species, type 5.5 mm ...--. - 196

2 Odostomia (Evalea) tillamookensis Dall and Bartsch, type 4.1 mm 95

3 Odostomia (Evalea) tenuis Carpenter, type l.C mm
Copy of a camera lueida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.

4. Odostomia (Evalea) io, new species, type 5.6 mm
The fine spiral striatious have been omitted in this fignre.

5. Odostomia (Evalea) aleutica, new species, type 4.4 mm 196

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this fignre.

6. Odostomia (Evalea) nunivakensis, new species, type 3 mm 194

The fine spiral striations have been omitted m this figure.

7. Odostom in ( Evalea) hillisnooensis, new species, type 6.4 mm 195

8. Odostomia (Eialea) nemo, new species, type 4.8 mm
The fine spiral striations have been omitted m this figure.

9. Odostomia (Emlea) hadiakensis, new species, type 5.2 mm 197

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

Plate 23.

Fi- 1 Odostomia (Evalea) columbiana Dall and Bartsch, type 8.3 mm 202

°
2. Odostomia (Evalea) tenuisculpta Carpenter, type 2.3 mm ^Ub

The fine spiral striations have been omitted m this figure.

3. Odostomia (Evalea) jewetti Dall and Bartsch, type 6.1 mm 201

4. Odostomia (Evalea) pratoma, new species, type 2.9 mm
The fine spiral striations have been omitted m this figure.

5 Odostomia (Evalea) phanea Dall and Bartsch, type 4.8 mm 204

6. Odostomia (Evalea) valdezi Dall and Bartsch, type 3 mm J J»

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

7. Odostomia (Evalea) inflate (Carpenter) Dall and Bartsch, type 6.2 mm. 201

8. Odostomia (Evalea) herilda, new species, type 3.8 mm.

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

9. Odostomia (Evalea) phanella, new species, type 3.3 mm 205

Plate 24.

Fig 1. Odostomia (Evalea) socorwensis, new species, type 4.6 mm 208

2

.

Odostomia (Evalea) californica, new species, type 3 mm ^05

3. Odostomia (Evalea) donilla, new species, type 4.5 mm ^^»

4. Odostomia (Evalea) clessini, new species, type 6 mm -Jl

5 Odostomia (Evalea) stephensi new species, type 5.3 mm ^i^

6. Odostomia (Evalea) ayigularis, Dall and Bartsch, type 5.6 mm 20/

7 Odostomia (Evalea) avichitkana, new species, type 3.3 mm ^1^

8. Odostomia (Evalea) tacomaensis Dall and Bartsch, type 4.3 mm 20y

9. Odostomia (Evalea) serillu, new species, type 4.8 mm

Plate 25.

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in all the figures on this plalc

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Evalea) movilla, new species, type 3.6 mm 21^

2. Odostomia (Evalea) altina, new species, type 3 mm -

3. Odostomia (Evalea) baranoffensis, new species, type 6.3 mm 21^

4. Odostomia (Evalea) minutissima, new species, type 3.1 mm 21

5. Odostomia (Evalea) deliciosa Dall and Bartsch, typt^ 4 mm 21b

\[ 212

8. Odostomia (Evalea) profundicola, new species, type 4.5 mm 214

9. Odostomia (Evalea) raymondi, new species, type 3.6 mm

2565—Bull. 68—09 17

6. Odostomia (Evalea) notilla, new species, type 2./ mm
7. Odostomia (Evalea) gravida Gould, type 6.6 mm.
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Plate 26.

Page.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Evalea) hagerneisteri, new species, type 4.4 mm 216

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

2. Odostomia (Evalea) lucasana, new species, type 4.7 mm 204

3. Odostomia (Evalea) sitkaensis Clessin, type 4 mm 215

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

4. Odostomia (Evalea) obesa, new species, type 6 mm 203

5. Odostomia (Evalea) unalaskensis, new species, type 4.8 mm 203

6. Odostomia (Evalea) santarosana, new species, type 4.9 mm 205

7. Odostomia (Evalea) capitana, new species, type 4.6 mm 200

8. Odostomia (Evalea) atossa Dall, type 6.5 mm 203

9. Odostomia (Evalea) septentrionalis, new species, 4.3 mm 200

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

Plate 27.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Amaura) satura Carpenter, type 6.4 mm 221

2. Odostomia (Amaura) gouldi Carpenter, type 6.1 mm 224

3. Odostomia (Amaura) orcia, new species, type 7.7 mm 223

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

4. Odostomia (Evalea) granadensis, new species, type 2.7 mm 217

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

5. Odostomia (Evalea) -parella, new species, type 3.7 mm 217

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

6. Odostomia (Evalea) resina, new species, type 2.2 mm ^ .

.

216

7. Odostomia (Amaura) farallonensis, new species, type 5.5 mm 221

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

8. Odostomia (Amaura) beringi Dall, type 5.7 mm -. 220

9. Odostomia (Amaura) talpa, new species, type 8 mm 222

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

Plate 28.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Amaura) nuciformis Carpenter, 7.9 mm 227

2. Odostomia (Amaura) canjieldi Dall, type 9.6 mm 228

3. Odostomia (Amaura) avellana Carpenter, 8.3 mm 225

4. Odostomia (Amanra) subturrita, new species, type 6.9 mm 228

5. Odostomia (Amaura) arctica, new species, type 12.4 mm 224

6. Odostomia (Amaura) nota, new species, type 7.5 mm 226

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

7

.

Odostomia (Artmura) lastra, new species, type 13.6 mm 219

8. Odostomia (Amaura) kennerleyi Dall and Bartsch, type 10.2 mm 219

9. Odostomia (Amaura) sillana, new species, type 5.6 mm 222

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

Plate 29.

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in all figures on this plate.

Fig. 1. Odostomia (Amxiura) elsa, new species, type 6.1 mm 220

2. Odostomia (Amxiiira) pesa, new species, type 9.3 mm 226

3. Odostomia (Amaura) martensi Dall and Bartsch, type 5 mm 229

4. Odostomia (Amaura) iliuliukensis, new species, type 9.5 mm 227

5. Odostomia (Amaura) krausei Clessin, type 9.9 mm 223
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Plate 30.
rage.

Fig. 1. Odostomia {Odostomia) dinella, new species, type 2.2 mm 232

2. Odostomia {Scaknostoma) rangii De Folin, type 2.7 mm 230

Copy of de Folin 's figure.

3. Odostomia {Odostomia) coronadoensis, new species, type 1.7 mm 233

4. Odostomia (Odostomia) farella, new species, type 2.5 mm 232

5. Odostomia {Scaknostoma) dotella, new species, type 2.3 mm 230

6. Odostomia {Heida) panamensis Clessin, type 3.1 mm 231

7. Odostomia {Amaura) moratora, new species, type 9 mm 22o

The fine spiral striations have been omitted in this figure.

8. Odostomia (Odostomia) mammillata Carpenter, type 1.1 mm 233

Copy of a camera lucida sketch by Dr. Carpenter.
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3. auricotna, p. 20
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4. hastata, p. 25
5. bairdi, p. 19
6. adamsi, p. 21

7. mazatlanica, p. 24
8. panamensis, p. 26
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2. nicholsi, p, 46 5. mexicana, p. 45 8. stephanogyra, p. 42

3. c. b. adamsi, p. 52 6. simpsoni, p. 49 9. carpenteri, p. 49
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I I , profundicola, p. 50
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5. aresta, p. 54 9. vancouverensis, p. 44 13. pazana, p. 54
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2. halistrepta, p, 72
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5. oregonensis, p. 73
6. obsoleta, p. 59

7, abreojensis, p. 59
8, lituyana, p. 73
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5. auricoma, p. 1 00
6. halidoma, p. 99

7. castanella. p. 102
8. almo, p. 95
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10. dina, p. 96
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2. cinctella, p. 108
3. subula, p. 106
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1

.

socorroensis, p. 20£
2. californica, p. 208
3. donilia, p. 208

Odostomia

4. clessini, p. 211
5. Stephens!, p. 210
6. angularis, p. 207

7. amchitkana, p. 210
8. tacomaensis, p. 209
9. serilla, p. 209





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 25

1. movilla, p. 213
2. altina, p. 214
3. baranoffensis, p. 215

Odostomia

4. minutissima, p. 21 1

5. deliciosa, p. 2 1 6
6. notilla, p. 213

7. gravida, p. 212
8. profundicola, p. 214
9. raymondi, p. 212





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 26

1

.

hagemeisteri, p. 21 6
2. lucasana, p. 204
3. sitkaensis, p. 21 5

Odostomia

4. obesa, p. 203
5. unalaskensis, p. 203
6. santarosana, p. 205

7. capitana, p. 200
8. atossa, p. 203
9. septentrionalis, p. 200





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 27

1

.

satura, p. 221

2. gouldi, p. 224
3. orcia, p. 223

Odostomia

4. granadensis, p. 217
5. parella, p. 21 7

6. resina, p. 216

7. farallonensis, p. 221

8. beringi, p. 220
9. talpa, p. 222





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 28

1

.

nuciformis, p. 227
2. canfieldi, p. 228
3. n. avellana, p. 225

Odostomia

4. subturrita, p. 226
5. arctica, p. 224
6. nota, p. 226

7. lastra, p. 219
8. kennerleyi, p. 219
9. sillana, p. 222





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 29

5

Odostomia

I.elsa, p. 220 2. pesa, p. 226 3. martensi, p. 229 4. iliullukensis, p. 227 5. krausei, p. 223





U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM BULLETIN 68 PL. 30

1. dinella, p. 232
2. rangii, p. 230

Odostomia

3. coronadoensis, p. 233 5. dotella, p. 230
4. farella, p. 232 6. panamensis, p. 231

7. moratora, p. 225
8. mammiila'ta, p. 233
















